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Preface
This was the first Symposium on Energetic Materials held at a Materials Research
Society Mee.ng. Energetic materials are substances that undergo exothermic chemical
reaction in response to some stimulus and react in time scales leading to combustion,
explosion, and/or detonation (millisec to femtosec). Energetic materials represent a
multibillion dollar industry for both commercial and military uses. These are among
the earliest of man-made classes of materials. Their historical role in the development
of nations has been enormous. Land clearing, railroad and highway construction, and
mining continue as important though not exclusive uses. The space program is enabled
by energetic materials.
While many of the energetic materials in current use were developed in the previous
century, a recent renaissance by synthetic chemists has brought forward new

compounds. The response of these new materials to stimuli that cause initiation or

transition from combustion to detonation and the response of energetic materials
generally to a variety of new uses (such as for air bags in automobiles where the
environmental conditions and longer term storage stability questions must be carefully
assessed) have led to increased interest in understanding the fundamental mechanisms
for initiation and decomposition and also to new methods for quality and safety
assurance tests.
Understanding the sensitivity to known stimuli such as impact or heating, the routes
of chemical decomposition, and the theoretical techniques that can describe these
processes is a fertile field of current research addressed in this Symposium. Relations
between the molecular structure and the defect structures and initiation and
decomposition, properties of new materials, experimental tests and new methods for
probing at the microscopic level, and theoretical progress were the main topics.
The commonality with studies of other materials using many similar experimental
techniques, especialiv in the area of defect
and the special features of the
subpicosecond time scale for reactions and deeL. -position both in experiments and
molecular dynamics simulations provides a strong bond with other materials research.
The organizers hope that these proceedings will further strengthen those bonds.
Donald H. Liebenberg
Ronald W. Armstrong
John J. Gilman
March 1993
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PART I

Structure and Stability
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MOLECULAR STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE OF HIGH
EXPLOSIVES
JAMES R. STINE, Explosives Technology, Group M-1, MS C920, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545.

ABSTRACT
Empirical methods have been developed to predict density and heat of
formation of proposed high explosives. These methods are parameterized in
terms of molecular constituents consisting of atoms in particular bonding
environments. These methods, along with the atomic composition of the
molecule, are then used in an empirically based method to predict the
performance of the explosive.
Together, these methods form a unified mechanism of relating molecular
structure to explosive performance. Indeed, this effort, along with the synthesis
effort at Los Alamos, have led to the identification of a new class of high-nitrogen
molecules that may prove to be high performance explosives.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of the high explosives synthesis effort at Los Alamos has been to
synthesize an organic high explosive that has the performance of HMX (one of
our best performing explosives in general use) but at the same time has the
insensitivity of TATB (our most insensitive high explosive). Although numerous
efforts at Los Alamos, and indeed throughout the explosives community in
general, have tried to achieve this goal, few new explosives have ever made been
considered for weapon systems.
If we take a glance at the synthesis history of the explosives of military
interest1, we immediately see that most all of them were first synthesized in the
late 1800s. The fact that synthesis efforts since this time, and particularly
during the past 40 years, have not been able to realize the goal given above, was
one of the reasons for the development of the methods described here.
Table I. History of the Synthesis of Explosives of Military Interest
Nitroguanidine
Tetryl
TNT
TATB
PETN
RDX

1877
1879
1880
1888
1894
1899

One common element of nearly all of the synthesis efforts du-'
he last
fhis has resu,.ed in the
C,.:
synthesis of many polynitroaromatics, with TATB and TNT as notable examples.
But, are these explosives qualitatively different from one another? To help
answer this question, we developed simple empirical methods to help indicate
how each molecular constituent affected an explosive's performance, In addition
40 years has been the nitration of a carbon skel. -
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to being developed as predictive tools, the primary goal of these methods is to
help guide the synthesis effort by providing insight as to what constituents were
beneficial to high performance and which ones were not. These methods would
then complement the computer methods developed over the years in predicting
properties of proposed explosives.
The empirical methods developed were concerned with density and heat of
formation of the proposed explosive. Certainly, in the past, these factors have
been recognized as playing an important part in the performance of an explosive.
However, many synthesis efforts have had as their primary goal the synthesis of
high density organic molecules instead of high performance molecules. The
thought here is that the three factors of density, heat of formation, and atomic
composition must all be considered when relating molecular structure to
performance. Of the three factors, atomic composition has received the least
emphasis.
In the sections below, we discuss the three empirical methods as related to
the factors given above, and then relate them to performance.
DENSITY
One method for predicting density was developed by Stine2 in 1981. This
method assumed that the volume of a molecule in the unit cell of a crystal (which
in this case includes some of the void volume) is a sum of the volumes of the
molecular constituents. In this case, the molecular constituent is the atom in its
particular bonding environment. Thus, for example, one constituent would be a
carbon atom with four single bonds, designated C(1,1,1,1), or if two of the bonds
were in a ring system designated C(1,1,-1,-1). Another constituent being a
carbon with a double bond and two single bonds, C(2,1,1). Table II lists all of the
different constituents possible for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen molecules,
where 1, 2, or, 3 represent a single, double, or triple bond, and -5 designates an
aromatic bond. A negative value indicates that the bond is part of a ring system.
Values for the constituent volumes were derived from over 2000 organic
molecules with known crystal structures. A histogram of the errors between the
observed and calculated densities for these 2000 compounds indicates that the
calculated value is within ,-4% of the observed value. Of course only a few of the
2000 compounds were explosives, but when this method was applied to over 300
organic explosives synthesized at Los Alamos, a similar standard deviation was
obtained.
Of interest here are the contributions of each constituent to the density,
which are also listed in Table II. It can be seen that almost all of the carboncontaining constituents contribute a relatively low value to the density, except
for C(-1,-I,-1,-1) and C(1,-1,-1,-I) whose bonds are involved in multiple ring
systems. That is, to be high density, the carbons must be a part of a cage-type or
spiro-type structure. However, almost all of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms
contribute a high value to the density. Thus for a high density compound one
would want to eliminate the carbon and hydrogen atoms in favor of nitrogen and
oxygen atoms.

5

Table II. Constituent Volumes for the Prediction of Density
Definition
H(1) bonded to a Carbon
H(1) bonded to an aromatic Carbon
H(1) bonded to a Nitrogen
H(1) bonded to an Oxygen
C(1,1,1,1)
C(1,1,-1,-1)
C(1,-1,-1,-1)
C(-1,-1,-1,-1)
C(2,1,1)
C(1,-1,-2)
C(2,-1,-1)
C(-1,-1,-2)
C(1,-5,-5)
C(-1,-5,-5)
C(-5,-5,-5)
C(3,1) or C(2,2)
N(2,2,1)
N(1,1,1)
N(1,-1,-1)
N(-1,-1,-1)
N(-5,-5)
N(2,1)
N(-1,-2)
N(3)
O(1,1)
0(-1,-i)
0(2)

Volume

Density

A3

g/cm3

5.981
7.499
5.199
0.366
13.390
11.709
9.755
9.673
14.565
13.288
12.654
10.410
12.094
10.618
10.370
16.579
10.368
9.234
9.798
8.759
12.268
14.488
11.941
15.599
12.178
12.172
12.754

0.278
0.221
0.319
4.536
1.486
1.702
2.042
2.060
1.368
1.499
1.575
1.914
1.647
1.876
1.921
1.202
2.242
2.517
2.372
2.654
1.895
1.605
1.947
1.490
2.181
2.183
2.063

HEAT OF FORMATION
A method similar to that developed for density was developed for
predicting the heat of fcrmation of a proposed explosive 3 . Here, however, it is
important to specify the type of atom bonded to the atom of concern. Thus, for
example, a carbon bonded to two other carbons, a hydrogen, and a nitrogen
would be designated by C(Ci, C1, H1, N1). Also of importance to the heat of
formation is the contribution of ring strain. Here we only consider ring strain in
rings consisting of three, four, or five atoms. Values for the constituent heats of
formation were derived from measured heats of formation of over 1100 organic
compounds 4 . As opposed to similar existing methods for estimating the heat of
formation of a molecule, this method has a much smaller set of constituents, and
the constituent heat of formation is based on a larger set of empirical data. A
histogram of the errors between the observed and calculated values indicates a
standard deviation of about 10 kcal/mole.
Here aga, --. method indicates which molecular constituents contribute
a pusitive amount to the overall heat of formation and which contribute a
negative amount. It now becomes evident, that a particular molecular
constituent might contribute in a positive way to the density, but a negative
amount to the heat of formation.
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ATOMIC COMPOSITION
One aspect of performance that has not received as much consideration as
density and heat of formation is the role of atomic composition. Our first
consideration was to determine in what regions of atomic composition space did
most existing explosives lie. We know, for example, that RDX (C3 H 6 N6 0 6 ) and
HMX (C4 H 8 N 8 0 8 ) have the same performance if they are pressed to the same
density. Thus, the absolute number of each atom making up the molecule is not
of importance, but rather their relative amounts. Hence, we can arbitrarily
"normalize" the molecular formula, CaHbNcOd, to CAHBNCOD such that
A+B+C+D=I. That is A=a/(a+b+c+d), etc. Thus RDX and HMX would have the
same relative formula.
Now we wish to represent ui~e relative composition of any organic (carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen) molecule graphically. Just as an equilateral
triangle can be used to represent the fractional composition for a three
component system, a tetrahedron can be used to represent the relative fractions
for a four component system. That is, a tetrahedron has the property that the
sun. of the four distances from an internal point to each of the four sides is a
constant. Thus, the relative composition of any organic molecule can be
represented by a point inside a tetrahedron whose corners represent carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. This tetrahedron is shown in Figure 1.

N

'0

C

H

Figure 1. Composition tetrahedron for representing the relative
amounts of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen in any organic
mole, .
The ideal products in a detonation are water, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen. These molecules are represented by points on the line connecting
hydrogen and oxygen, the line connecting carbon and oxygen, and t*Ae apex,
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respectively. These three points then define an "oxygen balance plane," in which
any point lying in this plane is said to have sufficient oxygen to convert the
carbon to CO 2 and the hydrogen to H 2 0.
Over 300 explosives molecules were found in the literature that had been
synthesized over the past 40 years. The normalized formulas for each of these
explosives is plotted in Figure 2. Also seen in this figure is the oxygen balance
plane. It is readily seen that most all of these explosives lie within a cluster that
is characterized by high carbon - low oxygen content. Included in this cluster are
explosives such as TATB, TNT, DATB, HNS, TNB, etc. These are basically low
performing explosives because most of the carbon ends up as solid carbon in the
form of soot. One molecule somewhat outside of this cluster is HMX, one of the
best performing explosives. This indicates that perhaps molecules with as much
as or greater nitrogen content might be a promising region for high performing
explosives.

LAX-112

J4

Oxygen '

carbor

HVarone-

igure 2. Composition tetrahedron showing the location of
over 300 known explosives.
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One molecule that consists of just nitrogen atoms is octaazacubane, N8 ,
(Figure 3) and is of interest to demonstrate the performance expected for a pure
nitrogen molecule 5 . The predicted heat of formation for this molecule using ab
initio methods is 530 kcal, and the predicted density using the above mentioned
density prediction method, is 2.65 g/cm 3 . These values yield a predicted
detonation velocity (using the TIGER code with the BKW equation of state) of
over 15 km/s and a CJ-pressure of 157.2 GPa. In fact, even if the real density
differed substantially from that predicted and was found to be only 1.90 g/cm 3 ,
and the real heat of formation found to be only 200 kcal/mole, the predicted
detonation velocity would be 10.4 km/s and the CJ-pressure would be 50.1 GPa.
These values are still substantially greater than those for HMX, namely
9.14 km/s and 40.5 GPa, respectively.

N

N
N
N\I
N

N
N\I
N

Figure 3. Molecular structure of octaazacubane.
PERFORMANCE
The density, heat of formation, and atomic composition can now be
integrated into an empirical method for predicting the performance of a proposed
explosive. The approach taken here is an extension of a method first developed
by Urizar 6 at Los Alamos in 1947. In his method, he assumed that the
detonation velocity of a mixture of explosives is the sum of the detonation
velocities of the constituents weighted by their respective volume fractions. He
also allowed for the contribution of voids to the overall detonation velocity by
assigning a "characteristic velocity" and including its contribution to the sum.
Thus, for a mixture of n components we have,
D=XviDi

i=1.n

(1)

where D is the detonation velocity. Here we extended his method 7 to pure
compounds by making the additional assumption that the detonation velocity of
a pure compound and that of a mixture are identical if the densities, heats of
formation, and atomic compositions are the same. Hence these properties of the
pure compound could be simulated by an appropriate mixture of explosives with
known densities. I- : of formation, and molecular formulas. Thus for a pure
.-xj.o.ive with the kaolecular formula CaHbNcOd, we would need a basis set of
five explosives, and the addition of voids to simulate the six parameters of
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen content, density, and heat of formation.
Equation 1 then becomes,
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(2)

D =Do + p(aa + i3b +It+ 8d + hAHf) / M,

where Do is the characteristic velocity of a void, p is the density in g/cm 3 , AHf is
the heat of formation in kcal/mole, and M is the molecular weight o.f the pure
compound. Do, a, j3, y, 8, and h are constants whose values were obtained by a
least-squares analysis to detonation velocity, density, and heat of formation data
for 22 pure explosives. This analysis yielded,
a=

-13.85

8=

=

3.95

h=

1=

37.74

Do =

68.11
0.6917

3.69

The calculated and observed values are plotted in Figure 4 for these 22
explosives.
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D(obs) (km/s)
Figure 4. Plot of the detonation velocities of 22 p-re explosive,:
calculated using Equation 2 as a functioih o. 'he observed
detonation velocities. The straight line is the ideal case where
the calculated value is equal to the observed value.
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It is clear from the above values that carbon is detrimental to a high
detonation velocity because a is negative, but nitrogen and oxygen make a
positive contribution because P, X,and 8 are all positive. Here again, we are led
to the conclusion that high nitrogen explosives should give good performance.
These data indicate that perhaps high nitrogen molecules would be high
performance explosives. One compound, first synthesized at Los Alamos 8 in
1986, is a high nitrogen molecule that does not contain any nitro groups. The
structure of this molecule is shown in Figure 5.

NH2

NH2
Figure 5. Molecular structure of the high
nitrogen explosive, TZX
This explosive was predicted to have a detonation velocity about the same
as that of HMX. Enough material was then synthesized to perform sensitivity
and performance tests. It was found to have an impact sensitivity about like
that of TNT, which is a relatively insensitive high explosive. Although it is not
as insensitive as TATB, it is one of the few known explosives that has both a
relatively good performance and good sensitivity.
SMALL-SCALE TESTING
TZX is just one of the first high nitrogen molecule to be synthesized and
its performance properties are still being tested. As was mentioned at the
beginning, one must consider all factors when evaluating what molecular
constituents are important contributors to performance. Although we have
demonstrated that high nitrogen content is an important contributor to
performance, so are density and heat of formation, and it must not be over
emphasized. Indeed, these factors must be considered simultaneously when
evaluating their contribution related to a particular molecule.
The results now are very encouraging that perhaps a single molecule can
be both an insensitive and a high performing explosive. However, further tests
must be performed on new molecules that do not lie in the cluster forme"
the
majority of existing explosives. This presents a problem, in that many of the
standard sensitivity and performance tests require large amounts of material,
usually kilograms at the very least. It is usually a Herculean task tbr the bench
chemist to produce these quantities of material, and hence most explosives
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synthesized in the past simply did not have any sensitivity of performance tests
past those required for handliitg small quantities of material.
8.5

PBX9407 (RDX/FPC461)
8.4

8.3-

E
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8.1

C

8.0

.g
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0

D 2.2708 +3.5193 (rho)

7.87.7"

7.6

1.50

1.55

1.60

1.65

1.70

1.75

1.80

Density (g/cc)
Figure 6. Detonation velocity as a function of density produced in
a single PolyRho shot. The rate stick consisted of 1/2 inch
diameter pellets.
To help bridge the gap between the bench chemist and the firing site
engineer, various small-scale tests are being developed at Los Alamos to
measure such things as detonation velocity, failure diameter, reaction zone
thickness, and sensitivity to shock. These tests require a total of 50-100g of
material - a quantity that is able to be synthesized in a laboratory.
One such test, requiring about 25-30g of material is the PolyRho test.
This is a performance test for measuring the detonation velocity over a range of
densities. Pellets, 1/2 inch in diameter and 1/2 inch in length are pressed to
different densities. A rate stick is assembled from these pellets where the
pellets are placed in the rate stick according to their density. The fix-st pellet is
next to the detonator and is the least dense and the last pellet is the most dense.
Foil switches are placed between the pellets and an oscilloscope is used to record
the arrival times of the detonation wave at each of these switches. From this
data and the heights of the individual pellets one can calculate the detonation
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velocity over each of the pellets and hence obtain detonation velocity as a
function of density. One such plot is shown in Figure 6.
This test along with the other existing and proposed small-scale
performance and sensitivity tests form a basis for obtaining valuable screening
information to help aid in designing new explosives and selecting existing
explosives for particular programmatic goals.
CONCLUSIONS
Efforts related to the development of simple empirical predictive methods
have interacted with the synthesis effort at Los Alamos to identify a new class of
molecules that may prove useful as high-performing insensitive explosives. One
member of this new class has been synthesized and tested. However, high
nitrogen content is just one of the factors that influence performance and, like
density and heat of formation, should not be sole consideration. Indeed, it is
imperative that all of the factors be considered simultaneously because there are
very few molecular constituents that contribute in a positive way to each of these
factors.
The interaction between theory and synthesis has led to the realization
that perhaps the elusive explosive we have been looking for may have an atomic
composition and molecular structure quite different than that of most all known
explosives. We now have some guidelines as to what molecular geometries to
look for.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of physical properties and molecular conformation on the thermal
decomposition kinetics of several cyclic nitramines are examined and compared to the
decomposition of RDX. The compounds used in the study are: octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro1,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX), hexahydro-l-nitroso-3,5-dinitro-s-triazine (ONDNTA), 1,3,5trinitro- 1,3,5-triazacycloheptane (TNCHP), and 2-oxo- 1,3,5-trinitro- 1,3,5-triazacyclohexane
(K6). The decomposition pathways of HMX in the liquid phase are similar to the four
parallel decomposition pathways that control the decomposition of RDX in the liquid phase.
The products formed during the thermal decomposition of ONDNTA arise from multiple
reaction pathways. The identities and temporal behaviors of the ONDNTA decomposition
products are discussed. TNCHP is thermally stable in the liquid phase. The decomposition
products from TNCHP are formed via multiple reaction pathways. One decomposition
pathway for TNCHP is through its mononitroso intermediate. TNCHP does not form a stable
product that is analogous to oxy-s-triazine (OST) formed in RDX or the smaller ring
fragments formed in the liquid-phase decomposition of HMX. K6 is less thermally stable and
the decomposition mechanism is much simpler than that of RDX, HMX and TNCHP. The
thermal decomposition of K6 occurs between 150 and 180 0C. The products formed during
the decomposition of K6 are mainly CH 20 and N20 with minor amounts or HCN, CO, NO,
and NO 2.

INTRODUCTION
The cyclic nitramines hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-s-triazine RDX (I) and octahydro-1,3,5,7tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine HMX (II)
N02

0 2N,

N

0 2N'N

NNN.
N, N0

(I)

NO 2

2

0 2N'

N

NO

2

(II)

are energetic ingredients that are used in various propellants and explosives. Understanding
the complex physicochemical processes that underlie the combustion of these materials can
lead to methods for modifying propellant and explosive formulations in order to obtain better
ignition, combustion, or sensitivity properties. The motivation for understanding the thermal
decompositior -r"-esses of these materials is threefold. First, in solid-propellant combustion,
thermal de,.-:.r.pusition processes that occur in the condensed phase determine both the
amount of heat released on the surface of a burning propellant and the identity and rates ot
production of the lower molecular weight species that are the reactants in the gas-phase flame.
These processes control the bum rates of solid propellants. Second, in both propellants and
explosives it is important to understand the mechanisms that control the stability of these
materials when they are subjected to elevated temperatures, electrostatic discharge, impact or
shock. The response of energetic materials in munitions to these stimuli determine their
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. '1993 Materials Research Society
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degree of safety when subjected to abnormal environments such as fire. Third, an
understanding of the molecular processes that control the response of energetic materials to
these various stimuli will provide insight into the molecula."'properties that control the relative
stability of these materials. This, in turn, will provide guidance for the synthesis of new, more
stable, energetic materials. Thus, the goal of our work is to understand how the molecular
conformation, physical properties and molecular structure affect the thermal decomposition
processes in energetic materials.
Since RDX and HMX are two cyclic nitramines used extensively in explosive and
propellant formulations, our initial work 1 -4 has focused on understanding the decomposition
mechanisms of these two materials in the solid and liquid phases. To extend our knowledge
of cyclic nitramine decomposition, we are currently studying the decomposition of an
intermediate formed during the decomposition of RDX and several other cyclic nitramines
with molecular conformations and physical properties different from RDX and HMX. In this
paper we present the following: a summary of the thermal decomposition pathways for RDX
in the liquid and solid phases; the results from our studies on the thermal decomposition of
liquid-phase HMX, hexahydro-l-nitroso-3,5-dinitro-s-triazine (ONDNTA) (i11), 1,3,5trinitro-l.3,5-triazacycloheptane (TNCHP) (IV), and 2-oxo-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5triazacyclohexane (K6) (V); a comparison of these results with those of RDX.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Instrument description
The simultaneous thermogravimetric modulated beam mass spectrometry (STMBMS)
apparatus is used to conduct the thermal decomposition experiments. The apparatus and the
basic data analysis procedure have been described previously. 5. 6 This instrument allows the
concentration and rate of formation of each gas phase species in a reaction cell to be measured
as a function of time by correlating the ion signals at different m/z values measured with a
mass spectrometer with the force measured by a microbalance at any instant. In the
experimental procedure, a small sample (-10 mg) is placed in an alumina reaction cell that is
then mounted on a thermocouple probe that is seated in a microbalance. The reaction cell is
enclosed in a high vacuum environment ( < 10-11 torr) and is radiatively heated by a bifilarwound tungsten wire on an alumina tube. The molecules from the gaseous mixture in the
reaction cell exit through a small diameter (0.0025 cm in these experiments) orifice in the cap
of the reaction cell, traverse two beam-defining orifices before entering the electronbombardment ionizer of the mass spectrometer where the ions are created by Collisions of 20
eV electrons with the different molecules in the gas flow. The background pressures in the
vacuum chambers are sufficiently low to eliminate significant scattering between molecules
from the reaction cell and background molecules in the vacuum chambers. The different nVzvalue ions are selected with a quadrupole mass filter and counted with an ion counter. The
gas flow is modulated with a chopping wheel and only the modulated ion signal is recorded.
The containment time of gas in the reaction cell is a function of the orifice area, the free
volume within the reaction cell, and the characteristics of the flow of gas through the orifice.
For the reaction cell used in the ey',n'nents, the time constant for exhausting gas from the
cell is small (-3 2 cec) compareu :t 1,e duration of the experiments ( >-I0(W sec). Note that
the containment u-ne of gas within the reaction cell is short once the gas molecules are in the
free volume of the cell, but it may be much longer if the gas is trapped in the condensed-phase
of the material within the cell.. For reactions in the liquid phase, such as those with RDX, the
lighter molecular weight gases (i.e., N20) will be released from the liquid rapidly whereas for
reactions that occur in the solid phase even these lower molecular weight gaseous products
may be trapped for longer periods of time.
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degree of safety when subjected to abnormal environments such as fire. Third, an
understanding of the molecular processes that control the response of energetic materials to
these various stimuli will provide insight into the molecular properties that control the relative
stability of these materials. This, in turn, will provide guidance for the synthesis of new, more
stable, energetic materials. Thus, the goal of our work is to understand how the molecular
conformation, physical properties and molecular structure affect the thermal decomposition
processes in energetic materials.
Since RDX and HMX are two cyclic nitramines used extensively in explosive and
propellant formulations, our initial work'- 4 has focused on understanding the decomposition
mechanisms of these two materials in the solid and liquid phases. To extend our knowledge
of cyclic nitramine decomposition, we are currently studying the decomposition of an
intermediate formed during the decomposition of RDX and several other cyclic nitramines
with molecular conformations and physical properties different from RDX and HMX. In this
paper we present the following. a summary of the thermal decomposition pathways for RDX
in the liquid and solid phases; the results from our studies on the thermal decomposition of
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EXPERIMENTAL
Instrument description
The simultaneous thermogravimetric modulated beam mass spectrometry (STMBMS)
apparatus is used to conduct the thermal decomposition experiments. The apparatus and the
basic data analysis procedure have been described previously. 5 ,6 This instrument allows the
concentration and rate of formation of each gas phase species in a reaction cell to be measured
as a function of time by correlating the ion signals at different m/z values measured with a
mass spectrometer with the force measured by a microbalance at any instant. In the
experimental procedure, a small sample (-10 mg) is placed in an alumina reaction cell that is
then mounted on a thermocouple probe that is seated in a microbalance. The reaction cell is
enclosed in a high vacuum environment ( < 10-11 torr) and is radiativeiv heated bv a bifilarý
wound tungsten wire on an alumina tube. The molecules from the gaseous mixture in the
reaction cell exit through a small diameter (0.0025 cm in these experiments) orifice in the cap
of the reaction cell, traverse two beam-defining orifices before entering the electronoombardment ionizer of the mass spectrometer where the ions are created by collisions of 20
eV electrons with the different molecules in the gas flow The background pressures in the
vacuum chambers are sufficiently low to eliminate significant scattering between molecules
from the reacuoni cell and background molecules in the vacuum chamhers. The difterent n/zvalue ions are selected with a quadrupole mass filter and counted with an ion counter The
gas flow is modulated with a chopping wheel and only the modulated ion signal is recorded.
The containment time of gas in the reaction cell is a function of the orifice area, the free
volume within the reaction cell, and the characteristics of the flow of gas through the orifice
For the reaction cell used in the ey',nnents, the time constant for exhausting gas from the
cell is small (-3 2 efc) comparet, .,' •iie duration of the experiments ( >-~1X0) sec). Note that
the containment utne of gas within the reaction cell is short once the gas molecules are in the
free volume of the cell, but it may be much longer if the gas is trapped in the condensed-phase
of the material within the cell. For reactions in the liquid phase, such as those with RDX, the
lighter molecular weight gases (ie., N20) will be released from the liquid rapidly whereas for
reactions that occur in the solid phase even these lower molecular weight gaseous products
may be trapped for longer periods of time.
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Sample preparation.
The cyclic nitramines used in the experiments were prepared according to previously
published methods for ONDNTA, 7 TNCHP, 8 and K6.9 The K6 sample was obtained from P.
Pagoria of LLNL. The samples were characterized by NMR and IX measurements.
Data analysis
The data analysis procedures used for identifying the pyrolysis products and determining
their rates of formation have been described previously.5.6.I0 For the qualitative comparisons
of the differences in the decomposition behavior between RDX and HMX, TNCHP, and K6
only the temporal behaviors of the ion signals associated with the various decomposition
products, and not the gas formation rates for each product, are presented in this paper.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our previous work has examined the decomposition of HMX in the solid phasel, 2 and
RDX in both the solid and liquid phases. 3,4 For RDX decomposition in the liquid phase, we
have found that it decomposes by the following four reaction pathways:
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Reaction pathway P1 is first order in RDX and accounts for approximately 30% of the total
decomposition. Using 2 H, 13C, 15 N, and 180 isotopic analogues of RDX in isotopic
scrambling and deuterium kinetic isotope experiments (DKIE). we have shown that oxy-striazine (OST) is formed directly from RDX and hydrogen atom transfer is involved in the
rate determining step. The other products formed in this reaction path are NO, H2 0, and
NO 2 . This reaction pathway involves the elimination of HONO, leaving the RDX ring intact.
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Reaction pathway P2 is also first order in RDX and accounts for approximateN - of the
total decomposition. In this pathway the C-N bonds of the i,DA .noecule eventually rupture,
leading to the formation of N20 and CH20. However, this does not necessarily imply that
C-N bond rupture is the first step in this thermal decomposition pathway, since N-N bond
rupture followed by subsequent bond breaking of the resulting radicai is also consistent with
our results.
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Reaction pathway P3 involves the decomposition of RDX via a mononitroso-RDX
(ONDNTA) intermediate (VI). Decomposition via this pathway accounts for approximately
30% of the total decomposition. CH2 0 and N20 are major products formed via the
ONDNTA intermediate during the decomposition of RDX.
Reaction pathway P4 involves the autocatalytic decomposition of RDX and accounts for
approximately 30% of the total RDX decomposition. The main decomposition products
formed via this channel are also CH2 0 and N20. Although the catalyst has not been
identified, possible candidates for the catalyst include several amides (i.e., formamide and Nmethylformamide) and the polyamide residue that forms during the decomposition of RDX.
The details of reaction pathway P4 are the least well characterized of the four pathways.
Summary of RDX Results
To compare the decomposition pathways of the other cyclic nitramines with those of RDX,
we first summarize the RDX results. The decomposition pathways of RDX were determined
from both the extent of isotope crossover and deuterium kinetic isotope effect (DKIE) in
experiments with isotopically labeled analogues of RDX and the temporal behaviors of the
gas formation rates of the decomposition products as shown in Figure I (additional results
may be found in References 3 and 4).
For all of the decomposition products. the gas formation rates rise rapidly as the sample melts
at 200°C. For OST, the rate of gas formation rises rapidly as the sample melts and gradually
decreases as the RDX sample is depleted. This is characteristic of reaction pathway P1. For
ONDNTA, the gas formation rate gradually increases as the sample is depleted. This
behavior is due to the increasing vapor pressure of ONDNTA in the reaction cell which in
turn is due to the increasing mole fraction of ONDNTA in the sample as the decomposition
progresses. The temporal behavioi of ONDNTA characterizes reaction pathway P3. For Nmethylformamide (NMFA), the gas formation rate also gradually increases as the sample is
depleted. This bel'avior is also characteristic of the other formamides formed during the
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Figure 1. Contribuuons of the four primary decomposition pathways to the various products formed
during the thermal decomposition of pure RDX. The bold line i-)
in all of the graphs represents
the total contribution from all of the reaction channels,, The bold line (-)
in OST represents the
. ... ,,..ution by reaction pathway P1. The thin dashed (- - ) lines shown in N20. CH20. NO?. and
Na,2CHO represent the contributions from reaction pathway P2. The bold dashed liaies

.
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represent the contribution from the ONDNTA decomposition pathway P3. The thin solid lines
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that peak near the highest temperature correspond to the contribution from the catalytic

decomposition pathway P4. The calculated rate of formation of C1t20 is equivalent to the rate of
formation of N20. The difference between the calculated and measured rates of formation of CH20 is
due to its reaction %iLhin the sample cell.
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decomposition. The rates of gas formation shown for N 20, CH 2 0 and NO 2 have temporal
behaviors that are due to contributions from three of the RDX decomposition pathways. The
contribution that increases rapidly as the sample melts and falls off gradually as the sample is
depleted arises from reaction pathway P2. The contribution that peaks midway during the
decomposition (bold dashed line in Fig. 1) arises from the decomposition of the ONDNTA
intermediat,, in reaction pathway P3. Finally, the contribution that increases gradually during
the decomposition and peaks just prior to complete depletion of the sample is characteristic of
the catalytic reaction pathway P4.
Liquid-Phase Decomposition of HMX
Comparison of the liquid-phase decomposition of HMX to that of RDX will show whether
decomposition pathways similar to RDX control the decomposition of HMX or whether the
higher melting point of HMX and its decomposition in the solid phase prior to melting alter
its decomposition mechanism. The liqr;d-phase decomposition products from HMX that are
observed in our experiments include: H 20, HCN, CO, CH 20, NO, N 20, NO 2 , formamide,
NMFA, N,N-dimethylformamide, and ONTNTA (VII). In addition, we observe ion signals at
m/z values of 70 and 97. Experiments with 2 H, 13C, and 15 N isotopically labeled HMX
analogues have shown that the ion signals at these two m/z values correspond to ions with
formulas of C 2 N2H2O (70) and C 3N3H3O (97). For RDX, the ion signals at m/z values of 70
and 97 both arise from the OST decomposition product. However, for HMX, differences in
the relative intensities of these two ions, in addition to differences in their temporal behaviors
in the HMX experiments, show that they arise from two different decomposition products
These ion signals clearly arise from thermal decomposition products that are similar to the
OST formed during the decomposition of RDX. However, without time-of-flight (TOF)
velocity-spectra measurements of these ion signals, it is not possible to determine whether the
observed ion signals are molecular ions, and thus have the same formula as the thermal
decomposition products, or whether they are daughter ions formed from a decomposition
product with a higher molecular weight. In either case, the ion signals at m/z values of 70 and
97 are associated with fragments from the HMX ring formed in a manner similar to reaction
pathway P1 for the RDX decomposition.
The results shown for the decomposition of HMX in Fig. 2 are consistent with the four
decomposition pathways found for the decomposition of RDX. A reaction pathway similar to
reaction pathway P1 for RDX produces the HMX-ring fragments that are charactenrzed by the
ion signals at m/z values of 70 and 97 shown in Panel b of Fig. 2. These two ion signals first
appear when the HMX sample liquefies at approximately 276°C and their signal strength
decreases as the HMX sample is depleted. This behavior is similar to that observed for OST
formed in the decompositior, of RDX
The temporal behavior if the ion signals formed from the monontroso HMX analogue.
ONTNTA. (shown in Panel c of Fig. 2) is similar to the temporal behavior of ONDNTA
observed in the liquid-phase RDX decomposition Note the increase in the amount of
ONTNTA associated with the vertical arrow on the right in Fig. 2. This behavior is similar to
that observed for ONDNTA during the decomposition of RDX . One significant difference
I
'-en the behavior of the monomtroso product in the decomposition of IIMX compared
wit. .-. decomposition of RDX is that a much largeer amount of ONTNTA is released from
the IIMX sample before it liquefies. As can be seen from Fig. 2. the size of the ]on signal
associated with the ONTNTA product does not sho, aisignificant increase as the sample
liquefies. This indicates that the decomposition of I lMX to its mononitroso analogue is ,a
maJor decomposition pathway in the solid-phasc This, i, similar to the results found or the
decomposition of RDX in the solid phase except. tatat ,t the higher temperatures associated
with the decomposition of I IMX. the reaction rate tor tie tcmnaton of ONTNTA is greater
and a larger fraction of the HtMX sample has decomposed via a reaction pathway similar to
pathway P3 prior .o the liquefaction of the ItMX sample
The temporal beha,' - - f the ion signals associated with the CIIO0 and N2 0 formed
t,',- dccomposi,. - of IIMX after its liquefaction have the same broad type of peaks
that were observed for these products in the decomposition of RDX. Both of the ion signals
associated with these products show a rapid increase as tile IIMX liquefies and an initial peal,
that is correlated with the ion signals associated with the products formed trom the ring of the
IIMX molecule. The CH 2 0 and N 2 0 formed later in the decomposition appear to be
correlated with the ONTNTA product and also display a temporal behavior that is
characteristic of an autocatalvyic decomposition channel similar to patnwav P4 for RDX
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Figure 2. Ion signals associated with various thermal decomposition products formed during the
decomposition of HMX as the sample melts. The sample melts at 276 0C. The signal associated with
thermal decomposition fragments formed from the ring (b) only appear in significant quantities as the
sample melts. Other products associated with this pathway are indicated by the vertical arrow. on the
left. After the sample melts a second set of products that peak later in the decomposition is observed
as indicated by the arrow. on the right. These products ame associated with the amides, such as the Nmethylformamide. This behavior is similar to that observed for RDX decomposition in the liquid
phase. However, in contrast to the decomposition of RDX, substantial amount of thermal
decomposition occurs prior to melting of the sample. Note the relatively large amount of the
mononitroso analogue of HMX (ONTNTA) observed prior to meting. The heating rate is 2*C/min.
The initial increase in the CH 2 0 and N20 signals after the HMX sample liquefies is also
similar to that observed in the decomposition of RDX and associated with decomposition via
reaction pathway P2. Fizm the relative s.,es of the ion signals associated with the CH20 and
N20 products compared to those associate:.. with the HMY ring fragment ion signals at m/z
values of 70 and 97 this would suggest that the relative amount of HMX that decomposes by a
pathway similar to P2 compared to pathway P1 is greater for HMX than for RDX. In light of
the fact that the decomposition of HMX occurs at a temperature about 70'C greater than
RDX, the behavior of CH20 and N20 tends to suggest that reaction channel P2 may become
more dominant than reaction pathway P1 at higher temperatures. However, it is also possible
that the increase of the CH 20 and N20 signals after the HMX sample liquefies is due to an
increase in the decomposition rate of ONTNTA, formed in the solid-phase decomposition.
Without further quantification of the HMX results, it is rot possible at this time to determine

exact relative decomposition rates of the various HMX decomposition pathways.
Relative Stabilities of RDX. HMX. ONDNTA. TNCHP. and K6

The relative rates of formation of the major thermal decomposition products formed from
RDX, HMX, ONDNTA, TNCHP athd I>ý, ace shown as a function of temperature in Figure 3.
Both RDX and HMX timompose slowly in the solid phase and exhibit a rapid increase in the
decomposition rates upon melting. In comparison to RDX and HMX, both ONDNTA and
TNCHP do not undergo the same rapid increase in the decomposition rate upon melting as
illustrated in Fig. 3. For ONDNTA, this may be due a slower decomposition rate at the
temperature associated with its lower melting point of 168*C. As ONDNTA melts there is
already evidence of decomposition. The entire ONDNTA sample has decomposed below
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200 0C (below the melting poin: of RDX). TNCHP, on the other hand, is quite stable in the
liquid phase. TNCHP melts at -170*C but it does not show the first evidence of
decomposition until -205 0 C and only starts to decompose at more rapid rates above 240*C.
Its decomposition behavior clearly differs from RDX and HMX.
The replacement of a methylene group in RDX with a keto group makes the resulting K6
compound less thermally stable as can be seen from Fig. 3. K6 starts to decompose at -150'C
and has undergone complete decomposition by 180*C. K6 appears to decompose below its
nominal melting point (180'C), although such extensive decomposition below 180 0 C suggests
that its melting point is uncertain. Consequently, we do not know at present whether K6
decomposes in the solid or liquid phase. However, it is clear that X6 is the least thermally
stable cyclic nitramine ot those used in the present study.
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Figure 3. The ion signals associated with various decomposition products formed during the

decomposition of RDX, HMX. ONDNTA, TNCHP, and K6. The heating rate for each expenment
was 20C/min. The ion signals are related to the gas formation rates of each decomposiuon product by
an undetermined mass spectrometer sensitivity factor. Thus, the ion signals represent only the
temporal behavior of each decomposition product and not their relative rates of formation.
Thermal Decompogsition of ONDNTA
The thermal decomposition of ONDNT A is a complex process that also occurs via multiple
pathways. The results presented in this paper cover our initial analysis of the thermal
decomposition of ONDNTA and are used to show the qualitative behavior of the
decomposition of ONDNTA. Quantification of our results requires further expenments and
analysis and will appear at a later date.
The mass spectrum of ONDNTA has been presented previously," At 20 eV, the major
ion sigitals are C2 H4 N+ (m/z=42) and C2H4 N2 (NO)NO 2+ (m/z = 132). The mass spectrum of
ONDNTA differs from RDX in that the ONDNTA forms most of its daughter ions by loss of
fragments from the nng whereas RDX forms more of its daughter ions by loss of substituents
on the ring.
The products formed during the thermal decomposition of ONDNTA are determined from
STMBMS measurements that have been reported previously 11 Two of the major products
formed are CH20 and N20. An ion signal measured at m/z=28 also originates from a major
decomposition product that may be either N2 , CO, or possibly C2 ti.
The fourth major
product observed in the decomposition forms an ion signal at m/z=42 that has the formula
C2 H4 N+ and is associated with a thermal decomposition product with a mokcular weight less
than 60 amu. Since it is less likely that the C2 H4 N radical is a major d'x.omposition product.
formation of C2 H5 N by abstraction of a hydrogen atom may be a :,iore reasonable product
This species is consistent with the ion signals at m/z = 43 from ONDNTA-ul and n/z = 48
from ONDNTA-d6 formed during the decomposition. This tyve -,f -ng fragment has not
been observed as a major product in the thermal dec-mposition o, '...r RDX or HMX.
Other products formed dunng the decomposition of ONDNTA include: H120, HICN. NO,
NO2 . and HO.,O. Similar to the decomposition of RDX and HMX, three amides are also
observed (formamide (m/z=45), N-methylformamide (m/7 = 58,59) and N.Ndimethylformamide (m/z = 73)y. Higher molecular weight products observed during the
decomposition include two species. CiN3H3 (m/z = 81) and C 3N3H6 (n/z = 84). in which the
ONDNTA ring appears to remain intact. Two other higher mo!ecular weight species that
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appewa during the decomposition are associated with the ion signals observed at m/z values of
85 and 132. Since the ONDNTA itself forms a large ion signal at m/z =132, it has been
difficult to determine the exact molecular weight of the thermal decomposition product that
leads to the signal at m/z = 132. If the molecular weight of the product is 132, this would
indicate that one of the decomposition pathways of ONDNTA involves elimination of
methylenenitramine (CH 2=N-NO 2 ). If C2H 3N30÷ (m/z=85) is a molecular ion, then this
thermal decomposition product may be formed by the loss of HONO from C2H-N
4 2 (NO 2)NO
(mn/z=132) to form a species such as CH2=N-CH=N-NO. Further TOF velocity spectra
measurements and analysis will provide more conclusive findings on these species.
The temporal behaviors of the ion signals associated with the ONDNTA thermal
decomposition products are consistent with a multiple pathway decomposition mechanism.
Figure 4 shows the temporal behaviors of the ion signals associated with the major products
formed during an isothermal decomposition of ONDNTA-ul and ONDNTA-d6. In these
experiments the sample starts to decompose as it is heated to its isothermal temperature. For a
first order reaction in ONDNTA, one expects the ion signals arising from the decomposition
products to decrease as the sample size decreases once the sample reaches its isothermal
temperature. However, the CH 2 0 and N20 signals continue to increase after the isothermal
temperature is attained. This behavior is similar to that observed in the decomposition of
RDX in that multiple pathways control the decomposition. This behavior is supported by the
temporal behaviors of several ion signals associated with the other decomposition products.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the product associated with the ion signal at m/z = 132 appears
to be first order in ONDNTA since the signal decreases as the sample is depleted. On the
other hand the product associated with the ion signal at m/z =85 slowly increases as the
sample is consumed and peaks just before the sample is depleted. Temporal behaviors similar
to m/z = 85 are observed for the amide products. The product associated with the ion signal
at m/z = 132 may originate directly from a unimolecular decomposition of ONDNTA,
whereas, the amides and the products associated with the m/z = 85 signal may arise through
either an intermediate or an autocatalytic pathway. As shown in Figure 4a to 4c, the CH 20
and N20 products, along with several lighter products, have temporal behaviors that increase
as the sample size decreases and thus probably arise from both a first-order pathway and an
intermediate or autocatalytic pathway.
The effect of hydrogen transfer in the rate limiting step of the d~fferent decomposition
pathways is illustrated by the ion signals associated with the CH20 and N20 products shown
in Figure 4a and 4d. In contrast to the temporal behaviors of the CH 20 and N20 signals
measured during the decomposition of ONDNTA-ul, the CD 20 and N20 signals measured
during the decomposition of ONDNTA-d6 show a fall off as the sample size decreases and is
indicative of a first order reaction in ONDNTA. This indicates that the reaction rate of the
intermediate/autocatalytic decomposition channel of ONDNTA is much slower for
ONDNTA-d6 than ONIDNTA-ul, and thus, the intermediate/autocatalytic channel exhibits a
very strong DKIE.
One other interesting feature observed in the decomposition of ONDNTA is the evolution
of N20 and CH 2 0 as the sample is heated but prior to melting. These peaks occur in the
CH 2 0 and N20 signals between 800 and 1500 seconds in Figure 4a and 4d, and evolve over a
temperature range from 120 to 170 *C. Contamination of the original sample has been
eliminated as an explanation for this peak. Details of the mechanisms controlling each of the
decomposition pathways of ONDNTA require a more detailed examination of the ONDNTA
data, which is currently underway.
Thermal decomposition products from TNCHP
TNCHP is more stable in the liquid phase than either RDX or ttMX. The malor products
formed in its decomposition are CH 2O and N20. Products formed to a lessor extent include:
H20, HCN, NO, and NO 2. Ion signals, representing other decomposition products, are also
observed. Further measurements utilizing deuterium labeled TNCHP and TOF -,'-city
spectra are underway to determine the identity of the thermal &,-',,nicsition produ,,,. .,admng
to these other ion signals. The temporal behaviors of the major ion signals are shown in
Figure 5. These results illustrate the increased thermal stabilitv of TNCHP in the liquid phase
compared to RDX. The ion signal at m/z = 146 is analogous to the ion signal at m/z = 132
that arises from ONDNTA. Thus, the ion signal at m/z =146 most likely arises from the
mononitroso analogue of TNCHP.
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Figure 4. Ion signals associated with thermal decomposition products from ONDNTA. Signals in
panels a, b and c are from unlabeled ONDNTA and signals in d, e and f are from ONDNTA-d6. The
signals in the left shaded portion of the graphs were recorded during the thermal ramp of the sample
and the right shaded portions were recorded at the isothermal temperature listed on each graph. The
large oscillations in the ion signals at m/z values of 132 and 136 is due to the large correction factor
that was used to subtract the contribution from evaporating ONDNTA at these two m/z values.
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Figure 5. Ion signals associated with the products formed during the thermal dccomposiuon of
TNCHP. The heating rate is 2 °C/mm.
In isothermal experiments with TNCHP, the temporal behaviors of the ion signals
associated with the decomposition products from TNCHP are indicative of several parallel
reaction pathways. The temporal behaviors of several of the products are illustrated in Figure
6. Ion signals associated with processes that are approximately first order in TNCHP are
represented by the signals for NO and N02 in Fig. 6 and also include signals that represent
FICN. Ion signals associated with intermediate products formed during the thermal
decomposition are found at n/z values of 55, 84, 130, and 146. The ion signals at m/z values
of 55, 84 and 130 have temporal behaviors similar to that of 146, which probably represents
the mononitroso analogue of TNCFIP. This suggests that the ion signals at mlz values of 55,
$4 and 130 may be ion dissociation products of the TNCHP mononitroso analogue. TOF
velocity spectra signals at these n/z values will resolve whether these signals are ion
dissociation products formed in the mass spectrometer or whether they anse from additional
thermal decomposition products.
A stable product, similar to the formation of OST in the decomposition of
is not
i'2
observed in the thermal decomposition of TNCHP. This a,.b/,:,y ,o form a decomposition
product by stabilizing the nng of the cyclic nitramine may lead to the increased thermal
stability nf TNCHP.
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Figure 6. Ion signals associated with the thermal decomposition products from TNCHP. The region
in the left shaded panel is the heating portion and the right shaded panel is the isothermal portion of
the experiment. The ion signals representing NO and N02 appear to be approximately first order in
liquid-phase TNCHP. The ion signals at m/z values of 130 and 146 are associated with an
intermediate formed during the thermal decomposition. The ion signals associated with CH20 and
N20 probably originate from pathways associated with both the first order process and the
decomposition of the intermediate.
Thermal decomposition products from K6
The decomposition of K6 is quite different from the other cyclic nitramines used in this
study. In addition to its lower thermal stability, K6 also produces fewer and simpler
decomposition products. The decomposition products from K6 are mainly CH20, N20 and
CO 2 , with minor contributions from HCN, CO, NO and NO 2 . Unlike the other cyclic
nitramines used in this study, K6 does not form any amides, mononitroso analogue, or
residue. The temporal behaviors of the products formed during the decomposition of K6 are
shown in Figure 7.
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The decomposition of K6 may be initiated by attack of one of the NO 2 oxygen atoms on
the keto group carbon atom leading to the initial elirmnation of CO'2 and followed by the rapid
transformation of the remaining fragment into CH 2 0 and N20. The rate of decomp)osition of
K6 through this initial four center C-N-N-O complex would appear to be competitive with NN02 bond breaking in that no mononitroso analogue or amide, are observed in th.
decomposition of K6.
SUMMARY
Through the use of measurements of the temporal behaviors of the gas tormation rates of
products formed dunng the thermal decomposition of RDX and the analysis of results
from DKIE and isotopic scrambling experiments with the 211. 13C, 15N.
l •; labeled
analogues of RDX, we have previously determined that four different primary reaction
pathways control the decomposition of RDX. These pathways consist of 1) the unimolecular
decomposition of RDX to form oxv-s-mnazine (OST) through HION() and HNO elimination.
2) the unimolceular decomposition of RDX via the N-NO 2 bond breaking step with the
subsequent unraveling of the RDX ring, possibly through the methvlenenitramine
intermediate, to form N20 and CH2O, 3) the conversion of RDX to its mononitroso analogue
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ONDNTA followed by the subsequent decomposition of ONDNTA to predominantly N2 0
and CH 2O, and 4) the catalytic decomposition of RDX by some catalyst formed from the
RDX decomposition products. The products associated with the formation of OST exhibit a
DKEE and the OST itself shows no evidence of isotopic scrambling of any of the elements in
the molecule. Consequently. it appears that the formation of OST involves an intra-molecular
hydrogen transfer step that controls the decomposition of RDX in this channel. Just as
importantly, the CH2 0 and ONDNTA products do not exhibit a DKIE and thus indicate that
the products produced through the channels associated with these products do not involve
transfer of hydrogen in the rate limiting step.
Through examination of the temporal behaviors of the ion signals associated with the
thermal decomposition products from HMX in the liquid phase, it was found that the
decomposition of HMX also occurs by multiple decomposition pathways. Ion signals
associated with fragments of the HMX ring are observed for the thermal decomposition of
HMX in the liquid phase. No molecular ion of an HMX decomposition product that is
analogous to OST formed in the decomposition of RDX is observed. The temporal behaviors
of several of the HMX decomposition products are approximately first order in HMX,
indicating that pathways similar to pathways 1 and 2 observed in the decomposition of RDX
are also present in the decomposition of HMX. The mononitroso analogue of HMX,
ONTNTA. and its associated decomposition products are also formed during the
decomposition. This behavior is similar to that of RDX. In addition. ONTNTA is formed in
significant quantities in the solid phase of HMX prior to melting.. However, since HMX
melts at a temperature approximately 80 'C higher than RDX, more solid-phase
decomposition occurs in HMX. Finally, several amides and a residue are also observed in the
decomposition of HMX.
Through examination of the temporal behaviors of the ion signals associated with the
thermal decomposition products from ONDNTA. the mononitroso analogue of RDX, and its
deuterium labeled analogue, it was found that it also decomposes by multiple decomposition
pathways. The major products formed in the decomposition of ONDNITA include CH2O.
N2 0 and a lower molecular weight product that forms C2 H4 N+ in the mass spectrometer and
whose exact identity has not yet been determined.. Several ion signals are associated with
decomposition products Jhat exhibit approximately first order behavior in liquid-phase
ONDNTA. One higher molecular weight product that exhibits this first order behavior is
associated with the ion signal at m/z = 132. One component of the ion signals associated with
the CH,2 O and N2 0 products is associated with this first Order process. Another
decomposition pathwaN exhibits autocatalytic behavior and has a large deuterium kinetic
isotope effect. The resuits on the thermal decomposition of ONDNTA are consistent with the
behavior of the ONDNTA intermediate formed in one of the RI)X decomposition pathways
The present results on the decomposition of ONDNTA show that more complicated patnways
control its decomposition tflan assumned in its patnwav for RDX. 'Ihe decomposition behavior
of ONDNTA formed as the intermediate in the deco'mposition of RDX ma\ actually play at
role in the more complicated chemistry associated with the autocatalvtic pathway in RDX.
The decomposit,)n of 'rNCHP and K6, two other cyclic nitramine compounds with
molecular conformations, similar to those of RDX. has sho\%n thle effect of different molecular
conformations on the vanous decomposition pathways. Of the tour c~clhc nitramines studied.
RDX. HMX. K0. and TNCIIIP. only TNCIIP sho\%s significant stabilits' atter mel~ting. Our
initial results on thle act.omnosition of TNC'l W1s-ao~k several prnklucz'. tnii exhibit a temporal
behavior that is first orocr in liqutid- phase: TNCi II'. lI o'kc' r. there is 11o esidence of an\
product formecd in thle ae:oinposinon of TNCHPin at is szimilir to cinier O)S' lrined in thec
decomposition of RI)X or thle rinc fragments formed in tile (iccotipositIioiltito IIMX Tlhis
inability to form it stab.,; vroduct \%ith tile rill_- troml tfile ' i nitranitfme intact inaN accoun:
'.I nere are ses eral ion signal,,
bor the increased stabini,\ of TNCI ll in the iuiuild p
associated with decomnosition products fron TlNCIIP tonit inuicate tnat TNC'I l also .O)flfl a
mononitroso intermediate tnat controls one of toe decomipo.%ition patn\%a%\ This is similar to
esults show that the ieneral stability of Ko is mutch less ifiat the
both RDX and IIMD
file thermail diecomipositioni of Ko vroiluces oni l\ '1).-0. N-)() and
,ti- - lue comflount,
u KIs
lNCo. and No, Quaiitatis c.%. fine adcoifltosition patoways
CO, with ntiiior aniounzo t>
of KbO appear to bt: less complex than lnoos of RI_)N. MI X a nl'l'Nil ll
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ABSTRACT
High explosives, blasting agents, propellants, and pyrotechnics are all metastable relative to
reaction products and are termed energetic materials. They are thermodynamically unstable but
the kinetics of decomposition at ambient conditions are sufficiently slow that they can be
handled safely under controlled conditions. The ease with which an energetic material can be
caused to undergo a violent reaction or detonation is called its sensitivity. Sensitivity tests for
energetic materials are aimed at defining the response of the material to a specific situation,
usually prompt shock initiation or a delayed reaction in an accident. The observed response is
always due to a combination of the physical state and the molecular structure of the material.
Modeling of any initiation process must consider both factors. The physical state of the
material determines how and where the energy is deposited in the material. The molecular
structure in the solid state determines the mechanism of decomposition of the material and the
rate of energy release. Slower inherent reaction chemistry leads to longer reaction zones in
detonation and inherently safer materials. Slower chemistry also requires hot spots involved in
initiation to be hotter and to survive for longer periods of time. High thermal conductivity also
leads to quenching of small hot spots and makes a material more difficult to initiate. Early
endothermic decomposition chemistry also delays initiation by delaying heat release to support
hot spot growth. The growth to violent reaction or detonation also depends on the nature of the
early reaction products. If chemical intermediates are produced that drive further accelerating
autocatalytic decomposition the initiation will grow rapidly to a violent reaction.
Introduction
The relationship between the constitution of an organic explosive and the sensitivity and
performance of the material is a question of long standing interest. The subject was first
reviewed in 1944.1 It was demonstrated early in the systematic investigation of high explosive
properties, using homogeneous mixtures of liquids of continuously varying oxygen balance.
that power, detonation velocity, brisance, and sensitivity all increase as the oxygen balance
moves towards a product composition of carbon dioxide and water, and then decreases as the
explosive becomes overly oxygen rich. t .2 In the late 1950s Kamlet and coworkers began a
series of studies that related molecular composition and structure to impact sensitivitv 3-6 in a
wide variety of organic explosives. A major interest in these studies was to identify '"trigger
linkages" in molecular structures so as to avoid kinetically labile structural components in
future synthetic efforts. A variety of other investigations have studied the effect', of such
parameters as bond polarities, molecular composition, electronegativit. and Carl\
decomposition chemistry 7 -21on sensitivity.
Sensitivity Testing
The sensitivity of an energetic material is always defined relative to a particular test. The
test may be designed to give information about a particular hazard situation or to provide more
general information implying how !'
:rgetic material will behave over a wider range of
conditions. T:.,,: are -arried out to a.easure the explosives response to energy input from
shock, impact, thermal, friction, and electrostatic discharge sources. The number of material,
that have been tested under the different categories and how well the tests are characterized
varies widely. Shock initiation tests are expensive and require relatively large amounts ot
material. The shock initiation tests tend to be well characterized but relatihvel few matenal..
either pure compounds or formulations, have been tested. Drop-weight-impact testing is
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. '1993 Materials Research Society
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relatively simple and uses a small amount of material. However the important characteristics of
the test are not understood, it exists in a bewildering variety of forms, and relies on different
indicators for go/no-go responses. This test has been used to examine by far the largest variety
of pure high explosive compounds and formulated materials. A summary of the LANL Type
12 impact results for 258 compounds drawn from 14 different structural classes has been
published. 2 1 A compilation of Navy small scale gap test data for 52 pure materials and
22
formulations has also been published.
Any effort to understand structure/composition effects on sensitivity must draw upon the
sensitivity testing literature for a data base. The results of any sensitivity test are affected by
the phys-cal structure of the material (macrostructure of grain size, hardness, crystal structure
that can ead to topotatic reactions, etc.) 23.24 and the molecular structure of the material in the
solid staie (chemical mechanism of decomposition and rate of heat release). 2 1.24 In order to
understand the role of molecular structure and composition in sensitivity one must deconvolute
these different contributions to uc particular test. In order to do this you will have to model the
physical effects involved and the chemical kinetics of the deco.nposition under the conditions
of the test. Success in modeling these diverse tests will move us away from a go/no-go
probabilistic basis, provide insight into the dominate physical and chemical factors controlling
the test result, and permit more deterministic (as opposed to probabilistic) testing methods to be
developed.
Initiation and Pronagation
The material properties of the high explosive profoundly affect the initiation and
propagation of a detonation, a result of the intimate interaction of fluid mechanics and
chemistry. The initiation process is driven by the localization of energy in hot spots by the
shock. Hot spot formation is a complicated interaction of mechanics and chemistry
Mechanical action, such as crushing. void collapse. local shock interactions, and jet formation
heat the explosive initiating decomposition. Whether the resulting reaction will build up to
detonation is determined by the balance between the energy generated in the hot spot (rate of
chemical decomposition), the rate of heat dissipation through thermal diffusion 25 (small hot
spots), and the rate of quenching 26 by rarefactions (larger hot spots). The questions of particle
size distribution and reaction rates in shocked material. including TATB. have been considered
by various nivestigators.27
Other sensitivity tests relying on impact. electrostatic discharge, or thermal ignition source,
are less well characterized than the shock ituiatoi-, I he" balance between energy' prodotctioi
and energy loss in thermal initiation47_ %%asdetmcd some time aio by Frank-Kamenetskii (FK
and remains the basis for the analvsis of most initiation pnenomena. If you can model the
extert of localization of energy, which will give \'ou a Io.a[ temperature, the FK approach %ill
indicate whether the local hot spot will grow or decay
A complete mathematical descrnption of an ititiation, propagation, or detonation must have
the equations of motion. the equation of state of the material and reaction products, and the hea:
release rate (progres, variable). In principle, we mustl know the chemical kinetics of th-.
reaction process to get the heat release rate .Most model,, no\, In u1se" have a single Arrhenmu,
rate parameter to model complex chemisir\ ( 01iTCnt eseaci' on the chemistry (i enerpee:,
materials at high temperatures and pressure,, i,, nro, i(ingi a ghmpe of the possibilitie,", bhu:
this is still a demanding research area for the futtri
I nitl exact tuantitative inbormnitio:
concerniiig the physicai and chemical factor,, itoi\ cdi r, nitialion arid propagation c.n 1,
obtained, the effects of composition and structure on sensim it\ aire bet judged by variations r
behavior in a homologous series of related compound,
TAT13 - A Paradiem forran Inseno', , .-ighixpio,,i,
1.3.5-Triamino-2,4.0-tmnitrobenzene (TATH wasir,,lrst prepared h' Jackson and Wing, in.
1887.28 In the mid-1950"s the U.S. Navy mnvestigated T:\'• a,, a potential heat-rei,,tai1:
explosive. They established that the material had ,0ood e\ilo,,ive properties. ,i as quite he.a:
as extraordinarily insensitivc. In the 19 600 's Los Alamos Scientific Lahorator:x
resistant, and %k
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began investigations of the possibility of using TATB as an insensitive high expiosive (IHE)
and extensive studies of the fundamental physical properties of the material. The x-ray crystal
structure determination 29 for TATB showed that the material had a high density and unusually
strong intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
Since the intensive inve,,tigation of TATB began in the 1960s two proposals have been
consistently put forward relative to its extreme insensitivity. One is that TATB is a very
unusual outlier, insensitive due to a fortuitous combination of as yet unidentified properties.
The implication of this approach is that equally unusual outliers may well turn up in other
classes of explosives, such as nitramines or nitrate esters, if enough compounds are examined.
The second proposal ascribes the insensitivity to the hydrogen bonding in TATB. The
implication of this hypothesis is that one should synthesize materials with extensive hydrogen
bonding in the search for other IHEs.
The question of the performance and sensitivity of TATB is best examined in the context of
the properties of other substituted-nitroaromatic high explosives. In Ti'able 1 we give a
selection of physical, performance, and serusitivity properties for the nitroaromatic and
aminonitroaromatic homologous series and several related compounds.
Table 2. A comparison of properties of TATB and HMX.
PROPERTY

TATB

HMX

Ref.

Density (g/cm3)

1.938

1.905

30

Thermal conductivity (cal/cm s *C)

1 x 103

7 x 104

31

Drop-weight impact (50% ht. cm.)

>320

33

30

Small scale gap test, NSWC,
(GPa @ 98% TMD)

16.5

2.0

21

Failure diameter (mm)

9

1

32

Reaction zone thickness (mm)

6

0.1

26

Detonation velocity (m/s)

7.76

9.11

30

Gurney energy (MJ/kg)

1.1

1.6

30

Heat of detonation (MJ/kg)

-5.02

-6.78

30

In Table 2 we compare the properties of TATB and cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine
(H4X). HMX is the highest performance explosive in use, TATB the most insensitive high
performing explosive in use. The detonation velocity of HMX is some 17% greater than that
of TATB, the Gurney energy 45% greater, and the heat of detonation 35% greater One reason
that TATB performs as well as it does, given the relatively low heat of detoihation, is it',
unusually high density, An atom additivity calculation predicts 33 a density of 1.80 g/cm', well
below the 1.94 g/cm 3 observed. This large positive density deviation is a consequence of the
strong in-plane hydrogen bonding 2 9 observed in the crystal structure. Without this high
density the performance of TATB would not be high enough for the material to be of anl
practical interest. Even with this large positive deviation in density the material is still well
below HMX in all of the figures of merit for performance. However in all measures of
sensitivity TATB is vastly better than HMX.
Since HMX (nitramine) and TATB (nitroaromatic) are diawn from different structural
classes of organic high explosives any comparison of sensitivity to performance involve,,
apples to oranges analogies. A comparison of TATB properties to materials drawn from a
related homologous series is given in Table 1., This comparison speaks to the qu!stion of
whether TATB is an unusual outlier in its sensitivity or whether it is behaving as a reasonable
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began investigations of the possibility of using TATB as an insensitive high explosive (IHE)
and extensive studies of the fundamental physical properties of the material. The x-ray crystal
structure determination 29 for TATB showed that the material had a high density and unusually
strong intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
Since the intensive investigation of TATB began in the 1960s two proposals have been
consistently put forward relative to its extreme insensitivity. One is that TATB is a very
unusual outlier, insensitive due to a fortuitous combination of as yet unidentified properties.
The implication of this approach is that equally unusual outliers may well turn up in other
classes of explosives, such as nitramines or nitrate esters, if enough compounds are examined.
The second proposal ascribes the insensitivity to the hydrogen bonding in TATB. The
implication of this hypothesis is that one should synthesize materials with extensive hydrogen
bonding in the search for other IHEs.
The question of the performance and sensitivity of TATB is best examined in the context of
the properties of other substituted-nitroaromatic high explosives. In Table 1 we give a
selection of physical, performance, and sensitivity properties for the nitroaromatic and
amninonitroaromatic homologous series and several related compounds.
Table 2. A comparison of properties of TATB and HMX.
PROPERTY

TATB

HMX

Ref.

Density (g/cm3)

1.938

1.905

30

Thermal conductivity (cal/cm s *C)

1 x 10-3

7 x 10-4

31

Drop-weight impact (50% ht. cm.)

,320

33

30

Small scale gap test, NSWC,
(GPa @ 98% TMD)

16.5

2.0

21

Failure diameter (mm)

9

1

32

Reaction zone thickness (mm)

6

0.1

26

Detonation velocity (tms)

7.76

9.11

30

Gurney energy (MJ/kg)

1.1

1.6

30

Heat of detonation (MJ/kg)

-5.02

-6.78

30

In Table 2 we compare the properties of TATB and cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine
(HMX). HMX is the highest performance explosive in use, TATB the most insensitive high
performing explosive in use. The detonation velocity of HMX is some 17% greater than that
of TATB, the Gurney energy 45% greater, and the heat of detonation 35% greater One reason
that TATB performs as well as it does, given the relatively low heat of detonation, is it%
unusually high density. An atom additivity calculation predicts 33 a density of 1.8() g/cm3. well
below the 1.94 g/cm 3 observed. This large positive density deviation is a consequence of the
strong in-plane hydrogen bonding 2 9 observed in the crystal structure. Without tils high
density the performance of TATB would not be high enough for the material to be of anl
practical interest. Even with this large positive deviation in density the material is still well
below HMX in all of the figures of merit for performance. However in all measures of
sensitivity TATB is vastly better than HNX.
Since HMX (nitramine) and TATB (nitroaromatic) are drawn from different structurnd
classes of organic high explosives any comparison of sensitivity to performance involve,
apples to oranges analogies. A comparison of TATB properties to materials drawn from a
related homologous series is given in Table 1. This comparison speaks to the que:stion of
whether TATB is an unusual outlier in its sensitivity or whether it is behaving as a reasonable
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member of the series of compounds it belongs to. Earlier we defined 21 an oxygen balance
related Sensitivity Index (SI), similar to that used by Kamlet. 3 "6 In Figure la we show how
the shock initiation in the NSWC small scale gap test of trinitrobenzene 34 (TNB)(5), picramide
(MATB)(12), 1,3-diamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (DATB)(15) and TATB(18) vary at 90%
theoretical maximum density (TMD) as a function of SI. For similar plots at 95% and 98%
TMD the series takes on a regular concave upward shape. In all cases TATB sits very much
where you would expect it to be based on its oxygen balance in this homologous series.
In Figure Ib we compare the drop-weight impact sensitivity of this same series (TNB,
MATB, DATB) plus hexanitrobiphenyldiamine (DIPAM)(33) and extrapolate the line to the
measured shock sensitivity of TATB. This estimates the drop-weight impact sensitivity of
TATB at about 500 cm. The machine used in the Type 12 impact sensitivity measurement only
extends to 320 cm. Thus the results are reported as ,320 for any compound that gives no-goes
at the maximum height available on the machine. The estimate given by the comparison of the
shock initiation to the impact initiation for this series is quite reasonable. That the TATB gets
hot enough to react has been demonstrated by impact studies 35 done on heat sensitive film.
Although reaction is initiated at a drop height of 320 cm it does not propagate to give a "go" on
the acoustic analyzer. In a similar manner if you plot the SI of the closely related series
TNB(5), MATB(12), DATB(15), TATB(18), DIPAM(33), and hexanitrobiphenyl(29) against
the impact sensitivities for the series the estimated value of 500 cm for TATB fits well and is
quite reasonable.
If you now extend that series to the more highly substituted polynitrobenzenes,
hexanitrobenzene (1), tetranitrobenzene (3), and pentanitroaniline (4), using the St and impact
sensitivity of the first nine materials in Table 1, Figure lc, there is a sharp break in the
correlation at TNB(5). However, if you use the heat of detonation (AHdct) as an index for the
impact sensitivity all of the related compounds fall on a single regression. This suggests that
the mechanism of decomposition of this series is similar or changes gradually as you move

through the series and that the ease of initiation and propagation is controlled by the rate of heat
release generated in the hot spots. Insight as to the early mechanism of decomposition of
TATB should provide information as to one aspect of :ts insensitivity.
Sharma and coworkers 36 "38 have investigated the shock and impact induced early

decomposition of TATB. They have observed several furazan and furoxan compounds
resulting from the cyclization of the ortho-aminonitro functional groups, Figure 2. There are
several interesting observations relative to the accumulation of these compounds. (a) The
furazans and furoxans represent explosives that are known to be or are expected to be much
more sensitive than TATB. For instance, the known 5,7-diamino-4.6-dinitrofuroxan observed

in the shock induced decomposition has an impact sensitivity intermediate between TNT and

DATB. (b) The dehydration of the onho-aminonitro functional groups to the furazan or

furoxan function is approximately thermochemically neutral. The formation of water is about
65 kcal/mole exothermic, the furazan or furoxan formation is about the same amount
endothermic. (c) The chemical reaction products are chemically benign. Typically an energetic

material will react by generating fuel and oxidizer by separate pathways which combine later to

provide the large, prompt, release of energy. Water has no further role to play in chemical

reactivity and the furazan, furoxan, or similar intermediate has to undergo further
decomposition to feed the appropriate pathways. This places a very effective neutral filter in
the decomposition mechanism. A mechanism of decomposition that involves a series of
consecutive reactions culminating in an explosive reaction is consistent with 45. the observauons
of Catalano and Rolon on the thermal decomposition of confined TATII. They observed four
separate stages to the evolution of the thermal decomposition. The culminating explosic

reaction is the result of the development of either chain and/or concurrent reactions.

.,ct-induced dccompositon of TATTB arc
The early reactions proposed in the shod.- c
disfavored by pressure, a titcy .,.sult in the formation of multiple species. It has been
suggested by Rogers46, based on solid state deuterium isotope effect studies on the thermal
decomposition, that the thermal degradation of TATB involves a positive activation volume.
Studies of TATB under high static pressure48 in diamond anvil cells (up to 16 GPa) have
shown it to be very stable to pressure effects. The vibrational frequencies show an unusual
pressure dependence, ascribed to variations in th: NH 2/N0 2 coupling as the pressure
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increases. A facile photolytic reaction, which gives a green product, is strongly suppressed at

higher pressures.

TATB offers a number of useful lessons regarding the origins of chemical contributions to
insensitivity. It is a very insensitive material by any measure: shock, impact, or thermal
initiation. If viewed in the context of the homologous series to which it belongs, TATB
behaves very much as one would expect. The large decrease in sensitivity with each addition
of an amino group to the nitroaromatic ring is the result of several factors working together in
the same direction. The onho-nitroamino functional arrangement favors the mechanism
involving furazan and furoxan intermediates. This thermochemically neutral path requires the
hot spot to "live" for a longer time before it gains energy from chemical decomposition and can
grow. Also the sequential nature of the decomposition requires the build up of reactive species
before chain and/or concurrent mechanisms leading to large heat release develop. The
increased hydrogen bonding developed as you proceed through the homologous series from
TNB to TATB also probably increases the thermal conductivity markedly. This in turn aids in
quenching smaller hot spots. This increased hydrogen bonding is also responsible for the
sharp increase in density, 1.68 g/cm 3 to 1.94 g/cm3 . that takes place in the TNB to TATB
series. The steady increase in performance combined with the remarkable decrease in
sensitivity through the series gives an ideal trend in explosives behavior.

The control of sensitivity in an energetic material lies largely in the kinetics of energy
release. The relcase must be rapid enough for initiation, propagation, and detonation to take
place, but slow enough to make the material safe to deal with under a wide range of conditions.
To build into one molecular system all of the of the possibilities for delayed release of energy is
a considerable challenge. TATB is remarkable in combining as many options as it does.
Using separate components in binary or more complex systems gives better opportunities for
favorable combinations. Blasting agents, combining ammonium nitrate, organic fuels, and
glass micro balloons to keep hot spot temperatures competent to promote detonation offer a
good example of the approach. The separation of the fuel and oxidizer into different phases
makes the combination inherently slow and gives long reaction zones. A possible approach to
inherently insensitive energetic materials is to use as diluents for high explosives 49 materials
that are thermodynamically competent to be a high explosive but are not kinetically competent
to detonate under any readily achievable condition. For instance, melamine (C3HfN6, p = 1.57
g/cm 3, AHf = -75.2 kJ/mole) calculates to support a detonation velocity of 6 km/sec. The
trihydrazine analog approaches 7 km/sec. The use of high density, high nitrogen, but not
detonable, admixtures to kinetically competent high explosives should provide materials
retaining high performance but having more favorable sensitivity characteristics.
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ENERGY TRANSFER DYNAMICS AND IMPACT SENSITIVITY
LAURENCE E. FRIED AND ANTHONY J. RUGGIERO
L-277, Chemistry and Materials Science Division
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550
ABSTRACT
In this paper we focus on the relation between impact sensitivity and energy transfer rates.
When a crystal receives an impact, low frequency lattice vibrations (called phonons) are
excited. Typical phonon frequencies are 0.200 cm- t . This energy must then be converted
to vibron frequencies (1000-2000 cm-') before bond breaking can occur. We derive a simple
formula for the energy transfer rate in terms of the density of vibrational states and the
vibron-phonon coupling. We are able to estimate the phonon upconversion rate in widely
varying energetic materials such as TATB, HMX, and Pb styphnate by examining existing
inelastic neutron scattering data. We find that the estimated energy transfer rates in pure
unreacted material are strongly correlated with impact sensitivity.
INTRODUCTION
The creation of new high explosives that combine the properties of low impact sensitivity
and high performance is the primary problem in energetic materials science today. Development of new materials is currently a slow and laborious process dependent largely on trial
and error because the basic physical mechanisms underlying material properties are poorly
understood., While many of the issues regarding the general performance of explosives and
propellants can be satisfactorily dealt with via a macroscopic hydrodynamic picture. the
difficult problem of impact sensitivity and molecular reactivity must be interpreted from
a microscopic point of view.
In this paper we study the role that energy transfer dynamics has in impact sensitivity.

Impact sensitivity is the propensity of an explosive to detonate when it receives a mechanical impact. This property is usually quantified by the drop hammer test. in which a weight
is dropped from a specified height onto a small sample of explosive. The height at which
the sample detonates one half of the time is a common mieasure of unpact sensitivity.
The detonation of a crystal upon impact is a complicated proceos undoubtedly depending
onl a host of material properties. Upon impact. low frequency lasticevtbl)ration. called acoustic phonons are primarily excited. Before a detonation wave can begin, bonds must break.
Therefore. the initial energy in the acoustic phonons must somehow be deposited into bond
stretching modes. Acoustic phonons have frequencies less thana 10(0 cm-l. whereas bond
stretches have frequencies greater than 1000 cinl.
It is clear the:,. that acoustic phonon
energy must be upconrrrlcd to higher viibratio(, hefotse d(lo)latiotl call occi r, ltigh frequency vibrations miai molecular crystal are called eib'on.
"'her" ias hevit nlluih work
on deriving theoretical expressions for phonon lifetlmies ill an harmon mcsolid.-sI. 2. :1. Califano el. a]. compared the theoretical expressions to the resuii of i1tol", lliar (Y1\lanlic.,
calculations and experimentsjl. 5. 61. tlian[71 ha, conduct.t
oinhtiular th'nam.,ics sitie
illations of vibrational energy transfer in diatonmc fluid,, wit h the a.tt of underntanding
shock int 4 uc,.d chemistry. Dlott and Fayer[jS have studied nmuitiphonon upconversomn associatt
i"ashock induced chemistry. They derived a niasiti equation f'or phono al';.,
vibron temperatures. 'The mastel vqutation depend., on flia ptonot,-vibront energy transfer

rate. which was estimated from experimental results ott anthracenie. Kim and Diott 19, 10]
have studied multiphonon up-pumping itn napt lahtene thiroutgh molecular dynanics and the
master equation approach.
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In the present paper, we address the question of how the phonon-vibron energy transfer
rate differs in a wide range of energetic materials. This requires a microscopic formulation
of the phonon-vibron energy transfer rate. Since optical experiments probe k - 0 states,
in the past attention has been focused on the lifetimes of k - 0 states. Impact sensitivity,
however, should depend on all k values. This motivates studying the upconversion rate
into an entire band. Here, we derive a simple expression for the upconversion rate into a
band of a given energy.
The frequency dependence of the upconversion rate is found to be very important; in
the range of 100-600 cm-1, the rate can vary by an order of magnitude. This means that
a quantitative theory of phonon upconversion cannot be based on a single vibron-phonon
rate, but rather should be based on a temperature and frequency dependent rate. We make
use of the microscopic formula and existing inelastic neutron scattering data to compare
the energy upconversion rate for a variety of energetic materials. We find that the predicted
upconversion rate is strongly correlated with impact sensitivity. This implies that many
aspects of impact sensitivity can be attributed to properties of the pure unreacted material.

THEORY
We consider phonon upconversion rates in the limit of small anharmonicity (e.g. cubic
terms in the Hamiltonian are assumed to dominate). In this case. the Hamiltonian is given
by:
IH = 11o + H1

Ho =

Ihw,(a'a,+-)

(1)

I-

HI =

•

Bi,,,AiA.,A.ZA(ki

+ k,,, + kn).

'In

where A,- a + a.I and at is defined to be the annihilation operator for phonon mode 1.
wi is the harmonic frequency of phonon 1. A(k) = 1 if k = 0. and is 0 otherwise.
Phonon lifetimes have been extensively studied using thermal Green functions[I], and
other theoretical techniques[4]. Part of the decay rate of a phonon conies from scattering
higher frequencies: this term is called the phonon apconversion rate. In the present
... ,'r we consider a related but. distinct quantith,

In phonon lifetime studies the relevant

r'11, is the collision of a pre-existing k = 0 phonon of a fixed frequency with a thermal
. ihonon of arbitrary frequency. Here, we consider the collision of two thermal phonons with
"afixed energy sum but arbitrary k. This allows us to study the rate of energy transfer into
"aparticular vibron band. Certain vibron modes are likely to lead directly to molecular
dissociation, whereas others do not. The rate of energy transfer front thermal phonons into
a mode that causes dissociation should be nmost ieirvant foi impact initiation
Phonon lifetimes in crystals are usually derived byl ccilculating the iunalziliary part of thet
phonon self-energy using thermal Green functions. In thiet present case it suffices to .•sFermi's Golden Rule. although identical results coul I be (.em
i' ed by the more sophisticated
Green's function techniques. The state to state eneigy upi otiversion rate i for thei fusion
of two phonons of frequency -,1 and , into it phlonoiI of frequency .,, i.:
2-~~m. n + l. ,. - 1. :

11/1j;11,.;111 a, .. i.

where it, is the occupation number of phonon ,1. Eq. (21 1, easily evaluated to bvl

18:; 1 n

....

(2)
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Here, k, is the wavevector of phonon j, w. is the frequency of phonon j. For upconversion
processes, it is reasonable to assume a thermal distribution of phonons I and m, with
state n unpopulated[1 I], since low frequency phonons are primarily excited by impact, and
low frequency phonons equilibrate faster (i.e. have shorter lifetimes) than high frequency
phonons. This gives a thermal rate of
fitf.IB,,
1 . I6(w. - wi - Wm)A(k. - ki - k.),

-f(n,l,m,T) = 1

(4)

where T is the temperature and
f

=4

)[

exp(htaw/kBT) - 1]-'.

(5)

Next, we average over all initial states I and m. This gives
8V 2ir
"-y(c,k.:,T) = 1yck~T
182r
f dk,~
k• f dkk6 nifo(k.)]n[t b,(k,)]

jB(a, k. ,bk,c, k,)l26[tw(k,)
6(k, - k
- -b).

-

wo(k) -wb(kb)]
(6)

Here, a, b labels the bands of the initial states, while c is the band of the final state. V is the
volume of the crystal. As discussed above, we are interested in the rate for upconversion
into a given band averaged over all kc. Integrating over k,, we have:
7(cT)
4¢~hf dkaf dkb
y(cT)
2112
"IfizwI(ka)]iuwb(kb)]
47r 2 h 1810 8-r
JB(a,k,,b, k6, c, k. + kb)126[WC(ka + kb) -- wj(k) - ob(kb)].
(7)
This equations can be substantially simplified through two approximations. Since vibrons typically have little dispersion[4] we can make Einstein approximation for the vibron
band: wj(k, + kb) = w. Also, the mode dependence of B is often weak[.I]. Thus. we let
B(a, k,. b, kb.c, kc) = B. Comparison with two phonon absorption lineshapes shows that
this approximation is usually very good[4]. After integrating over k,. we arrive at a simple
expression for the upconversion rate into a band of a given energy:

y(w,,. T) = 91BI
4ir2h

dw h()(,. - w)p(w)p(,e. - o).

Here, p(w) is the density of states, defined by:
p(w) -_J 4 (," - .,,(k))

(8)

(p)

Eq. (8) should be evaluated for discrete ',. correspondiz•i •) a band frequency. It is
possible, however, to treat ,,, as a continuous. variablh. Tliis is motiv\ated by the high
density of vibro;, bands found in the large molecules considered here. The results derived
in this fashion are physically meaningful as long as thewe exists a real vibion frequency iii
the neighborhood of WC.
Optical probes only yield information on the d(ensity 4 stale.h Lea.
.,. The total
density of states p(.,) can be best estimated from incolit ient inelastic neut ron scattering.
This procedure has been shown to give a good approximation to p(,)[12. 1:31. The density
of states derived from neutron scattering data is known only to within an arbitrary noimalization factor. In order to compare energy transfer rates trom different molecules. it is
necessary to determine this normalization factor. The simplest alternative is to take the
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integral of p(w) over all frequencies to be equal to 3N/V, where N is the number of atoms
in the crystal and V is the volume. Existing experimental data, however, is not available
at high enough frequencies to make such a normalization feasible. Instead, we employ a
simple normalization rule proposed by Dlott[14]:' we normalize p(w) so that
0n' p(w)dw = Z(6 + Y)/V,.

(10)

Here, SIP is the maximum frequency of the phonon bands, Z is the number of molecules
per unit cell, and Y is the number of molecular vibrations that have become amalgamated
into the phonon band. V, is the volume of a unit cell. (The V, factor was added to the
original normalization rule of Dlott to maintain consistency with Eq. (9).)
We have taken SIP = 200 cm- , while Y was estimated as the number of vibrational
modes of the isolated molecule with frequencies less than fl.. The vibrational modes were
calculated with the semiempirical electronic structure program MOPAC using the PM3
Hamiltonian[15]; results are given in Table I along with impact sensitivity measurements[17,
19, 18].

#3-HMX

h50 (m)
1'
12 0.33 (Ref. 117] )

y-HMX

15

0.14 (Ref. [181)

Pb styphnate
Picric acid
RDX
Styphnic acid
TATB

12
8
7
8
7

0.15
0.73
0.28
0.73
3.20

Molecule

(Ref.
(Ref.
(Ref.
(Ref,
(Ref.

[19])
[17])
117])
[19])
[17])

Table 1: Number of amalgamated vibrations as calculated with MOPAC/PM3, and drop
hammer test results for a 12 tool.,
RESULTS
We have used existing inelastic incoherent neutron scattering datafl(,. 20] to determine
the density of states p(w) as described above. U;sing p(w-). we have evaluated the energy
transfer rate in Eq. (8) by assuming that the anharmonic coupling prr molecular volume is
the same for all the compounds considered here: this is equivalent to taking B = VABo/Z.
We cannot evaluate BO on the basis of existing data•. although it is known that vibron
lifetimes are typically a few picoseconds. hIn Figure I we show -"(e)for a variety of energetic
materials at 300K. The low frequency behavior dov, not show a stliking correlation with
impact sensitivity. For instance, the energý tranis(,i rates of TATl ajid .3-1IMX are vety
similar between 0 and 200 cni.
The energy i ansf(er ratie betweei 301) and 600) cm-i.
however, correlates well with impact sensitiv't. hI Figur, 2., we show the energy transfei
rate of the compounds considered here at 400 c-n'coi elted with the inverse drop hammet

height. A linear fit to the data is displayed to guide the eve. It is apparent that there
a strong relation between energy transfer rates at .1010 cili

and impact sensitivity. It
',!ii, borhood
of 400 cm-1. and that breaking of the nitio group from the ring is thought to be one of

is interesting to note that there are nitro group waggim,, vibrations in

the first steps in detonation chemistry. The role of the nitro group in impact sensitivity.
and the measurement of energy transfer maics. will be addressed by fenitosecond optical
experiments underway in this group.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RADIATION STABILITY AND MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE OF NITRAMINE EXPLOSIVES
JAMES 3.PINTO
U. S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ
07806-5000.
ABSTRACT
The radiation stabilities of the nitramine explosives 1,4-dinitroglycolurile (DINGU), 1,4dimethyl-2,5-dinitroglycolurile (DMD) and hexanirrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW) have been
determined using XPS. Samples were exposed to x-rays for times up to eight hours while
photoelectron spectra were recorded in the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen Is energy regions and
mass spectra were recorded of gases evolved during the decomposition process. These data are
compared to the previously determined stabilities for cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) and
cyclotetramethylene tetmritramine (HMX). The NIs spectraof the irradiated materials show the
NO 2 peak decreases relative to the total nitrogen signal while low binding energy peaks grow.
The rate of loss of the N02 peak was fit to first order kintetics and the rate constants obtained
show some correlation with the N-N bond strength as measured by the average N-N bond
distance and the average NO2 asymetric stretch frequency. Despite the differences in structure
of these molecules (DINGU and DMD wae bicyclic rings, RDX and HMX are rings and HNIW
is a cage) the radiation stability appears to be controlled by the strength of the N-N bond.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between molecular structure and sensitivity has been studied extensively.
The stability in response to various stimuli such as thermal, shock and impact have been related
to observed molecular structural parameters such as bond lengths and infrared absorption
frequencies1 and to calculated parameters such as mid-point potentials 2 and electron densities. 3
These studies have been carried out for nitroarene and nitamine explosives.
In recent studies x-rays and ultraviolet radiation were used to decompose explosive molecules while changes in the nitrogen chemical states of the solid residues were monitored with xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). This technique was applied to materials such as pentaerithrytoltetranitrate (PETN), 4 3-nitro-l,2,4-triazole-5-one (NTO), cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) and cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (HMX) and triaminotrinitrobenzene
(TATB). 5'6 In this paper the radiation decomposition of a series of nitramine explosives and its
relationship to molecular structure is presented. The materials studied were 1.4-dinitroglycolutile (DINGU), 1,4-dimethyl-2,5-dinitroglycolurile (DMD) and hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane
(HNIW). For reference, the stabilities for RDX and HMX were also determined.
EXPERIMENTAL
The DINGU used in this study was synthesized by Dr. S. Lee of LeRon Associates. The
1,4 isomer was confirmed by proton NMR and x-ray diffraction. The DMD was prepared by
Dr. S. Bulusu of this laboratory. The HNIW was provided by Dr. D. Stec of GEO-Centers,
Inc. X-ray diffraction showed that it was the a polymorph. The HMX and RDX used for
comparison were purified from commercial material.
Powdered samples were mounted on nitrogen-free double sided tape and inserted into the
vacuum chamber of the spectrometer. A Kratos ES300 X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer was
used to decompose the samples and to analyze the solid rr-.-d:., from the decomposition process.
The vacuum pressure was maintawned at approximately o-07 mbar during the analysis and
decomposition experiments. Aluminum Ka radiation at 9 mA and 12 KV (108 Watts) was used
to irradiate and analyze the materials. Samples were irradiated for times up to 9 hours and
photoelectron spectra were recorded in the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen Is energy regions
approximately every hour. Each set of spectra was recorded in the time average mode over a
period of approximately 15 minutes. Sample charging was accounted for by referencing to the
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. vol. 296, O1993 Materials Research Society
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Cls hydrocarbon line at 285.0 ev. Smoothing and linear background subtraction were applied
to the raw data and the resulting spectra were fit to Gaussians to resolve overlapping components. Integrated intensities were computed for each peak by multiplying the full width at half
maximum by the peak height.
A Balzers QMG 064 residual gas analyzer (RGA) mounted to the analysis chamber of the
electron spectrometer was used to record mass spectra of gases in the 0-64 amiu range which
evolved during the decomposition process. In these experiments, powdered samples were
pressed into the roughened surface of a piece of gold foil, since the cellulose based tape evolves
its own gases during x-ray exposure.
RESULTS
The N Is photoelectron spectra of RDX, HMX and HNIW are shown in Figures 1, 2 and
3. The spectra are characterized by two peaks: the peak at 406.3 ev is from the NO 2 nitrogens
and the peak at 401.0 ev is from the ring/cage nitrogens. The ratios of these peaks in the
undecomposed samples is 1:1, reflecting the equal numbers of NO 2 and ring/cage nitrogens in
each compound. During exposure to x-rays the N Is spectra change indicating that chafiges in
the molecular structures are occuring. The spectra at long exposure times are also shown in
Figures 1, 2 and 3. The NO 2 peak decreases while new peaks arise on the low and high binding
energy sides of the ring/cage N peak. The rate of decay of the NO 2 line is calculated by plotting
the following ratio versus time:

(NO

N02
2
Total Nt/[ Total N)t=o

(1
()

The decay of the NO2 peak for the three compounds was found to follow first order kinetics with
rate constants of 0.071 hri", 0.052 hr 1 and 0.087 hr-1 for RDX, HMX and HNIW, respectively.
The NO 2 decay curves for these compounds are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 1. Nls photoelectron spectrum of RDX. Bottom curve is control material. Top curve is
after 8.2 hours of x-ray exposure. Results of curve fits to Gaussian line shapes are shown.
The NIs photoelectron spectra of DMD and DINGU are shown in Figures 5 and 6. These
spectra have similar features and are characterized by two peaks: the peak at 406.4 ev is from the
two NO 2 nitrogens; the peak at 400.0 ev is from the four nitrogens in the bicyclic nng. The area
ratios of the ring N to the NO 2 N peaks in these compounds is 2:1, reflecting the relative
numbers of ring nitrogens to NO 2 nitrogens. The broader width of the ring nitrncien peak
indicates that it is a combination of more than one line. Curve fi'nrg showb th, .-.composed
of two lines 1.6 ev apart. The line at 400.8 ev is from the nng atrogen bound to the NO2 while
the line at 399.2 is from the ring nitrogen bound to hydrogen. These assignments are based on
the observation that the N Is binding energy of glycolurile is 399.0 cv. On exposure to x-rays
these spectra are found to change indicating that decomposition is occuring. The NO2 line is
found to decrease while the low binding energy component of the ring nitrogen line increases.
The spectra of these compounds at long decomposition times are also shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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The decay curves for these two compounds are shown in Figure 7. They also followed first
order kinetics with rate constants of 0.12 hr 1 and 0.083 hr" for DMD and DINGU,
respectively. Mass spectra of the gaseous products from the decomposition of these materials
showed that DMD liberated primarily mass 30, corresponding to NO, while DINGU liberated
masses 30 and 44, corresponding to NO and N20.
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Figure 2. N is photoelectron spectrum of HMX. Bottom curve is control material. Top curve is
after 6.1 hours of x-ray exposure Results of curve fits to Gaussian line shapes are shown.
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Figure 3. NIs photoelectron spectrum of HNIW. Bottom curve is control material. Top curve
is after 7.1 hours of x-ray exposure. Results of curve fits to Gaussian line shapes are shown.
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Figure 4. Log of the NOQ loss rate versus decomposition time for RDX. HMX and HNIW.
Curves for RDX and HNIW have been offset for cla'ity.
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Figure 5. Nls photoelectron spectrum of DMD. Bottom curve is control material. Top curve is
after 8.5 hours of x-ray exposure. Results of curve fits to Gaussian line shapes are shown.
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Figure 6. NIs photoelectron spectrum of DINGU. Bottom curve is control material. Top curve
is after 7.4 hours of x-ray exposure. Results of curve fits to Gaussian line shapes are shown.
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Figure 7. Log of the NO 2 loss rate versus decomposition time for DMD and DINGU.
DISCUSSION
The relative rates of radiation induced decomposition of RDX and HMX have been
measured previously by Beard and Sharmas but under different instrumental conditions from
those used in the present study. In their work, the x-ray operating conditions were 15 mA and
15 kV, or 225 Watts. The decomposition rates obtained for RDX and HMX were 0.324 hr'
and 0.228 hr-1 , respectively. These differed from the values obtained in the present work by
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factors of 4.56 and 4.38, respectively. The chief difference between the values obtained in each
study can be attributed to the x-ray powers used, although other factors, such as age and
condition of the x-ray target and window and vacuum pressure could also effect x-ray intensities

at the sample and therefore measured decomposition rates.
In another study Beard 6 attempted to determine decomposition products from the XPS
spectra of the solid residue which remained from the radiation induced decomposition of RDX.
In samples decomposed at room temperature he found that as the NO 2 line decreased, new peaks
arose on the high and low binding energy sides of the ring N peak, which he attributed to the
formation of nitroso and triazine-like products. NO 2 loss and formation of triazine and nitrosolike products were also observed in this study during the decomposition of RDX and HMX.
HNIW is a caged analogue of RDX and HMX because of the presence of the N-NO 2
group. The radiation induced decomposition is found to be very similar. X-ray photoelectron
spectra show that the NO 2 line decreases while new peaks grow on the high and low binding
energy sides of the cage N peak. As in the other two nitramines, the high binding energy peak
can be attributed to nitroso formation. The low binding energy peak can be attributed to the
caged analogue of triazine or hexaazaisowutzitane. As the strongly electron withdrawing NO 2
groups are removed from the cage structure the binding energy of the aza N decreases.
During the radiation induced decomposition of DMD and DINGU the NO 2 peak decreases
and the low binding energy component of the ring peak increases. This is analogous to the
previously discussed materials in which a triazine-like peak grows as the NO 2 peak decreases.
In the case of the two bicyclic compounds the chemical state of the ring N bound to a proton or a
methyl group differs slightly from the ring N bound to NO 2. The chief effect of x-ray exposure,
therefore appears to be N-N bond fission with removal of the NO 2 groups.
DSC and TGA experiments have shown that DMD is more thermally stable than DINGU.7
This can be attributed to the stabilizing effects of the electron donating methyl group on the ring
which replaces the two protons bound to the other two ring nitrogens in DINGU. However, in
the present study DMD has been found to be more sensitive to radiation damage than DINGU,
Mass spectral data recorded during the decomposition process shows that DINGU decomposes
by N-N bond fission and by ring breakage. These competing processes have also been
observed during thermal decomposition. 8 However, the absence of a significant N20 signal in
the mass spectral data recorded during the x-ray decomposition of DMD indicates that it
decomposes primarily by N-N bond fission. Breakage of this bund and loss of NO 2 is what is
detected in these experiments.
It has been suggested that the ease with which a molecule releases NO 2 during thermal
decomposition is related to the strength of the N-N bond.1 Measures of the N-N bond strength
include the bond length and the asymetric NO2 stretch frequency, v(NO 2 )as. Crystallographic
data and bond lengths were available for RDX, HMX, HNIW and DINGU. 9.t°0 " v(NO 2)as
for all five compounds was obtained from IR data. Plots of the x-ray decomposition rate versus
the average N-N bond distance and v(NO 2)a, are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. These
plots suggest a relationship between the N-N bond strength and the radiation stability as
measured by the loss of the NO 2 group. Studies on additional compounds are necessary in
order to confirm these relations.
SUMMARY
The stability of a series of nitramine explosives to x-ray radiation has been determined and
decomposition mechanisms have been outlined. For all five compounds studied, the important
step in the decomposition appears to be N-N bond scission. However. in RDX, HMX and
HNIW nitroso formation has also been observed, while in DINGU ring break-up has been
found to be competitive with N-N bond scission. DMD appears to be the least stable to x-ray
decomposition with HNIW, DINGU, RDX and HMX mc-easingly more stable. While results
for a small number of materials have been preset:-' there ap.ea, ' a correlation between
stability and the strength of the N-N bond as Ti,, a-.... d Dy h N-N bond length and v(NO 2)0.
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THIN FILM INFRARED LASER PYROLYSIS STUDIES OF THERMAL
DECOMPOSITION MECHANISMS IN NITRAMINE PROPELLANTS
TOD R. BOTCHER AND CHARLES A. WIGHT
Department of Chemistry, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
ABSTRACT
Thin films of RDX (1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine) have been prepared by vapor deposition
onto a 77 K substrate window and pyrolyzed with a pulsed CO 2 laser. Each sample is rapidly
quenched after the laser pulse by heat conduction into the cold substrate, and the initial reaction
products are trapped on the window for examination by transmission FTIR spectroscopy. We
have detected N20 4, the dimer of nitrogen dioxide, as an initial condensed phase pyrolysis
product, confirming that scission of one of the N-N bonds is the first step in the reaction
mechanism. No evidence was found for formation of methylene nitramme via a proposed
concerted depolymerization pathway.
INTRODUCTION
Several recent studies have attempted to identify the initial step in the thermal
decomposition mechanism of cyclic nitramine propellants, particularly RDX. Two proposed
pathways are illustrated by the reaction
H/C
no-\

f4-NO2

t4 2-N\

H'C"•NN

RDX

./•
CH2

O."N

•

N0 2 * R

l

(1)
3CHNNO 2

One of the obvious choices for this is scission of one of the N-N bonds Thermodynamic
studies identify this as the weakest bond in the molecule [I] Results from thermogravimetric
mass spectrometry experiments on HMX are consistent with this homolysis mechanism,[2]
though there is some indication that bimolecular reaction pathways may also be important in
the rate-limiting step.[3] Indirect evidence supporting the importance of the N-N bond scission
mechanism can be found from thermal decomposition studies of other closely related
nitramines.[4,5] Also, ultraviolet photolysis experiments on crystalline RDX have shown that
N-N homolysis is a primary reaction pathway,[61 though thermal pyrolysis might not follow the
same mechanism.
Zhao, et al have shown that when gas phase RDX molecules are heated by pulsed CO.
laser irradiation, the primary decomposition pathway is concerted depolymerization that initially
forms three molecules of methylenenitramine.[7 Under these conditions, the N-N bond scission
channel accounts for only about one-third of the product yield Sewell and Thompson have
recently published a classical dynamics study of RDX decomposition that supports the existence
of the concerted depolymerization channel.[8J Also, some of the early thermal pyrolysis work
on isotopically substituted RDX supports a mechanism in which the N-N bond is pre.erv-d in
the decomposition reaction.[9,10]
We have recently developed an experimental technique designecd to establish the initial step
in thermal decomposition of energetic materials such as RDX under conditions where the
condensed phase material is rapidly heated with a pulsed CO, laser, and the initial reaction
The principal
products are trapped on a cold substrate for detection by FTIR spectroscopr
advantage of this new technique is that the initial products can be detected under conditions hat
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closely resemble those of a realistic propellant combustion environment (i.e., rapid heating in

the condensed phase). By using an infrared laser to energize the sample (instead of a UV laser)
we are able to detect chemistry that occurs on the ground electronic state potential surface,
thereby avoiding complications due to excited state photochemical reactions. In this report, we
outline some of our early findings regarding the thermal decomposition mechanism of RDX.
A brief report of this work has been published elsewhere.[ 1I]
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Thin film (-10 pm) samples of RDX are prepared by vapor deposition from a Knudsen oven
at 1200 C. onto a Csl window. The window is mounted it in a copper retainer at the cold tip
of a liquid nitrogen reservoir, which maintains a constant temperature of 77 K. The vacuum in
the sample chamber is maintained at IV'"torr or better. A schematic drawing of this apparatus
is shown in Figure 1. The experiments performed using this apparatus can be classified into
two principal categories, which we call single- and double-window configurations described
below.
Single Window Pyrolysis Exoeriments
In this type of experiment, a film of RDX is deposited onto the 77 K window and
subsequently pyrolyzed with a pulsed CO2 laser tuned to the P(20) transition at 944 cm", which
coincides with an absorption band of solid RDX. Initial products were detected by irradiating
the sample with single laser pulses at gradually increasing fluence in the range 1-5 J cm'2 .
Transmission FTIR spectra are obtained after each laser pulse until product formation is
detected.
In some experiments, sample, are warmed to room temperature after deposition in order to
form a polycrystalline film prior to laser pyrolysis. These results are compared with
experiments in which the amorphous film (as initially prepared without annealing) is pyrolyzed
under the same conditions (vide infra).
Double Window Pyrolysis Experiments
Several experiments were conducted in which the initially prepared film was warmed to
room temperature. The sample and substrate window were then removed from the vacuum
chamber, covered with a second window, remounted in the chamber, and recooled to 77 K prior
to i,,trared laser pyrolysis. In this arrangement, the thin film of RDX is sandwiched between
two massive Csl windows so that any
material that is vaporized from the
pump
original film is immediately trapped by
condensation onto the other window. In
this way, all of the material is conserved
LN2
for spectroscopic detection.
The results from this type of
experiment can be compared with
analogous single-window experiments in
order #,, assess the extent of product
CO 2 laser
•
ft. ;,:n.'in that takes place in the gas
..
_
phase and in the condensed phase. It is
944 cm
reasonable to assume that in single/
window experiments, most gas phase
/
products escape the film and are
Csl substrate
RDX film

recondensed elsewhere in the apparatus

Fiure I Schmatic dmvwm of the expenmental appmatus
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Therefore, the amount by which products observed in double-window experiments exceed those

formed in single window experiments provides a qualitative indication of the gas phase
contribution to the thermal pyrolysis mechanism.
LasemProlysis and Product Petecicn

Infrared laser pyrolysis was carried out using a pulsed CO2 laser (Pulsed Systems Model
LP140-G) that is tuned to an absorption band of the solid RDX at 944 cm*'. The nominal pulse
width of this laser is 35 ps. The beam is roughly square in shape, and the fluence of the
unfocused beam is approximately 0.5 J cm 2 . In order to pyrolyze samples at higher fluence,
the beam size was reduced using a spherical concave mirror (radius of curvature = I m), and
the beam is rastered over the thin film in a manner such that each point on the film is irradiated
by only a single laser pulse at a fluence between 1.0 and 4.7 J cm"4.
During the 35 ps laser pulse, the sample is heated from 77 K to an estimated 500-1000 K,
depending on the laser fluence. This heat is then dissipated by thermal conduction into the
massive substrate on a time scale estimated to be 4-6 ms, based on the film thickness and the
reported thermal conductivity of RDX.[12]
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The infrared spectrum of an RDX film obtained immediately after deposition is shown in
Figure 2. Many of the absorption bands exhibit inhomogeneously broadened lines due to spatial
and orientational disorder that are characteristic of the amorphous state. This is a direct result
of the vapor deposition process at low temperatures, which inhibits formation of the
thermodynamically favored crystalline form of RDX. The same sample was then heated to
room temperature and recooled to 77 K. Its spectrum is shown in the lower trace of Figure 2.
A significant degree of band narrowing and splitting is ooserved in this spectrum, showing that
a transformation from the amorphous to a polycrystalline state has occurred.
Laser irradiation of amorphous samples at low fluence (less than 1.4 J cm"2) did not produce
any detectable product molecules. However, some narrowing and splitting of the absorption
bands of RDX was noted as the ,-.at from the laser induced a partial transition from the
amorphous to the polycrystalline form. These changes in the parent band absorptions made it
difficult to detect tne formation of
products in spectrally congested
regions of the infrared spectrum. For
I
I
'
this reason, an initial search for
products was conducted on crystalline
samples which had been annealed
Amorphous
prior to laser pyrolysis.
This initial search involved
m
subjecting a single sample to
successive laser pulses at increasing
fluence until product bands were first
<

detected at 1.4 Jcm-. This first-

-

product absorption occurrs at
1736 cm"' and is assigned to N20,, the
dimer of NO,. The positior ,-

band is
previous
infrared
Guillory
In order

'

L_..........

in good agreement with
2000
1600
1200
assignments of the N20,
spectrum by Smith and
Wavenumbers(cm')
[13) and by Hisatsune.[14] Figure 2. Infrared spectra of a thin film of vapor-deposted RDX in
amorphous form (top) and in polycys.illine form after annealin to
to confirm the assignment, room temperature (bottom)

I
A,

60

we prepared two thin film samples of
N20 4 in our apparatus. One was
prepared by depositing an equilibrium
mixture of NO/N 20 4 onto the substrate
window. The other was prepared by
co-depositing the N0 2/N20 4 mixture
with RDX from the Knudsen oven.
Infrared spectra of these samples are
shown in Figure 3 along with spectra of
the reaction product formed from
pyrolysis of an RDX sample at 4.7 J

I
R

D N4
0) NO 2iN 2O4 l ROX
C) pure solid NO 2iN 2 04

RO" aftr prol

m'2..

The broad feature at 1864 cm" in
A) pure R"X
I ---.
I
Figure 3 is due to NO. This secondary
1700
1800
1900
2000
product appears in RDX samples
1)
pyrolyzed at fluences higher than 1.5 J
Wavenumbers (cnm
cm'n. A small amount of NO is formed Figure 3. Infrared spectra of NjO. (bands near 1735 cm*') formed
in one of the control experiments (trace as a reaction T.-oduct (traces Aand B)or authentic sample (Cand
D of Figure 3) due to thermal pyrolysis D)
of NO 2 in the Knudsen oven during
vapor deposition of the RDX/NO2 mixture.
Other secondary product infrared absorption bands observed following pyrolysis at laser
fluences from 3.0 to 4.7 J cm"2 include features at 2086 cm*' (HCN), 2236 cm"f (N 20), and 2343
cmi"(CO 2). These products are observed only at laser fluences significantly in excess of the
threshold fluence for N20, formation.
One of the significant results of our research is that there is no evidence for formation of
methylene nitramine, CH 2NNO2, under any conditions investigated in this study. Although the
infrared spectrum of this molecule is not known, its vibrational frequencies have been calculated
by Mowry et al.[15] Several of these frequencies coincide with spectrally congested regions
of the RDX spectrum and might be masked by the parent absorptions. However, there are at
least 4 frequencies that lie in clear regions of the spectrum where we would expect to observe
the product if it were formed in the pyrolysis reaction
Therefore, on the basis of our observation of the NO, dimer and our failure to observe any
evidence for formation of CH.NNO, we conclude that the first step in the thermal
decomposition of solid RDX is scission of one of the N-N bonds.
We were somewhat surprised to find that the initial product observed at low laser fluence
is the NO 2 dimer instead of the monomer. Part of the reason for this is that the strongest
absorption bands of the monomer occur in a region of the spectrum that is congested by parent
RDX absorption. However, it occurred to us that formation of NO, could conceivably occur
via a direct bimolecular reaction of neighboring RDX molecules rather than by dimerization of
NO,. To test this hypothesis, we carried out two singi.-window experiments under identical
conditions except that one was pyrolyzed in the amorphous form after vapor deposition, whereas
the other was pyrolyzed after annealing to the crystalline form. We expected that if bimolecular
reaction of RDX is important in the initial reaction step, then orientational disorder present in
the amorphous samples should cause the amount of N20, formed to be either less than or
greater than for the crystalline form, depending on whether the crystal .iemnetry is favorable
or unfavorable for reaction. The results of these ern, ,:..vznts showed t. - -,he extent of product
formation is the same for the two different structural torms (to an accuracy of about ± 5%).
On this basis, we conclude that the initial reaction step is unimolecular scission of an N-N
bond.
Finally, we have compared the extent of product formation in single-window and doublewindow experiments. The latter type trap all of the reaction products, whereas significant losses

,
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(up to 20% of the sample) may occur to the 3as phase in the single-window configuration. This
comparison shovs that at low fluence (where sample vaporization is minimal), the amouni of
N 2 0, formed in the two types of experiments is essentially the same. However, at higher
fluence, where secondary products are formed and the extent of sample vaporization is
significant, the amounts of secondary products remaining on the window, compared with N2 0,,
is significantly higher in the double-window configuration. Our interpretation of this result is
that N.O, is initiallyformed in the condensed phose propellant, whereas secondary products
areformed at least partly in the gas phase.
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NITROGEN RADICALS FROM THERMAL AND PHOTOCHEMICAL
DECOMPOSITION OF AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE, AMMONIUM DINITRAMIDE,
AND CYCLIC NITRAMINES

M. D. PACE
Code 6120, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375-5320

ABSTRACT
Free-radical thermal and photochemical decomposition products of ammonium dinitramide
(ADN), an acyclic nitramine, are compared to that of cyclic nitramines (RDX, HMX, and
HNIW) and to ammonium perchlorate (AP). Photochemical formation of NO2 from uvphotolysis of ADN at 77 K is found to follow first-order kinetics; whereas, zero-order NO2
formation is observed from the cyclic nitramines under the conditions of this experiment.
Mechanisms are suggested for ADN decomposition. A general trend of cyclic nitramines to
twermally decompose forming nitroxide radicals is supported by "N-ring-labeled HNIW
results. ADN thermally decomposes at 1900 C to form free-radical reaction products in
solution with tetrahydrothiophene- 1,1 -dioxide.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper the term nitrogen radicalsrefers to free-radicals having unpaired electron
spin density predominantly localized at I4 N or 'IN nuclei. New findings for photochemically
and thermally produced nitrogen radicals from ammonium dinitramide are compared to prior
findings for the cyclic nitramines: cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX), and
cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine (HMX); and are compared to new findings for "N-labeled
hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW), a polycyclic nitramine: and to ammonium perchlorate
(AP), an oxidizer used in propellents. The predominant nitrogen radical from photochemical
decomposition of all materials studied is nitrogen dioxide (NO,). This is not surprising for
the nitramines, but was not expected for AP. There now exist numerous EPR literature
references supporting NO formation during ultraviolet photolysis of RDX, HMX, and HNIW
at temperatures <77 K 1.2.3 In this study at 77 K the rates of production of NO, from the
cyclic nitramines under constant flux of ultraviolet (uv) light are assigned as zero-order:
whereas, for ADN, a first-order rate of NO, production is observed. NO, is detected from
uv-photolysis of All in smaller concentration than in the nitramines and is attributed to
secondary reactions or to impurities.
Thermal decomposition of RDX and HMX produces nitroxyl (or nitroxide) tree-radicals.a'S
A nitroxide has also been proposed from HNIW thermal decomposition."'7 In this paper,
thermal decomposition of "N-labeled HNIW lends further support of HNIW nitroxide radicals.
In AP, NH,' radical ions were monitored bv EPk (electron paramagne,,c resonanceý) 0 •
heating of the AP crystals. (NH,' radicals were generated in At oN' &_o -y-rays prior to
thermolysis). Thermal decomposition of ADN produced an EPR signal at 190' C.
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Fig. I Normalized NO 2 Concentrations From UV-Photolysis At 77 K
EXPERIMENTAL
For uv-photolysis, powders of each material (5 - 20 mg) were placed into separate
borosilica glass cells having dimensions 0.5 mm x 5 mm (sectioned into 15 cm lengths).
ADN is hygroscopic and required handling under low humidity. A Hg - Xe high pressure arc
lamp (Electro Powerpacs Inc., Cambridge, MA) operating at 1000 W was used for uvphotolysis experiments. The lamp was located 16 cm from the cavity and IR-filtered uv light
having a 1 cm focal diameter was directed into a TM,,o EPR cavity containing a sample cell
in liquid nitrogen at 77 K. Previous experiments have shown that nitramines absorb uv
strongly from 225 nm to 235 nm. 3 To optimize the uv light flux, each sample was oriented
so that the 0.5 cm edge of the flat cell was perpendicular to the beam direction. The exposed
surfare area of each sample was less than 0.5 cm2 to ensure uniform irradiation. Only one
si&. --. Iie flat cell was irradiated. Total irradiation times were from 60 to 100 minutes. EPR
spectra were recorded using a Bruker ER 200 x-band spectrometer and a Niwiet ! I',3
computer to collect spectra. As each sample was irradiated the NO2 concentration was
monitored by recording EPR spectra at 2 to 4 minute intervals. Concentrations of NO, were
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measured by double integration of the first-derivative EPR spectra and by comparison to
EPR standard (0.00033% pitch) with a calibrated concentration of 3 x 10" spins.
Thermal decomposition experiments were similarly performed using sample cells as
described above except that the nitramines were dissolved in tetrahydrothiophene-1, 1-dioxide
(sulfolane), having a boiling point of 285°C. This procedure has been used successfully in
previous studies. 4 ,5 In situ heating in the EPR cavity was performed using N2 gas flowing
through a resistive heating coil. A Varian V4540 temperature controller was used to regulate
temperature. AP samples were radiation doped with paramagnetic ions as spin probes before
8 0
heating by exposing the samples to 0.5 MRad of °Co -y-rays which produces NH3' ions. '9'°
The NH3÷ ions were monitored by EPR during heating of AP. In all samples, temperature
was monitored using a chromel-alumel themocouple (Omega) attached directly to the sample
tube within 2cm of the sample.
TABLE I
NO, Rates and Concentrations

Nitramine

Molecules
per Samplea

Rate
Constantsb

Spin Conc. at
t = 60 min.c

% Conversion at
t = 60 min.d

HNIW

4.1 x 1017

I x l0"l

2.2 x 1014

0.05

RDX

2.6 x 10

3 x 10"

1.6 x I014

0.005

HMX

1.9 x l0ol

7 x 10"

4.2 x 10"

0.002

ADN

4.0 x 1019

4.0 x 1011

0.01

0.013

(first-order)e

a Estimated number of molecules exposed to uv light assuming l0#jm thick surface layer.
b For HNIW, RDX, HMX zero-order rates are given as spins/mg/min of NO2 for constant uv
light flux at 77 K. Rates for HNIW, RDX, HMX assume a 10 pm surface depth absorption of the
uv light. For ADN see footnote e below.
c Measured spin concentration after 60 min. of uv photolysis at 77 K.
d % conversion = 100 x [NOJ,=6o
-i.-(estimated number of molecules per sample)
HNIW, RDX, HMX values show good agreement with previously reported data.e ADN rate constant is first-order (x 107 min"). For ADN, NO, was considered to form
within the entire sample mass rather than in a 10 Aim surface layer.
RESULTS
IJV PhotolysiS
The formation of NO2 during uv photolysis of ADN, RDX, HMX, and HNIW is
compared in Fig. 1. The data in Fig. I are normalized to the maximum NO, concentration
of each sample. At 77 K, decay of NO2 radicals is negligible so that a buildup of the NO2
concentration can be measured
=ctroscopically. For RDX, HMX, and HNIW, NO2
formation Flo!',s zero-ordt.. ....ucs according to: d[NOQ]/dt = k. where time (t) is in
minutes and tNO,], the experimentally measured concentration, is given as the number of
unpaired spins per mg of sample as determined by double integrals of the EPR spectra
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assuming one spin per NO 2 radical. The cyclic nitramines HNIW, RDX, and HMX show
reasonable correlation with linearity, as expected for zero-order. Near the maximum
irradiation times of 60 - 100 minutes, HNIW and RDX data show nonlinear NO2 concentration
buildup attributed to depletion of surface nitramine bonds exposed to uv light. The zero-order
NO2 rate constants from linear fits to the data are: ko = I x 10i1 spins/mg/min for HNIW; ko
= 3 x 1012 spins/mg/min for RDX; and k0 = 7 x 10" spins/mg/min for HMX. Zero-order
is consistent with rate limiting conditions of the light flux. Different light intensifies would
give rates independent of initial concentrations of the parent nitramine, but dependent on the
light flux. Therefore, lamp settings and irradiation conditions were kept constant in this study
(see Experimental). Using the rate constants above, the absolute NO2 concentrations for these
nitramines can be predicted under the uv-conditions of this experiment. Shown in Fig. 2 are
logarithmic plots of the calculated NO2 concentrations based on these rate constants versus
time. These curves are in good agreement with the experimentally measured spin
concentrations. The results are consistent with previously reported uv-induced NO2 formation
from HNIW, RDX, and HMX and show an order of magnitude difference in NO 2 formation
from HNTW relative to RDX and HMX. 3 Although ADN is a nitramine compound, ADN
behavior in this experiment is different from the cyclic nitramines.
The normalized ADN NO2 concentration in Fig. 1, as reproduced by two separate ADN
samples, shows nonlinear time dependence. A first-order rather than a zero-order rate of
ADN NO2 formation is observed during uv-photolysis. As shown in Fig. 3, a plot of
ln{[ADN]o - [NOel,} versus time gives a linear fit to the ADN NO data. The first-order rate
constant determined from Fig. 3 is 0.013 x 10. minr'. The difference in rates of ADN versus
the cyclic nitramines suggests that ADN does not lose NO2 by a direct nitramine bond
cleavage, but as a secondary product. It is the impression of this author that the reactivity of
ADN is greater than the cyclic nitramines. Darkening of ADN samples was produced by uvphotolysis and thermal decomposition. Color changes due to photolysis were not noticeable
in the cyclic nitramine samples in this experiment. ADN is hygroscopic and has been
suggested to decompose thermally by the following reaction:
NH4÷ N(NO)" -b NHI + HN(NOW)2

-*

N2 .) + HNO3

(1]

Although this reaction does not produce NO2 directly, NO2 formation may occur following H'
transfer to form HN(NO2)2 such as:
HN(NO2)2

-

NO 2 + HNNO 2

[2]

or by dinitramide ion decomposition according to [3) as suggested by gas phase studies:"
f[3]

N(NO2) 2 -. NO 2 + N20"

in which the NO? concentration would depend on the HN(NO2)2 or N(NO 2)2 concentrations.

Warming photolyzed ADN from 77 K to room temperature results in gas evolution, further
suggesting that reactions occur during photolysis or during sample warming. The NO2
fraction, although less than 0. 1%of the total molecules of each sample. was highest in ADN
and HNIW, as shown in Table I by % conversion.
In contrast to ADN no NO, was expected from AP uv photolysis bwrp',se significant
decomposition of NIR÷ would be required to forw IO,

Surprisingly,

"'", was detected at

a very low concentration of 1011 spins during photolysis of AP at 77 K. but the rate of Na

GAUSS
Fig. 4 (a) EPR spectrum from thermal decomposition of 'IN-ring-labeled HNTW iri sulfolane
at 120* C. (b) EPR spectrum observed at 140* C. (c) Simulated EPR spectrum
assuming one nitrogen hfc and three proton hfcs (values given in text). A possible
decomposition radical structure is shown. Only protons which would give hfcs to the
nitroxyl group are indicated by H.

growth and concentrations were not reproducible. The formation of N02 from NH4CIO4
requires a mechanism proposed for thermal decomposition: 2NH4C1O4 -, 4H20 + C12 + 02
+ NO followed by 2NO + 02 -- 2NO2.12

Thermal Results
The second part of this paper gives qualitative slow thermal decomposition results of
ADN, 'IN-labeled HNIW, and NH4CIO4. Thermal experiments were carried out as slow
heating experiments in which the temp~erature was increased at a rate :5 5* per minute. As
described in the experimental section, the nitramines were dissolved in a high boiling solvent
to facilitate heat transfer to the sample and to allow for low sample concentrations. To avoid
reaction with the solvent, ammonium perchlorate was not dissolved in sulfolane but instead,
a single crystal of ammonium perchlorate was heated in a tube open to the atmosphc,'. P-.•
studies indicate that thermally produced free radicals from the cye'". :.-trawines RDX, WA, !,x
and HNTW do not react with tetrahydrothiophene-l1, 1l-dioxide.' .4 A free radical was detected from "SN-ring-labeled HNIW at 1400 C consistent with
previous results of HNIW-d6 and HNIW. As shown by Fig. 4a, at 120° C is a spectrum of
three transitions separated by 2.8 MT (10 gauss = I roT). At 1400 C, this spectrum overlaps
with other EPR signals which appear. The 1400 C EPR signals are tentatively assigned to a
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nitroxyl nitrogen hyperfine coupling (hfc)[a('5N) - 2.14 mTJ and to two symmetrically
equivalent proton hfcs [a(' 3 N) = 0.51 mT] and to a third nonequivalent proton hfc [a(CH) =
0.66 mT], where a is the symbol of the isot-opic hyperfine coupling. Bond cleavage of the
C-C bond of the parent HNIW molecule and addition of hydrogen to give a tricyclic ring as
shown in Fig. 4b are required to account for three proton hfcs. However, this assignment is
consistent with previously published thermal decomposition EPR spectra from HNIW-d 6 and
HNIW in which the protons have 15% larger hfcs than in the 'IN radicals. The radical EPR
signal in Fig. 4b remained unchanged up to 1900 C. Above 1900 C the EPR spectrum
changes to a single line which remains stable at room temperature after recooling the sample.
Thermal decomposition of ADN is accompanied by chemical reaction of decomposition
products with the solvent. Reaction of decomposition products of ADN with sulfolane at 1900
C is indicated by a color change of the sample from opaque to black accompanied by growth
of a single line EPR signal (not shown) which remains stable at room temperature after
recooling the sample. The radical product was not assigned but is 'learly a different result
from the cyclic nitramines where nitroxides are formed. Spin trapping reactions will be
required to assign reaction intermediates.
For experiments with ammonium perchlorate, NH3÷ ions were first generated in AP
crystals by exposure of the crystals to ionizing gamma radiation (EPR spectrum given in
reference 8). As discussed by Urbanski, the NH 3* radical defects have been reported to affect
the thermal decomposition of AP.-'13 For unirradiated AP crystals decomposition is reported
to initiate Along crystalline growth boundaries; whereas, for irradiated samples the
decomposition sites occur homogeneously throughout the material. In this experiment, an AP
crystal was slowly heated in order to observe any changes in EPR signal of NH3÷ ions. No
cnanges were observed up to 128 0 C where the EPR signal decayed, consistent with previous
reports. Continued heating of the sample to 190° C produced no new EPR signals.
DISCUSSION
The rationale for studying this group of materials was to observe similarities and
differences between the decomposition of cyclic nitramines (RDX, HMX, HNIW) and a noncyclic nitramine (ADN) and to observe whether there are any similarities between AP and

ADN in terms of the N-H" ion chemistry. The behavior of ADN is shown to be different
from RDX, HMX, and HNtW. For example, the uv-photolysis rate data of Fig. 1 indicates
that the formation of NO2 in the cyclic nitramines occurs by a similar bond cleavage

mechanism, but for ADN, a non-linear NO2 formation rate during uv-photolysis suggests a
different mechanism of NO formation. For the cyclic nitramines the uv light appears to be

the rate limiting step, but for ADN there is a dependence on an unknown reaction
intermediate.

Logically this intermediate is related to the dinitramide anion.

reaction sequence is 2{NIl4 * N(NO,).} *

A possible

2NH 3 + H2N(NO2) 2÷ followed by decomposition

of the dinitramide acid to 11,N + NO, + N02*. This mechanism fits into a gas phase scheme
described by Melius in which HN(NO2)2 ' is unstable and goes to products.' 4 Indeed. the
photolysis of ADN under these experimental conditions decomposes ADN to gas phase
products which remain trapped in a frozen matrix until the sample is warmed to room
temperature. ADN, unlike the cyclic nitramines which show no obvious radical reactions with
sulfolane during thermal decompositinn Ib -,-v 2000 C, does yield radical reaction products

with sulfolane fu.".- ýh,. - ing that AD1, .eactivity is higher than HMX or RDX. The similar
% conversion of HNIW and ADN in Table I indicates that ADN is driven to more complete
decomposition by uv light than is RDX or HMX. The implication is that ADN is chemically
much more sensitive to uv light and more reactive than RDX to which it is often compared.
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The thermal decomposition '"N-HNIW radical is consistent with RDX and HMX which
thermally form nitroxides. There are only two equivalent proton hfcs in a thermally formed
HMX nitroxide because the eight membered ring causes two of the four HMX protons to lie
coplanar with the N-O bond of the nitroxyl group. In RDX the six member ring allows boatto-chair interconversions which average four proton hfcs. If the nitroxide assignment of
thermally decomposed HNIW is upheld, then a general trend of cyclic nitramines to
decompose thermally forming nitroxyl radicals is supported by the HNIW results. Nitroxide
radicals have recently been observed from thermal decomposition of another energetic
material, 3-nitro- 1,2,4-triazol-5-one. 15
In AP the disappearance of NH 3÷ ions at 1280 C is consistent with the EPR AP studies
of Hyde and Freeman8 . The fact that no new radicals are detected up to 1900 C suggests that
AP and ADN do not share thermal decomposition pathways. However, photolysis
decomposition of AP and ADN may share similar pathways assisted by the NHIL ion. A
recent study of AP*MnO 4 mixed crystal uv-photolysis shows that NI* is necessary for
reduction of Mn7 ÷ to Mn 2+. 6
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ENERGY LOCALIZATION AIND THE INITIATION
OF EXPLOSIVE CRYSTALS BY SHOCK OR IMPACT
C. S. COFFEY
Naval Surface Warfare Center, White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, MD 20903-S000
ABSTRACT
The initiation of chemical reaction in explosive crystals
during shock or impact is shown to be a solid state, quantum
mechanical,
process not accessible by a classical continuum
approach. The process by which dislocations move in a solid is
analyzed in terms of quantum mechanical tunneling. The motion of
these dislocations significantly perturbs the lattice and creates
phonons which, for low dislocation velocities can cause local
ignition sites and for high dislocation velocities, can have
energies sufficient to directly pump the internal vibrational modes
of the explosive molecules and cause rapid molecular dissociation.
INTRODUCTION
On the microscopic level irreversible plastic deformation of
a crystalline solid occurs by the creation and motion of
dislocations. This is a quantum mechanical process not totally
accessible by conventional classical analysis. It is suggested that
the motion of dislocations occurs by quantum mechanical tunneling
through the lattice potential well barriers since this is more
energy efficient than the usual approach that the dislocations
advance with the aid of thermal fluctuations that assist them in
going over the top of the lattice potential barriers. This will be
briefly developed and some results presented. The rate that energy
is dissipated in the lattice due to the motion of the dislocations
is developed by observing that this is a microscopic process in
which the local distortion of the lattice by a passing dislocation
signficantly perturbs the positions of those atoms or molecules
located near the path of the core of the dislocation. The energy
dissipated by the moving dislocations can lead to local energy
densities sufficient to cause ignition due to the shear stress
induced by mild impact and in the case of high amplitude shocks,
result in rapid multi-phonon molecular excitation and even
dissociation typical of detonations.
The Motion of Dislocations
By classical theory it is impossible to move the core of a
dislocation out of its initial potential well and into an adjacent
well when the energy of the core is less than the depth of the
potential well.
Yet this process occurs during the plastic
deformation that most crystalline solids undergo during shock or
impact. It is possible that thermal fluctuations could enable the
dislocation to occasionally overcome the potential barrier and move
into an adjacent well. However, while thermal nrot.t-ases are
important, from an energy basis it i- '•ch more ,ikely that
dislocation motion will occur by quantum mechanical tunneling. Long
before the thermal energy of a dislocation has reached a level
sufficient to lift
it over the potential barrier and into the
adjacent well the dislocation will have achieved sufficient energy
to tunnel through the potential barrier and pass directly into the
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. v 193 Materials Research Society
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adjacent well.
Tunneling easily resolves the problem of the insurmountable
potential barrier posed by the classical picture. In order to
describe the tunneling process consider the length of the
dislocation to be composed of segments each one atom or molecule in
length. Thus, an edge dislocation N atoms or molecules long will be
made of N segments, each of which is bound to its adjacent core
segments by the lattice potential which holds the dislocation
together. We treat the dislocation core element of each segment as
a quasi-particle and examine the probability that under the
influence of an applied shear stress a core segment will tunnel
through the potential barrier and arrive in the adjacent potential
well. The lattice potential that holds the dislocation together
also prevents any segment from advancing more than one atomic or
molecular spacing ahead of its neighboring segments. This same
assumption is implicit in the conventional view of dislocation
motion due to thermal processes.
Under the influence of an applied shear stress the quasiparticles which form the core of the dislocation are forced against
the potential well barrier formed by their nearest neighbors. The
potential barrier, U, of importance is only that portion of the
lattice potential needed to be overcome to realign the extra half
plane of the edge dislocation with its nearest neighbor on the
other side of the slip plane. It is unlikely that we will ever know
the exact shape of the lattice potential well along the slip plane
especially for complicated molecular crystals. Therefore, consider
the simplest case of a lattice composed of square well potentials
of depth U and barrier width W. This simple picture should be
adequate for a general description of plastic deformation. It will
however overestimate the tunneling probability for the lower energy
dislocation segments that reside near the bottom of the potential
well because in a real solid the width of the potential barrier
will increase with well depth.
The probability, T, that the dislocation
segment will tunnel
1
through the barrier along the slip plane is
T =(1)

U'm

i
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Plastic Strain Rate
The plastic strain rate, dy;/dt,

is

dyp
d-r = Nvb,

where N is

the number of moving dislocations

(3)

per unit area of
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surface, v is the dislocation velocity and b is the Burgers length.
The dislocation velocity is determined by observing that a
dislocation residing in a potential well has both thermal and
applied stress induced motions.
These cause the dislocation
segments to vibrate back and forth between the walls of the
potential well. Occasionally the segments may tunnel through the
barrier and transit into the adjacent well where they continue to
oscillate between the walls of the new potential well until
tunneling again occurs and the dislocation segment moves into the
next potential well. If v is the number of times that a dislocaticn
segment approaches a potential barrier, and T is the probability of
tunneling through the barrier, then vT is the average number of
potential barriers that the dislocation segment tunnels through per
unit time. With each successful tunneling event, the dislocation
moves a lattice distance b. To simplify things, it will be assumed
that a sufficiently strong thermal or stress gradient exists so
that mostly the dislocation segments do not tunnel back into a
previously occupied well. For this case, the average velocity of a
segment is approximately v z vTb/t where t is the time interval. It
will be assumed that the time for each successful tunneling event
is just the time for the lattice to rearrange itself to accommodate
the new position of the dislocation. This occurs at the local sound
speed, v0 , so that the time required to accomplish tunneling one
lattice spacing is at = b/v 0 . The appropiate time interval over
which to average the dislocation velocity is just t = vat so that
the average segment velocity is just v = Tv0 .
Since the dislocation is made up of a string of these core
segments, each of which is linked to its two nearest neighbors by
the lattice potential, the average velocity with which the
dislocation moves is v = Tv 0 . This form gives the correct limits
for the average dislocation velocity at very low shear stress
levels,

7

-

0,

where T - 0 and at high shear stress levels,

7 >> 0,

where T - 1. Since T : 1, the speed of the plastic wave will always
be less than or equal to the local sound speed.
The number of moving dislocations can be estimated by assuming
that the dislocations are created by N. sources whose dislocations
intercept a unit surface area of the cryvtal. 1o eacn of thesc
sources is
assigned a probaoility, p-(7j,
c: creating a ne"
dislocation pair at a shear stress 7 and a characteristic source

size, 10, beyond which the newly created dislocation pair must
propagate before the source can create another dislocation pair.
The rate at which a single source can create dislocations is
--: P

- 4-.

(.;)

The factor of 2 accounts for ti& creativn c.
,asilocation pxt:. I
i does not depend strongly on time but rese:'d'Iel: a Step lunuctic:,
T(t) ; 7u(t , then tne number of dli-octxon.; ner sourc
i•

where the time t is the time from first application ot the shock or
impact. These dislocations are expected to bt concentrated on the
slip planes that contain the source and lorm a shear band.
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Combining the above relations, the plastic strain rate from Ns
dislocation sources that intercept a unit area is approximately
dy -E - 2T(,) 2 VO

dt

bp

(,) N t

(6)

1

The plastic deformation rate given in equation (6) admits two
time regimes of interest. These are determined by the time required
for a newly created dislocation to move away from its source and
encounter an obstacle which forces it to stop. Let LO ne the
average distance between the dislocation source and an obstacle,
then at early times after the application of a shock or impact when
t < Lt/v the plastic strain rate is given by equation (6). However,
at later times when t Ž L0/v, the moving dislocations will begin to
encounter obstacles and will be forced to stop. For this case the
number of moving dislocations approaches a constant and the plastic
strain rate is determined by substituting t = 4/v into equation
(6)
dy__
dt

. 2T(r)vobp,(r)N.Lo
10

(7)

Dislocation Energiy
Assume local equilibrium, so that the energy density of a
dislocation in a lattice must be the same as the local energy
density of the host lattice. During shock or impact the energy will
have two components, one due to the shear stress of the shock or
impact and the other from the shear stresses arising from the
thermal background. Even for high level shocks most of the solid
will behave elastically as a Hooke's law solid and most of the
shear stress energy of the dislocation core will be elastic energy.
The average energy with which a segment of the dislocation core
approaches the potential barrier is approximately
T2-V

2G

--

2

(8)

where G is the shear modulus, 0 is the temperature and k: is
Boltzmann's constant. The thermal energy with which a dislocation
segment approaches a potential barrier is just 'd:0. The effect of
thermal fluctuations about the mean temperature and the non-linear
contribution of the core region to the energy have been ignored.
Comparison with Deformation Experiments
These results can be compared with the experimental results
of Campbell and Ferguson3 who examined the plastic deformation rate
in a mild steel for differ;-t applied shear stress levels over a
wide range r` t,'ixeratures. .-te material constants were taken as b
= 3x10"m,
W = .5x10"1m, l1
= 3xl0In, vQ = 5.5x10 3 m/s, G =
7.5x1011dy/cm2 , p = 8.6xlO3 kg/m 3 , U = .5x10 1 3ergs. The number of
dislocation sources per unit area was determined in conjunction
with the distance, L0 , that a dislocation travels between its
source and a blocking obstacle. It was assumed that NULG2 = 1.
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Taking L0 = 10'4m, the approximate crystal size, then Nf
10m"2 .
The mass of a dislocation segment was taken as m z pb , and the
volume, V, of the lattice that is perturbed by the presence of the
moving dislocation was taken as a cylinderical disk centered at the
dislocation core and of height b and radius 7b thus V z 150b 3 . For
simplicity, it was assumed that the amplitude of the applied shear
stress was large enough so that the source could readily create
dislocations allowing p,(7) - 1.
Figure (1) shows the predicted behavior of the plastic
deformation rate as a function of the applied shear stress for
approximately the same temperatures as in the experiments of
Campbell and Ferguson. Excert for a less rapid increase in plastic
strain rate with increased shear stress at low temperatures and
lower shear stress, the predicted behavior contains all of the
essential features found in the experimental data. As noted at the
outset, the less rapid increase in strain rate at low shear stress
levels is due mainly to the use of an idealized square well
potential in which the width of the k'arrier is a constant. The
correct solution would be to determine the width of the exact
potential barrier as a function of the quasi-particle energy and
solve the tunneling problem in a way that satisfies the Schrodinger
equation and the boundary conditions. A somewhat more realistic
potential which gives a better fit to the data is to let the width
of the potential barrier be W = W0 (sin(7TE 0 /2E,)) 3, where W0 =
.5x10"1 m and E0 is the dislocation segment energy when r
0.
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Figure (1). Plastic strain rate due to tunneling through square
well potential barrier, LHS, and half sine wave barrier, RHS,
Predictions are indicated by heavy line,,.
experimental data of Campnell and Ferquson.`

Also

shown
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the

The predicted rapid increase in strain rate with applied shear
stress that occurs at about y, z 4 . am*" ":- at all temperatures is

due to the tunneling probabil'ity approacning unity as E - U. This
behavior is evident in the experiments of Campbell and Ferguson and
has been observed in copper and IR brass. The conventional
macroscopic constitutive approach is una&- ,
o account for this
rapid increase in plastic sEt... n ate at hly, shear stress levels.
At low shear stress levels a nearly non-thermal behavior was
observed in the experimental data. In the experiments of Capbell
and Ferguson 3 this regime was referred to as region 1. In the
present analysis this behavior can be attributed to the presence of
low level obstacles in the solid which impede the functioning of
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the dislocation sources, p << 1, at low shear stress levels. At
slightly higher shear stress levels, r > 102 Mpa, these obstacles
are overcome, p• = 1, and dislocation motion is determined by
lattice tunneling. These results can be extended to other
materials. The prediction of the dislocation velocity in lithium
fluoride crystals compares reasonably well with the experimental
measurements of Johnson and Gilman on LiF at several temperatures.4
Finally, this analysis applies to both screw and edge
dislocations since the only difference between these is the
potential barrier that each type of dislocation must tunnel
through. This will only alter the tunneling probability, T, and
only for mid range shear stresses. The asymptotic behavior at very
high and very low amplitude shear stresses will be the same in both
cases as is seen in observations of dislocation velocities.'
High Amplitude Shock Loading
High amplitude shock loading offers a unique analytical view
of plastic deformation because the energy with which the
dislocations approach the potential barrier approaches the barrier
height, E - U. The plastic strain rate at early times, equation
(6), simplifies since the thermal term can be ignored. In these
limits the average plastic strain rate is proportional to the
fourth power of the applied shear stress. Swegle and Grady have
observed that within a few tens of nanoseconds after the onset of
a high amplitude shock the plastic strain rate in a number of
different materials varied as the fourth power of the stress
level. 5 Substituting representative values into equation (6) and
the applied shear stress 7 = 2 GPa gives dy.dt = 105 s-'

10"8 s, which is

at t

=

in the range of the experimental data.

Energv Dissipation During Rapid Deformation
To understand how energy is dissipated by moving dislocations,
observe that the motion of a dislocation through a solid
significantly displaces those atoms or molecules located near the
core of the moving dislocation. These atoms/molecules can be
displaced as much as d/10 or more where d is the lattice constant.
Dislocations moving at a speed v encounter the lattice potential at
a rate of v/d times per second and in the process disturb the
lattice at a frequency of 2rv/d rad/s. The energy of this
disturbance is radiated away as phonons. Since in the case of high
amplitude shocks v can approach the local sound wave speed, these
phonons can have frequencies in excess of 1013rad/s which is
sufficient to pump the internal vibrational modes of most molecules
this view in some detail and will
of interest. We have developed
67 8
briefly review it here. ',
Since explosive molecules are complicated affairs having many
atomic components (chiefly C, H, N, and 0), it is unlikely that the
stress field around the core of a dislocation in such a system will
ever be well known. Nor is this necessary in order to obtain
workable predictions of energy dissipation and localization in
terms of shear modulus and other known physical properties of the
crystal. In this spirit, we approximate the stress field -, lh edge
dislocation in a lattice composed of expo.o;o"= molecules by the
classical expression for the stress field of an edge dislocation in
or molecules. The
a simple lattice composed of point atoms
6
interaction Hamiltonian can be written as
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The shear modulus G provides a measure of the coupling between the
dislocation and the lattice. The quantity v is the Poisson ratio,
r is the distance from the dislocation core, 8 is the angle between
the shear stress and the strain, d, and d2 are the lattice spacings.
The energy dissipation rate due to the motion of the core of
an edge dislocation moving
through a lattice at a velocity v has
7
been determined to be
dTN

dE
jr(lq + 1) dq +IHI><I'u
N2
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N is the number of moving dislocations, R is the radius of the
dislocation core, and p is the density. The quantity H' is the
interaction Hamiltonian coupling the moving dislocation with the
internal molecular vibrational modes. The last term in Eqn. (10)
describes the thermal conduction of energy from the shear band.
in order to obtain a closed form for the energy dissipation
rate that can be numerically evaluated, the assumption was made
that 411 of the phonons generated by the moving dislocation and
located in a frequiency band centered about o = 27Tv/d could be
approximated as being concentrated at the center frequency. The
additional assumption was made that the empirical dislocation
velocity-applied shear stress relation obtained by Gilman can be
applied to explosive molecules, v = v 0exp(-' 0 /7) .4 The quantity r is
the applied shear stress, To is a characteristic shear stress of
the material. When these approximations are introduced into
equation (10) the rate
of energy dissipation per unit length of
8
dislocation becomes
d!E .4 n rG 2 Ne -T'/

dt

d

1

+

<fljjjj
_H'I1> lIH'Iu>
Ij

KdT
-

xd.,.

(11)
where w
= (27rv /d)exp(-T/7.).
0
The first tern of (11) arises from the first order transition
pre'b&ility and iF responsible for the dissipation due to low and
,.
!
velocity dislocations. Consequently, it reflects the nnergy
dissipation rate due to impact and low level shock. '±,e higher
order terms are mainly responsible for energy dissipation due to
relatively large amplitude shocks, since for these terms to be
important resonance must occur, oI., = (El -E- 1.)/h : 1013 rad/s.
This requires that the dislocation velocity approach
v0 , which
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only happens when 7 >> To. As resonance is approached, a very rapid
increase in the energy dissipation rate occurs. The high number
density of optical phonons, centered in a band about w = 2rv/d,
the
internal
of
excitation
resonant
produce multi-phonon
vibrational modes of the molecules of the host lattice. At
resonance the transition probability between adjacent vibrational
levels approaches unity. Only for the more widely spaced lowest
vibrational levels are non-resonant conditions likely to occur.
Consequently, the energy dissipation-molecular excitation rate for
high amplitude shocks will be determined only by the products of
these few non-resonant lowest level transition probabilities. This
results in an extremely fast process in which energy is transferred
directly from the moving dislocations to vibrationally excite and
even dissociate the molecules that lie near the path of the
dislocation core.
The Onset of Reaction
What has been developed up to this point applies to both inert
and energetic crystalline materials. It is useful to examine the
onset of reaction in energetic crystals in the limit where the
energy density increases to a critical level, Ec, in at most a very
few locations and chemical reaction starts in only a few crystals.
The energy density in a shear band due to dissipation by moving
dislocations can be obtained by integrating equation (11) with
respect to time. Dissipation begins just as the dislocations begin
to move, at the yield stress, 7 = 7 . Ignition will occur when this
energy density exceeds the critical level, Ec, and the shear bands
then become local reaction sites.
Assume an energy e 0 is required to cause a molecule to
the number density of
Early in the ignition,
dissociate.
dissociated molecules, Nd, is approximately Nd = (E - E,)/e 0 . If each
of the reacting molecules releases an amount of energy, u0, and
this initial energy release causes few if any additional molecules
to react so that no reaction growth occurs, the reaction energy
density is approximately U = u 0 (E - E,)/e, where reaction occurs
when U > 0. The initial reaction energy in a lightly confined
charge is

U(t)
0

e0

2•
( 4=fPG
d

eNe

dt +-hfN
M

)
.7=1

,!

t',tU

<f1II11 ><1IHIU)

F'.-E.E-T2

6 ,.:
(12)

where the thermal term has been dropped for tast processes.
The first order terms in equation (12) account tor reaction
during mild impact. The energy dissipation is proportional to the
square of the shear modulus, G, which couples the interaction
the moving dislocations and the host lattice. Thus, all
betwee
else b-! : nearly equal, the relative sensitivity of different
explosive _rysta) " t impact should vary as the ratio of the square
An
impact insensitive
of 4,
,ir
resp. ..±ve shear moduli.
crystalline explosive would have a low shear modulus, as is the
case with the very insensitive explosive material TATB, which has
a graphite-like structure and shear modulus. Alternatively, an
intrinsically insensitive explosive molecule may release only a
small amount of energy, u0 , upon dissociation or require a large
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amount of energy, e0 , to cause dissociation.
At relatively high level shocks, the molecular excitation
achieved by direct multi-phonon pumping of the interna. molecular
vibrational levels by the high energy phonons can be offset to some
extent by molecular de-excitation due to decay of these excited
states. Depending on the material, relaxation of the molecular
vibrational level can be relatively slow, in which case molecular
excitation and dissociation will occur very quickly. This is
postulated to be the case with the explosives PETN, RDX and HMX
which are known to have very short reaction times. The explosive
TNT represents an intermediate case where the more rapid decay of
the excited states would partially offset the rapid multi-phonon
excitation resulting in a longer reaction time. A still
more rapid
vibrational decay could seriously slow or even prevent multi-phonon
vibrational excitation to dissociation.
Extension to Multi-Crystalline Explosives
Up to this point the development has been for a single crystal
for which a shear stress T has been applied parallel to one of its
slip planes and along the slip direction. However, real explosives
contain large numbers of randomly oriented crystals. To relate the
single crystal results to a multi-crystalline explosive, we assumed
that the slip planes of the crystals are randomly oriented in space
so that, on a unit hemisphere, the probability that a slip plane
lies in a plane with directions 8,4 is sinOd~d4./area of unit
sphere. The average shear stress on the slip planes of each crystal
was determined to be <7> = T/7.

However,

many crystals will have

slip directions that are more closely aligned with the applied
shear stress and consequently experience greater dissipation. These
will cause fluctuations in the average initiation properties.
Shock and impact experiments routinely measure pressure, P,
but seldom measure the shear stress. Even this pressure is an
averaged quantity since the crystals in a multi-crystalline
explosive charge are generally randomly sized and oriented and
consequently make uneven physical contact with their neighbors.
This uneven loading can introduce substantial shear forces. The
maximum snear loading that could occur betw:een crystals in uneven
contact is -. : P which produces a maximiun, average shear on the
crystalline sIip plane of <7.,
Z P/7.
mne iqnition threshold
behavior of single crystals given in Eqn. (12) can now be extended
to give the average ignition behavior of a multi-crystal explosive
charge by replacing T with <7 >
as shown in Figure (2)
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Figure (2).
Predicted ignition threshold behavior for a multicrystalline explosive charge. Transition to detonation-like multiphonon molecular dissociation occurs at T = To.
Comparison with Experiment
These predictions can be compared with the experimental
results on shock initiation of unconfined explosive charges
obtained by Liddiard, Forbes and Price. 10 In these experiments a
shock of known amplitude was sent down one end of an unconfined
cylinder of explosive and the particle velocity due to tne onset of
reaction was measured at the opposite end.
To compare the predictions of Eqn. (12) for the onset of
reaction in impacted or shocked multi-crystalline explosives with
experimental results, let 7 - <7>

z P/r and assume that the very

initial reactions are not greatly affected by reaction growth. Both
theory and experiment show a similar onset of reaction at low
stress levels followed at higher stress levels by a much more rapid
reaction rate. In the experiments, the onset of very rapid reaction
at higher shock pressure levels has been identified as the onset of
detonation.10 The similar onset of fast reaction in the theoretical
analysis is due to the transition to fast multi-phonon driven
molecular dissociation that occurs when r : 70. While T. remains to
be determined for explosive crystals, it is unlikely that it will
exceed the levels associated with the alkaline halide materials, .1
< TO < 1.0 GPa. The experimental data show that for different
explosive materials the average shock pressure required to cause
the transition to detonation ranges from about 1.5 to in excess of
6.0 GPa. 10 The average shear stress at which the transition to
detonation is predicted to occur in different explosives lies in
the range from .5 < <7>
< 2.0 GPa which is similar to the range
of the expected values for 7
Eliminating or severely reducing the number of moving
dislocations during rapid deformation will reduce the number and
intensity of shock induced hot spots within the crystal. carefully
prepared crystals of the explosives RDX, TNT
!ý': and PETN, with
limited defect content and few -Ai'r-,,ations, ax.: nearly impossible
to ignite at shock pressures often in excess of 40 GPa.11'1 2 Similar
crystals of the same materials but with high defect/dislocation
0
content will ignite at shock pressure of 2 Gila or less.)
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SUMMARY
A quantum mechanical analysis of dislocation motion is
presented which suggests that tunneling could be the means by which
dislocations propagate in crystalline solids. The dissipation that
occurs in a crystalline explosiva during shock or impact is also a
quantum mechanical process which allows molecular excitation and
chemical reaction to occur at low shock or impact levels that are
impossible by conventional means and accounts for the transition to
a very rapid multi-phonon molecular excitation process at high
amplitude shock levels.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF STERICALLY HINDERED SHEAR
IN DETERMINING THE SENSITIVITY OF EXPLOSIVE CRYSTALS

JERRY J. DICK
Group M-7, MS P952, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT
Sterically hindtered shear in a plane shock wave in an explosive crystal is shown to be
important in determining tc shock sensitivity of pentaerythritol tetranitrate and nitromethane.
The steric hindrance is anaiyzed at the intermolecular level in the unit cell, and compared to
the experimental evidence.

INTRODUCTION
A plane shock wave induces a state of uniaxial strain in a homogeneous solid. The uniaxial
strain is accommodated by shear on a plane at 45" to the shock wave in an isotropic solid. In
a crystal the shear will occur on some crystallographic plane near 450 to the shock and along
some crystallographic direction on that plane near 450 to the shock direction. If the strength of
the crystal is exceeded, the shear deformation will be inelastic and irreversible. In that case
molecules on one side of the shear plane will be required to slide past molecules on the other
side of the plrne. If the molecules are sterically crowded, close; approaches between atoms on
molecules on opposite sides of the shear plane will occur leading to possible direct mechanical
excitation and reaction. Therefore, shock c'irections which require shear or slip on sterically
crowded slip systems will correspond to sensitive shock directions, especially at low stress
levels.
PETN ANALYSIS
Initial experimental results on pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) for the crystal orientation
dependence of shock sensitivity were given in Ref. 1. It was found that shock waves parallel
to the 4110) and 1001) planes were sensitive because they could not shear on the unhindered
4110) slip plane. The 41001 and 4101) shcck orientations were insensitive because they could
shear on the I110) eas) slip plane. This is illustrated in Fig. I. More complete experimental
results and initial steric hindrance analysis results were provided in Ref., 2. The steric hindrance
analysis considered rigid molecules and looked for intermolecular atom-atom approaches closer
than 1.7 .A. The number of close approaches was counted, and the atom-atom separations were
plotted as a function of the amount of shear across the unit cell. A more sophisticated anw Isis
using molecular mechanics is given in Ref. 3. The initial analysis in Ref. 2 correlated well
with the shock sensitivity. The steric hindrance was computed for motion of the body-centered
molecule across the unit cell. Since there are two molecules per unit cell, it is necessary to
consider the motion of the comer molecule also for a complete analysis. The results of this are
presented in Table I. The nutable change is that now I00, shocks have more interactions than
[110] shocks. Therefore the steric hindrance ranking in terms of total number of interactions no
and [Iitoi cases are
longer correlates completely with the shock sensitivity ranking. The 10to01
interchanged for the two rankings. Therefore, it appears that the siock sensitivity depends il

detail on the dynamical and quantum mechanical nature of the molecular interactions dunng

'iisticated
the inelastic shear occurring as the molecules pass through the shock wave. Moanalyses are warrarted.
ELASTIC SHOCKS IN PETN
Recently it was realized that if steric hindrance to shear flow in uniaxial strain is operative
in PETN, then its effects should he manifested in the dependence of elastic shock strength on
crystal orientation. The least hindered case would have the smallest elastic precursor, and the
most hindered case would have the largest elastic precursor wave. Hence, a series of impact
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. m1993 Materials Research Society
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Shock

(100)
UNHINDERED SHEAR
INSENSITIVE

{110}

SShock
1110)
HINDERED SHEAR
{1100)

SENSITIVE

Fig. 1. Schema of the relative orientations of shock and shear planes. When the sterically
unhindered I 1l0 plane is available for shear, the crystal is insensitive. When the shear plane
is hindered the crystal is sensitive.
experiments was performed. An aluminum projectile impacted a plus-x-cut quartz crystal .5i,
thick. The PETN crystal slab (3 to 6 mmn thick) was bonded to the quartz with Syigard 184
silicone elastomer. A mirrored polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) window was bonded to the
ctysta! with the elastomer. The motion of the PETN/PMMA interface was monitored with a
VISAR laser interferometer. Transit time through the PETN was measured using a PZT pin
on the quartz crystal and the VISAR signal. Impact velocities were about 0.:1 m/j. The
longitudinal stress for the plastic wave was estimated to be about I 2 G;h,. Only preliminary
analysis of the longitudinal stresses has been performed. In order of increasing size, the
longitudinal elastic stress is about 0 37 GPa for a t100] shock. 0o)s (;i'a for a [I01! shock. iA. (;m,
for a fI1,0 shock. and I 2 G;1a for [001i shock. This is the same ranking as the steric hindrance
from least to most hindrance (Table 1) providing convincing supporting evidence for the steric
hindrance model.
STERIC HINDRANCE IN SOLID NITROMETHANE
Explosve reactions have been observed in single crystals of nitromethane when compressed
rapidly in a diamond anvil cell.' The behavior was dependent on crystal orientation. The crystal
deformation is neither hydrostatic nor uniaxial. Therefore the explosive behavior appears to
depend on the details of the deformation process dunng the rapid compression process and
therefore is not er.tirely repeatable. Nonetheless it seemed worthwhile to analvye for steric
hindrance effects i nitromethane. The analysis is not a,, complete a, for PETN since the
elastic constants, quasistatic slip systems, and dislocation structures are not known A survey
was made for hindered slip systems. Results are shown in Table II. The results show that
uniaxial strain in a !ulti direction will be strongly hindered. Many other directions are nearly
unhindered. The results are not exhaustive, but they show that steric hindrance can olay a
role in solid nitromethane. If the crystal deformation is such that the maximum resolved shear
stress is on a sterically hindered slip system such as lio, . then explosive reaction could occur
rved due to bond breaking and subsequent reactions driven by the severe intermolecular
iii,-,actions during the sterically hindered shear in the unit cell.
SUPERCRITICAL SHEAR
Initially the inelastic or plastic shear process was modelled as due to edge dislocation
mo'i.n. In this case the shear is accommodated by these line lattice imperfections sweeping
through the crystal. The sterically hindeied shear occurs along a line at the termination of
the extra half-planes of molecules. Since PETN has two molecules per unit cell. there are
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Table I. Atom-Atom Interactions for PETN.
Body-Centered Molecule
Shock
MRSS4 Slip Atom Number of
Direction
System
Pair Interactions
[100]
fII0}<III> 0-0
3

Closest
Approach
(A)
1.05

Comer Molecule
Closest
Number of Approach
Interactions
(A)
1
1.65

[101]ý

{100)<001>

0-0

4

0.78

4

0.78

[iI0]

{100)<011>

0-0
N-0
C-0
0-H
N-H
H-H
N-N
C-N

9
5
2
6
4
2
1
1
30

0.54
1.01
0.83
0.31
0.80
0.99
1.58
1.60

9
5
2
6
4
2
1
1
30

0.54
1.01
0.83
0.31
0.80
0.99
1.58
1.60

[0')1]

1011<101>

O-O
C-0
0-H
N-H
C-N
Y-0

0.86
0.71
0.11
1.01
1.52
1.3S

12
6
10
2
1
5
"2
3S

0.86
0.71
0.11
1.00
1.52
1.00
1.58

3
4
6
2
1
I
N-N
0
17
"a\IRSS Maximum resolved shear str(.--s
Intcractions are w-th the body-centered or t1w
but not both. fo, a given ,hear.

c'orner mohecule

two adjacent half-planes. Recent analysis has shown that the critical shear stress in PETN
corresponding to the measured elastic shock strengths - is approximately equal to estimates
of the shear strength of the perfect crystal." This is called supercritical shear, and implies
simultaneous slip of one part of the crystal over the other without regard to lattice imperfections
This makes the consequences of steric hindrance even more severe. It makes it more likehN
that the endothermic intermolecular interactions will lead to runaway exothermic reactions and
explosion or detonation.
DYNAMICS OF THE STERICALLY HINDERED MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
If direct bond breaking is to occur due to the intermolecular interactions during the shear.
the time scale for the interaction must be rapid. It seems worthwhile to make a rough estimate
of speed of the iate-•
The maximum velocity of propagation for a shear deformation
S,: ,.uar wave velt.,,v. For PETN this about I o non t. or I.1 nnt/,.N. The length of the
Burgers vector in PETN is about i um. Therefore the shear traverses the unit cell in about ()(,
picosecon's or foi femtoseconds. The molecular mechanics calculation done by J. Ritchie is
an equilibrium calculation.-' For the case of slip for a I to' shock it shows a c - 0 - X - 0
dihedral angle changing by 60o to 75 0 from equilibrium position in one twentieth of the Burgers

vector (the resolution of the calculation). If for the sake of argument I assume that this takes
place dynamically, this angle change would be forced to take place in about 30 .f.,. The natural
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Table II. Atom-Atom Interactions for Nitromethane.
Shock/Slip
Closest
Shock
Slip
Angle
Atom Number of Approach
Direction
System
(deg)
Pair Interactions
(A)
[101]
{100}<001>
58.9
O-H
0
>1.70
[101]

{001)<I00>

31.1

O-H

0

>1.70

[011]

J010}<001>

54.1

O-H

0

>1.70

[i1o]

1011)<100>

50.2

O-H

2

0.97

f00:

{101)<101>

58.9

0-H
H-H
C-H
N-0
C-C
0-0
N-H
C-0
N-N

8
7
4
4
1
3
2
1
1
31

1.16
0.29
0.36
0.89
1.14
0.39
1.15
1.11
1.53

[0011

11011<111>

46.7

O-H
0-0
N-0
N-H
N-N
H-H
C-H
C-0
C-N

9
3
5
2
1
3
2
1
1
27

0.53
0.62
0.58
1I6
1.13
0.67
1.23
0.59
1.21

frequency of this dihedral motion as a free rotor is 133 er-' in methyl nitrate." Using an
estimate of 100 c-n'

for PETN, this corresponds to 55 Is for

60°

of rotauon. The f;0) angle

change is probably much larger than the amplitude due to thermal motion in the crystal. Thus
the sterically crowded intermolecular interaction happens on a time scale and with an amplitude
that can force direct nonequilibrium bond b'..:., and reaction.
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ABSTRACT
Energetic materials are of significant interest for scientific and practical reasons in the
extraction (mining) industry, space propulsion, and ordnance. The nature of the fracture process
of such materials under high acceleration is of particular interest, especially in ordnance. This
paper describes new experimental and analysis techniques that allow us to characterize
quantitatively and to compare the fracture surfaces of different energetic materials, and to deduce
the specific fracture mechanisms. The techniques are widely applicable to other composite
systems. In the materials discussed herein, topographical profiles spaced 1.0 mm apart across
the fracture surfaces of two types of Octol have been obtained with a diamond stylus
profilometer. Spatial power spectra (wavelengths of 1.0 gtm to 1.0 cm) have been calculated
using a prolate spheroidal data window in the horizontal space domain prior to using a fast
Fourier transform algorithm. The spatial power density of the fracture surface profiles is found
in general to decrease with increasing spatial frequency over the region of interest. = 1 mm-1 to =
1 cm-1. Quasi-periodic peaks corresponding to H-LMX particle sizes are observed in the Octol
spatial power spectra. These peaks indicate the inhomogeneous HMX grain size distribution in
the Octol fracture surfaces. Peaks in the Octol spectia indicate that intergranular fracture often
occurs between the TNT and HMX grains. Fractal analysis of the Octol power spectral slopes
indicates the regions of deterministic. intergranular failure and the regions of the nondeterministic, trans-granular failure through TNT or HMX grains. This non-deterministic
(fractal) failure is chaotic and may indicate the origin of failure in the sample.

INTRODUCTION
We have introduced several new fields of research to study the mechamcal behavior of
energetic materials during high acceleration by using an ultracentrifuge t , and to characterize the
mechanical failure surfaces of energetic materials by power spectral statistical techniques 2.4
This work is particularly relevant to the future development of insensitive energetic materials used
in weapons with higher acceleration.
We have underway a program for studying in detail the fracture behavior of TNT,
Composition B (59% cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine (RDX), 40% TNT. and 1%wax), and two
types of Octol (70% cyclotetramethylene-tetranitramine (HMX) and 30% TNT: ý 83% HMX and
= 17% TNT) using an ultracentrifuge 2-4 . This program includes especially the study of the
characteristics of the fracture surfaces of the materials. In this paper, the results and conclusions
obtained from statistical studies of the fracture surface topography along several parallel scans
across the fracture surfaces of two types of Octol are described.

TECHNIQUE
The fracture surfaces of the energetic materials under study are obtained by aciclcrattin
prepared samples in a Beckman preparative model L8-80 ultracentrifuge. The sample under
study can be rotated up to 60,000 rpm (500.0(X) g). When the tensile or shear strength of the
object material is exceeded, a fracture surface is obtained. A diamond stylus profilomct- hai•
been used to measure the topography of the surface after remov-it o,`;i:. ample. PrvoY, - iiave
been obtained at several locations spaced approximately 1.0 mm apart across the surface. Spatial
wavelengths along each trace of 1.0 g.im to approximately 1.0 cm have been statistically
characterized. Spatial power spectra have been calculated from the data of the individual traces
using a prolate spheroidal data window6.7 applied in the thorizonta' --); -e domain prior to using a
fast Fourier transform algorithm 8 .
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. ,1993 Materials Research Society
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RESULTS
The sample of melt-cast 70/30 Octol reported here was found to fracture at an acceleration
of 41,000 g at 250C. The logarithmic normal crystal size distribution of HMX as specified by
military specification Class 49 is shown in Figure 1. The spatial power spectra of the fracture
surface profiles across traces g and h (see inset) of 70/30 Octol are shown in Figure 2. The
distribution of peaks in the spatial power density shows the inhomogeneous grain size of the
HMX in 70/30 Octol. The HMX grain sizes vary discontinuously from - 0.1 mm to = 1.0 mm
in contrast to Class 4 HMX particle size in Figure 1. Figure 2 also shows how the
inhomogeneous HMX grain size distribution changes with location across the surface. In Figure
2 the spatial power spectra for 70/30 Octol falls off with increasing spatial frequency. The solid
and starred lines superimposed on the spectra traces are linear fits to the sections of the spectra
corresponding to the line lengths.
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Figure 1. HMX Particle Size Distribution
The variation of the spectral slope across the surface is of considerable interest. In the
frequency interval 100 mm'I to 101 mm-1 the spectral slope of trace g is -3.9. The spectral slope
of trace h is -2.7 in this frequency interval. The absolute value of the spectral slopes for profiles
c through h are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the sample trace. The spectral slopes for
profiles i through m and c through g are < -3. The fractal dimension equals one for these
profiles. Peaks, that correspond to HMX grain sizes, as well as the fractal dimensions of one
indicate that, in general, intergranular failure is occurring at grain boundaneb.
Fnr spectral slopes, s, that lie in the range -3 < s < -2. !he fractal dimension is given 10-i3

by
s =(5-2D),

I)

where D is the fractal dimension. Equati mn (1) indi,-"a s that the fractal dimension for profile h is
1.1. This chaotic failure indicates that transgranulai ..Jilure occurs through the grain. The chaotic
region suggests that the origin of the failure is at the edge of the sample.
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The sample of sedimentation-cast 83/17 Octol reported here was found to fracture at an
acceleration of 60,000 g at 25 0C. The logarithmic normal crystal size distribution of HMX as
specified by PIC Material Specification for Sedimentation Cast Octol14 is shown in Figure 4.
The spatial power spectra of the fracture surface profiles across traces a and f (see inset) of 83/17
Octol are shown in Figure 5. The distribution of peaks in the spatial power spectra shows the
inhomogeneous grain size of the HMX in 83/17 Octol. The HMX grain size varies
discontinuously from = 0.1 mm to = 1.0 mm in contrast to to the HMX particle size distribution
used in sedimentation cast Octol as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 also shows how the
inhomogeneous HMX grain size distribution changes with location across the surface.
In the frequency interval 100 mm-1 to 101 mm-1 the spectral slope of trace f is -4.1. The
spectral slope of trace a is -2.4 in this frequency interval. The absolute value of the spectral
slopes for profiles a through f of 83/17 Octol is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the sample
trace. The spectral slopes of sample traces g through I and c through f are < -3. The fractal
dimension equals one for these sample traces. Peaks that correspond to HMX grain sizes, as
well as fractal dimensions of one, indicate that, in general, intergranular failure is occurrng at
grain boundaries.
The fractal dimension for profiles a and b are 1.3 and 1.2, respectively. This chaotic
failure indicates that failure occurs through the grain: transgranular failure. The chaotic region
suggests that the origin of the failure is at the edge of the sample.
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DISCUSSION
The results of Figures 2-3 show clearly that the fracture process under high acceleration
of our 70/30 Octol sample tends to occur between the TNT and HMX grains. The results of
Figure 3 show that the grain-boundary determination of the fracture is strongest at the center and
at three of the four edges of the sample. A fractal dimension of I for these profiles is consistent
with this interpretation. Figure 3 shows that transgranular failure occurs at one edge of the 70/30
Octol sample. The fractal dimension found for the other edge trace is consistent with this
interpretation.
The results of Figures 4-5 show clearly that the fracture process under high acceleration
of our 83/17 Octol sample tends to occur between the TNT and HMX grains. The results of
Figure 4 show that the grain-boundary determination of the fracture is strongest at the center and
at three of the four edges of the 83/17 Octol sample. A fractal dimension of 1 for these profiles is
consistent with this interpretation. Figure 5 shows that transgranular failure occurs at the other
edge of the samrle "',,, fractal dimensions found for two traces at the same edge are consistent
with this interpret,:
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Figure 5. Spectral slopes versus profile location a through f of 83/17 Octol for spatial
frequency interval 100 mm-I to 101 mm"1.
CONCLUSIONS
Understanding of the fracture and rupture ot energetic materials subjected to high
acceleration is a key to better practical designs in several fields, including ordnance. the extraction
industry, and space propulsion. In su'h applications the materials can often be subjected to high,
fluctuating, and/or sustained accelerations. We have introduced fractal concepts and techniques
to characterize the fracture surface topography of energetic materials obtained at high acceleration.
iese concepts have provided new statistical ways to characterize grain sizes of explosives. Of
particular importance, these experimental and analysis techniques now . . '.,antitative
4.,1
comparisons to be made between different energetic materials so that improvements and changes
in cast and composition of energetic materials can be verified. These concepts have also provided
unique insights into the fundamental physics of the fracture process of explosives. For example,
we have demonstrated that in general intergranular fracture occurs at grain boundaries or between
grains in a mixture. We have also observed chaotic transgranilar fracture through the grain that
may indicate the origin of the failure in the sample. We have also shown that the chaotic failure at
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the sample edge appears to be similar for 70/30 Octol and 83/17 Octol. This is in contrast to
chaotic failure through the sample center observed for Composition B and TNT 34 . The34origin of
the chaotic failure varies systematically with the percentage of TNT in the composition.
This work, both in the laboratory and in the field verification, is a major breakthrough in
improving the understanding of the behavior of energetic materials during the gun launch
process. This work also confirms that the value of relatively inexpensive laboratory experiments
conducted in an ultracentrifuge, combined with sophisticated analysis and statistical techniques,
can provide important new discoveries that are relevant and important to the gun launch process.
We believe the experimental and analysis techniques used here have wide applicability in future
studies of energetic materials.
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ABSTRACT
The metal azides (or azido complexes) of La, Ce, Ti, Fe(III), Co. Ni, Pd, Ag, TI, Cd,
Sn, Sb and Bi have been synthesised and subjected in situ within a high resolution transmission

electron microscope, to electron-beam fluxes (ca 0.1-1.0 A/cm 2 ) to induce rapid decomposition.

The materials, which are highly energetic and some are reportedly explosively sensitive, were
carefully handled during synthesis to avoid mechanical shock, and only microgram quantities
were decomposed whilst on holey carbon support films. In all cases beam-induced decomposition
was very rapid. The exothermicity of the reaction induced in the beam promotes vigorous melting
which either precedes or is accompanied by radiolysis. The net result is a rapid evolution of
nitrogen (product) gas, which causes atomisation and spallation of the metal products. These
molten metal particles are hard landed on a 300-500 tm 2 area of the support film with diameters
in the nanometre size range. Data is presented on the synthesis of the azides, the nature of the
beam-induced process as well as representative electron micrographs of some of the pristine
starting materials and the nanoparticulate products.
INTRODUCTION
Inorganic metal azides and azido-complexes form a set of energetic materials that
reportedly decompose explosively with high brisance when exposed to thermal and mechanical
shock [1]. As a novel route to form clean and reactive nanoparticles in situ in a high resolution
electron microscope (HREM) we have initiated a study of the electron-beam decomposition of a

series of these azides. Decomposition was carried out under an electron flux of approximately
0.1-1.0 A/cm 2 within ,:ie microscope. Such experimental conditions offer exposures involving
very large localised electron densities - a plasma of ionising radiation capable of simultaneouslý
inducing radiolysis and pyrolysis. Under certain circumstances, it is possible. to subject samples
in vacuo to deposition of the entire available energy over an area subtended by the beam (16). In
these cases energy deposition is highly localised and the experiment requires only nanogram
quantities of pristine material. This requirement of nanogram quantities is an important advantage
of the technique given the apparent explosive nature of these materials.
Classification of the me.al azides in terms of their sensitivity and energy release on
explosion is difficult - for example see Chapter 1,reference 1.A simple criteria which may be
used is by their bond strengths i.e. by the formal ionicity of the M--N bond. Using these criterion
the azides under investigation here range between 63 and 30% ionicdty (with Pd the exception at
13%). However, not all the azides, unlike the halides, are simple compounds. Different metals
result in varying complex bond structures. A more definitive classification takce into account the
complexity of the various types of bonding and results in a division of tl-tc mnetal azides into 5
distinct classes - i) normal, N; ii) mixed, M; iii) hetero, H; iv) azido complexe., C: and v) metal
organo complexes, 0. These abbreviations are included in the synthesis below to indicate the type
of azide formed.
Although the method of syr'he-;- of these solids has been reported I11, apart from their
explosive pror"•,ie:. little attenti..., :.as been given to studies of their physical and chemical
bhaviour when exposed to decomposition-inducing stimuli. For instance, data are not available
on their behaviour when exposed to sufficient electron flux densities, in 'acuo, to induce
decomposition.
We report here on the synthesis, handling procedure and electron beam decomposition of
these solids. We also present selected examples of the nanosized particles after atoroisation.
Mat. Res. Sac. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. -1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL
Synfthsis
Binary metal azides of Ti, La. Fe(III), Co, Ni, Pd, Ag, Cd, TI, Sn, Ce and Sb have been
produced by the metathetical reaction of the corresponding chloride (or nitrate) with sodium azide
or potassium azide in aqueous or ethanolic solutions. When necessary the pH of the solution was
adjusted to prevent hydrolysis. In some instances, depending on the type of bonding, azido
complex anions may be formed which precipitate as the sodium or potassium salt (for example in
the cases of Sn, Ni and Ce). In other cases (e.g. Ti and Sb) a dichloride-azide complex of the
type (N3C13 )2 results.
We have not verified the stoichiometry of the synthesised materials; they were prepared
following the procedures indicated in reference 1. After precipitation the final products were
subjected to repeated washing to remove the impurity ions in solution. Each batch of crystals,
however, were subjected to an in situ chemical analysis in the electron microscope prior to
decomposition using Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis. Abbreviated details of the synthesis of
each of the azides is given below, with comments concerning stability and purity. In each case,
unless otherwise noted, stoichiometric amounts of reagent grade quality reagents were used.
More specific details regarding the full synthesis procedure will be found in reference 1.
Titanium azide Titanium chloride and sodium azide in acid (HCI) solution produced a white
flocculate precipitate (M)of Ti(N 3)C13 which was washed several times with water. Reportedly
the material is sensitive to rapid heating and mechanical shock [2]. The material decomposed in
the beanm dispersing Ti metal.
Manganese (I1)azide Manganese (H) chloride was reacted with sodium azide in ethanol to
produce a white precipitate (C)of basic (OH)Mn(N 3) on standing. It reportedly explodes above
218 oC in a flame [3] but is not sensitive to mechanical shock. The material decomposed readily
in the beam.
Ferricazide Ferric sulphate was reacted with sodium azide to form a dark red precipitate (which
on evaporation yields black-brown crystals of ferric azide) (N)[4]. The precipitate was repeatedly
washed until free of sulphate ions.
Cobalt azide A solution of cobalt nitrate (Co(NO 3 ).6H 2 0) was reacted with a sodium azide
solution to form a precipitate of cobalt azide (N). The solution was slightly acidified to reduce the
likelihood of the hydrolysis of the azide to form (OH)Co(N 3 ). This material reportedly explodes
with high brisance when shocked thermally or mechanically and its sensitivity is the highest of all
metal azides [4,5].
Nickel azide Nickel azide forms a complex hexa-azidonickelate(II) ion [Ni(N 3 )6 ] 4- when a
nickel sulphate solution is mixed with a tenfold excess of potassium azide, and precipitated in
alcohol. The white precipitate (C) (presumably the potassium salt) contained traces of potassium
sulphate and was washed several times by decantation to remove traces of the sulphate ion before
use. The material deflagrates but reportedly is not sensitive to mechanical shock [6].
Palladiumazide A dense brown-black solid (M)resulted from a mixture of palladium chloride
and sodium azide. The azide is very sensitive to heat, friction and impact and reportedly cannot be
dried without exploding [7]. This material was found to explode when subjected to intense
irradiation in the beam. No further investigations were carried out.
Silver azide The synthesis of silver azide (N) has been described elsewhere 181. The material is
photosensitive and explodes when heated rapidly at 300 oC. It was stored in the dark in
ammoniacal solutions until use.
Cadmium azide A white crystalline solid (N)which tends to hydrolyse is formed when a solution
of cadmium nitrate is reacted with azide ions. To minimise the formation of basic products the
reaction is carried out in ethanol using potassium azide. The material is certainly an explosive but
its Nensitivity is questionable. Reportedly it decomposes with explosion between 190 and 330 oC.
Depending upon sample amr'*,r jý i, crystal size f101 and loading density [111, however, it has
also bee- rc.portei to explode bp,,utaneously at room temperature [11]. The material decomposes
readily in the electron microscope.
Thallium azide This material is very sensitive in thin layers. It explodes but with low impact
sensitivity. The white, dense solid (N)was made by mixing a thallium sulphate solution with
warm sodium azide [12].
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Tin azide The sodium salt of the [Sn(N 3 )6 ]2 "complex forms a white precipitate (C) when tin
chloride is mixed with excess sodium azide in aqueous solution. The precipitate is reportedly not
very sensitive and deflagrates when shocked thermally, but is stable to impact [13].
Antimony azide When antimony chloride is mixed with potassium azide in ethanol a white
flocculated precipitate (M) results. It has been reported [14,15] that the material is antimony
azidochloride or chloroazide, SbCI4N3 .The material explodes when mechanically or thermally
shocked. Decomposition begins at 1070C followed by melting at 131 oC and explosion. This
material decomposes with melting in the electron beam.
B&smuh azide When bismuth nitrate is dissolved in hot HCI and then a solution of sodium azide
is added to slight excess an immediate, slightly-pink, precipitate of the azide forms (M?). No
details on the stability of this compound are available but it readily melts and decomposes in the
electron beam.
Cerium azide Cerium sulphate slightly acic-ifled with sulphuric acid to prevent hydrolysis, on
reaction with sodium azide reportedly forms a basic azide complex (C) of the type
(N 3 )2 CeOCe(N 3) 2 or (OH) 2CeOCe(N 3 )(OH). The material was used as synthesised and

produced metallic cerium on electron beam decomposition after premelting.
Lanthanumazide Lanthanum chloride, slightly acidified with HCl, was added to a sodium azide
solution to produce a light-brown very fine precipitate which settled on standing. Again, as for Ce
above, this is most likely a basic azide (C). The material was used as synthesised.
SAlthough among these materials are reportedly some of the most sensitive azides (e.g. Co)

other more familiar explosive azides (which are known to be hazardous in small quantities e.g.
copper, lead, mercury) were not examined. Now included in this later group is palladium azide
which we found to explode when exposed to the electron beam in the microscope and was not,

therefore, examined further.

Iechnigue

Since, in general, these materials are highly energetic and explosively unstable, it was felt
that minimisation of mechanical shock should be of paramount importance. As a result only moist

materials were handled. Only when small micron-sized samples were withdrawn for deposition
on the grid for electron decomposition were the crystallites allowed to dry. The method of beamdecomposition has been reported elsewhere [16]. The microscopes used were a JEOL 2010
HREM and a Philips CM12. Both microscopes had EDAX and EELS attachments.
The quantity typically covered directly by the beam at low magnification is approy:-ately
10 pam x 10 gim in size. It was felt that microcrystals below -10 jim 2 should be safe tt ,T'.•i,:e
in situ. We were guided in selecting this value by the previous work of Bowden et all ,I] who
reported that particles of AgN 3 that had been melted in the beam and resolidified into beads did
not explode below a particle size of -40 gam when exposed to thz electron beam.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The metal azides synthesised in this study are microcrystalline aggregates of varying
morphologies. Figure 1 illustrates micrographs obtained. Prior to decomposition a microcluster
approximately 1-5 gm in size is selected such that the particles generated from the atomisation can
be dep sited unhindered onto the holey carbon.
With the exception of palladium all of the azides melted during or prior to decomposition.
The molten materials did not wet the holey carbon substrate. The azides (La. Ce. Fe(IIl). Co. Ni.
TI, Cd, Sn, Sb and Bi) behave similar to silver azide on electron decomposition: after melting, the
(exothermic) decomposition results in a rapid evolution of nitrogen gas and a spalling of fine
particles radially from the central molten bead. A typical example of the process is shown in
Figure 2 for thallium azide. Some azides melt and decompose readily (TI, Sn, Co, Ag) others
require a longer, more intense exposure (Ni, Sb, Ti, Ce, Mn). However, all renr • metallic
nanoparticles in the size range from ca 100 - I nm. The re ', .trn eproducible 1.., predictable

provided stringent handling conditions are used.

Depending on the electron flux and size of the pristine cluster, either individual (i.e.
separate) or overlapping particles can be generated. Their size and density vary with distance from
the decomposing bead for a given azide but the overall effects are similar; the larger particles lie
closest to the ., 1 In virtually all cases the lower size limit of the particle is less than 10 A.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Electron micrographs obtained from the starting azide materials for (a) silver and (b)
palladium azide.
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Figure 2. Transmission electron micrograph illustrating the distribution of particles from thallium
azide.
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Typically, the particle density (i.e. number of particles per unit area) reaches a maximum of 300 at
a distance between 1.75 and 2 g.m from the source. In addition to the variation in size and
density, the particle morphology also varies considerably across the size range. All the
conventional shapes described by Uyeda [18] from metal smokes have been identified. Some
morphologies are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Particle morphoiogy for microcrystallites resulting from (a) bismuth and (b) thallium
azide.
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Figure 4. Defective crystallites obtained from decomposition of thallium azide.
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While the majority of the nanoparticles appear to be single crystals, some contain intrinsic
defects, principally stacking faults and twins (Figure 4). Multiply twinned particles are also
formed. The formation of defects in these particles may be as a result of the hard landing the
molten particle makes with the substrate. Also, the particles are travelling at a high velocity and
can induce a high local temperature on impact. Computer simulations of a cluster travelling at 3
kilometres/sec onto a substrate surface can induce a local nano-shock phenomena of up to 106
kPa and kinetic heating to over six times room temperature (>3000K) [191. These impacting
molten particles may thus act as initiation (nucleating) sites in surrounding material.
Notwithstanding this hard landing effect, the method is a viable technique for the
generation, as required, of nanosized metal particles at specific locations on the grid in situ in the
HRTEM repeatedly. Initially the nascent particles appear to be protected by the evolving nitrogen
gas, and subsequent interaction with the vacuum gases can be monitored over a period of time.
Further details of these studies will be reported elsewhere [20].
The reason for the absence of explosion/detonation in these materials of known ultrasensitivity is most likely that suggested by Bowden previously for cadmium, lead and silver
azides [17). He exploded these azides in a 200 ILA, 75 keV electron beam but concluded that a
critical size is required for the hot spot to initiate explosion. He showed that the critical size has to
be ca 26-46 pm. Our materials are polycrystalline with the actual microcrystallite size at least
several orders of magnitude below this value. Indeed we have deliberately sought out ultrafine
particles to prevent such explosions from occurring in the microscope.
The behaviour of Pd azide is anomalous. Admittedly it does have one of the lowest M-N
bond ionicities (the lowest is Au-N[l]) and it is reportedly extremely sensitive. Notwithstanding
we were able to obtain micrographs of this pristine material (Figure 1(b)) and oniy on exposure to
an intense focused beam did the material explode. We conclude either that the hot spot is much
smaller in this azide or that the dense black material aggregates or packs in such a way as to have
a much higher density of material in a ca 1jim clusters studied.
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ABSTRACT
Deformation of cyclotrimethylenettinitramine (RDX) and ammonium perchlorate (AP) crystals
at low strain rates was studied by diamond pyramid (Vickers and Knoop) microindentation
hardness testing. RDX is two to three times harder than AP and has relatively limited slip
system activity. While both crystals readily crack, cracking did not reduce hardness in RDX but
did in AP. Strain fields surrounding the hardness impressions in RDX were extremely localized
while in AP they extended well beyond the impressions. Shock experiments were conducted on
large (5-9 mm), single crystals in a fluid-filled tank designed to permit high-speed photography
and sample recovery. Reaction threshold was obtained by varying the shock pressure entering
the crystals. Shock-entry orientation and large hardness impressions were used to alter
microstructural responses. High-speed photography showed luminous crack propagation and
reaction in both materials and the same slip deformation in AP as from hardness testing.
Orientation affected the microstructural response and reaction threshold for AP, and hardness
impressions sensitized chemical decomposition far from the impressions. Recovered AP
crystals were much more plastically deformed than RDX crystals and were often still transparent
in the region opposite shock entry. Recovered RDX crystals, at even the lowest shock pressure
of 8.6 kbar, were uniformly white from a high density of fine cracks. RDX reaction threshold was
-62 kbar versus 17 to 24 kbar for AP, depending on crystal orientation to the shock wave.
INTRODUCTION
Several experimental studies have shown that materia! microstructure influences the shock
reactivity of energetic crystals. Dick1 determined that reaction was a function of crystal
orientation relative to planar shocks in large single crystals of pentaerythritol-tetranitrate
(PETN). In addition, Dick 2 found increased shock sensitivity for PETN crystals which had been
microscopically damaged with gamma radiation. For two production lots of cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine (HMX) from different manufacturers, Green and James3 observed increased shock
sensitivity in HMX/Viton formulations which contained crystals from the lot with the higher
concentration of defects. The current work was undertaken to demonstrate that chemical
decomposition from shock interaction with relatively defect-free crystals of AP and RDX occurs
preferentially at sites of microstructural damage resulting from operative slip and cracking
systems. It was also of interest to assess the effect that large strain centers have on the shock
reactivity of these materials.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
Large (>1 cm edge dimensions), optical quality, single crystals of AP and RDX were provided,
respectively, by T.L. Boggs of the Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake, CA and H. Cady of the
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos. NM. Smaller (approaching 5 mm in size) RDX
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. , 1993 Materials Research Society
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crystals of lesser quality were grown.4 The microstructural response of crystals to quasi-static
loads was determined by diamond pyramid (Vickers and Knoop) microindentation hardness
testing. The residual impressions were analyzed in detail to yield information about slip and
cracking systems, the size and character of the cumulative dislocation strain fields surrounding
the impressions, and the effect of cracking on hardness with increasing applied load. Vickers
hardness testing wab used in the quasi-static studies on the (001) and (210) cleavage surfaces
of AP.5"7 In RDX, Viecers and Knoop indenters were used in similar studies on the (120), (010),
and (210) growth surfaces. 4'8.9 It was of interest to determine if the microstructural response of
these crystals to the quasi-static loading of the hardness indenter would be similar to the high
rates experienced during shock loading.
Shock loading experiments were conducted on AP and RDX samples in different orientations,
with and without purposely included macroscopic strain centers, and over a range of shock
pressures. Since the effect of microstructure on shock reactivity was determined primarily in
post-shock analyses, the experimental arrangement was designed for "soft" recovery of the
crystals. The arrangement 5,6 consisted of a closed chamber, mostly filled with mineral oi!, that
had ports for backlighting and photography. The shock pressure entering the crystal was
controlled by its separation from a Reynolds RP-80 detonator containing -200 mg of explosive.
The spherically diverging shock front from the detonator is conceptually similar to hardness
testing with a large ball, except that the strain rate for shock loading is orders of magnitude
greater. A diverging shock, in contrast to a planar shock, permitted the desired activation of slip
and cracking systems. The crystal was supponed on transparent tape, for a clear field of view
with the high-speed camera, above a block of oil.soaked foam. Immersion in a fluid and capture
of the shocked crystal in foam permitted recovery, even for shock strengths near the reaction
threshold. Unlike RDX, HMX, and PETN explosive crystals, threshold reaction in AP would
likely quench, allowing recovery of the sample for post-shock analyses.
For the shock experiments, AP samples with edge dimensions of 5 to 9 mm were cleaved from
larger crystals, whereas RDX samples of similar size were remotely cut using a metallurgical
saw and then solvent polished with a mixture of cyclohexanone and acetone. Optical
transparcicy of the crystals was advantageous for in-depth viewing during shock passage with
an image convener camera recording at rates of 2 to 5 million frames per second. Prior to the
shock loading of some crystals, localized regions of increased lattice defects and strain were
created by placing Vickers indentations in exterior surfaces. Anumber of shocked crystals were
recovered for subsequent microstructural characterization and chemical analysis. Microstructural
characterization was performed using hardness testing, light microscopy, and scanning electron
microscopy. 5' 7 Bulk decomposition measurements of AP with liquid ion chromatography (LIC)
were obtained to determine the reaction threshold. Another crystal with several indentations
was shocked near the reaction threshold and cleaved at indentation sites for spatially specific
measurements of decomposition in the crystal ir.°erior by means of x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). 7 ,10 Chemical etch pitting on another cleaved surface was used to map
dislocation densities within the shocked crystal.II XPS measurements were ali.o obtained for
shocked RDX crystals, but these had to be broken open to expose the interior.
CRYSTAL DEFORMATION AND MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
For th- (210) and (001) surfaces of AP. details of Vickers impressions and the associated slip
and crm,.. ., were shown in transmitted and polarized light micrographs. 6 The ease of p).tir
deformation in AP is shown in Figure I with micrographs 6 emphasizing surface relief, viewed
with transmitted light that was partially obstructed before entering the crystal. On the (210)
surface, there is a (001) crack extending from the upper comer of the impression and a very
shallow trough extending in the ±10011 directions far from the impression. Prominent deep
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Fig. 1. Surface relief at Vickers hardness impressions in AP.
troughs were found on the (001) surface with
large cracks in them. On the (210) surface of
RDX, the micrograph of an impression in Figure
2 shows extensive cracking and extremely
localized plastic deformation. A micrograph 9 of
an impression on the (001) surface of a Holston
Class D RDX crystal showed similar behavior.
RDX is brittle with limited slip system activity.
and, therefore, readily cracks to accommodate
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the indenter. AP is more ductile, exhibiting a
-•
• larger number of slip systems, but still readily
•°•
cracks because of dislocation interactions.
m
For the (210) surface of RDX, the diagonal0.I
length of indentations when squared was
VHN = 25 kgf/mm2
proportional to the indenter force ; that is, RDnX
had constant hardness despite the cracking. 9•
Fig. 2. Cracking at a Vickers hardness
By comparison, the hardness of the (0)01)5.6 and
(20 owbufae
the (2l0)• surfaces of AP decreased withimrsonnRD
increasing load, e,'pecially for the (21i0) surface. Also. RDX is two to three times as hard as AP.
The effect of cracking in AP is to dissipate at least a portion of the strain energy in the vicinity of
the impressions, whereas in RDX the strain energyv is stored.
SHOCK LOADING
AP crystals were subjected to shock entry into both th,. ?! I.and (001) surfaccs. Highspeed photographs in which the (00.., •f'.'-,.,.. was viewed lua owing shock entry, into the {210)
surface were shown for shock pressures in the crystal of 16.7 kbar 5 and 24.4 kbar-5; 7. Two
experiments were performed at 24.4 kbar because this shock pressure was the reaction threshold
determined by LIC on the recovered crystals, as will be discussed. The high-speed photographs
showed, although not in each experiment, a luminous shock front, distinct diagonal lines
immediately behind the front that were attributed to the primary (100)10011 and secondary
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(010)[0011 slip systems observed in hardness testing, a moving luminous band that appeared to
be a propagating crack, and light in the vicinity of indentations appearing -1 Ps after shock
passage that was presumably due to chemical reaction. Several crystals subjected to shock
entry into the {210) surface were recovered intact after experiencing pressures as high as
38.5 kbar. These crystals had extensive plastic deformation and clouding near the shock-entry
surface that lessened with distance into the crystal. As shown in Figure 3 for a crystal recovered
from a shock loading of 24.4 kbar, the bottom section of the crystal (opposite shock entry)
remained transparent. Near the shock-entry surface of that crystal, there was a two orders of
magnitude increase1 I in dislocation density with a number of large, widely-spaced cracks. The
damaged region seen in Figure 3 was outlined in the high-speed photographs 7 immediately after
shock passage, thereby indicating the promptness at which the damage occurred relative to the
shock loading.
High-speed photograph-s of shock entry into the (001) surface of AP, while viewing the (210)
surface (orthogonal to the orientation just discussed), showed no microstructural features or
luminosity within the crystal during or following shock passage. After the shock exited from the
bottom surface of the crystals, there was below each crystal a zone of luminosity attributed to

chemical reaction. The recovered crystals %..recracked apart on (210) planes and also

7
sometimes on (110) or (230) planes, all of which are orthogonal to the shock-entry surface.
Also, there was less cloudiness in the recovered crystals compared to those shocked in the other
orientation. Thus, the microstructural response and luminous indications of reaction were
dependent on crystal orientation.
RDX crystals were shock loaded, primarily through either the (100) or (010) surface while
viewing the (001) growth surface, over a pressure range of 8.6 to >129 kbar. There was violent
reaction only for the crystal in direct contact with the detonator (>129 kbar). For a shock
pressure of 129 kbar there was prompt luminosity from reaction and only 9.7% of the crystal was
recovered. Two crystals, each having indentations on the (100) shock-entry and (001) viewed
surfaces, were shocked at 61.6 kbar and mostly recovered. There was only one small zone of
luminosity near the shock-entry surface appearing in the first experiment, and in the second
experiment there was light emission from the viewed edge of the (010) side. In both
experiments, the luminosity appeared -2 ps after shock passage, and there was no evidence that
the late luminosity was associated with the closest impression. In addition to hardness
impressions on exterior surfaces, the crystal in the first 61.6 kbar experiment had a
predominantly (010) stress crack that was centrally located. This internal flaw did not emit light
during shock loading. While shock pressures of 129 and 61.6 kbar are high relative to those
causing light emission in shocked AP, they bracket observations 12 by Forbes et al. on RDX
single crystals shocked at -100 kbar. These crystals, which were immersed in water and
shocked by a 50.8 mm diameter by 50.8 mm long cylinder of 50/50 PETNITNT, showed light
emission for 6 gts and what appeared to be reaction, but not instantaneous consumption of the
crystals.
All of the recovered RDX crystals or fragments were uniformly white throughout from a high
density of fine crac,'s, even at the lowest shock pressure of 8.6 kbar. This is illustrated in Figure
4 for a crystal that had been shocked at 16.3 kbar. Rather than the crystal being plastically
deformed like AP, the only extensive deformation occurred from the (2101 system of cracks near
the shock-entry surface. During the shock loading of this crystal, a luminous crack with the same
orientation was observed on high-speed photographs. In all RDX experiments. transmission of
backlighting through the crystals ceased immediately after sb,*:* passage, pr. - y due to the
creation of the fine crack system observed in the recovered crystals. The opacity of these
shocked crystals, in contrast to shocked AP crystals which were still somewhat transparent,
allowed only surface observations with the high-speed camera. This was a disadvantage for
observing luminosity due to chemical reaction which, as will be discussed, occurred primarily in
the interior of the recovered AP crystals.
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Fig. 3. Photomacrgtaph of AP crystal
after shock loading at 24.4 kbar.
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Fig. 4. Photomacrograph of RDX crystal
after shock loading at 16.3 kbar.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF RECOVERED CRYSTALS
For AP crystals recovered from shock loading through the [210) surface, LIC measurements
were made for chloride, nitrite, nitrate, and chlorate. For a range of shock pressures from 1.0 to
62.5 kbar, only the chloride concentration showed a significant shift, beginning at 24.4 kbar,
relative to an unshocked crystal. This reaction threshold was in agreement with the observations
of luminosity from the crystals on high-speed photographs. For AP shock loaded through the
(001) surface, there was significantly increased concentrations of chloride, nitrite,and nitrate (no
measurements for chlorate), for shock pressures of 16.7 and 24.4 kbar. Although there were
insufficient experiments to establish a reaction threshold in this orientation, it is less than that for
shock entry into the (210) surface. This also correlates with the high-speed photographic
observation of luminosity below the crystals after shock passage.
The recovered AP crystal shown in Figure 3 had large Vickers impressions placed on two
surfaces prior to shock loading at 24.4 kbar, essentially the reaction threshold determined by
LIC. There were-two impressions on the viewed (001) surface (denoted in Figure 3) and one on
the shock-entry (210) surface. The recovered crystal was cleaved along (210) planes that
passed through the impression on the shock-entry surface and the left impression appearing on
the viewed surface. With XPS, I mm x I mm areas were analyzed along these previously interior
surfaces. The highest level of decomposition (as much as 9.5% perchlorate) was detected 2 to 3
mm below the hardness impression on the shock-entry surface. This position corresponded to
the termination of the broad separation in a (001) crack that emanated from the impression. In a
comparable location from the shock-entry surface on the other cleaved plane, there was less
decomposition, 4.8% perchlorate, associated with shock passage through a lesser damaged
region of the crystal. However, further from the shock-entry surface there was as high as 5.5%
perchlorate decomposition occurring along slip planes emanating from a (001) surface
impression. This is remarkable considering that the shock had significantly attenuated from 24.4
kbar after propagating through -5 min of crystal to reach this region. At a comparable location on
the other cleaved plane thcr: was no decomnosition detected.
"r,,, firs- indication ot reaction in RDX crystals was obtained in XPS measurements in the
interi, r of a crystal that had been shocked to 61.6 kbar, correlating with the luminosity recorded
on t. .,i-speed photographs. There was significant loss of nitro nitrogen, but the level of reaction
was insufficient to observe intermediate products13. such as nitroso or triazine compounds. XPS
measurements on the shock-entry surface did not reveal any reaction in the vicinity of a hardness
impression placed there prior to shock loading. The fractured zone associated with the hardness
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impression (similar to that in Figure 2) was not recovered but would have been easily dislodged
from the shock loading as well as by any chemical reaction. In contrast to AP, any effect of
hardness impressions on enhanced reactivity for RDX was very localized if it occurred at all.
CONCLUSIONS
Zones of increased defect (dislocation) density enhanced chemical decomposition in relatively
defect free, optical quality AP crystals shocked near the reaction threshold (-24 kbar) through
the (210) surface. The luminosity in high-speed photographs and differences in bulk
decomposition measurements using LIC for two crystal orientations indicated that shock
reactivity was microstructurally based. The greatest decomposition was spatially determined,
using XPS, to be near the tips of cracks and along slip planes that emanated several millimeters
or more from hardness impressions placed in the crystal prior to shock loading. In RDX, the
extremely localized increase in defects from hardness impressions and even a large, internal
crack in one crystal did not enhance chemical reaction. The detection of decomposition by XPS
measurements at 61.6 kbar correlated with observations of luminosity. The combined results,
together with the nature of RDX to exhibit only localized deformation even while cracking and to
retain deformation energy, suggest that much more extensive pre-shock damage is necessary in
RDX for the initiation of dislocation-assisted reaction at lower shock pressures.
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MOLECULAR MODELING OF SLIP SUPPOSED TO OCCUR
IN THE SHOCK INITIATION OF CRYSTALLINE PETN

JAMES P. RITCHIE
MS-B214, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT
Some molecular modeling of slip using both rigid and flexible molecules of PETN in perfcct.
but finite, lattices has been performed. Studies of rigid displacement show slip on (001 )<010>
tc be relatively unhindered. The shock orientation with a maximum resolved shear stress in
this direction would, therefore, be expected to be insensitive. Molecular mechanics calculations
have also been performed. The results show that it is likely that molecular deformations occur
and have an important effect in determining the shear streagth of crystalline PETN.
INTRODUCTION
Much of the thinking about the elastic and plastic properties of materials is based upon
the behavior of inorganic compounds, including metals, their oxides, and ionic solids. These
materials differ importantly from common explosives, many of which are organic. Polymers
have been intensely studied, but these materials typically lack crystallinity due to their size
and in this way also differ from many common organic explosives. We have, consequently.
undertaken a study of some of the material properties of common organic explosives in order
to determine how they differ from other materials.
Dick et al. have observed an orientation dependence of the shock initiation of crystalline
pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN).' This behavior was attributed to anisotropy of plasticity.
It has been proposed that this anisotropy arises from differences in steric hindrance to edge
dislocation motion. A simple counting of close contacts occurring during displacement of a
rigid lattice along the the slip system of mtximum resolved shear stress was able to distinguish
between shock orientations that are insensitive and sensitive. Insensitive orientations give rise
to a relatively few number of close contacts during slip. while those that are sensitive encounter
more. In that analysis. atom-atom contacts of 1.05 and 0.78 A are obtained for slip systems
stimulated by shock orientations classified as relatively insensitive. The actual occurrence
of such close atom contacts would result in extremely high energies for plastic deformation
in the directions analyzed. It is difficult to reconcile such high energies with the observed
shock-insensitivity and would make the suggested occurrence of supercritical shear in PETN2
extremely difficult. This difficulty needs to be overcome to preserve the proposed mechanism.
One possibility is that slip occurs rigidly along a path other than that suggested hy Dick. in a
fashion that avoids close contacts. Alternatively. the molecule may undergo deformation.
PETN is comprised of atoms bonded together by single bond•s, except the terminal oxygenii
of the nitro group. Normally, rotation about singlh' bond (a;n occul In the ga.s phas,. %Nith1oil
a small cost in energy. For example, the barrier to rotation ,tbont the O-NO 2 bond otl methyl
nitrate is estimate(] between 0-7 kcal/mol. from both, theory and experiment.3 iI a nioleculik
crystal, however, interactions with neighboring molecules (in aid Indeed do cause tie hindrance
of such rotations so that the molecule is essentially frozen in , small neighborhood about -t single
configuration. It is therefore possible to obtain an accurate x-ray crystal structure for l'ETN.'
During shear. the environment about t! - - lecule changes and rotation of parts of the molecule
may become pc--:;' ' .... dramaticai.
.,tnge the stress required to produce shear slip.
It is desirable to develop a more detailed description of Dick's experiment iii particulai
and other crystal behavior, because of the possible insight into initiation mechanisms. it affords.
It is the purpose of this paper to consider the possibility of rigid slip along other paths with
significant resolved shear stresses. The possibilitv of decreas-ed resistanc' to slip resulting froni
molecular deformations has also beei investigated.
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RIGID SLIP
Because of the complicated shape cf PETN, it was desired to determine if paths that
avoid close contacts other than those proposed by Dick exist on the slip planes. This was
accomplished using the observed crystal and molecular structure of PETN. 40 The unit cell
(shown in Figure 1) was translated to form two blocks comprised of 3x3xl unit cells each. One
of the blocks was displaced in stepwise increments along each of the repeat vectors spanning
the plane. This procedure gave crystal geometries in which one of the blocks differed from the
initial equilibrium configuration by an amount a'v 1 + b*v 2 , where v, and v2 are normal lattice
vectors spanning the plane of interest and a and b are fractions between zero an(d one. At each
geometry generated in this fashion the closest atom-atom contact between different molecules
was calculated and stored. The resulting mesh of values was used to produce contour plots.
Figures 2-4 show contour plots of closest contacts for slip on (110). (100). and (101).
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Figure 2. Contour plot of closest atoin-atoni contt Iis etween PET.N molecule.- Im rigid di.,
placement on (110). The axes represent oni. repeat unit ,i the indicat ed direction. '1 he first

contour encountered from any corner is 2..4 A. Subsequent 'contoursare 0.2 A apart
These planes contain the maximum resolved shear sitre.s %ystet, Identified by D)ik. III accord
with previous analysis, inspection of Figure 2 shows slip along (I 10)< Ill > results III two close
contacts between 1.0 and 1.2 A. Interestingly., a path pa.ssing throughi• thli col, at about 0.25.
0.15 and 0.7, 0.85 can he identified that diflfer, old 'v slight lv from lie proposed patth. ',,t would
lead to a considerable reduction of sieric hindranC',. li,•, patli re(•ult,, li ( lo.wl m
tt 1.i
of
between 1.I and 1.2 A. which is considerabl% long':. tlia. that fo: - Ill .. rILeoroush.
Figure 3 shows closest colltacits oI (10(01(.Slip on<
W.
) • hllo%'- .1 .iiihlv i,-' colitat I ailll
slip on <011> shows tiree. in agreemnenIt with thI. f•r'
sil•P
.niv
%y.tem
beinog insen sitive and thw
latter sensitive. Again. it is founid that a path pas.ing hlirough appi oxalnl
0.2. 0.71 ditl'e•

onhl -';, t tly from the proposed slhi system and yvel would lead to a significant reduction III
stt... "indrance. This path would result in a closest con tma of betweenl 1.0 and 1.2 :\ -h' 1 is
significantly longer than that of about 0.8 A otherwise. Slip oil <011 > is cla.ssiied ;is sel.n,•lv
atd a number of close contacts in this direction are encoulntere(d. as showii in Figure:r, :1 'l'h
distinction between this direction and <001 > is clouded somewhal., however. if dvviat ions are

allowed. Slip to approximately 0.2. 0.5 followed bv slip along <010> results Ili close contact.,,
of between 1.0 anld 1.2 A. nearly the same as that found for ;adeviationi of shII) ('iI <(101 Figure .1shows closest contacts oh (101). Shp alon- < 101 > 4the < 101 > direction shown
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2. but for displacem'mnt on (100).
in the figure is symmetry equivalent) is classified as sensitive. Inspection of Figure .t shows that
translation in this direction always results in very close contacts. This is in agreement with
previous analysis by Dick.
In performing the above calculations it was noticed that a significant spacing between
molecules is observed when the crystal lattice is viewed down <010>. 'This is shown in Figure
'). This suggests that the slip system (001)<010> should NOT be s.trically hindered. Th"v
contour plot of closest approaches on (001) is shown in Figure 6. It shows that rigid silp along
<010> results in oi!y a single close contact of slightly less than 1.4 A. This is longer than any
of the closest contacts found for any of the other slip systems considered. ('onsideratioli of tli.
shock orientations ciassified as sensitive by Dick, namely -001 > and <1 10>. show there is no
resolved shear stress along (001)<010>. So including this slip coes not alter previous argumenlts
about the shock sensitivity. However, a resolved shea; stress would result in this direction
from a shrk parallel '.o I
.,;r example. Such oriettations have not beeni studied. Thus•.
expeaiine..' .: btudy of an orientation with a maximunm resolved shear str,., on (001 )< 101 >
would be a new test of the steric hindrance concept.
MOLECULAR MECHANICS
An estimate of the repulsion energy for contacts half of normal separations. such as
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are found in the rigid displacement of PETN. may be made by assuming a R- ` dependence.
The resulting factor is about 4000. Assuming an equilibrium repulsion energy on the order of
a kcal, the resulting repulsion energy at these close separations would be enormous. Another
relevant fact is that the inter-pianar spacing in graphite and TATB. where rigid slip is operative.
is 3.35 and 3.29 A. respectively. Consequently. the close contacts found for PETN are far too
short to allow for any conception of slip on these planes occurring by rigid displacement. "This
has led to the consideration of the possibility of molecular deformations occurrini during shear.
The calculations were performed using the program AMIERB.O It hias a ,molecular mechanics
package in it that was used in this work. Briefly. the energv of molecular distortions is calculated
using Eq. 1. below.
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Figure 5. Orthographic projections of a lattice of PETN showing the spacings between molecules
when viewed down <010>.
Although this is a relatively complicated energy expression and requirev. a nunie•r (f paramwters.
this type of modeling has become widely used throughout the chemical comimunly. It also suits
our present purposes quite nicely. In many cases the required parameters were availablle in the
program. However, a number of quantum mechanical calculations were perlormed to obtain
atom charges that were required and force constants for the nitro group rotation.
Some results obtained using this program will be discussed.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Contour plots of closest approaches on a slip plane were examined. Some de%iation from the
paths previously proposed is possible leading to less steric hindrance. Slip on (001)<010> was
shown to result in closest approaches of slightly less than 1.4 A. Nevertheless. these approaches
are so close as to preclude rigid slip. The possibility of molecular deformation occurring during
slip is being examined using a molecular mechanics program. The results show rotations about
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single bonds in the molecule can dramatically reduce shear stres.h.
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INTERPRETING DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT RESULTS IN TERMS OF
DEFORMATION DEPENDENT INITIATION CRITERIA
P. J. BAKER AND A. M. MELLOR
Vanderbilt University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Nashville, TN 37235
ABSTRACT
The impact sensitivity of energetic materials is frequently measured in small-scale
drop-weight tests. Plastic deformation of the sample leads to heating, the onset of chemical
reaction, and eventual ignition. An analytic model provides deformation dependent estimates of
the energy delivered to the sample, its stress state, and its temperature distribution. Results for
hydoxy-terminated polybutadiene (H11B/AP) propellants are interpreted in terms of two
initiation criteria: critical decomposition temperature and critical thickness for shear banding. The
influence of friction, impact velocity, and sample size on initiation give possible explanations of

experimental results. Sample material properties variations are studied for both initiation criteria.
The model includes energy localization by varying the thickness of shear layers at the

sample/machine interface.
INTRODUCTION

Understanding mechanical initiation of solid propellants is important in developing insensitive
munitions. But unfortunately, the propellant commurity still lacks a detailed description of this
process. Although it is generally accepted that plastic work leads to localized heating, initiation,
and subsequent ignition, the initiation and ignition probabilities are unknown as functions of
external stimulus. For low rate impacts, the instrumented small-scale drop-weight impact test
quantitatively measures sensitivity'.2 . By increasing impact velocity over that of 50% Go/No Go
tests, the drop-weight kinetic energy dissipated prior to sample initiation can be measured and
approximately equals the plastic work on the sample'. This plastic work, Ws, is called the
critical energy and is a quantitative measure of work done on the sample in order to cause a
reaction. Ideally critical energies could predict propellant behavior in other impact scenarios, but
to do this more information about the hot-spot and initiation mechanisms is needed.
Unfortunately, the critical energy and other small-scale impact tests give little information
about energy localization; therefore, modeling is required. Others have studied drop-weight
impact through analytic modeling 3-4. We continued in this vein in a previous paper and derived a
model for drop-weight impact5 ; here we highlight the details of that paper. The model origin is
an analysis by Avitzur of the forging process for rigid perfectly plastic disks6 . When applied to
drop-weight impact. plastic work and a sample temperature distribution are generated as
functions of sample deformation and deformation rate. Below, the effects of friction, impact
velocity, sample size, and mechanical properties are examined in terms of two initiation criteria.
DEFORMATION MODEL
For the sample geometry shown in Fig. I and following Avitzur, we assume a parallel
:elocity field for the sample during compression (Avitzur showed that a more detailed velocity
distribution should not significantly affect results'). Also retaining Avitzufs proportionality
between the disk surface fiction and its shear yield sress but assuming rigid body drop-weight
and anvil motions, the powers required to deform the sample and to overcome friction are
2
2 =7.RU.
_UA)

for a von Mises material, where m is the friction proportionality ,
For an enetr..c
material, integrating W, + WF from time of impact to initiation gives the critical energy. Equating
the powers in Eq. (1) with power supplied by pressure on the sample and accounting for sample
rigid body motion determines the average drop-weight and anvil contact pressures as functions of
instantaneous sample geometry and rate of change of thickness. The pressures determine the
drop-weight and anvil accelerations. Solving the resulting simultaneous equations numerically
generates time histories of sample thickness and plastic work (see Ref. 151 for more detail).
Mat. Re.. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. e193 Ma1e10als Research Society
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Figur 1. Geometry extending Avutzu model6 to drop-weight impact. Both anvil and drop
weight move. Ring of width Ar and layer of thickness TL are for temperature calculations.
The plastic work heats the sample so the temperature rises. Neglecting conduction into the
machine and radially in the sample during the test gives a temperature rise rate of3
dO
di

OyM(l+ m.r)
pcT
-133T(

(2)

for a cylindrical ring as shown in Fig. 1; here axial temperature gradients are neglected so heat is
unifonnly distributed over the ring height, T (this assumption is removed below). Integrating
Eq. (2) over time at any radius gives the temperature rise, which is greatest at the sample edge
since friction heating varies as R2 but ring mass only varies as r. This agrees with previous
experiments showing initiation near the sample perimeterzS.
t is reasonable to expect that the majority of friction heat is stored near the sample/machine
contact surface. If one now assumes that all friction heat is deposited in two layers of thickness
TL at the interfaces, as shown in Fig. 1,the layer temperature rise rate is5

dt

pcT ý

2 N5 TL)

(3)

where 01 and 8L,are instantaneous internal and layer temperatures respectively. O1 arises from
Ws only, neglects friction, and is, thus, independent of radial location. The second term lessens
the temperature rise rate since mass at the lower temperature, 01, is continuously introduced to the
constant thickness lpyer. If the available energy is sufficient, the sample thickness eventually
reaches twice the layer thickness, and OL returns to the uniform heating value found via Eq. (2).
Below, the time histories generated by this model help explain and predict sample behavior in
drop-weight tests, with particular emphasis on WS as it relates to two initiation criteria.
INITIATION CRITERIA AND MODEL INPUT
One possible impact ignition mechanism for HTPBIAP propellants (the type previously
2 and
presently being teste by the authors) is AP thermal decomposition. followed by
reaction of the hot AP gases with the binder. According to Jacobs and Whitehead 9, in thermally
s= ýrst, APis stable at less than =150
I (: decomposition is self-limiting to =30% up to
-3O(• " and decomposition is rapid and complete at >350 0C. Thus, critical temperatei, is tar
initiation criterion. Here critical temperature increases of 150 and 250 0C are examined to looK
for possible data trends (only the highest impact velocity cases reached AO = 350 -C).
For this criterion the baseline case is perfectly plastic with a yield stress (68.9 MPa or
10,000 psi) and friction constant chosen so final computed sample radii are reasonable at impact
velocities used in previous experiments 2 (see Table I). Baseline density and geometry,
drop-weight mass, and all impact velocities also correspond to typical experiments-. The anvil is
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assumed rigid (mass = 10,000 kg), and the sample specific heat is 0.34 cal/g°C (1423 J/kg 0C)i.
A second initiation criterion is adiabatic shear banding in the propellant. Winter and Field10
and Moban et al.II both discuss the importance of localized flow in drop-weight impact. For a
power law strain and strain-rate material, Staker gives the critical true strain for adiabatic shear12 ,
which when applied to drop-weight impact is (see Nomenclature)

pm R
This critical strain defines a critical thickness for shear band formation at the sample edge where
friction causes the largest thermal softening. A simple linear thermal softening model is used
here; d•oIdO equals the instantaneous flow stress divided by -300 1C. Below, the effects of
varying ni, n2, and K are studied. As before, the baseline case gives reasonable final sample
radii when compared with experiment. The different cases are shown in Table II.
Thus, two critical conditions are defined for drop-weight impact initiation: a critical
temperature for AP decomposition, and a critical thickness for adiabatic shear banding. Model
results are discussed below; for a more detailed analysis see the authors' previous paper.-.
Table I. Effects of sample thickness, impact velocity, friction, and yield stress on sensitivity of
an HTPBIAP propellant sample as determined by work to reach a critical temperature increase.
Case

Initial

Impact

Yield Friction

Max.

NoLaver

0.1 mm Laver

Number Thickness Velocity Stress Constant Temp. WS at
WS at
Wsat
W at
1 is
Increase Ae = 150TC AO = 250°C AOL = 150C IAOL = 250°C
Baseline

(mm)

1

1.16

2
3
4
5

1.00
1.32
1.16

(ms) (Mpa)

m

M

(1)

0.4

297

.--

348
258
122
737

8.4

68.9

j
----L-5.54
12.95

6

8.4

(0)

(U)

(.)

6.83

10.98

6.38

10.90

5.86
7.81
N/A
6.83

9.44
12.40
N/A
10.98

5.83
6.73
N/A
6.38

9.42
12.47
N/A
10.86

34.5

308

6.53

10.58

6.46

10.51

7
8

138
68.9

1.0

283
305

7.18
6.58

1i.54
1().72

9

68.9

0.1

287

7.22

11.44

4.18
3.14
7.21

9.13
7.68
1.41

1

The initial radius is 2.5 mm; drop-weight mass is 367 g, density is 1.83 g/cm 3. For values
marked N/A, the sample did not reach he temperature for that case.
Table II. Effects of varying material constants and impact velocity on shear banding of a power
law strain and strain-rate hardening propellant sample.
Case
1i is
Baseline

Impact
Velocity
(m/s)

Strcngth
Coefficient
K (MPa

11
12
13

5.54
8.40
12.95

23
23
2'-

-ý

I

q.40

15
16

Sirain
Exponent
Di
-0
0.2

Strdin-ratc
Exponent
D

Final Saimplc
Radiu,,
mm)

Tbhckncss at
bandw l.
(mm'

Sample Work
at1 Banduing
(

5.5i
7.2;
9.4i

0.4i
0.4
(0.4.

2.1')
2.44
2.54

.

9.10

0.31

2.18

46

5.72

0.61

2.5t

7.30

0.55

1.82

7.11
5.y(,

0(.38
0.54

2.80
2.78
1.94

nwi

0.12

0.1
0.3

17
18

0.18
.

....

I

09

=R

0..3,
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CRITICAL TEMPERATURE RESULTS
The maximum temperature rise in Table I, AO,,w, neglects axial gradients and assumes all
drop-weight energy has been transferred to the sample. Actual temperatures are lower since

some energy is lost via elastic vibrations through the machine. AOmax decreases as initial sample
thickness increases (Cases 1-3) since the ratio of compression to friction work increases. Also,
the work to reach critical sample or layer temperatures increases with thickness. Incontrast to
these results, the work per unit sample mass for 0.1 mm layer temperatures decreases with
thickness. Thus, data must be analyzed carefully since the actual intrinsic drop-weight initiation
probability is only indirectly a function of thickness through loading and loading rate.
Layer size affects temperature rise greatly. Figure 2 shows temperature rise histories at the
baseline sample edge for 0.05 and 0.1 mnun layers and no layer. For 0.1 mm the temperature
returns to that of no layer when the sample thickness equals 2TL. However, for TL = 0.05 mm,
the sample is always thicker than 2 TL, so the layer temperature never returns to the no layer case.
The AOma= variation with imact velocity (Cases 1, 4, and 5) correlates with the percent
consumed results of Baker et al.2 . At the three different velocities of 5.54, 8.4 and 12.95 m/s,
the percent of sample reacted was on the order of 5. 50, and 100% respectively 2. From Table I,
at 5.54 nm/s A9ma, is almost enough for the onset of AP decomposition; at 8.4 m/s 4A max is
about where rapid AP decomposition begins, and at 12.95 m/s AP would decompose
vigorously 9. This indicates that friction may explain impact velocity effects on the extent of
reaction. The results do not change for 0.1 mm layers since the final thickness is less than 2TL
so AOmax = AOL.max.

For friction variations, this model predicts WS to reach a critical temperature increases with

decreasing friction constant. This agrees with critical energy measurements by Coffey et al. for a
binder/AP explosive on polished and rough anvils'. As friction decreases, a larger fraction of
Ws goes into compression and bulk heating, so more energy is needed to reach critical
temperatures. The effect is small when friction heat is distributed uniformly over the thickness,
but if focused in layers, as shown by Cases 1,8 and 9 in Table I, friction effects are enhanced.
Equation (1) shows a large flow stress effect on deformation, and Cases 1, 6 and 7 show a
localization dependent yield stress effect on critical energy. For uniform friction heat, weaker
materials have smaller critical energies and are more sensitive, but the effect is reversed for
friction localization. Thus, since localization is likely, increased ay increases sensitivity.

400.

0'
- -Rapid AP Decomposition (Deflagration)
L" 300

S200TL
200STL

=0.05 mm/
0.1 mm

4,

2

-'-AP

Decomposition
T= 2 TL

1l00

00
0

50

100

150

Time after Impact (gis)
Figure 2. The effect of layer thickness on hOmav for the baseline case, 1.
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SHEAR-BANDING

CRITERION RESULTS

Table i1 shows the shear-banding initiation criterion results. Sample thickness and plastic
work when flow becomes unstable are reported. Equation (4) indicates that critical strain and,
hence, critical thickness, Tc, are functions of deformation. Critical thickness increases as actual
thickness decreases; when the two are equal banding occurs. Baker and Mellor5 discuss Eq. (4)
and how changing material constants can have the competing sensitivity effects of decreasing
critical strain but increasing critical energy. Here we simply highlight those results.
For the range of impact velocities chosen, the thickness at shear banding is nearly constant.
On the other hand. the energy to cause banding increases with velocity since flow stress increases

with strain rate. Cases 10, 13, and 14 show that increasing strength via K increases Tc by

enhanced thermal softening, but also increases the work to cause banding via an increased flow
stress. Similar to increasing K, increasing nj also raises the flow stress; however, unlike K,
increasing nj decreases Tc while increasing the sample work for banding (Cases 11, 15 and 16).
Thus, a highly strain-hardening material is desirable for low sensitivity based on this criterion.
Cases 11, 17 and 18 show the net effect of increasing n2. Increasing n2 is like increasing K in
that it increases Tc. Thus the thermal softening effects outweigh the strain-rate effects from the

second term in the denominator of Eq. (4). Also, increasing n2 increases the work required for
banding by increasing the flow stress. Consequently, these results indicate that any change in the
material constants which raises flow stress will reduce sensitivity based on this criterion.
CONCLUSIONS
Results from a drop-weight impact sample deformation model were interpreted in terms of two
initiation criteria. Effects of sample thickness, friction, yield stress, and impact velocity were
studied for a critical temperature criterion, and varying power law material constants was studied
for a shear banding criterion. Initiation at a critical specimen thickness corresponding to an AP
particle size was analyzed previously 5 and was shown unlikely in view of experimental
results 1,2 .

Friction results supported previous experimental data1 by showing increased critical energy
when friction was reduced (for a critical temperature criterion). This result was magnified when
friction heating was localized. Friction is also important in explaining the percent of sample
reacted observations by Baker et al.2; at low velocities the maximum temperature (at the sample
edge) is less than the AP decomposition temperature, and at the highest impact velocities the
temperature is above the AP deflagration point.
With localized friction heating, increasing yield stress decreases the energy required to reach
the AP decomposition temperature. Therefore, for a critical temperature criterion, this model
predicts a higher strength material has a lower critical energy and, consequently, is more
sensitive. However, the trend is reversed when Ihcalization is ignored, and the shear banding
criterion predicts that any increase in flow stress decreases sensitivity. This indicates the
importance of knowing the hot-spot mechanism for a given scenario.
There is no doubt that friction affects the apparent sensitivity in a drop-weight test. The large
friction effect may partially explain differing results for identical materials on otherwise identical
machines. Also the drop-weight test presents a unique loading on the propellant; strain rates in
excess of 104 s-i and strains greater than 500% exist in constrained flow of less than 1 mm
thickness. Thus friction causes a large amount of heating in the flow. However, removing
friction (a very smooth anvil) may allow crushing of AP in the machine to come into play; this
AP cons.'aint between two rigid surfaces would make the drop-weight test unlike any real impact
scenario. Therefore, for propellant rankings useful in other scenarios a constant friction
coefficient is desirable, but in order to fully understand the drop-weight test some additional basic
research is needed. First, a quantitative study of friction effects on propellants with varying
particle sizes can be conducted. Second, using samples of homogeneous materials with known
mechanical properties similar to propellants, it should be possible with this model to estimate the
friction constant of an impact machine, thus providing a means to compare i: y,...t im .hines and
interpret data. Third. details will be added to this model to account for sample inhomogeneities
and study shear banding in more detail. The improved understanding of the deformation process
would facilitate relating critical energy results to other scenarios.
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NOMENCLATURE

k

Englih
c
E
K
m
M
n,

: Mass specific heat
:Energy
: Power law strength coefficient
: Friction constant
:Mass
: Power law strain-hardening exponent

e
9
p
a

: True strain
: Temperature
: Density
: Stress

Subscripts

n, : Power law strain-rate exponent

A

r : Radial coordinate
R t:: Tune
Sample radius
T : Sample thickness
U : Velocity
W : Work

C
Critical condition
F
F:FitoFriction
I
Internal deformation
L : Layer at the sample/machine interface
W Drop weight
y : Yield

Anvil
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HOT SPOT HEATING FROM IMPURITIES AND VACANCIES
IN A CRYSTALLINE SOLID UNDER RAPID COMPRESSION
D. H. TSAI
10400 Lloyd Road, Potomac,MD 20854
ABSTRACT
The role of impurity atoms and vacancy defects in the heating of hot spots in a 2D, fcc,
monatomic lattice, subjected to rapid, 1D compression, has been studied by means of
molecular dynamics. The interaction potential of the impurity atoms, their mass, and size
were allowed to differ from those of the atoms in the host lattice. Several configurations of
impurity and vacancy clusters were examined. The mechanisms of heating observed here
were similar to those found earlier' in a bcc lattice with vacancy defects but without
impurities.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Ref. 1 we discussed the molecular dynamics of structural relaxation around defects
(vacancy clusters and slip bands) and its effect on hot spot heating in a 2D. bcc, monatomic
lattice when the lattice was rapidly compressed. We found that two mechanisms were
responsible for the heating of hot spots. First, since in all systems, in the gas, liquid, or solid
phase, the kinetic energy distribution in equilibrium is Maxwellian, there would always be
some regions in the system that are hotter than the average. Second. in the condensed
phases, particularly the solid phase, rapid compression would often initiate structural
relaxation in the system, especially if the system also contained defects. The potential energy
released by the relaxation process would be converted locally to kinetic energy, creating
hot spots in the relaxing region. The amount of heating was a function of the energy of
defect motion. If the strain energy of the defect should be large, then a small change in the
strain energy could result in a large amount of heating. The relaxation process, moreover,
often would not be confined to the local defects, because the comprf ssion could create
defects in other parts of the system. For example, the large shearing stresses from 1D
compression could generate a system of slip planes which could propagate from their starting
sites. The energy associated with the creation and the relaxation of the new defects would
then cause additional heating. Thus hot spots could occur in a much larger region than the
immediate neighborhood of the original defects.
We have now extended our defect model to include impurity atoms with mass and size
different from those of the host atoms. We have also investigated hot spot heating in an fcc
lattice which, for central forces, should be more stable than the bcc structure.
Because of space limitations, we shall discuss only one set of results here. The model is
described in Sec. II. Some of the general results are discussed in Sec. Ill. and the conclusions
are summarized in Sec. IV. A fuller account of this work, including a comparison between
the fcc and bcc lattices, will be presented elsewhere.
II. MODEL
Our model was an fcc lattice installed in Cartesian coordinates with the X and Y axes
aligned in the [1101 and [T10] directions, respectively, and the Z axis in the 10011 direction.
In this arrangement, the ratio of the distances between lattice planes normal to the X and
Yaxes and between lattice planes normal to the Z axis would be 1,\/2. Our system was 40
lattice planes in the X direction. 20 in the Y direction, anC planes in the Z direction,
and periodic boundary conditions were ust iithe X and Ydirections. These lattice planes
divided the system into contiguous cells. The position of an atom in a cell was measured
from the origin of that cell. and the atom was allowed to move freely across cell boundaries.
A cell without any atom in it would be a site of a vacancy. To save computation, it was
assumed that all atoms had only in-plane (i.e., 2D) motion in the X-Y planes. and that the
motion of corresponding atoms in all (001) face planes and in all (001) body planes,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296.
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respectively, was identical. This meant that the forces in the Z direction would exactly
cancel, and hence only two (001) planes of the unit cell (400 atoms) need be considered in
our system. The interaction potential V= V, between atoms i andj at a distance R=R,, was
assumed to be a Morse potential:
V = AabE {exp[-2a (R-Rab)]-2exp[-a (R-Rab)]} + Bah,.

(1)

Here E 1.0 is the unit of energy anO a =bI 2/0.1. The parameters Aab, Rab and Bab are given
below for the different cases listed in Table 1. The subscripts a and b refer either to host Ih
or impurity i:

Cases 1-6:

Ai,, = 1.0,
Ah, = V/2,
A,, = 2.0,

Rhh = 1.0,
Rh, = 1.05,
R,, = 1.1,

Bhh = 0.015564,
Bh, = 0.031077,
B,, = 0.062012.

(la)

Case 7:

AM = 1.0,
Ah, = v/2.
A,, = 2.0,

Rhh = 1.0,
Rh, = 1.0,
R,, = 1.0,

Bhh = 0.015564,
Bh, = 0.022011,
B,, = 0.031128.

(1b)

The well depth (Ah,) and the atomic size (Rh,) for the h-i interactions were assumed to be
intermediate between those of the h-h and i-i interactions. Ba,, refers to the amount by which
the zero axis of V, eq. (1), was lowered to make V=0 at the cutoff distance R,=1.7. For
RtR•, both Vand its derivative were assumed to be zero. The mass of the impurity atoms,
M,, was assumed to be either unity, the same as the host atoms, or 10. With Rh,, Mh, and C
all set to unity, the unit of time t=RhV/(Mh/E) was also unity.
In addition to impurity clusters the system also could contain other defects such as vacancy
clusters. We relaxed the system to a low pressure condition by adjusting the volume. The
volume was changed by multiplying the coordinates (XY,Z) of the atoms in the "normalized"
lattice, with lattice planes at (lIv/2, 1/%/2, 1 ) apart, by scale factors (XS,Y,, ZS), respectively.
The system was then heated, equilibrated, and relaxed again. This process was repeated
until an equilibrium state at near-zero temperature and pressure was reached. Each system
was then heated to a range of initial temperatures, and after equilibration, these configurations were used as the starting configurations.
The system was subjected to rapid 1D compression in the X direction to different volumes
by changing X, at a rate which corresponded approximately to planar shock compression.'
The energy and stress distributions in the system were recorded at discrete time intervals
until a new equilibrium condition under compression was reached. These data were then
examined for the development of hot spots. A hot spot was defined here as a region made
up of several atoms (or molecules) whose average kinetic energy Ek was higher than the kT
of the system. and moreover, the higher Ek was required to have a lifetime of a few periods
ot atomic oscillations, so that the region could be said to be thermalized.
Table I. Configurations of some of the cases studied. Fcc lattice,
interactions as given in eq.( I ). compression=0- 15% in X-direction.
Impurities
Vacancy cluster
lnitial conditions

Cases
2
4
5
6
7

Cluster

Mass
None
None
1X9 atoms I
1X9 atoms 10
lx9 atoms I
1X9 atoms 10
1x9 atoms 10

in host lattice
None
I x 10 atoms
None
None
Figg.Ia
Fig.la
None

A-,,,
(0.7027
0.7020
0.7(144
0.7044
0.7049
0.7048
0.70013

I'M,,

Z

EA,,

El,()

0.7027
0.7025
0.7041
0.704A
0.7047
0.7047
0.7000

0.7041
0.7043
9.70901

0.0053
0.0049
0.030o
0.0315
0.0292
0.0311
0.0305

-6.193%
-6.124
-61•53
..-52
-6.193
-6.192
-6.296

't•07)()

0./082
0.7082
0.7071
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III. RESULTS
We shall discuss only one representative set of results which we select somewhat arbitrarily
from Case 5 in Table 1. We shall also refer to the other cases, but without displaying the
actual results. With more data available now than in Ref. 1, we shall attempt to present a
more general discussion of hot spot heating from the viewpoint of molecular dynamics.
Fig. la shows the lattice configuration of Case 5 before compression, at t=0. The atoms
in the two lattice planes of the system are shown as open squares and crosses. A cluster of
nine impurity atoms were enclosed in outlines at the center. This cluster was of the size of
a unit cell. It was flanked by two vacancy clusters. Fig. lb shows the distribution of the
potential energy, E., per atom, at each lattice site, averaged over the atom(s) at that site and
those at the four nearest-neighbor sites. Epa is the average of the whole system (dashed
outlines), and Epm is the maximum that occurred somewhere in the system. The depression
at the center resulted from the impurity cluster. The two humps next to the depression were
due to the strain energy of the vacancy clusters. Fig. Ic shows the corresponding distribution
of the kinetic energy, Ek, per atom, in equilibrium.
Figs. 2a and 2b show the Ep and Ek of the lattice as a function of time t when the lattice
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FIGS. la- Ic. (a) Lattice configuration of Case 5 at t=0. AMh=A,= 1. X,=0.7049,
Y,=0.7047, 4,=0.7082. (b) and (c) Ep and Ek distributions at 1=0. Epmý=4.i24.
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FIGS. 2a-2b. Ep and Ek vs. time in the lattice of Fig. la when X, was compressed from
0.7049 to 0.6299 in one unit of time. Epm -3.205, E =-5.199;,,E•=0.929,E,ý,=0.337.
(Fig. 1) was compressed uniaxially from X,=0.7049 to X,=0.6299 at a uniform rate in the
first unit of time. Ep_.and Ep,,, refer to the equilibrated values of Ep,, and Epm between 1= 16
and 1=20. EU and EA,,, refer to the corresponding values of Ek and EAm.
Hot spots in elastic compression
During the first part of the compression, just before t=0.7 (Fig. 2), the lattice behaved
elastically. We ascertained this by stopping the compression at 1=0.7 and re-expanding it to
its initial volume. We found that the lattice then reverted to its initial configuration.
In elastic compression, most of the work of compression is stored in the lattice as potential
energy, the temperature rise is small, and the lattice configuration remains essentially
unchanged. For example, Fig. 2 shows that at t=0.7, E,, had changed by about 0.4c whereas
Ek had changed only by about 0.001 c. The fcc structure in the present case was rather stable,
and could sustain a large ID compression without losing its elastic character, even when the
structure contained defects. In all cases, we found that if the structure remained elastic, the
rise in Ek due to compression would be small, whether or not the system contained defects,
and whether the compresssion was ID or 3D. The hot spots (averaged over eight lattice
sites and over 0.4) in these cases were not very hot. being only about 2.5 times the ambient
temperature, similar to those found in Ref. I for the perfect bcc lattice. These hot spots
clearly were the result of the Maxwellian distribution of the kinetic energy in the system, as
was the case in Ref. 1.
Anelastic/plastic compression: Hot spots from structural relaxation
Figs. 3a-3c show the change in the lattice configuration and the energy distributions at
t= 1.0 at the end of compression. In Fig. 3a the lines connecting individual atoms show their
displacements at the beginning and end of the time interval 0- 1.0.
As Figs. lb and Ic show, the strain energy due to th, vacancy clusters was large compared
with the kinetic energy of :he l;:t.;re. These s.-,,,ural defects also tended to reduce the
mechanical strength of the lattiLe in the neighborhood of the defects. If the compression
should exceed the strength of the defect configuration, the structure could become locally
unstable, at which point it would undergo deformation in an attempt to reduce its potential
energy. This would allow more work to be done on the defect region than on other parts of
the structure, so that the defect region would become hotter. A second and more important
mechanism is that the deformation of the defect structure would lead to the conversion of

,
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a part of the strain energy to kinetic energy which would then bring about local heating.
Since the strain energy was large to begin with, a small change in the strain energy could lead
to a large amount of heating.
We see an example of these two mechanisms of hot spot heating (viz., by compression and
by structural relaxation) in Fig. 2. In the interval between 1=0.7 and 1.0, both Eprn and Ek,,
increased abruptuy. These changes were accompanied by large atomic motion in the
neighborhood of the defect structure in Fig. 3 at 1=1.0. The displacements around the
vacancy cluster to the southwest of the impurity cluster, and the accompanying rise in Ek
were especially prominent. By t=2.0, the large atomic motion around the vacancy clusters
had effectively filled the vacancy sites.
When we expanded this lattice to its initial volume at the end of compression, we found
that the lattice would not revert to its initial configuration. The compression after 1=0.7
was therefore anelastic or plastic.
The two mechanisms of heating operated concurrently. To distinguish them, we could say
that if the heating was accompanied by a local increase in Ep, then the hot spot would be
from compression; otherwise, it would be from structural relaxation. By this criterion, we
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could say that the peak Eb,,, in Fig. 2b (and in Fig. 3c) at t= 1.0 was due to compression,
and the second peak at t=1.4, which occurred to the northwest of the impurity cluster, was
due to structural relaxation. By either mechanism, a part of the energy of compression was
converted to heating each time a hot spot appeared. Fig. 2b)shows a succession of hot spots.
These hot spots heated up the lattice as a whole (Ek, in Fig. 2b), until about t= 10, to an
average temperature (Ek•=0.337) considerably above that from elastic compression alone.
Pronafation of defects
Structural relaxati,•n requires time because it usually involves the coordinated movement
of a number of atoms. Also, relaxation in one region would likely disturb the structure in
adjoining regions, and this could create new defects which might require further relaxation.
For these reasons, we expect that structural rearrangements would generally propagate to
other parts of the system, and that it would usually require a long time (compared with
sound propagation through the system) to obtain a fully relaxed structure. The energy
conversion associated with these relaxation processes would then produce hot spots in other
parts of the system. Thus the heated region could be much larger than the original defects.
Fig. 4 extends Fig. 3a and shows the aggreg.ate changes in the lattice configuration in the
interval 1=0-20. Large displacements had oct ,rred along a number of diagonal planes,
reaching across the full width of the system. These complex slip systems resulted from the
large shearing stresses from the uniaxial loading. The partially slipped planes tended to
group themselves into bands rather than to distribute uniformly. They were observed also
in a number of other cases in Table 1, and in Ref. I earlier. They appeared to be a common
feature of the lattice rearrangement under ID compression. The extent of the slip system
was limited in our model by the periodic boundaries. But slip or partial slip should occur
also in larger systems. For these reasons, it seems natural to identif~y these slip planes as the
counterpart of the shear bands that are observed in experiments.In Fig. 4, the lattice at t=20 also contained a number dislocations.3•4 These dislocations

did not move easily after they were formed, as was also the case in Ref. 1.
In addition to the collapse of vacancy clusters and the formation of shear bands and
dislocations, other modes of lattice rearrangement were also observed. For example. in the
.•rfect

fcc lat.,.c, orf Case 1,the structure buckled in the Y direction when the system was

.ompressed in the X direction to 0.893 of its initial volume. But the lattice retained its

crystallinity, and the temperature rise was small (E,= changed from 0.030 to 0.043). When
the buckled lattice was re-expanded to its initial volume, the system reverted to its original
perfect structure. At a still higher compression, to 0.858 of its initial volume, the structure
buckled to a greater extent, and there was greater amount of heating. Between 1=4-5 the
structure underwent massive rearrangement and became disordered, indicating that local
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melting had occurred. The temperature change in this case was large (El increased from

0.030 to 0.938). When the partially "melted" structure was re-expanded to its initial volume,
the original crystalline configuration was not restored, at least not in 20 additional time units
of computation.
Hot spots from impurities: Mass and size defects
The impurity cluster in Figs. 1 and 3 may be considered as a "molecule" embedded in the
lattice, inasmuch as the interactions h-h, h-i, and i-i were all different. Our interest in this
model was in the energy transfer between the lattice and the "molecule," when the lattice was
compressed.
If we denote the vibrational frequency of an atom by f and the force constant of the
interatomic interactions by k, thenf of the host atoms of mass Mh and that of the impurity
atoms of massMi, each interactingwith its own kind, would be in the ratios'f f,=(MikhAM, ki)MiI.
We verified by separate calculations in Cases 3 and 4 that this was true to about 5% which5
was satisfactory. The vibrational frequency is related to the elastic properties of a lattice:
the lattice is stronger the higher its frequency and its elastic constant. Thus the impurity
cluster should be mechanically stronger and less compressible than the host lattice when the
mass of the impurity atoms was the same as that of the host atoms, and weaker and more
compressible when the impurity mass was 10 times larger. Under the same compression,
the less compressible cluster should therefore experience smaller increase in temperature.
We confirmed this in Cases 3 and 4: The softer impurity cluster in Case 4 experienced larger
temperature rise under compression than the stiffer cluster in Case 3, although in both cases
there were hotter hot spots from defect movement and structural relaxation elsewhere.
At the interface between the impurity cluster and the host lattice, there should be some
impedance mismatch which would increase the resistance to energy flow across the interface.
But there should also be good thermal contact through the h-i type of interactions. The
coupling, moreover, would increase under compression. Thus the impurity cluster should
heat up quickly when the host lattice was heated, especially if the cluster was small. We
found this to be true even in Cases 5 and 6: Here the vacancies partially separaited the
impurity cluster from the host lattice before compression. But good thermal contact was
quickly established when the vacancies collapsed under load (Fig. 3a). The energy transfer
was in fact aided by the hot spots at these sites. Thus in the various models of Table 1, the
impurities clusters never appeared as "cold" spots, even when the cluster was stiff.
These results may be compared with the analysis of Dlott and Faver.6 They postulated
that in a molecular solid under shock compression the increased phonon vibrations of the
lattice would briefly overshoot the bulk temperature. Subsequently. molecular vibrations
would be energized through anharmonic coupling between the lattice and the molecules
through the "doorway" modes.
In addition to the different mass, the impurity atoms in Cases 3-6 were also larger than
the host atoms (Rob in eq. (Ia)). The larger size had the effect of distorting the lattice
structure. For example, Fig. la showed a slight distortion of the host lattice around the
impurity cluster. But small misalignments in the lattice structure could have large effects on
its strength. We found evidence of this by comparing Cases 4 and 7. in which only the size
of the impurity atoms was changed. and both cases contained no vacancies. Under moderate
(about 10%) compression, a number of slip planes formed in the lattice of Case 4, similar
to Cases 5 and 6 in which the lattice was weakened bv vacancy clusters next to the impurity
cluster. In contrast, the lattice of Case 7 deformed primarily through buckiing. similar to the
perfect lattice of Case 1. the strongest structure by far in Table 1.
Finally, we note that in many cases the impurity cluster underwent large detormation and
was grossly distorted when the compression was high. But in the r. : of our investigation
we did not observe any break up of the cluste.. e,,:'- "-,ienthe structure was partially melted.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed some of the results of our molecular dynamical study of hot spots in
an fcc lattice under rapid. uniaxiai compression. Our focus has been on the role of structural
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defects and the mechanisms of heating on an atomic scale. The defects included vacancy
and impurity clusters of different sizes and geometries.
Under elastic compression, most of the work of compression would go into the lattice as
increased potential energy, whether or not the lattice contained defects. The temperature
rise would be determined principally by the PFTrelation of the perfect lattice, and the rise
would be small. In these cases, we found that hot spots developed from the Maxwellian
distribution of the kinetic energy. They were about 2.5 times the average temperature of the
lattice, and were not very hot. This was similar to the case of the perfect bcc lattice in Ref.
1. When the compression was reversed, and the lattice was allowed to expand to its initial
volume, the initial configuration was restored, including the defect structure. This was so
even if the compressed lattice had buckled elastically under load.
Under larger compression, if the elastic stability of the lattice should be exceeded, the
structure could also undergo anelastic or plastic deformation. This kind of deformation
could occur in a variety of situations. For example, if the system contained structural defects
(vacancies, impurities, etc.) which generally would tend to weaken the mechanical strength
of some part of the structure, the weakened part(s) would undergo structural relaxation.
The relaxation would release some of the potential energy of the defect structure, and
convert it to kinetic energy of the surrounding atoms and local heating. This mechanism of
hot spot heating was general, and would operate as long as defects should be present. In this
picture, the heating would then be a function of the energy of defect motion, which could be
large compared to the temperature of the system. Moreover, structural relaxation in one
part of the system could propagate to other parts, and the energy associated with such
rearrangements would give rise to other hot spots. Thus the size of a hot spot could be
considerably larger than the initial site of structural relaxation. Under uniaxial compression, which would generate large shearing stresses in the whole system, complex systems of
slip planes often propagated far from the initial site of structural relaxation. These slip
planes would group themselves into bands, which suggest that they could be identified as the
shear bands commonly observed in shock wave experiments.
The hot spots also heated up the lattice as a whole. Our results showed that the amount
of heating, which was large in some cases, depended on such factors as the lattice structure,
the nature of the defects and their configuration, the method of compression, etc. These
factors affected the response of the model through the different paths of structural
relaxation, leading to different end states of partition between the potential and the kinetic
energies, and hence different PVT relationships. In view of these results, it might be
reasonable to ask whether the differences would persist, and how large they might be, in a
more realistic 3D model. These questions require further investigation.
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ABSTRACT
We present a comparative study of two different chemically-sustained shock waves.
One shows behavior expected from the Zel'dovich, von Neumann, and Doering (ZND)
continuum theory of planar detonations. The other exhibits the complexity of a split
shock wave resulting from the presence of a polymorphic phase transition. This comparative study demonstrates the importance of carefully considering the high-pressure
characteristics of the model in developing potentials for simulating detonations. This
comparative study also raises the fascinating possibility of a first-order phase transition
accompanying a condensed-phase detonation.
INTRODUCTION
The shock wave accompanying a detonation typically travels through energetic materials at a velocity between five and ten kilometers per second [1]. This shock wave
starts the material flowing a kilometers per second while heating it to thousands of degrees Kelvin and subjecting it to pressures of hundreds of kilobars. This rapid heating
and compression of the material in turn causes the exothermic chemical reactions which
ultimately sustain the detonation [1-31.
Although there have been many theoretical and experimental advances in understanding the macroscopic properties of detonations over the last forty years 11-3]. much work
remains to be done to clarify the atomic-scale behavior of shock-induced chemistry in
energetic solids [1]. Continuum theories are not designed to treat discrete shock-induced
chemistry while the extremely short time and length scales of the processes involved.
together with their destructive nature, make experiment difficult and costly, if not currently impossible. In contrast, the picosecond and nanometer length scales of processes
at shock fronts make them ideally suited for study using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations[4-11]. Such simulations might also clarify how discrete detonation chernistry relates to properties of planar detonations that can be understood by continuum
(hydrodynamic) theories. However. any model of a detonating solid requires some form
of energy release to sustain the detonation and so the Lennard-Jones potentials. which
are successfully used in MD simulations of nonreactive shocks [.5]. are inadequate. Earlier MD studies have introduced exothermic chemical reactions by using a predissociative
potential that incorporates al! $'),, chemical energy release into a single bond dissociation
e S)].In energt.,. materials, however, exothermicity typically results from
in a mc'
the reorganization of bonding from weak to strong bonds. Therefore. predissociative potentials do not include sufficient detail to examine the atomic features of shock-induced
chemistry. Studies in one dimension [9] showed the promise of employing many-body
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potentials to study chemically-sustained shock waves, but the potential used in that

work was ill-defined in higher dimensions.
Recently, we have introduced a new approach based on many-body potentials that
not only describes bonding and chemical reaction at the atomic level with well-defined

reactants, products and reaction paths but also allows for efficient computation in MD
simulations involving thousands of atoms in two or three dimensions [12]. Simulations in
two dimensions proved that this model can support a chemically-sustained shock wave
with calculated temperature, pressure, particle flow and shock velocities, and power
generation all consistent with macroscopic experimental results and the classic continuum theory of detonations [12]. These studies have also established for the first time a
quantitative link between results from MD simulations that follow the individual atomic
trajectories and the continuum theory of detonations based on the Navier-Stokes equations.
In this paper we present a comparative study of two qualitatively different chemicallysustained shock waves. The two models used in these studies are based on deceptively
similar many-body potentials. This comparative study vividly demonstrates that it is
not sufficient to focus only on reproducing physically reasonable reactants and products
with realistic barriers to reaction in developing many-body potentials for simulating
solid-state detonations. Rather, the high-pressure character of the model must also be
carefully considered. This comparative study also illustrates the fascinating possibility
of a chemically-sustained shock wave accompanied by a dissociative phase transition.
MODEL AND METHOD
Both Model I and Model 11 used in this comparative study are based on the empirical bond order (EBO) potential form introduced by Tersoff [13] to describe the static
properties of silicon but tailored by us in Ref. 12 to describe a simple generic model of
an explosive-a model AB molecular solid that when shocked might undergo exothermic chemical reactions to form the more stable A2 and 1, molecular products. In both
models formation of the A2 and B2 products releases :1 eV of energy per molecule. It is
this release of energy that has tile potential for sustainfing the shock wave. Model I Ila,
already been introduced in Ref. 12 and shown there to yield a physically and chemically
reasonable model material. The functions used to define Model I1are identical to those
used to describe Model I. The parameters entering these functions are also identical in
the two models exccpt for the equilibrium bond lengths of the reactant and product
diatomic molecules which have been decreased from 0.12 nm in Model I to 0.1 nm in
Model II. Because of the form of the EBO potential. this decrease in bond length is
accomplished without changing the vibrational ftIeq(Iencie.s of the reactant and prodctic
molecules, their equilibrium molecular and cr'stdhlime binding energies. and distan(t'
of closest approach between atomis it micare.ý iemigliborhig lilolecimli.e ill t ilt, (oidel.,se'd
phase AB crystalline molecular solid. lRea( tion Iarriems ae aim•, isinnar bli ween time 1t,,
models as are their respective condensed-phase speeds of ,oumid.

MD simulations in two dimensions using bothi immode., are initiat ed Iy i pacti .g a
flyer plate at the edge of the semi-infinite model dhatomitc .\13 molecular cr'v.St al iitliallx
at rest and at near zero teml"pe-sture and )irc - ,fhiis
vlyer plate< is composed of several
layers of the unreacted energLic A13 molecular solid appropl rale to the mitodel. Hen'e.
for Model I a flyer plate composed of Model I material is used. while for Model II a
flyer plate composed of Model II material is used. T'he dynanic.- of the atoms in bothli
systems are then propagated by integrating Ilamiltoniai'., equation, of motion using a
Nordsieck predictor-corrector method [1.11. Periodic l)oundarm conditionls are enforced
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molecules are compressed to the point that they lose their molecular identity but without
the large-scale production of molecular products. Although tile density is higher in
this dissociative region than in the leading compressional region. the average nearest-

neighbor interatomic separation has actually" increased due to the greater coordination
of the atoms. In addition, the dissociative region in Model II is separated from the

products region at the far left of Fig. 1 by a distinct boundary across which the majority
of products are abruptly produced. Furthermore, as Fig. 2 shows. Model I1also exhibits
a developing flat-topped shock-wave structure rather than the peak and following Taylor
wave exhibited by Model I. Although the three boundaries separating the four distance

regions in Model I--like the single boundary in Model I-rapidly stabilize to steady
velocities, we have found that these boundaries move at velocities of 7.2. (6.4 and 5.9
km/sec [15]. Hence, the lengths of the icading compressional and dissociat ve regions in
Model II enlarge to millimeters in microsecond%
Through longer time simulations and varying initial condiitn-is we have verified that
the qualitative differences in the cliemically-sustained shock wave, exhibited I v .Model I
and Model II are not artifacts of the starting condit ioni but are rat her int rini properl ieof these models. Thus. although IM1odel I and .Model II onlv essentially dilfer at ambient
conditions in their bond lengths. these models nevertheless suppoti altogether diflerent
chemically-sust P: . ,' shock waves.
We have traced the shock-wave splitting present ill Model II to a linst-order polymorphic phase transition accompanied by a volume collapse [l(i6. This volume collapse
has been made possible at the temperatures and pressures of lhe chenfically-sustained
shock wave in Model 1I by shortening the equilibrium bond lenathlin without changing
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the intermolecular potential. This polym-orphic phase transition is a dissociative one
where the AB diatomic molecular solid transforms to a close-packed material with much
higher density but larger average nearest- neighbor interatomic separations. More than
35 years ago the first shock induced polymorphic phase transition was observed [171. An
important property of these phase transitions predicted from continuum theory [17-1!)]
and observed experimentally 117-19) is the associated compressional shock wave splitting
that might occur. If split compressional shock waves are present. then continuum theory predicts [17] that the leading shock front starts the material flowinig bi ingina it to
the point of transition while the tr-ansition occurs across thfe second compressional shockfront. This is just the behav'ior (,..served in Model 11. Actually. there are not one but two
polymorphic transitions visible in the snapshot of the Model II simulation,,. This second transition occurs at the interface between the dissociative zone and the rarefactioni
region as the material transforms from the dissociative close-packed phlase to A2 and lB.
molecular products. It is this second transition which produces the required behavior
in the shock liugoniot for a rarefaction shock wave. This product rarefaction shock
front acts as a stcadily moving piston producing the flat-topped shock-wave sitructure't
observed in Model 11. In contrast, in Miodel I there is no evidence for either transition
and the simulations evolve towards a classic ZIND dectonationi.
Shock induced phase transitions accompanied by shock wave splitting are well kiio%\ ui
in energetic materials. The possibility of a dissoitv las rniinidcdb
chemicallyv-sustained shock wave is fascinating because this behavior might Yield a miore
efficient conversion of chemical energy to uiseful %vork. T'o our knowvledge, liowevem a
chemnically-sust ained shock wave accompanied l)\ a first-order pliasc transit ion has, Yve
to be observed. At. a minimium, the resut,,i of the coimparat ive stutid> bet "veeil Model I
and Model II demonstrates the importance of carefully coiisideriiig Ilie high-pressure
characteristics of the model iiideveloping potentials for -simullatingu condens~ed plia-w
detonations.
.
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FEMTOSECOND SPECTROSCOPY OF
CHEMICALLY REACTIVE SOLIDS: A METHODOLOGY
WEINING WANG, MARC M. WEFERS, AND KEITH A. NELSON
Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT
An experimental methodology for recording femtosecond time-resolved observations of
irreversible change in solids is described. The central problem posed is that the time-dependent
evolution must be observed on a single-shot (i.e. real-time) basis since the sample may be
permanently altered after each excitation event. Preliminary demonstrations of real-time
femtosecond spectroscopic observations are presented. In addition, one-shot data acquisition
techniques open up the possibility of excitation intensities that greatly exceed optical damage
threshholds of most samples. Since only one excitation pulse is used, cumulative damage
mechanisms may be circumvented. Even if the sample is damaged in a single shot, in some
cases the events of interest may be observed before damage occurs. The use of timed
sequences of high-intensity excitation pulses to drive large-amplitude, coherent lattice
vibrations is discussed. If successful, such large-amplitude lattice vibrations could assist
ctysta;line chemical reactions or structural phase transitions.

INTRODUCTION
Motivation for Real-time Ferntosecornd Specrosop
Femtosecond spectroscopy of chemical reactions in gases and liquids has been carried
out since the mid-1980's [1). In the simplest cases, optical absorption into an unstable
molecular potential energy surface leads to direct photodissociation or rearrangement, and the
elementary bond breakage or other chemical process takes place on subpicosecond time scales.
If the reacting species is in a condensed medium, the surroundings may influence reaction
dynamics considerably. Neighboring molecules may offer mechanical or dielectric resistance to
the separation of photofragments, and dissipation of energy from the reactive mode into the
nonreactive ("bath") modes of the molecule and its environment may prevent reaction
altogether. Time-resolved spectrocopy of liquid-state chemical reactions has revealed
substantial solvent effects on chemical reaction dynamics and yield [1,2].
The solid-state environment typical of most energetic materials should be expected to
mediate chemical reactivity far more heavily than liquid-state surroundings. Molecular
dissociation should be strongly influenced by the repulsive forces of immediate neighbors, or
by the possibility of reaction between fragments and their neighbors. An ordered crystalline
environment is known to be particularly influential, with reaction dynamics, yields, and
branching ratios strongly dependent on the details of crystal structure and quality [3]
Chemically reactive crystals are of special interest both because of the high energy
density that can be stored and because, from a fundamental point of view, the c-dered
environment could facilitate detailed analysis of energy flow between reactive species and their
neighbors. Femtosecond spectroscopy of crystalline chemical reactions should reveal much
about the sequence of events involved in energy release an%about the microscopic mechanisms
of reaction initiation, propagation, and termination. However. the only femtosecond
spectroscopic observations of chemically reactive solids reported to date have involved
reversible excimer formation reactions in which very low energies (dictated by van der Waals
forces) are released [4,5].
.

i:leason for so little solid-state femtosecond spectroscopy is simple: most solii-sa..,

samples cannot be conveniently "flowed" to remove altered material from further experimenu
observation. In examination of chemical reactions in the gas or liquid phase, the sample is
flowed so that reaction products resulting from one excitation event (one laser "shot") are
removed before the next laser shot. Data are collected not in a single shot but through many
excitation-probe sequences. An excitation pulse initiates photochemical reaction at the zero of
time, and a delayed probe pulse is used to monitor reaction progress at some later time. Fresh
Mat. Res. Snc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296 c 1993 Materials Research Society
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material is then introduced into the irradiation volume, and the excitation-probe pulse sequence
is repeated with a slightly different delay time. This procedure is continued until the entire
process of interest is observed. Each excitation-probe repetition yields a single point on the
time axis, and the data are collected point by point. Often many thousands of repetitions (with
signal averaging of many repetitions at each delay time) are performed to yield a single timedependent sweep. In this manner the time-dependent evolution of the sample following
photoexcitation is recorded "point by point" along the time axis. This procedure cannot be
followed with most solid samples. Only samples of excellent uniformity and optical quality and
of large size may be moved after each shot to continuously expose fresh material. If this is not
possible, the full time-dependent response must be recorded in a single shot. An experimental
apparatus is described below in which multiple probe pulses are pri duced and used to monitor
the sample at several different delay times following photoexcitation. Preliminary data will be
shown, and current efforts to improve the apparatus will be discussed.
pisects for Lar=-amplitde Coherent Phonon Excitation
Single-shot data acquisition permits femtosecond time-resolved sp,;ctroscopy to be
carried out even when a non-flowab.t sample is permanently altered through photoexcitation.
Permanent sample change could be due to a photochemical reaction under study, as discussed
above, or due to other processes. Even samples which are not ordinarily photoreactive can be
optically altered ("damaged") by a sufficiently intense excitation pulse. Some optical damage
mechanisms are dependent on cumulative radiation energy density over an extended time
period, while others depend only on peak radiation intensity. In almost all cases the damage
mechanism is unclear, with the occurence and extent of damage dependent on not only
predictable factors such as optical intensity and wavelength but also on pulse duration,
repetition rate, and even the optical phase profile [6]. In general, single-shot spectroscopy
should allow examination of samples which are irradiated by excitation pulses whose
intensities exceed optical damage threshholds. Cumulative damage mechanisms could be
avoided entirely, and even damage which results from high peak intensity may occur on a time
scale longer than the one of interest. In the latter case measurements could be recorded before
sample deterioration takes place.
This opens up the possibility of using intense excitation pulses to excite coherent lattice
vibrations (ootic phonons) of large amplitude through impulsive stimulated Raman scattering
(ISRS). In ISRS, an ultrashort excitation pulse exerts a sudden ("impulsive") driving force on
Raman-active vibrational modes, initiating coherent vibrational oscillations which can then be
monitored. Time-dependent observations are made of the crystal lattice at various stages of
collective vibrational distortion away from its equilibrium configuration. This is particularly
interesting if the lattice vibrational mode plays in important role in chemical or structural
rearrangement 17). In organic excimer forming crystals, a lattice mode whose motion brings
neighboring molecules toward each other along a likely reaction path was examined through
ISRS [8,91. In this case, the mode coincides well with the excited-state reaction coordinate. In
ionic crystals which undergo structural phase transitions, "soft" lattice modes whose motions
bring ions from their positions in one phase toward the positions they occupy in a new phase
(and which therefore play the role of collective reaction coordinate) were studied [101. In all
cases to date, however, the coherent phonon amplitudes (i.e. how far molecules or ions in a
crystal were driven through ISRS) were small - on the order of 10-5-104 A. This is much
smaller than quantum or mean thermal uncertainties, and so no new chemical or struciural
changes were induced. Far higher coherent phonon amplitudes could be reached through the
use of more intense excitation pulses with near-resonant wavelengths, but sample damage has
prevented this so far. Single-shot detection methods should permit more intense ISRS
excitation pulses and should ,.,1,4 considerably higher phonon amplitudes.
A complementary experimental approach to higher driven phonon amplitudes through
ISRS is the use of multiple excitation pulses to exert a series of "impulsive" driving forces on a
selected mode. This has been demonstrated on both organic and ionic crystals [9,111. A
sequence of excitation pulses is timed to match the lattice vibrational period of interest, and
each pulse amplifies the coherent vibrational motion induced by pulses before it. This is closely
analogous to repetively driving a child on a swing with an appropriately timed series of pushes.
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Multiple excitation pulses, each with intensity below the optical damage threshhold, can result

in improved phonon amplitudes and also improved mode selectivity relative to single pulses.
Intense multiple excitation pulses could be used in conjunction with single-shot detection
methods.

The production of femtosecond pulse sequences whose timing (and also optical phases)
can be controlled is a recent achievement [12]. As described below, femtosecond "pulse
shaping" originally involved the use of optical elements (spatially varying masks) which were
permanently fabricated to produce a specified pulse sequence. Any pulse sequences of interest
therefore needed to be specified in advance so that the corresponding masks could be
manufactu-ed. More recently, multielement liquid crystal displays (LCDs) have been used so
that new pulse sequences could be produced at will. We have developed computer algorithms
which permit the user to simply specify the desired pulse sequence. The necessary
manipulations are then carried out on the LCD such that the pulse sequence is produced. Some
illustrative results of the current capabilities will be shown, and the prospects for further
development will be described.
EXPERIMENTAL
Single-shot Detection: Multiple Probe Pulse Apparatus
We have constructed a single-shot fermtosecond spectrometer consisting of a series of
partial reflectors, delay lines, and other optics such that a single probe pulse is split into sixteen

pulses whose arrival times at the sample are controlled independently. The setup is illustrated in
Fig. 1.The apparatus includes several sets of four reflectors whose reflectivities at the probe
wavelength are 25%, 33%, 50%, and 100%. This insures reasonable equal intensities of all
sixteen probe pulses. The probe pulses are overlapped spatially with the excitation pulse at the
sample. The transmitted probe pulses are incident on different regions of a CCD detector and
their intensities are measured The CCD detector is equipped with software designed to locate
separate "regions of inteiest" (i.e. separate laser spots) and to carry out simple manipulations of
the intensities recorded at pixels within each region.
The laser system used to conduct preliminary multiple probe pulse experiments has been
described in detail in earlier publications [13]. Briefly, an antiresonant ring dye laser is
synchronously pumped by the frequency-doubled output of a cw modelocked Nd:YAG laser.
The ouput, centered at 620 nm, is passed through a three-stage amplifier which is pumped by

the frequency-doubled output of a Q-switched, modelocked, and cavity-dumped Nd:YLF laser.
The Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF pump lasers are synchronized through the use of a common RF
source which drives both of their modelockers. The synchronously amplified output consists
of 80-fs, l0-WiJ, 620-nm pulses at a 500-Hz repetition rate.
In the preliminary multiple ,,..)t pulse experiments, transient birefringence (i.e. optical
Kerr effect or OKE) or transient .trso.-ption was measured. In the former case, the excitation
pulse was linearly polarized at 450 horn vertical (V). The probe pulses were V polarized, and a
horizontal (H) polarizer was placed in front of the CCD detector. In the latter case, the
excitation polariztion was varied and there was no polarizer after the sample. Note that in

addition to the individual delay lines for each probe pulse, there is an overall delay line which

changes the timing of all the probe pulses relative to the excitation pulses but not relative to

each other. Data were recorded with several choices of overall delay to check for internal
consistency. In addition, data were recorded over periods o1 several hours to check for drift in
the spatial alignment of the pulses in the sample or at the CCD detector.
Ccrnuter Gerner•a ', r.,f Multiple Excitation Pulses
The setup for production of shaped excitation pulse sequences is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The frequency components of a single femtosecond pulse are dispersed by a grating and
focussed onto a spatially varying mask. This can be an amplitude mask, which blocks selected

components, or a phase mask, which alters the phases of selected components. The transmitted
light is incident o•i a second lens and grating identical to the first and with similar positions and
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PULSE SHAPING APPARATUS

Grating

Lens

Mask

Lens

Grating

Figure 2: A schematic illustration of the pulse shaping apparatus.
An ultrashort pulse is spatially dispersed and collimated by the the
first grating and lens. The phase and/or amplitude of differing
frequency components are altered at the mask for the desired output
pulse. The second grating and lens recombine the shaped pulse.
Not shown are half wave plates placed between each pair of lens and
grating.
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orientations relative to the mask. The manipulations of the mask on the frequency profile of the
pulse lead to corresponding effects on the temporal profile. With both phase and amplitude
masks, the outgoing temporal profile and phase can both be controlled. The original masks
were permanantly etched onto glass substrates, and each mask was used to generate a single
pulse sequence. In our current setup we have a multielement liquid crystal display
(Meadowlark Optics) and driver (Cambridge Research and Instrumentation). The display
consists of seventy pixels which are 100 gim wide, including 15 pn "dead" space. The

computer-interfaced driver applies an ac voltage which orients the liquid crystalline material in
the "live" part of each pixel. The experiments reported below were conducted with the one
LCD used as a phase mask. An identical LCD is being incorporated into the system for both
phase and amplitude control.
The 15-pim dead space in between live pixel areas tends to produce a large peak at the
center of the pulsetrains, since about 15% of the light is not under the control of the mask. This
effect was taken into account in the algorithms which design the masks. Other limitations
include the number of pixels and the spatial resolution (i.e. pixel size). These determine the
total temporal range over which a pulse shaped pulse sequence can extend, and the time
resolution with which a pulse sequence can be specified. With our apparatus, time resolution of
about 85 fs and a total range of about 6 ps should be achievable.
The setup includes two 1800 lines/mm holographic gratings (Milton Roy) and two
achromatic 15-cm focal length lenses. Also included are two half-wave plates to rotate the
polarization from H to V before the mask and back to H after the mask. This is necessary
because the gratings and mask require H and V polarizations respectively.
The laser system used for multiple-pulse generation is a Titanium:sapphire femtosecond
laser pumped by 12 W of the output of a cw argon laser. This commercial system (Coherent),
with external prisms, yields 55-fs pulses at 800 nm central wavelength with almost I W of
power. The output is used without amplification for pulse shaping.
RESULTS
MUltiple Probe Pulses

The first one-shot data were optical Kerr effect measurements on carbon disulphide
liquid in a 2-mm thick cuvette. Typical data are shown in Fig. 3, along with data recorded in
the conventional manner (many shots, with a variably delayed probe pulse). These data were

recorded before the CCD detector was equipped withi the software to do analysis on multiple
regions of interest. The integrated intensity readings at each laser spot were recorded by hand
to determine the intensity of the corresponding pulse. Differences in probe pulse intesities or in
the degrees of overlap between different probe pulses and the excitation pulse were not
accounted for. Thus the data show considerable scatter. Nevertheless, the overall temporal
response of the sample is represented. The data were reproducible. as illustrated in Fig. 4
which shows an additional one-shot scan recorded with a slightly different "overall" delay
relative to the excitation pulse but with no changes in the relative delays. The response
(including scatter, which is primarily due to systematic errors described above) is the same
except for the small changes in overall timing. These and other data were recorded over a
period of several hours, with no apparent deterioration due to changing spatial overlap of the
seventeen pulses.
Transient absorption measurements were recorded on an approximately 10(3 M solution
of malachite green in ethanol in a 2-mm cuvette. The CCI) detector was equipped with the
softwar%. "-a.ribed earlier, and differences in probe pulse intensities were accounted for in the
analysis. Differences in the extent of overlap between different probe pulses and the excitation
pulse were partially accounted for by measuring the transient absorption of each probe pulse at
zero delay time, and normalizing the data appropriately. Typical data are shown in Fig. 5. The
data are smoother than those shown in Figs. 3 and 4. presumably because of reduced
systematic errors. Remaining systematic error may be reduced with the use of a different
excitation wavelength, which eliminates excitation scatter and coherent coupling of varying
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amounts into the probe spots on the CCD. Additional data recorded from malachite green over
periods of several hours and with different "overall" timing were consistent with that shown.
Multiple Excitation Pulses
Autocorrelation traces of three representative pulse sequences produced by the LCD
mask are shown in Fig. 6. They show distinct temporal profiles with only small amounts of
distortion from the specified sequences. We emphasize that only the desired pulse shapes were
specified, and the mask needed to produce the pulse shapes was determined and fabricated
automatically by the computer and the LCD driver. The algorithms needed to do this will be
described subsequently. Our present purpose is merely to illustrate what is currently possible.
DISCUSSION AND PROSPECTS
Real-rime Femtosecond Spectroscopy
The results shown in Figs. 3-5, although preliminary, indicate that this experiment can
be conducted on a routine basis even though it involves seventeen spatially overlapped beams
and sixteen independently controlled delay times. Clearly the greatest limitation is the small
number of points on the time axis. However this can be improved without additional large
numbers of beamsplitters, delay lines, etc. The method to be adopted is illustrated in Fig. 7. A
fraction of the probe pulse is split off and spectrally narrowed such that its pulse duration
reaches several picoseconds. This pulse is used as the (single) probe pulse which is overlapped
spatially with the excitation pulse inside the sample. The transmitted probe pulse then carries
the temporal information about the sample response. If the experiment were on nanosecond or
slower time scales, the transmitted probe pulse would be examined by a fast photodetector and
transient digitizing analyzer and the dynamical sample response would be determined directly.
In our case the "reading" of the transmitted probe pulse temporal profile must be done
optically. To do this, the transmitted probe, pailse is overlapped spatially inside a nonlinear
optical gate (e.g an optical Kerr cell) with the sixteen pulses produced by our multiple
beamsplitting apparatus. The transmitted probe pulse temporal profile is determined through
measurement (using the CCD detector) of the extent to which each of the sixteen pulses gets
through the gate. This approach has several advantages over our current method. First, the
probe pulse wavelength could be tuned conveniently without extensive realignment of many
beams. For example, the probe pulse (after being split from the pulse which enters the sixteenbeam apparatus) could be frequency-shifted or used to generate a white-light continuum from
which desired frequencies could be selected (and amplified if necessary). Second, optical
quality of the sample would be somewhat less important since the CCD detector is irradiated by
sixteen pulses which never go through the sample but only go through the nonlinear optical
gate. Third, the multiple-pulse readout system could be readily modified to yield many more
points on the time axis. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. A beamsplitter just before the nonlinear
optical gate sends all the beams into another nonlinear optical gate, so the number of total
readout pulses goes from 16 to 32. A small retarder (e.g. a thin piece of glass) inserted in the
probe beam changes the overall timing of the pulses in the second gate, so that 32 different

times are monitored. This procedure could be continued until all possible space on the CCD
detector is used. In practice, at least 32 and probably considerably more spots could fit.

We note that several more "elegant" approaches to single-shot data acquisition could be
tried. For example, a large angle between the cxcitation pulse and a single, cylindrically
focussed probe beam could be used. Different, spatially separated regions of the probe beam
would then overlap with the sample at different delay times, and the transmitted probe beam
could be examined with an array or CCD detector. An analogous procedure could be tried with
crossed excitation pulses which form a transient grating and a cylindrically focussed probe

pulse whose parts are diffracted off the grating at dif:- n.,.t delay times 1141. These methods
offer many more points on the "..-*
ax;, but their tin1.. .olution is limited by the time required
for the probe pulse to traverse a distance on the order of the excitation spot size. In practice, the
time resolution would almost certainly be poorer than 100 fs. Other possible methods involve
introducing a linear frequency chirp in a single probe pulse, then spectrally resolving the

transmitted probe pulse which should have a frequency-to-time correspondence. In this case
the distinction between temporal and spectral evolution of the sample may be difficult to make.
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In general, all the methods of which we are aware involve compromises of experimental
difficulty, number of points, time resolution, and/or other factors. The method we have chosen
is somewhat difficult and limited in the number of points, but permits very good time
resolution and straightforward data analysis.
Multiple Excitation Pulses
Our results thus far encourage us to believe that multiple-pulse femtosecond
spectroscopy can soon be carried out at levels of control and convenience comparable to those
typical of modem NMR spectroscopy. Improvements currently being prepared include the use
of both phase and amplitude LCD masks and fabrication of improved LCD masks with more
pixels and considerably smaller "dead" spaces.
Multiple Excitation and Probe Pulses
Femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy of solid-state photochemistry, including
photochemistry in energetic solids, can be carried out with single-shot detection methods. For
ISRS excitation of large-amplitude vibrational responses, it will be useful to combine multiple
excitation pulse and multiple probe pulse techniques. This could permit iterative improvement
of the excitation pulse sequence based on the material response observed after each shot. The
procedure is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8. At the simplest level, the human experimenter
analyzes the sample's response to an excitation pulse sequence, decides what pulse sequence
might work more effectively, and instructs the computer to generate the improved pulse
sequence. The computer does this through the present algorithms which allow it to design and
execute the appropriate mask. However it may prove more effective to remove the human
experimenter from the routine interation loop. The analysis of the sample response and the
optimization of the excitation pulse sequence could also be largely computerized. This appears
futuristic but in fact it is already discussed widely in the context of "mode-selective chemistry"
of isolated molecules in the gas phase. In fact our intentions are also to conduct a sort of modeselective chemistry, but in the crystalline phase. We hope to use intense, near-resonant
excitation pulse sequences to drive coherent phonon amplitudes of a substantial fraction ot
angstrom. If this proves possible, then new types of chemical or structural rearrangemenets
might be driven and monitored in real time through single-shot detection. Optimization of the
excitation waveform in the most efficient manner possible (with as little sample loss as possible
along the way) will become an important part of the experimental process.
Large-amplitude phonon-induced crystalline chemical reactions. if they can be drivei,
through ISRS excitation, would permit detailed examination of solid-state chemistr in the
ground electronic state. This is most relevant to initiation of chemical change in energeti.
materials. In fact the large-amplitude phonon response which we hope to drive could be
considered a "microshock" whose chemical initiation could resemble shock-induced initiation
in energetic solids.
SUMMARY
An experimental methodology for real-time femtosecond spectroscopy. in which
observations are made and recorded in a single laser shot, has been described. Preliminary dat.i
have been presented %%hich indicate that the approach is viable and can yield reproducibk
results. The method used will permit femtosecond time-resolved observations of photochemnic.l
reactions in energetic materials. Sonic substantial improvements currently being zmplcmente'
have been described.
Computerized generation of femtosecond pulse sequences to be used for selective lattice
vibrational excitation hqi been illuutr.;., -.Le prospects for excitation of large-amplihtu.
coherent lattice vib,aiu,., 1,,vich could inauce chemical or structural rearrangements have beei,
discussed. These prospects depend on combination of multiple excitation pulse and single-shol
detection methodologies.
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Explosion Of Drops
Impacting Non-Wetting Rigid Surfaces
ClarenceZener And Dennis Prieve
CarnegieMellon University
Pittsburgh,PA 15213

More than 100 years ago Worthington [ 1,21 reported his observations on drops exploding
on impacting rigid surfaces they did not wet. Mercury was his favorite fluid, since mercury does
not wet most solids. For water drops he had to especially "smoke" his surfaces to make them
non-wetting. In his day high speed photography had not been developed, but he had learned to
"stop" his falling drops by spark illumination. His drops had radii of typically 1 mm, fell from a
height of -10 cm and ejected always an even number of spikes, typically -24. These spike,
would shoot out from the impacted area at velocities several times higher than the impact
velocity.
In this paper, we demonstrate that Worthington's reported observations follow directly
from the basic physical principles governing fluid flow. As an introduction to our description of
why drops explode when they impact non-wetting surfaces, we shall review the physical
principles which have lead to our understanding of this explosion.
In the 17th century Newton started with the basic relation
mass x acceleration = force
11 -f

(I ,

During the 18th century Lagrange gencrahlzed Newton's law to describe the mechanics of a laret.
number of interacting masses.
d )K
di ")t,

)P

_

(2)

Dq,

Here the q1's are the independent variables of the system, K(qI, s,q1 ' s) is the total kinetic energ\
of the system and P(q' sI 'is the total potential energy of the ,ystem
The nineteenth century saw at great advance in understanding the mnechanizct,
of fired("

This advance came prinmarily throu,,i the introduction of the concept of potentiail flow o1
incompressible fluids. In such flow th• velocity 1i of ev'er% point of the fluid is given by thc
gradient of a harmonic function. Thus a hamionic velocity implics
U =VO
where 0 satisfies the differential equatm,,
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v20=0

(4)

The two equations (3) and (4) imply that the fluid behaves as if it were incompressible,
V.U=O
and curl free
VxU=0
Thus harmonic flow implies both zero change in volume and zero energy loss by viscosity.
Unfortunately harmonic flow cannot have stationary boundaries.
In order to emphasize the difficulty of solving this equation when one boundary is a rigid
surface, we quote from Milne-Thomson [3]: "Not so many years ago the dynamics of a
frictionless fluid had come to be regarded as an academic subject incapable of practical
application due to the great discrepancy between calculated and observed results." He then
explains how this difficulty was largely removed by the recognition of the Prandtl boundary
layer which protects harmonic flow from direct contact with the rigid surface boundaries.
In 1985 Rodriguez and Mesler [4] published a paper describing what happens when
water drops impact a pond of water. At low impact velocities, small drops bounce off the pond.
Large drops float for a while before submerging. On reading of these experiments we suspected
that an entrapped air film protected the drop from making direct contact with the water in the
pond. This suspicion then lead to the concept that in Worthington's experiments an entrapped air
film was protecting his drops from direct contact with non-wetting solid surfaces. If correct, this
entrapped air film was performing the role of the Prandtl boundary layer. The low density and
low viscosity of the air film in contrast to the Prandtl boundary layer meapt, however, that it
would absorb a negligible amount of energy from the drop. This paper gives the results of these
thoughts inspired by the observations reported by Rodriguez and Mesler.
Analysis
With the above background we now attempt to construct the velocity potential of a drop
at its instant of impacting a non-wetting rigid surface. Figure 1 presents our first attempt. Here
we use symbols as well as pictures of the streamlines which these symbols represent. For the
sake of clarity we represent the drop's shape as that of a truncated cylinder rather than as a
sphere. Wv,
representing the velocity potential at impact, is the sum of two terms. The velocity
potential, -Uoz, represents the drop just before impact. The stream lines are a set of uniformly
spaced vertical lines. The second velocity potential, i*, represents an initially stationary drop
which has just been struck from below by an upward impulse of intensity Uo. The velocity
pattern of i* is that specified by the boundary conditions
az

Uo at z=0, r~a

(5)

w* = 0 on free surface

(6)
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-Uo0 z

'*

'I'

av*
n

an o• --0

Conservation of kinetic energy requires

fffp[v('e
However

- V*)]

ff

[J"p(VxV) (Vy

since

P 2

dV*)dv
0

JP'pV *.-V-dS = 0.
fJfp(VW) 2 d,, + JJfp(VW *)2 dV,'= JJfpiU2 dl

Finally
we conclude

4

f

*2 a,,, =

"lost kinetic energ"

Fig. 1.
Derivation of "lost kinetic energy," using Green's Theorem

Since the stream linLs of V4looked as we thought they should look, we thiought they (lid indeci
represent the real stream lines just alter impact. 1o test this nunch. %e transferred x'y to the Ic:
side in Fig. 1. took the gradient of both sides, then squared ooth sides, multiplied by the denmii:,
p(r). and integrated over all space. observing ho%%e%er. that p vanzlshe', outside the drop Makin,
use of Green's theorem. and of the constraints (5ij and (w. we find the integral of the cro-,
product term vanishes, leaving
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2 dV pU20 x drop volume
J'ffp(VI)2 d1V +JJfp(V,*)

(7)

Clearly a significant part of the original kinetic energy of the drop is not represented by the
velocity potential V. According to Lord Kelvin (1849), we have only found that harmonic
function of minimum kinetic energy which satisfies the required boundary conditions. If we
wish to know what happened to the drop during impact, we must be able to describe what
happened to the "lost kinetic energy", _ fJfp(V/ *)2 dV.
The dilemma we have run into has arisen because of our assumption of zero
compressibility. We should have said very small compressibility rather than zero. With this
change we now recognr,, that our "lost kinetic energy" is simply the compressive potential
energy induced within the drop by its impact. We now have the most remarkable conclusion
that whereas the square of the density of the stream lines of Wgives the density of kinetic energy
just after impact, the square of the density of the stream lines of i* gives the density of
compressive potential energy within the drop just after impact. Wc want to particularly
emphasize that the kinetic energy and compressive potential energy are concentrated in the same
regions, namely in the lower outer edges of the drop. Clearly the coexistence of a high
concentration of kinetic and compressive energy in the same region encircling the drop is an
ideal recipe for an explosion. We emphasize that this conclusion is independent of the drop's
shape before impact.
We now describe a harmonic velocity potential which represents the essential features of
a drop impacting a non-wetting surface.
O(r,O,z;t) = V(r, z) + 4(r) 0,(r,O,z)

(8)

where r,O,z are the usual cylindrical L.oordinates. The velocity potential W has stream lines as
indicated in Fig. ' We have seen that it does not, however, have sufficient kinetic energy to
represent our drop after impact. We shall find that the second velocity potential,
Jn(Lr-•)e-P15z/a
On = cos(no)

aJ5

(9)

a

will, however, supply the missing kinetic energy provided the ratio of sound velocity of drop
fluid, C, to the impact velocity Uo is sufficiently high. Towards this end we must find the
coefficient q(t).
To help visualize the remarkable explosion activated by this second velocity potential,
N. we note that q(t) is the amplitude of a perturbation in the radius of the drop
rB(O, z,t) -a = q(t)cos(n9)e-Pz/a

here rt1 is the radial distance from the axis to the drop's surface and

(10)
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q(O)=o

(11)

The primary parameter n is an even integer

repesenting the number of fluid rays emerging
from the point of impact. The secondary
parameter P has an upper bound limited by

surfaci

tension, and a lower bound of n. The

precise value of P is that which gives the
maximum growth rate for n modes (as in
,RPyleigh's analysis of long fluid jets). For water
near room temperature, we find n = 24 and f• =
22.I
In order to determine q(t), we use (8) and

(9) in (2) to compute the total kinetic energy K,
and we use the square of the density of
streamlines of W*to compute one contribution to

3600
n

the total potential energy P. Another important
rontribution to P is the surface energy, which
grows as the area of the drop increases. In the
particular case where the fluid sound velocity C is
extremely high compared to the impact velocity,

C >> Uo

(12)

the required volume and surface integrals in (2)
can be evaluated on the assumption that the drop's
surface has not moved significantly before most
of the "lost kinetic energy" has been transferred to
the new velocity potential On. In particular, the
initial velocity 4(0) is chosen to conserve energy.
The differential equation thereby obtained for q(t)

is

T
in
&
UP

I
down
&
out

in
&
UP

m
max

P

LI
aij-b4 -cq=O

(13)

P
That solution of (13), which satisfies the
Fig. 2.
boundary condition (11) and conserves kinetic
Streamlines a~sociated with p. in one of n
energy, is
sectors of circle of radius r11 . The
(14 streamlines of On are essentially confined
q(t) = q, sinh to a thin surface layer. Their low inertia
results in a high outward acceleration.
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The analysis we have adopted leading to (14) is essentially that followed by Rayleigh [5] in his
study of the stability of cylindrical columns of water under gravity-free conditions. In his case
instability was driven by surface tension. In contrast, in our case instability is driven by the
hammer pressure pUoC, which is three orders of magnitude greater than the stagnation pressure
at the t'ase of a steady stream of fluid impacting a wetting surface at the velocity Uo.
The value of t which we calculate is less than one microsecond. This low value is
consistent with the concept that the "lost kinetic energy" has been absorbed by the O velocity
potential before the drop surface has had time to move an appreciable distance.
We now review our attempt to find the essential futures of what is happening to a
cylindrical drop impacting a non-wetting surface. In our analysis we make one basic
assumption: the ratio of sound velocity to impact velocity, C/Uo, is so large that no observable
effect would be introduced if C was increased still further. We have found that a consequence of
this assumption is that a major part of the kinetic energy of the original drop, but not more than
-90%, is associated with an axially symmetric velocity potential, V. We have identified not only
the magnitude of this "missing" kinetic energy (see last line in Fig. 1), but also its spatial
distribution, namely that given by ½p(4VOn)2 .
This "missing" kinetic energy has two distinct parts, that containing the square of the
vertical velocity, equal to -pUo, and that containing the square of the radial velocity. It is
evident from Fig. 1. this second component is absent in the center region near r = 0, but becomes
somewhat greater than Uo near r = a. This "missing" kinetic energy density is therefore at least
twice as great near the periphery as at the center. This observation is in agreement with what is
found in meteorites striking the earth, namely that the maximum pressure in the .impacting
meteorite is much higher at the edges than at the center.16,7]
We make one further comparison with prior impact studies. When high velocity solid
cylinders impact massive plates, the front part of the cylinder deform in much the same way as if
they were, at least temporarily, liquids. This is especially the case where the cylinders are made
of metals having a sharp yield stress. Such materials may respond to impact loading where at
any one instant deformation is confined to narrow slip bands within which adiabatic deformation
results in a local rise in temperature, and thereby a shift of impedance to local increase in
deformation rate to the inertia of the material itself. This possibility has recently been explored
by Holt and colleagues.[8] Towards this end, they have compared the deformation of impacted
cylinders with the deformation calculated by G.I. Taylor.19] We find the deformation
represented by our x (see Fig. 3) is essentially the same as the Taylor deformation reported by
Holt et al.
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ABSTRACT
An embedded molecular cluster model is used to study the electronic structure of
cyclotuimethylene trniramme(RDX) molecular crystal In this model, a molecular cluster
4escribing a local region of the crystal is treated in the Haree-Fock approximation. The
embedding lattice is represented by muldpoles that are determined quantum-mechanically.
Cluster-latice orthogonality is achieved by tuansforming canonical orbitals to orbitals which are
localized on individual molecular sites by means of a self-consistent localization potential.
Results for the free molecule and the perfect crystal demonstrate the domination of three N-NO2
groups on intermoleculr properties. For the defective crystal, results show a significant
distortion in the electronic structure caused by local deformations in the lattice that may account
for the formation of hot spots.

L INTRODUCTION
Cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) is one of the most important representative
energetic materials. A theoretical study of electronic properties of such a material can be expected
to produce a fundamental understanding of its detonation behavior at the microscopic level. We
note here that a direct relationship between sensitivity and electronic processes in a series of
energetic materials (TATB. DATB. MATB and TNB) has been shown by Sharma and Beard [1]
using X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy.
One of the main problems in describing electronic properties is that these systems often
contain more molecules than can be handled by using conventional quantun chemistry methods.
An alternative approach is therefore to simulate the crystal by a molecular cluster that contains
the local region of intetesL However, in this approach the question of representation of the
remaining (embedding) lattice poses the greatest diffculty. Furthermore, the nature of the cluster
approach requires (cluster) molecular orbitals to be localized resulting into a very small overlap
with the embedding lattice.
For ionic crystals, our group has successfully developed the ICECAP methodology that
simulates the crystal by a molecular cluster embedded in a shell-model lattice.[2j In the present
work, we extend this approach to study electronic properties of energetic materials that are
classified as molecular crystals. We will give a brief description of the theoretical model in the
next section. Results of the calculations on the RDX molecular crystal will be presented and
discussed in Sec. In.
11. THEORETICAL MODEL
Embedded cluster appruach (ICECAP) divides a crystal into two regions: cluster (A)and
environment (E). In this context, the cluster will be defined as a collection of one or more
molecules. By virtue of its finite physical size, the cluster containing the local region of interest
is chosen to be larger than the physical extent of the phenomena involved. The cluster
Hamiltonian in the BornmOppenheim approximation can be written as :
Mat. Res. Soc. Syrp. Proc. Vol 29. p1993 Materials Research Society
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H1A HAo+ IAE

(1)

where Ho is the Hamiltonian for a free cluster and is IAF the interaction energy between the
cluster and its environment HAO and It• can be written as

A h2

AA ze

HAG-Wi~
IAE= -+,,
A

e

1

AA

I AAZZe2

02

fri -R11

(2)

-+11A -eM
2 +=
A ,ZtZje2

ZI

EA

2

(3)

where A and E represent summations within cluster and environmeri nespecfively.
We use lower case letters to represent electron properties and upper case letters to
represent nuclear prpertes. The mass of the electron is m. its charge magnitude e, and its
position rt. If spin dependence were neede" then r, would be position and spin coordinate. The
nul
charge at I is ZI. and the coordinate is RI. In the present study, we have neglected
interacton energies within the environment as they are approximately constant relative to the
emededcuster.
We now introduce Nj to represen the number of electrons associated with atom J. The

inte•ction Hamiltonian (Eq. (3)) can now be written as
IAE = VM+VN +Vs
Here, VM =-

.

Iri - R

(4)

the Madelung potential due to the presence of ions in the

environment. However, it can be ignored for molecular crystals as Zj = Nj. The interaction
potential between the nuclei in the cluster and nuclei and electrons in the envimn t can be
written as

A ZZJ
e e2

EA Z

VN=I1- IR -Rj
I.R
3

ff

(5)
5

Irj- RIt

Under the assumption of a small overlap between molecular orbitals of Cluster (A) and
environment (E) region, Eq. (5) is reduces to
AE ZI(•Z -NI) e2

1j 1= R - RjI
In the absence of any ions in the environment (i.e. ZJ=NJ). we can also neglect the contribution
of this term to IAE. Finally, Vs is given as

"V
=r-IA ' Ne
-i

2

AE

2

r '. '

(7)

where it is defined as the screening potential produced by electrons and nuclei in the
environment.
For the case of a molecular crystal, we transform confiitvpmioti coordinates of eq. (7)
from nuclear-electron representation to me1 -t ai onter-nuclea, z!.ctron representation as
follows:
A Enm

NK e 2
ri m -MRKI +

juKti

R

icm

AENm

e2

mk

Irsm - rk(8)
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Here the index m corresponds to amolecule nm is the nw berofatom inthe molecule m. NK
is the number of electrons in atom K of the molecule m andNm is the number of electrons in
molecule im

We now expand eq. (8) using Taylor's series. This expansion is based on the
assumption of a small overlap between molecular orbitals of Cluster (A) and environment (M)
regions, so that Rxmc<<rim.and rkm<<rim. and

Vs

. Vei
-e AEP
im

rs+
aim•
ri

As
ZQem:
im
A11pn

AAri
.r1

.e(XZ',
ir

rim

+""

"i
AE

+n

rim

AA (r- )+ .).

(9)

No 1
N
where Pe [= T (-erkm)] and Qe [= . (-jerrkmrj)are electron dipole and quadrupole
k

k

moments of molecule

ni respectively.

The terms Pm [=I (-eNKRIrm)j and

Qnm[=

(-2

eNKrjmrKm)] are nuclear dipole and quadrupole moments of molecule m respectively. Eq (9)
can now be rewritten as

vs=.

i=M

rim

+ ZZ-Qum:A
t M

: ) +... )(10)

Here, Pimm and Q,. are net dipole and quadrupole moments of molecule m in the
environment M).
For the environment. multipole moments are determined in a self-consistent way from
Hanree-Fock calculations and are fitted to a set of point-charges. The term, Vs can then be
evaluated by interaction energies betwern electrons (in the cluster) and muldpoles fitted to pointcharges (in the environment) when nec.lar orbitals are essentially localized.
For the transformation of canorical molecular orbitals to localized molecular orbitals, we
use a formalism based on the work of Adams-Gilbert-Kunz. [3,4] Details of this formalism are
given elsewhere. [5]
IIL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RDX molecule consists of three N-NO2 groups linked to three methylene groups
alternately to form a puckered, six-member C-N ring. [61 The NI - N02 group is essentially
coplanar but the N2 - N02 and N3 - N02 groups are slightly bent. In the literature, N2 - NO2
and N3 - N02 groups are usually refereed to as axial and Nj - NO2 group as equatorial with
respect to the triazing ring.
Gaussian type basis sets [7) were used fcr RDX (C3N6 06H6) in these calculations.
There are totally 81 contracted basis functions associated with 114 electrons in the ground state.
The calculated ground state (in the experimental configuration) comes out to be nearly singlet.
Mulliken populations associated with atoms reflect similarities between the two axial N2 - NO2
and N3 - N02 groups that is consistent with nuclear quadrupole resonance experimental
results.[8]. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is mainly associated with the
(equatorial) N, - N02 group while the second highest occupied orbital is dominated by the
(axial) N - N02 groups predicting their dominant role in ine-..-,.I:ular bonding in the crystalline
state.
In our simulation model, we use experimentally determined crystal structure [61 of RDX
that crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca with eight molecules per unit cell. To
begin with, our molecular cluster consists of one molecule at the origin and the environment is
represented by 40 molecules that are carefully chosen to give the highes" symmetry within 125
unit cells. The molecules in the environment are initially associated with nultipole moments
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Fig. 1. Coipumtional model of a defective RDX crystal.

TABLE 1
Total energy, HOMO-LUMO gap and dipole moment of eight near-neighbor molecules (DI to
Dg) of a defect as shown in Fig. 1.The corresponding total energy, HOMO-LUMO gap and
dipole moment of the molecule embedded in a perfect crystal anc -86.6944 hartree. 15.36 eV
and 1.7031 a. u. respectively.
D
EWhamee) -M6.3037

-2-

D3

D4

7

Lp...-

483.7130 -48.9940 .890.2072 -885.1218 -893.3103 -888.1578 .887.4688

gaP (eV)

14.96

15.51

15.81

14.14

15.17

13.88

14.53

14.71

(a. u.)

2.0137

2.0672

2.0710

2.0630

2.0488

2.1125

2.0249

2.1155

Cc

1v3

(diPole and quadrupole moments in the present case) obtained from quantum mechanical

cl cula-ion of a free molecule. The Fock equation of the embedded molecule is now solved to

ob4n a new set of mulddpoles that amused to mpresent the environment. We iterate this cycle to
Cy set of muldpole moments representing the envrm nt.
obtain a sefW-co
The calculated results show that the embedding molecule has a lower total energy
(.886.6944 harme) compared to that of a free molecule (-885.8238 hanree) due to the stabilizing
interactions from its environment. Mulliken population associated with atoms of the embedding
molecule show a very little difference between the 2xial and equatorial N-NO2 groups in
contrast to that of a free molecule. The calculated dipole moment comes out to be 1.7031 as
compared to that of the free molecule of 1.7581 in atomic units. This decreased polarization is
attributed to the environmentthat localizes molecular orbials.
We now study the effect of local deformation (induced by a defect) on the electronic
structure of RDX crystal. The crystal is assumed to be composed of parallel three.dimensional
layers based on a structure model by ArmstrongJ9] .Each layer is divided into two regions.
Region A is a cluster consisting of eight molecules labeled DI to Ds. Region E is the
environment of the cduster simulated by 40 nearest neighboring molecules. Figure I shows such
a structure model where x and y axes are chosen to be in [100] amd [010] directions respectively.
The eight molecules in the cluster maintain perfect orthorhombic unit cel connections with
molecules in region E However, the intermolecular distance along [100] direction between D4
and Ds was chosen to be 70% larger than the perfect lattice spacing to mimic the local
deformation induced by a defect.
Since the available computational resources do not permit us to represent all of the eight
molecules in region A *uantum-mechanically, we use the following Approach. First, we solve
the Pock equation for the embedding molecule DI obtaining a self-consistent set of multipole
moments to represent the remaining seven molecules. This cycle is iterated sequentially to obtain
asel-consistent electronic structure for all of the eight molecules in the region A. We note here
that multipole moments associated with the molecules in the region E are taken to be that of the
molecule embedded in a perfect crystal.
The calculated results show a significant change in the electronic properties of the
molecules in the region A. For example, the local deformation caused by a defect has increased
the dipole moment associated with each molecule by 20%. By examining HOMOs of the eight
molecules we find that molecules around the defect show increased polarization along different
directions resulting in a scenario where some of the molecules tend to attract each other while
others tend to repel. Total energies of molecules around the defect appeared to confirm this view
as some of the molecules in region A have higher energies than those in perfect crystal while
others have lower energies (Table 1). This imbalance of intermolecular bonding leads us to one
of the possible mechanism of the formation of 'hot spots' in the RDX crystal. The local
deformation around a defect (which may be dislocation) polarizes its nearby molecules along
different directions and produces stronger internal bonding between some of the molecules while
weaker bonding to others. 'Hot spots' are then formed in those local regions where
strengthening of intermolecular interaction has occurred. We note here that experimental
investigations of detonation processes in this material suggest that the generation of 'hot spots'
may come from the obstruction of dislocation pile-ups by strong internal obstacles which
collapse suddenly to give adiabatic dissipation of the very localized interaction energy.[9]
In summary, electronic structure calculations of perfect and defective RDX crystal were
performed using an embedded cluster method. The results show the domination of N-NO2
groups in intermolecular bonding. In the crystalline lattice, local deformation introduced by a
defect is found to induce a significant polarization in the neighboring molecules in different
directions that may account for the formation of 'hot spots'.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF SHOCKS AND DETONATIONS
IN A MODEL 3D ENERGETIC CRYSTAL WITH DEFECTS
Lee Phillips
Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics. Naval Research Laboratory. Washington, DC 20375

ABSTRACT
We examine shock induced detonation in a three.dimensional model of a nitromethane crystal.
The crystal mav contain a defect in the form of a small void. Three regimes are identified: the
shock can be weak enough that no chemical bonds are broken; the shock can be so strong that a
detonation front is established in the perfect crystal: or the shock can be of intermediate strength,
where chemical activity requires the existence of the defect. In all regimes, the defect increases
the reaction rate and causes a hot spot to appear.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the work reported in this paper is to understand some of the peculiar properties
of the initiation of detonations in solid chemical explosives. In the liquid and gas phases. those
properties governing the nature of the detonation process are the chemical composition of the
material along with its intensive thermodynamic variables, and the details of the method used to
initiate the detonation. In a solid, even when all of these quantities are held constant. there may
still be significant variability in the responses of a series of samples. For example. in an experiment
in which crystals are detonated by mechanical impact. the variability may take the form of
a wide range of impact energies necessary for detonation in apparently identical samples. A
possible source of this variable response might be some uncontrolled variation in the experimental
conditions, presenting different samples with an unknown variation in initial conditions. However.
a sample of solid material, unlike a fluid. is characterized not only by its chemical composition
and its thermodynamic state, but also by its particular spatial arrangement of molecule.,. In this
paper we examine the idea that minute details of the lattice structure influence the detonation
process. including its initiation.
One traditional theoretical approach to understanding detonations, and the initiation of a
detonation bh a shock wave. involves a description 91 terms of thermodynamic variables that
are related by an equation of state for the material.' The application of such equations of state
depends on an often implicit assumption that thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved in the
induction zone. and that through an equipartition process the energy in the lattice vibrations is
shared with the chemical bonds. However, because (if the extremely smiall length and time scales
involved in the detonation process in a solid. the applcability of the concept of therniodynaniit
equilibrium. and tlti' equation of state approIt h 1h1flio~s from it. has beln called into (que.t o01.
In previoui work. 4 " we performned n•oleculatr dvnaiiiics simulations of the passage (i*f; shock
through a two-diniensional crystal containilg varioll tyile, if dviect.s. We found that Iheli.o4cV.,
encounter withi certain defects led to the rapid creation of a large fluid region Nithiin
, t *r
ysted.
and that the collision rate in the region uas so high tihat all equilinriumn distrihution of iouoeculm,
speeds was achieved on a very fast firnescale. w•hen the shock was still in the neighh)orliod of
the original defect location. This led us to speculate that in a re; *,o,: solid. an understanding ill
terms of therniai equilibrium may be relcamt, 0l. since tht ,,ermnidized fluid regions would
presumably be the sites of chemical reactions, if their ieiperatures were high enough. and energ.
from detonation reactions could be available to accelerate tie nearby shock. Further exploration
of these ideas required more realistic simulations. upon which we report in this paper.
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Table 1: Parameters used in the intermolecular and intramolecular potentials.

I I-NI VC-CIVC-XE(eV) 0.004 10.00 1 0.00075
11.3 11.4
S(A-1)l 2.1
ro(d)
5,022 15.022 114.09

I Y.
V'---7.93467 8.93467
l 1•8•1850
1.5749
1.48
I
1.48

METHOD
In order to investigate the question of the effects of the details of the lattice structure on the initiation of a detonation, we have exploited as realistic a microscopic model as now seems practical
for three dimensional calculations. The basic method used is computational molecular dynamics,
where the forces between particles are calculated from additive classical potentials. The form of
the potential between two particles depends only on the types of the particles, which determines
the type of bond between them. There are two classes of potentials employed. The intermolecular interactions are governed by Morse potentials that are sinilar in form to the Lennard-Jones
potentials used in some previous molecular dynamics calculations of solid detonations.7 The
intramolecular interactions, or the chemical bonds, are represented by a predissociative potential formed by the difference between two Morse potentials. This type of chemical bond model
has been used successfully to model detonations in solids in several previous studies.s-3 Its use
has a basis in a theory that the detonation of many energetic solids depends on the population
of an excited state of the molecules in the lattice, followed by the breaking of a key molecular
("predissociative") bond.9 According to this theory, the molecules can be considered to act as
diatoms. Whether or not these ideas are correct, the predissociative diatomic model is useful in
three dimensions, where more elaborate many-body chemical models, used sometimes in one- or
two-dimensional simulations, 10 have not yet been attempted and may be too expensive:
Our model system is a diatomic, predissociative representation of crystalline nitromethane in
a simple cubic configuration. 7 The nitromethane molecule consists of a CH3 group, with a mass
of 15 amu, bonded to an NO2 group, with amass of 47 amu. The bond is between C and N.The
diatomic model treats each group as an unbreakable molecular unit; following common practice.
we refer to the CH3 group as "C" and the NO2 group as "N", and the predissociative bond
between them as the "C-N bond" (the C and N groups are also often referred to as "atoms.")
The particular values of the parameters used in the potentials that we adopt here are due
to the recent work of Maffre and Peyrard,1 1, 2 where the nitromethane potentials were scaled in
order to produce an accurate sound speed. The intermolecular potential is given by

V(r - ro) = E (eS(r-o) - I)2

-E,

where the values of E, S, and re depend on whether this is an N-N, N-C, or C-C interaction.
The N-C intramolecular potential is given by

W(r -

ro) = E. (CSa(r-r0) _ 1)2

_

E, - (eSb('t)

-

1)2

-

Et.

Here r is the length of the chemical bond. and ro is its equilibrium length., The values of all tfli
parameters are given in Table I.
Preliminary calculations with results similar to those reported in this paper have been presented elsewhere. 1 3 The nitromethane model used was less accurate, involving arb:" ra-., values
for some of the potential parameters; this shows that the essi-tihl cnz-acter of the ,. jits do not
depend on the details of the potentials.
Some of the calculations reported here were performed on NRL's Cray-X MP, using a vectorized
version of the Monotonic Lagrangian Grid (MLG) 14 algorithm. The bulk of work was performed
on a Connection Machine CM-200, using one Af its two 8192 processor banks on a system of 8192
particles.
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The algorithms described in reference 6 for two-dimensional nonreactive molecular dynamics
calculations on the Connection Machine were readily adapted to the current three-dimensional
reactive calculations. The only significant changes needed were an increase in bookkeeping demanded by the multiple potentials used in the predissociative model Also, in order to determine,
in analyzing the results, when a bond is broken, each particle (N .',r C group) must be assigned
a unique index.
LRESULTS
The reference configuration used for all of the numerical experiments described here is identical, in form. with the "type-l" stable lattice describcd in reference 7. It is a simple cubic
lattice of N groups, to each of which is bonded a C group. The position of each C group is
obtained by adding the identical displacement to the z, y, and z coordinates of each N group;
the displacements are chosen so that the length of the N-C bond is ro, given in Table I.
Our experience in previous calculations in two dimensions,6' suggests that of all the possible
crystallographic defects, the most impotta:.-t in a shocked crystal are small voids. We use the
term "void," but these are not to be confused with the macroscopic or micron-sized voids that are
known to be important in the detonation of, for, example, liquids, where the voids are actually
gas bubbles that can be heated by compression by a passing shockwave. The earlier molecular
dynamics calculations of Karo, Hardy, and Walker"-'"6 also suggested, indirectly, the importance
of voids in a (two-d'mensional) crystal, by demonstrating that a shock's encounter with a free
surface results in spalling from the surface. This is relevant because a void involves free surfaces
parallel to the shock front, but, as was shown elsewhere,'" the effect of a complete void interior
to a crystal is complotely different from a free surface or a gap.
The method of driving a shock into the crystal is the same in all cases. The leftmost (referring
to the orientation in the figures) plane of molecules is assigned a mass of 800 ainu per group.
and given an initial velocity to the right. The system is then allowed to evolve freeli
ulder
the action of its internal interparticle fories. Periodic boundaries are maintained tran'%-, se to
the initial velocity direction, while the left and right boundaries are free surfaces. Ti v,-, is no
computational window. This simulates the action of a piston, in that a nearly planar left free
surface is maintained, with a nearly constant velocity, but avoids the continual addition of energy
to the system. Shocks of different strengths are produced by varying the initiaI -piston- velocit'..
As is well known by now.7 it is possible to establish a detonation structure in a three
dimensional crystal without defects. A detonation structure is a characteristic set of moving
interfaces that delineate the shock. an induction zone, and a plastic or fluid reaction zone of
reaction products. Such a detonation process is illustrated in the left half of figure 1. where the
piston velocity is 4.0 kin/sec. and the positions of only those atoms that have become dissociated
from their original molecules is plotted after 0.4 ps have elapsed. The original border of the
crystal, which is a cube 75 A on a side. is shown with a dotted outline, and the three-dimensional
crystal is shown in a head-on view. This is an indication of where chemical bonds hav' been
broken. For the pur.,ief- of producing these figures. we needed to adopt a definition of "'dism,
ciation" usef'il with the predissociative molecular model. An atom is consi(ifred di.sociated it
its current di!ýtance from the atom to which it was originally chemically bonded ibonded by Ih,
predissociative potential W(1r - r0 ) given above) is greater than 3.0 A. Thi, "breaking point" of
the potential its locld maximuni) is at about 2.0 A. but the separation dwtance at u'hich ;dl
the energy absorbed by the bond in stretching has been reconverted to kinmtic energy is very'
drl
A.0 A. A plot of dissociated atoms can then be thought of as a diagram of all of those
.locations where the energy originally stored in chemical bonds is being supplied i. tit !..'v
as kinetic energy. The right half of figure 1 shows the results of an identical simulation. except
that a group of 32 molecules have been removed from the lattice. le ring a hole in the shape
of a rectangular prism whose leading edge is at the sixth molecular plane from the left face of
the crystal. The plots of dissociated atoms show that the detonation front survives the passage
through the defect, and also that the defect creates a region of enhanced early bond breaking.
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1: A shock
through e.nitromethane crystal with no
defect, on the left, and a small void,
on the right,
showing the locations
of dissociated
atoms only.

right of figure 1. The features of interest have been revealed by only plotting the largest A;%20
of speeds; this removes the bulk of the material, which is characterized by lower particle speeds.
At 0.2 ps the peaks in the speed distribution can be seen at the left face (the "piston") and at
the shock front, which is propagating to the right. into the crystal. A "hot spot" can also be seen
developing near the shock front, at the site of the defect. B~y 0.4 picoseconds (ps). a hot spot
can clearly be seen at the defect site. where figure I shows a region of enhanced reactivity. At
this point, the red,..ed atoms associated with the defect location have the fastest particle speeds
in the system. Also here we can see the development of an energetic zone corresponding to the
reaction zone that can be seen in figure 1. This shows that bond energy is being converted to
kinetic energy in the reaction zone.
We have repeated this simulation down to a piston velocity of 2 km/sec, where we find that
a planar reaction front ir ý'iP formed, and the initiation of a detonation does not require the
pri
o a defect. At &piston velocity of 1 kmn/see, the shock traverses the crystal without
the breaking of any of the intramolecular bonds, both in the case of the perfect crystal and in a
crystal containing the defect described above. When the defect is replaced by one that is slightly
shorter in the direction of shock propagation and slightly longer in the other directions. involving
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Figure 3: Locations of dissociated atoms and atom speed distribution at 0.7 ps in a nitromethane
crystal with a different void shape.
the removal of 50 molecules, we seem to be in the neignborhood of an initiation threshold. As
shown in the first frame of figure 3, which is a perspective view of the crystal showing the locations
of dissociated atoms only, there is no planar detonation front. There is, however, a cluster of
dissociated atoms at the defect site. The system under study is not long enough to determine
whether the chemical-kinetic activity at the defect site will lead to the creation of an actual
detonation front, as the leading shock has reached the end of the crystal before this has a chance
to develop. Also in this figure is displayed the particle speed distribution at the same time,
showing clusters of hot dissociated atoms near the shock front.

CONCLUSIONS
Some intriguing experimental evidence has accumulated" that seems to show that defects
must be present in order for a single crystal of high explosive to be detonable. The evidence
involves materials with a more complex molecular structure than nitromethane and therefore less
chance of being represented reasonably by a diatomic model. However, we hope that these types
of molecular dynamics models capture some of the behavior of any energetic solid, where the
detonation reaction always involves an endothermic phase, where the molecules absorb energy,
followed by an exothermic phase, where reaction products supply kinetic energy to the crystal
lattice and the shock propagating through it. Indeed, it has been shown' 8 '7 that a detonation
front with the correct structore, obeying local conservation laws, can result from any of a variety
of molecular dynamics models. However. if wf acc yt" the axperimental evidence on the necessity
of defects for detonation, there must be something crucially wrong with all of these model,.
including more elaborate representations involving chemical reconibination." This is because
the numericist is able to cause a detonation. using a reasonable excitation energy. in a defect-frep
crystal. It is possible that the fault lies not in the material model itself. but rather in the way that
a shockwave is created in the systemd. Perhaps all of the techniques used share the deficiency of
involving an unrealistically efficient transfer of energy from the outside world into the vibrational
modes of the crystal.
We have made no attempt to settle these isE .-nre However, %, ,,ave shown, for the
first time, that a standard molecular dynamics model may predict that a void will enhance the
sensitivity of a single crystal of energetic material. Although it is still possible. with this model,
to have a detonation without a defect, the defect always increases the rate of reaction in the
initiation phase. and results in a hot spot. There is a regime where the shock is too weak to
cause a detonation in the absence of a defect, but in this case a void can be the site of a release
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of chemical energy. Whether this reaction site is powerful enough to lead to the development of a
mature detonation front is beyond the scope of this study, and will have to wait for a simulations
on a larger scale, carried out for longer times.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF SHOCK-DEFECT
INTERACTIONS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL NONREACTIVE CRYSTALS
Robert S. Sinkovits', Lee Phillips*, Elaine S. Oran' and Jay P. Boris*
'Naval Research Laboratory, Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics, Washington, DC 20375-500D

ABSTRACT
The interactions of shocks with defects in two-dimensional square and hexagonal lattices of
particles interacting through Lennard-Jones potentials are studied using molecular dynamics. In
perfect lattices at zero temperature, shocks directed along one of the principal axes propagate
through the crystal causing no permanent disruption. Vacancies, interstitials. and to a lesser
degree, massive defects are all effective at converting directed shock motion into thermalized
two-dimensional motion. Measures of lattice disruption qui .atatively describe the effects of the
different defectr. The square lattice is unstable at nonzero temperatures, as shown by its tendency
upon impact to reorganize into the lower-energy hexagonal state. This transition also occurs in
the disordered regi:on associated with the shock-defect interaction. The hexagonal lattice can
be made arbitrarily stable even for shock-vacancy interactions through appropriate choice of
potential parameters. In reactive crystals, these defect sites may be responsible for the onset of
detonation. All calculations are performed using a program optimized for the massively parallel
Connection Machine.
INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the propagation of strong vibrational disturbances, or shocks, through
nonreactive two-dimensional lattices. The motivation is the desire to understand some of the
peculiar properties of the initiation and propagation of detonations in solid chemical explosives.
In particular. we wish to study the role that defects play in the initiation of detonation. In solid

explosives, it is known experimentally that there can be significant variation in the response of a
sample to impact. A possible source of the variability might be some unknown and uncontrolled
variation in the experimental conditions, presenting different samples with significantly different

initial conditions, combined with an extreme sensitivity of the system to its initial conditions.
Another possibility is that the response of the energetic solid is extremely sensitive to the presence
of defects in the solid. It has been suggested that minute changes in the molecular arrangement,
involving the locations of just a few molecules, may have a large, even determining, effect on
a macroscopic detonation.1 This suggestion gains plausibility if one considers that the actual
thickness of the shock front may he only a few lattice plane,.. 2 ttere we examine 1he point of
view3-6 that a shock in a solid initiates detonation through Ihei mechanical generation of scission
forces on the molecules comprising the solid, breaking chemical bond.s. creatiuC a distribution of
free radicals, and supplying the kinetic energy required to initia•e reaction.
In this paper we use molecular dynamics to investigate the interaction of the bhock front wit h
the lattice structure with particular interest in the effects of specific types of lattice defects on
the shock inimi.
. .nechanism. There are no chemical reactions in our model:. the "molecule.,'
- -e point part_.., interacting through Lennard-Jones potenti;ds. hienct the current connectioto the detonation problem is the exploration of how the conditions leading to bond scission and
subsequent recombination are established. The following stage, of reaction and shock acceleration.
will be treated in a subsequent paper. which will report on simulations employing a chemistry
model.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296.
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COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Calculations were performed using 4K, 8K or 16K particles on the massively parallel Connection Machine CM-200. For systems of this size, the solution of the complete N-body problem
becomes impractical. The short-range nature of the Lennard-Jones potential used in our simulations was exploited to limit the distance over which the interactions had to be computed.
The particle data was distributed onto a data structure known as the monotonic Lagrangian
grid (MLG),7 which has the property that objects that are close in physical space have nearby
indices in the data structure arrays. 'Lhe search for neighboring objects is reduced from a costly
search through physical space to an efficient search through index space. The MLG also has two
other advantages for this type of molecular dynamics calculation. First, since the positions of
the molecules themselves define the computtational grid, it is not necessary to define extra space
in the data arrays. Second, the performance of the MLG is not hampered by variations in the
density of the system due to the passage of the shock.
The MLG is particularly well-suited for the Connection Machine architecture. The processors
of the CM are configured in a two-dimensional rectangular grid to match the geometry of the
problem. Molecules with adjacent MLG indices are then mapped to adjacent processors. All
interparticle calculations can be performed using a series of efficient coordinated near-neighbor
grid communications.
A number of different algorithms were tested for the integration of the equations of motion
for the system of particles. The leapfrog method was found to be best suited for this work since
interparticle forces are velocity independent.
PHYSICAL MODEL
The particles are initially arranged i.n a two-dimensional square or hexagonal array with a
near-neighbor particle separation of d. Free boundary conditions are used in the shock direction
and periodic boundary conditions may be chosen in the y-direction. The choice between free or
periodic boundary conditions was made on the basis of the propagation of disturbances across the
periodic boundary and into the region of interest. The shock is induced in the lattice by impact
with a flying plate of velocity Vp made of the same material as the bulk lattice.
Particle interactions are described by a Lennard-Jones potential of the form
V(r) = 4[(a/r)12 - (a/r)6).

(1)

In our calculations, the values of our parameters in dimensionless units are: = 0.0223, r = 0.891,
VP = 2.0, d = 1.0 and m = 4.0. Scaling these values to the appropriate values in solid argon result
in a plate velocity of 4258 m/s, an interparticle separation of 3.8 A, and one time unit equal to
0.88xI0'- 3 s.

RESULTS
Simulations were performed for shock-defect interactions in square and hexagonal lattices.
These defects include vacancies, interstitials, and mass defects, where by mass defects we mean
that individual molecules which are replaced by molecules with a different mass than those of the
host lattice. All interparticle forr- ..-c aft unchanged. Figure 1 shows a sequence of molecular
configuratioi,. ao a psate-launched suock interacts with a pair of rectangular voids in a square
lattice, producing a great deal of disorder. The same initial conditions in a system without voids
lead to a shock traversing the crystal intact and causing no permanent disruption of the lattice.
We see here that the voids disturb the coherence of the shock, transforming the one.dimensional
directed motion into a thermalized two-dimensional motion. That these disordered regions are
actually thermalized can be seen by observing the speed distributions of the molecules as shown
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in Figure 2. As time advances the distribution rapidly becomes Maxwellian. Similar results are
observed in the hexagonal lattice.
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Figure 1. Particle positions for shock
interacting with pair of rectangular
voids in square
lattice. Boxed region in last figure
clearly shows the formation of the
hexagonal lattice.
At elevated temperatures the difference
between the square and hexagonal
apparent. The defect-free square
lattice becomes
lattice completely dissociates upon
impact by the flying plate
at finite temperatures. This is to be
contrasted with the behavior of the
hexagonal lattice which
remains stable at finite temperatures
against plate impact. The effect of the
various defects iii
the hexagonal lattice and their relative
importance is not affected by temperature.
dependent on intermolecular potential
but is strongly
well depth. For a given shock strength
and defect type it.
is possible to increase the potential
strength
it is useful to quantify the concept of to the point where the lattice rermai1...r
.
the strength of tJ,. e,7.'•
uif
different types of lattice
defects, or their efficacy in disrupting
the crystal when interacting with a
shock. For this purpose
we have defined two "disruption
factors," to be used with the two
lattice symmetries. The
disruption factors are defined in such
a way that the elastic defornmation
of the lattice due to the
shock itself does not make a contribution.
Therefore, the disruption factors are
zero for the case
of a shock traversing a defect-free
crystal that remains intact.
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We can define disruption factors that satisfy these criteria as follows. For the square lattice
the angular positions of the four nearest neighbors are found. The disruption factor, X, for each
particle is defined as
4

x

(2)

Isin , cosG l,
i--I

where the summation is over near neighbors. For a compression or rarefaction of the lattice due
to the propagation of a shock along one of the principal crystal axes, the angular positions of the
near neighbors remain 0, .r/2, and ir resulting in X = 0.
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Figure 2. Velocity distribution histogram with superimposed Maxwell-Boltzman velocity distribution corresponding to the disordered region of the last frame in Figure 1.
The hexagonal lattice disruption factor must be defined in a slightly different nmanner. The
angular positions of the six near neighbors of each particle change as the shock propagates through
the lattice. In this case the angular positions of the six near neighbors are first found. The
neighbors in the lower half.plane are reflected into the upper half.plane. The near neighbors
are then sorted into order of increasing angle. The disruption factor for the hexagonal lattice is
defined as
x = sin0 1 + sin(03 - 02 ) + sin(0,9 - 84 ) + sin 06 .

(3)

In the case of a shock passing through a hexagonal lattice causing only a compression or rarefaction
awnrj, the shocl. d; "'n., 01 and Os remain 0 and 7r, respectively. The angles 0. and 02 are equal
auý ts and 04 are equal. As in the square lattice, a zero disruption is calculated.
The total disruption of the lattice is calculated by summing the per particle disruption factor
over all particles. The values of the total disruption correlate well with the apparent disruption
found by visual inspection of the particle positions.
Figures 3a and 3b display E(X) as a function of time for an assortment of crystal defects,
for the hexagonal and square ]attic,v respectively. The greater importance of voids over mass
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defects is obvious, as is the unstable growth of the disordered region after the passage of the
shock. Figure 3b also shows that the fastest growing disruption factor is found for an interstitial
inclusion in a square lattice. The closer packed hexagonal lattice does not provide an equilibrium
position for an interstitial inclusion.
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Figure 3. Disruption factor as a function of time for a variety of defects in hexagonal (a) and
square (b) lattices.

CONCLUSION
When a shock, sufficiently weak that it is able to traverse a perfcct crystal without permanently
disturbing the configuration of its lattice. encounters a void in the lattice, the void becomes the
site of a rapidly growing thermalized, hot, fluid-like phase characterized by a high density and a
high degree of collisionality. These characteristics should be conducive to the onset of chemical
reactions. and, we suspect, it is in these regions that the reactions leading to the development
of a shock-detonation structure begin. It therefore seems likely that the void distrihution in the
lattice is an important factor controlling the sensitivity to shock-initiation and the character of
tite subsequent detonation front development. A perfect crystal should he relatively insensitive.
It is possible that in three dimensions, other types of defects will be seen to be equally importanm.
but that will be treated in a subsequent paper.
In order to concentrate on the narrowly defined problem of shocks and defects in molecular
crystals with as few complications as possible. we have not yet included a model of the chemnical
)r,,-d and simulated the behavior of moderately large systems of indivisible molecules with spher.,1ly symmetrical potentials. This approach has the advantage that our result pen(irnt
of tihe details of any particular model of detonation chemistry or intramolecular behavior.
Although we have been able to resolve several issues concerning the importance of defects.
there are some remaining ambiguities that will not be resolved until tue include polyatomic
molecules in the simulations. These have their counterpart in the uncertainties in our knowledge of the bond scission process in a shocked crystal lattice. If the polyatoinic bonds are broken
in the shocked region due to direct energy transfer from the shock to vibrational modes of the

molecules, then the scission forces have little relevance because they occur in the disordered regions behind the shock. The importance of the defects is that the thermalization and mixing
provide enhanced opportunities for the free radicals, created in the shocked region, to recombine. Of particular relevance here is the observation that thermal equilibrium is established in
the disordered region close behind the shock, on a very fast timescale, implying that equilibrium
equations of state may be relevant after all to the detonation process. If the chemical bonds are
not broken directly by the passing shock, then the scission forces may be responsible for bond
stretching and breaking in the disordered region, where conditions prevail that will enhance the
subsequent reactivity. We believe that some of these questions can be addressed in the next
generation of simulations that involve both defects and chemical reactions in larger polyatomic
crystal lattices.
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MOLECULAR LEVEL STUDY OF INSENSITIVE AND ENERGETIC
LAYERED AND INTERCALATED MATERIALS
RICHARD D. BARDO
Naval Surface Warfare Center, White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 20903

ABSTRACT
An important goal in the detonation physics and chemnistry community is to deign
explosives with high-performance capabilities, yet sufficiently low impact and shock sensitivities.
The traditional ways of developing increasingly energetic explosives have led to an increaso in
sensitivity. It is.therefore, of practical and theoretical imporuance to des!Vn from molecula level
considerations, polyctystalline explosive systems which learly exhibit directional sensitivity and
initiation properties, and which p
the insensitivity of homogeneous or single-crystal
explosives. Theoretical studies indicate that such systems may be constructW from special
materialssuch as high-quality pyrolytic, layered, hexagonal boron nitride (BN) crystals.
Interalation of the crystals with various oxidizing agents can yield an explosive system with the
dsrdpro ertis. Under ordinary
laboratoy conditions and with modest pressures, the
mntecalate molecules readily enter the host lattice by exploiting the weak bonding betweenth

layers, resulting indenser, ineastable crystals. High energy rees is achieved when products
containing B20 3 are formed.

INTRODUCTION
New energetic compounds continue to be synthesized which give ever-improving fragment
acceleration and blast pressure, but often showing a concomitant increase in sensitivity.. Since the
traditional "trial and error" methods used in the scale-up of the new materials from laboratory to
test conditions continue to show conflicting performance and sensitivity results, it would be of
practical and theoretical importance to be able to design, from the ground up, a highly-energetic
explosive system which dearly exhibits the needed insensitivity and performance at all stages of
development. It is, therefore, the purpose of this paper to indicate the feasibility of such a program
by exploiting the current understanding of the nature of the molecular-ievel processes governing
the behavior of energetic materials at high pressures and temperatures.
Benchmark experiments exist which show profound differences in the way homogeneous
and heterogeneous explosives initiate under shock. In the case of sustained shock pulse initiation
of homogeneous liquid nitromethane (NM),' which is free of discontinuities of any kind, fast
reaction appears to begin close to the driver plate interface after an induction time of about 10-6 sec.
No light is emitted directly behind the initiating shock, which at 60 kbar propagates 8 mm before
initiation begins at the interface. The absence of light emission indicates no appreciable excitation
of electronic states with lifetimes : 10-6 sec. Similar behavior is observed in molten trinitrotoluene
(TNT)' as well as in single crystals of pentaerythritol tctranitratc (PETN),' cyclotrimcthylene
t'initramine (RDX)2 and cyclowraethylene tetranitraminc (HMX).2 On the other hand, sustained
shock pulse initiation of heterogeneous NM containing air and oxygen bubbles and of
polycrystalline solid explosives gives rise to initiation close to the initiating shock with negligible
induction times.I In all of these materials, sensitivity is a function of the defect structurc and
heterogeneous nature of the medium.
More recently, directional shock sensitivity has been discovered in single crystals of PETN
by Dirk., - al. 3 who showed that, in the chosen geometry, initiation is difficult to achieve along the
cry.o., Ldection of greatest slip. Although existing crystals of shock-insensitive, "graphiti,"
triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) are too small to be reliably studied with the techniques useo •"
PETN (crystal size of I cm), it is expected that larger specimens would show similar, but moro
pronounced behavior. In PEN., all three orthogonal directions have van der Waals bonding,
whereas the layered structure of TATB has such bonding only in one direction and strong
intralayer hydrogen bonding. 4 Other explosives with similarly-pronounced slip systems would be
expected to show directional sensitivity properties as well. It should be emphasized that while the
Mat. Res. SoC. Symp. Proc. VoL 296. ,1993 Matefrial Research Society
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above research "etinsto the structure of single crystals, an understanding of the effects of
polyctystalline mnteractions are crucial in the final analysis of shock sensitivity, Toward this goal.
van der Steen, et al. 5have, for example, determined that crystalline shapes significantly affect
sensitivity.
The present paper introduces a program currently underway at the Naval Surface Warfare
Center (NAVSWC). involving the design of high-performance explosive crystals which clearly
exhibit directional shock sensitivity properties along specific crystal axes and yet which clearly
approach the insensitivity of homogeneous explosives along the other axes. Such materials are
being constructed from layered pyrolytic boron nitride (BN) crystals.
NTMERCALATION OF BN
Intercalation compounds are formed by insertion of a guest chemical species -an intercalate between layers in a host material Because of its simple structure, high-quality pyrolytic graphite is
mostoften the prtfened choice of host lattice for prposes of enhancing its electrical conductivity
and chemical reactivity.6 Another simple lattice is pyrolytic BN, the crystal structure of which is
closely related to that of graphite and being built of hexagonal layers of the same kind, but arranged
so that atoms of one layer lie vertically above those in the layers below.
Although each layer in graphite or BN is one of the most stable structures in nature,
intercalation of crystals with various oxidizing agents can yield explosive systems with the desired
properties. In the case of BN, highly-energetic reactions are possible with formation of B20 3
(OH&=-303 kcal/mol). Under ordinary laboratory conditions, the molecules of intcrcalant enter
the host crystal by exploiting the weak binding energy (1.5 kcal/mol or 0.065 cv) between the
layers and increasing the interlayer spacing. 6
Intercalation proceeds by charge transfer from the host BN layers to the oxidizer molecules,
causing bonding within the layers of intercalate. This intercalate-intercalate bonding is generally
much stronger than the intercalate-host bonding, resulting in a large thermal expansion of the
intercalate layer relative to that of the host layer, which exhibits almost no thermal expansion. For
the oxidizer or acceptor compounds, the intercalate layer becomes negatively charged by extracting
electrons predominantly from the host bounding layers. Thus, these host layers have a high
concentration of holes, causing the Fermi level to fall and the corresponding cylindrical Fermi
surface to shrink.
Itis interesting to note here that intercalation of g"Vaphitic" TATB would likely produce a
much less stable structure, since the transfer of charge would be small and localized in the vicinity
of the carbon rings. As a consequence, the intercalate-intercalate bonding would be weaker than
that found in the extended structures with uniform bonding in the host layers.
While ordinary procedures of doping give random distributions of guest species,
intercalation produces a highly-ordered structure. The resulting process of staging gives a
mechanism for controlled variation of the physical properties of the compounds. Stage m
compounds have m graphite or BN layers between successive layers of intercalate. For maximum
intercalation, m = 1,and the theoretical maximum density (TMD) of the crystal falls in the range
2.30 :TMD < 2.80 g/cm 3 for the simple molecular intercalates. Inthis ease, the host and
intercalate layers alternate so that the structure is uniform and "homogeneous". Inthe case of
planar NO3, stacking of the BN and NO3 layers at TMD = 2.50 g/cmn3 gives the arrangement
shown in Figure I. For higher staging (i.e. lower intercalate concentration), high resolution
electron microscope (HREM) imaging shows a range of m values, as depicted in Figure 2 for the
7
FeCI3 intercalation of graphite.
Since slip in the layered materials must occur without breakage of the B-N bonds, basal
dislocations must be present to allow deformation of the hexagons.8 For stage I compounds,
maximum slip along the glide planes of dislocations is possible, since the Burgers vectors
corresponding to the active basal dislocations of the layers arc parallel to the basal planc. 8 In this
case, there isminimal slip perpendicular to the basal plane. These dislocations, which split ;-:.
two partials, have associated with them shear, acoustic modes which L. .N ft ,.,.w frequency w,.
For stages m > 1,regions or galleries of intercalate species are formed between adjacent host
layers, resulting in strain of the graphite or BN layers. These galleries are depicted in Figure 2.
For graphite, the presence of a layer of intercalate causes the two adjacent host layers to undergo
relative shear to bring them into eclipsed stacking. The presence of a dislocation at a boundary of a

gallery has, then, a Burgers vector with basal and perpendicular componcnts.8 The presence of the
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Figure 2.

Schematic drawing of high resolution electron microscope (HREM) image of
FeC13 - graphite, showing interpenetration of differently staged regions (Ref. 7).

latter component corresponds to an edge dislocation, allowing slip to also occur perpendicular to
the basal plane.
TIMES TO IGNITION IN SHOCKED, INTERCALATED BN
A theory 9 has been developed by the author which provides a formal framework and guide
for the analysis of shock ignition in layered nma,-rials. This thcory describes the interrelationship

among bimolecular chemical reactions and processes for vibrational energy transfer between the
crystal lattice and its molecules. Chemical reaction occurs only after sufficient energy is transferred
for activation of the molecules. In many cases, this is the slow or rate-dctcrmining step, the
characteristic time tp, for which is given by
()

P. ='h 4P ,p

where h, pa, and p, are, respectively, Planck's constant and the densities-of-state for the acoustic
and optical lattice modes. As indicated in Reference 9, Pa and p, may be calculated from the
general expression
Wn

01)'°1' ý'I2 [ (

2)(

(2a)]

where n is the number of vibrational degrees of freedom, <i,> is the average of the n frequencies
vi. and Xand rq are defined by the equations
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In Equation (2c), Bis the internal energy interval and FO is the zero.point energy. Equations (2a)(2c) apply to both harmonic and anharmonic vibrations.

Calculation of the energy transfer times tr indicates the important role of slip in the

initiation of FETN, as interpreted earlier by Dick, et al. 3 Since excitation of the higher-energy

opu'ca modes of the lattice iscrucial to ignition,9 preferential excitation of the long-wavelength
acoustic modes cotresponding to slip can, by Equation (I), give times tP, which are too slow for
the given dimensions of the explosive crystal.

Th importance of tp may be sew Incontext with ohe processes occurring inthe system

which also have charactcri•ic times. Th

process

and their creonding rate coefficients

pertain to (1)energy transfe from the host lattice into the intercalation molecules k =1h- ,

(2) energy transfer from the molecules back into the host lattice kvp, and (3)bimolecular reaction

kb between host and intercalate, which combine to give the total rate coefficient 9

kto= kp•, kb/(kvp + kb).-

(3)

If most of the shock energy is dissipated into the low-frequency acoustic vibrations corresponding
to the direction of greatest slip, little reaction is generated so that kp >> kb in Equation (3). If,
then, k-I > t, where tr is the time for arrival of rarefaction waves, any reaction is quenched and
no ignition is possible, since reduction of the shock pressure Ps below a critical value inhibits the
important bimolecular reactions. For the single I cm PETN crystals used in Reference 3,
calculation shows that k 0t-I B 10-5 sec for 10 < P.:5 80 kbar, and tr - 10-6 sce for shocks along
crystal direction <100>. On the other hand, if ktot-I • tj (to > tk), ignition is possible. This is the
case for orientation <001> where slip is minimized and kb >> kvp so that ktot-I = zp. Here,
calculation shows that kto-1 < 10-0 sec for 10•5 PS •80 kbar. These results for PETN are
portrayed in Figure 3.
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It is emphasized here that it is the slow, rate-determining step, identified with t. which ultimately

determines the ability of the explosive to ignite at certain critical pressures and temp mures.
For initiation to occur in layered crystals, planar shocks must be directed along the c-axis of
the unit czll or at small angles with it. At some critical shock pressure P., excitation of the
initiating optical modes along the c-axis results in bimolecular reaction between the host and
intercalate layers, and tpv < ti. For the BN/NO3 system depicted in Figure 1,an estimate of tpv is
are made: (1)
assumptions
(2) if the following
(l) andone-dimensional
Equations
from
obtained
redy
(2) P, - 130
kbar, which
is effectively
andreasonable
initation
along the
c-axis
to cause significant distortion of the BN or
approximates the known minimal pressure required
graphite planes to form the cubic structures.t o ft is assumed here that the lower bound to the
optical mode quantum hco along the c-axis of BN is about 70 cm-l, which is the value for highquality graphite.lI Also, the ratio X= I in Equation (2b) and E - 5 x 109 ergsg at P. = 130
kbar,12 so that in Equation (2c), I ft 14.3, since Eo -35 cm-1. The number of atoms per unit cell
in the BNINO3 structure at stage 1 is 10, and the corresponding number of optical modes n for the
one-dimensional problem is 9. Substitution of all of these values into Equation (2a) gives, then,
po!5 1.2 x 1024/erg. Accordingly, since n -1 for the acoustic mode along the c-axis, substitution
of the remaining parameters above into Equation (2a) gives p,! 7.8 x 1013/erg. Thus, from
Equation (1), tp, 5 104 sec. which is much shorter than t. a 10-6 sec for centimeter-scale crystals.
The effects of sustained shocks of Pes = 130 kbar at increasing angles from the c-axis are,
to good approximation, two-dimensional in the crystal, corresponding to slip of the host and
intercalate planes past each other, because of the relatively weak hostrintercalate interaction under
shock conditions. In this case, n = 2 and 18 for the acoustic and optical modes, respectively.
Substitution of these values as well as the ones above forlo, X, and q into Equation (2a) gives
Ps , 1.1 x 1015/erg and po < 4.7 x lOSS/erg, and from Equation (I), tpv 5 0.02 sec. Here then,
" t1 . and initiation is unlikely. For lower pressures, additional calculations indicate that
tp ,- 10-3 sec in the range of 10:5 P,,!5 80 kbar. In Figure 3, these times are seen to be longer
than those for PETN, indicating the much greater insensitivity of BN/N0 3 crystals of comparable
size.
A similar analysis of TATB, the planar molecules of which form a graphitic structure, is
expected to yield times in the range 10-5 :5t,5 10-3.This is a result of the rigidity (r) of the slip
planes for the shock pressures indicated, where r has the order PETN < TATB < BN/NO 3.
SUMMARY
The important criteria for optimal directional sensitivity it intercalated, layered BN
materials are that (1) they must be stage 1 or close to it; (2) the interplanar activation energies for
reaction between BN and the intercalate layers must be less than those for reaction within
each intercalate layer, and (3) the important interlayer reactions must be bimole~uiar and
exothermic. Criterion (1) addresses the requirement of minimal slip along the crystal axis
perpendicular to the basal plane. In this case, tp, >> tp . , for the parallel and perpendicular
directions. Criterion (2) addresses the need to climinate or minimize reaction in the intercalate layer
as a result of energy transfer from the gliding host layers caused by shocks not nornal to the basal
plane. This requires the careful selection of intercalate. Various oxidizing agents arc currently
being studied at NAVSWC. Criterion (3) guarantees that the reactions will occur in times which
are short compared to arrival of rarefaction waves caused by shocks. Thcse reactions occur with
activation energies that are much lower than those in unimolecular processes. The rates of these
reactions given by kb can be sufficiently fast at the pressures and temperatures of interest in
detonations, 9 so that "initiating" energy transfer from the BN lattice into the intercalate molecules is
ýae slow step. Together, these criteria help to guarantee that the most likely dircctinn of shock

initiation is normal or near-normal to the basal plane.
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OVERVIEW: HIGH SPEED DYNAMICS AND MODELLING
AS IT APPLIES TO ENERGETIC SOLIDS
J. COVINO. S. A. FINNEGAN, 0. E. R HEIMDAHL, A.3. LINDFORS AND J. K. PRINGLE
Research Department, Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake, CA 93555-6001
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses experimental techniques and modelling tools used to characterize energetic
solids subjected to dynamic deformation and shock. Critical experiments have been designed to study
shock response and impact sensitivity ofenergetic materials. For example, a simplified two dimensoalla experiment has been developed to study the critical phenomena involved in delayed detonation
teactions (XDT). In addition, wedge tests are used to obtain equation-of-state data. Coupled with
hydrocodes, these experiments give us an in-depth undemanding of the response of energetic materials
subjected to shock loadin.

A coupled methodology using both experimental and modelling tools is

presented. Consisting of three parts, it addresses all possible responses to fragment impact The tdrwe
P

a: (1) Fragment impact modelling (ydrocos and emp

ly based codes); (2) Experimens to

obtain accurate data for predictin prompt detonation and (3)Tests with planar rocket motor models to
exploe meanisms related to bum reaction thresholds and degree of violence. This methodology is
cunntly being used in weapon design and munitions hazard assessments.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is divided into three parts and describes the work being conducted by the Naval Air War
Center Weapons Division (NAWCWPNS) on the response of munitions to fragment impacL The first
prrdt
ibes a methodology developed to model and analyze the response of munitions to fragment
impact treats. The munition response levels within the model are divided into shock-to-detonation
transition (SDT), bum-to-violent reaction (BVR), and no response. The second part of this paper
iethe use of the wedge test for obtaining the ST parameters necessary to accurately model and
pumiict prompt detonation. In BVR reactions, four basic response levels are possible. These are: (a)
7 rmonly,
(b) deflagration with or without propulsion, (c) explosion and (d) delayed detonation. The
third part of this paper describes a planar rocket motor model developed to explore mechanisms related
to the possible thrholds in the BVR regime.
A methodology has been developed for conducting fragment impact analyses of munitions in their
storage/stowage configurations. The objective of the methodology is to determine if the munition will
respond adversely to any specified impact threat, and if so, how much shielding is miquired to prevent
the adverse response. This paper presents the current status of the methodology and describes the stepby-stp approach.
The methodology has been formalized in a computer code named Fragment Impact/ Munition
Response Analysis for Guidance in Mitigation Assessment Program (FRAGMAP). FRAGMAP is an
interactive computer program which implements the approach for assessing the likelihood of the dctonatichn, or lesser response, of a cased munition due to fragment impact, and the effectiveness of selected
mitigation measures. FRAGMAP provides a means for storng fragment threat, munition response and
banier material dat. It operates on these data in a systematic manner and presents the calculated solutons in forms of tables and plots. Secondly, the program computes the probability of shock-to-detonation transition (SDT) as a function of distance for far field fragment impact situations.
To explore the shock sensitivity of propellant formulations and to determine SDT thresholds, wedge
tests were conducted. These tests were conducted on propellant samples incorporating, different formulation variables in an attempt to correlate shock sensitivity with specific formulation paimeters.
The study of delayed reaction phenomena in rocket motors is complicated by the fact that these processes are not visible from the outside. A planar rocket motor model has been developed that allows the
study of the reactions in a central bore perforated by a projectile to be viewed with high-speed photography. This experimental model will be outlined and critical mechanisms observed by the use of such
model will be discussed.
THE FRAGMENT IMPACT PROBLEM
A schematic of the fragment impact problem is dcpicted in Fir 1. The actual threat that reaches a
munition is degraded by the penetration pimce-. :•,1dting in loss JPrgment mass and velocity. There
are also entrained plate fragments from the various narrier pcrforations. It is desirable to predict how
the residual threat will cause the impacted munition to respond. The critical steps involved in applying
this methodology are:
a. determine the response thresholds of the munition of concern,
b. determine the undegraded impact threat characteristics in terms of fragment mass and velocity,
c. determine which fragments from the specified threat will cause the unprotected munition to detonate, or cause some lesser response,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. , 1993 Materials Research Society
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d. determine an equivalent spaced array for all baniers intervening between the fragment source and
the munition (i.e., container walls, bulkheads, etc.),
e. determine the residual mass and velocity character of the threat fragments after perforation of the
intervening barriers,
f. determine if the residual thea will cause a detonation or some lesser response,
g. estimate what additional shielding is required to mitigate any adverse response.
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Response Plats. Ile First response considered is prompt detonation (i.c.. SDT). Ifprompt det-

onation does not occur, then les~er responses are possible. The bum-to-violent-reaction (BVR)
response is dependent upon many factors. The most violent response in this regime occurs if the fragment becomes embedded, and case confinement is not relieved. A milder response occurs (burn only)
when a fragment passes completely through the munition, and provides sufficient venting to release the
pressure buildup of the explosive reaction. A low hazard or no response regime is defined as that which
occurs when a fragment ricochets. The assumption is that any fragment having insufficient energy to
penetrate the case will not cause any reaction. This assumption, however, does not hold true for all
energetic materials.
The different response regimes and thresholds are indicated in Fig. 2 for a sample acceptor munition. The shock-to-detonation (SDT) threshold for the sample munition is determined using hydrocodc
calculations of fragment impact [ 1. Reaction of the energetic material is predicted by the Forest Fire
bum model 12), which is calibrated using wedge test data. The boundary for the low hazard/no
response regime is the ballistic limit of the case material. We substitute the ballistic limit threshold for
the ignition threshold of the energetic material due to the ease of computing ballistic limits. Between
these two thresholds is the bum-to-violent reaction (BVR) zone.
Coupling Tkreat and Response. The fragment threat is generally obtainied from warhead
arena test characterization data. An overlay of the threat upon the response plot identifies which fragments can cause a detonation, are in the BVR region. and can not penetrate the case. Fig. 3 shows 'lie
fragment distribution of a selected donor weapon overlaid onto the response plot of Fig. 2. The stze 3f
the circles indicates the number of fragments having a given mass and velocity. The square shown
represents a 250 grain, 8300 fps standard cube fragment. Only those fragments falling above the solid
line will cause this specific munition to detonate. A large number of fragments fall in the BVR zone,
including the 250 grain cube. The majority of fragments in this example will not cause any reaction if
they individually strike the acceptor munition. It should be noted that this methodology is for single
fragment impacts and a more realistic scenaui,; includes multiple fragments. Fig. 3 serves to identify
which fragments from the chosen threat have a potential to iause the acceptor munition to respond
adversely. The next step is to select a barrier that will prevent the various possible responses.
Resiual Thrha/Mitgation Calculations. Two different sets of equations are used to estimate the residual threat after penetrtion of exis:ing barrier materials. These are #'- Jowit Munitions
Effectiveness Manual (JMEM) penetration equations 131 and Fast Air Target Encounter trATE) eq'Jations. Once the residual threat is defined, the munition response is estimated. Adverse response prevention requirements are then established by an iterative process. Both methods are empirically based and
calculate the residual fragment threat to be slightly different. However, the calculated results do not
vary sig:ificantiy. Recently, the subroutines of FATEPEN-2 J41 have been adapted to FRAGMAP.
These su.utnds allow a greater choice of fragment material types ad shapes as ,ell as barriers materials. The accuracy is also reportedly better.
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Tbs reactive model used to establish the S!YT threshold require wedge tent data for the energetic

material. Wedge tests aexpensive and only work forreavely simple, sensitive explosives and pro-

pellants. Most propellants are very complex energetic materials and have mome than one inherent reaction rate. A model and a calibration method is needed for handling such complex materials. The
response model is curenetly limis to single fraoentimpact with axisymmoea
shapes. Int
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Patenti2i ApplftinnsM
Ite methodolo;y shown can also be used in reverse for designing insensitive munitions. If the
necessary data is collected, one can examine the effects of cas thickness and energetic material selection
on the vulnerability of a weapon. The results can also be used to select test parameters for vcsfying the

protection provided against actual threats, for obtaining needed materials data. and for verification and
validation of these models.

WEDGE TEST FOR STUDYING SDT IN PROPELLANTS
A series
. ants with reduced shack sensmtvity were developed at China Lake to replace current minimum signature propellants. Current proeeloants contain as much as 67% of high explosive

(HMX or RDX) in nitrate ester plasticized energetic binders, which am known to be shock sensitive
materials.
To explore the shock sensitivity of these new propellants. the wedge test was conducted on propellant samples incorporating different formulation variables. Variables examined included the type of high
explosive (RDX or HMX) with and without high density bum rate modifiers. The sensitivity
of these
propellants were then compared to a conventional minimum signature propellant.
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Pronellant Formulation
The basic propellant formulation consisted of
RDX or HMX, AN, nitrate ester plasticized
energetic binders, and other additives. All of the

Table 1. Propellants used in study.
BURN

MODIFIER

formulations contained 60% by weight of solids.

Table I lists the specific propellants used in this
study. The propellants were processed using
small-particle-size solids and mixed extensively
under a vacuum to minimize density discontinu ities. The resulting formulations were of very
good quality and 99% of theoretical maximum
density.

RATE
E
R

PROPELLANT OXIDIZER*
#OODE*
I
RDX-AN
2
HMX-AN
3
RDX.AN
4
HMX-RDX
*RDX = Trimethylene uinuramine

NONE
NONE
NONE

Teramethylene ietraniaramine

Wedge Test Descrintion
The wedge test is a method by which the shock initiation characterstics of an energetic material may
be determined. A planar shock wave is introduced into the explosive to be tested. As the si.tck progresses through the explosive it generates hot-spots that build-up to a detonation. The objective of the
wedge test is to determine the run-to-detonation point at which the detonation wave overtakes the diock
wave. This point is characterized by a unique time and distance to detonation for a specific set of input
conditions.
A streak camera is used to record the wedge test event The surface of the wedge is mirrored to
reflect light into the camera. When either the shock wave or detonation wave reaches the surface, the
surface distorts so that the light isno longer reflected into the camera. As the detonation wave overtakes
the shock wave, the slope of the reflected light trace on the film changes. Thus, the run to detonation
point can be determined from the film record. Schematics of the wedge test set-up and wedge test streak
camera record are -.hown in Fig. 4 and 5 respectively.
The results of a series of wedge tests are usually presented as plots of input pressure versus distance to detonation and time to detonation. With these plots energetic materials may be compared and
their relative sensitivity can be derived. This is done by assuming that for a given distance to detonation, the energetic material that requires the lower input pressure to achieve detonationis the more
sensitive.
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Fig. 4. Schematics of the Wedge Test
Experimental Set-Up.
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Fig. 5. Schematics of the Wedgc Test
Streak Camera Record.

As shown in Fig. 4 a planar shock wave is introduced into the energetic wedge sample. The input
shock wave pressure is varied to achieve different run-to-detonation points.
To e- - -:ne the shock Hugoniot of the energetic material only two paramctcrs am needed. Thvse
are thtý .. &velocity in the terminal attenuator and the shock velocity in the energetic materi - ";.,
determine the shock velocity (US) in the terminal attenuator one needs to know its particle velocity (Up)
and its shock Hugo•rot. The particle velocity in the (Plexiglas) terminal attenuator is found by assuming that it is one halh of the free surface veloit:'. The shock Hugoniot for Plexiglas [5) has been well
defined by:
Us = 2.598 + 1.516 Up

(i)
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It should be noted, though, that this is just one test for sensitivity and the relative sensitivity rankings between energetic materials may vary for different tests. For example, the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory Large Scale Gap Test may give markedly different sensitivity rankings for the same energetic materials. as compared to the wedge test.
Ifgeimentnl Results
From the shock velocities and the calculated particle velocities the shock Hugoniots for the four

propellants ae given below:

PROPELLANT #1
PROPELANT #2
PROPELLANT#3
PROPELLANT#4

US= 1.44 +
Us = 1.77 +
Us = 2.61 +
Us:2.45+

3.04Up
2,02Up
1.65Up
1.6lUp

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The plots in the Us-Up plane for the same four propellants are shown in Fig. 6.
The traditional method for plotting the data from the wedge test is known as the Pop-plot after
Alfonso Popolato. Popolato found that over a range of input pressures, log-log plots of run to detonation (x*), or time to detonation (t*), versus pressure (P), are linear. The equation of the Pop-plot over
the linear range, in run to detonation versus pressure form, is then:
log x* = A + B log P

(6)

In this form P is in gigapascals, x* is in millimeters. and A and B are determined from a least squares fit
in the log-log plane. Similarly, time to detonation versus pressure takes on the same form with different
constants.
For the propellants tested, Pop-plots of distance to detonation versus input pressure are shown in
Fig. 7. As can be seen, at low input pressures the Pop-plot becomes non-linear and pressure
approaches a vertical asymptote. This implies that a different type of mechanism is controlling the

reactivity.
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The interpretation of sensitivity behavior for an energetic material using thesc plots is done by
observing the behavior of the constants A and B for the propellants tested. In Fig. 7 the intercept value,
A, defines the horizontal positioning of the Pop-plot: thus it defines the shock region of interest, and B

is the slope of the line. Hence, ; prnellant with a higher pressure intercept and steep slope would be
less sensitive compared to a, nct,..j propellant with lower pressure intercept and shallower slope.
Therefoi, tion, eig. 7, it can be seen that propellants #1, #2, #3 are all less sensitive than propellant
#4. For two propellants with different intercepts but very similar slopes, the propellant with the higher
pressure intercept is less sensitive at all pressures compared to the propellant with the lower intercept.
In general, all of the propellants have steep Pop-plots. Thus. the run to detonation will occur only over
a very small pressure region. From an experimental stand point this small pressure region makes it very

difficult to gain a variety of run distances. For example, the pressure difference required for a 1.5 mm
ran and a I mm run is only 1.5 GPa for propellant #2. However, from a shock insensitive propellant

lao
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stand point, this type of behavior is desirable. If a propellant is going to detonate it should only occur at

fairly discrete high pressures, as isthe case for these propellants.

The relative low shock sensitivity of these propellants is attributed to two basic factors:a) the lower

ftak tensitivity of AN and b) the reduction in density discontinuities, hence the number of hot spots,
through the use of smal RDX or HMX particle sizes and the elimination of the high density, (6.14

gm/cc) lead carbonae bum-rate modifiers.

Th reduction of AN participation in the detonation reaction can be seen from the Pop-plots. The
Pop-plot for propellant #1 is well behaved and is linear until the run to detonation does not occur. In
fact if one were to plot the "no go" point it would lie on the same line. However, for both propellant-#2
and #3, at approximately 75 OPa. there is a distinct change in the Pop-plot that is quite consistent for
both formulations. In the work of Stinecipher [61 on composite explosives. the partial AN reaction was
attributed to Intermolecular reactions in the detonation zone of only a thin layer of the AN. In this work
however, it is suggested that firther participation of the AN can be induced by higher shock pressmus

or high density discontinuities.

Shock Sensitivity Ass•mSM~t
An example ofthe use ofthe wedge test to critically examine the shock sensitivity of experimental
propellants has been described. Wedge test results show that these propellants are much less shock
ve than the conventional minimum smoke propellants. The results also indicate that the use of
shock insensitive filler (AN), and fine particles of high explosive to incease the degree of homogeneity.
minimizes physical discontiuties and reduces shock sensitivity. These studies also lead to some
insights into the level of paicipation in the shock-to-detonation reaction of certain components of ener-

gei omposite m

.

PLANAR ROCKET MOTOR TEST MODEL
Bullet or fragment impact against a solid rocket motor can cause a reaction ranging from mild buming to detonation. Prompt detonation may occur immediately on contact through the mechanism of
shock-to-detonation transition (SDT). Delayed reaction (either burning or detonation) may occur at later
times. Delayed reactions are believed to be associated with damage and fragmentation of propellant
during penetraton: however, the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. The study of
delayed reaction phenomena in rocket motors is complicated by the fact that these processes occur
within the motor case and are not visible from the outside. Recently. a planar rocket motor test model
has been developed as an aid in visualizing these processes [7-9]. This model consists of a steel plate, a
layer of propellant, an air gap, a second layer of propellant, and a second steel plate, as shown in Fig.
8. Transparent sidewalls can be added to provide a measure of confinement. The open architecture of
the model allows impact and reactions within the bore (air gap) to be photographed.

o)W
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Initial experiments with this model showed
tha: a "bubble" of propellant debris forms in
the air gap between energetic material layers
(bore region) as a result of projectile peneIgnition of the
the impact
layers. with
one of
tration of
Sbubble
occurs
upon
the second
layer, followed by a reaction ranging from
mild burning to delayed detonation, depending on the width of the air gap, properties of
the energetic material, and degree of confinement [7). Further studies showed that
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Fig. 8. Planar Rocket Motor Test Model.

the most intense bum reactions and the zone
of delayed detonation are both located within
the air gap regime where the bubble is
unbmkcn prior to impact I8-V].

Debris Bubble Characterization StudIy.
A study of debris bubble expansion and breakup process was conducted using an Eulerian hydrocode. CSQ Iil, developed at Sandia National Laboratiries. The study was performed to establish
the basic character of the debris bubble and to establish bubble breakup trends as a function of various
target and impact parameters. The output of each hydrocode run consists of a sequence of computer
plots showing deformed cross-sections of the projectile and target layers at constant time intervals. An
example is shown in Fig. 9. The plots indicate that the debris bubble can be regarded as an expanding
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hollow shell, similar to those occurring in hypervelocity impacts (101. An analysis of the computer
runs for the various parameters studied showed that breakup elongation increases with impact velocity,
propellant layer thickness, and plate density [81.
The hydrocode study also demonstrated that the debris bubble is not a spall. A spall is the result of
tensile failure when a shock wave is reflected back into the material as a rarefaction at a free surface.
Bubble formation in the present case is a much longer term process produced by the mechanical interaction of the projectile with the propellantwith
layer.
A comparison of initial
shock
pressresvalues
in the for
prpela
various
elongation
breakup
hydrooe-acuae
(determined by impedance matching)
case materials also showed no corrltin indicating that the initial shock is not responsible for brau

of the bubble 181.

Fig. 9. Hydrocode Plots for 0.75-Inch Steel Sphere Impacting 1.5-Inch Propellant
Layer with 0.06-Inch Steel Cover Plate at 3800 ft/s. (30 W.intervals.)
Debris Rubble Impiact Studies
Experimental Setup. In these experiments, propellant layers and cover plates (1.5 and 0.06 in.
respectively) were held constant. Hardened (370 BHN) steel was generally used for the first (impact
side) cover plate, while mild (95 BHN) steel was often used for the second (exit side) plate. The air gap
was varied between 0.5 an 4.5 in. in order to encompass the zone where delayed detonations, the most
intense combustion reactions, and the transition region for debris bubble breakup occurred. For confinement, transparent Plexiglas sidewalls were added to the target. Energetic materials used in the various studies included conventional aluminized, reduced signature, and minimum smoke propellants
along with one explosive (Composition B). The first two are considered normally shock-insensitive
and nondetonable (Class 1.3). while the last two are shock sensitive, detonable materials (Class 1.1).
For comparability, a standard 0.75-in.-diameter mild steel spherical projectile, fired from a 20 mm
smooth-bore powder gun, was used for most tests. Most tests were also conducted at a constant impact
velocity. 3.900 ft/s. although one minimum signature propellant was tested at velocities ranging from
1,600 to 4.200 ft/s.
In-flight projectile velocities were measured using a Photec high-speed camera running at 16.000
frames/s coupled with a bakddighting system consisting of an array of flash lamps and a diffusing
screen. Impact processes and propellant reactions were observed using a Fastax high-speed camera
running at 32.000 frames/s and a similar but separate backlighting system.
Experimental Results. These experiments have resulted in the identification of a number of distinct bum and delayed detonation reactions involving the debris bubble. To date, a total of six different
reactions have been observed in these experiments. Four of them are burning rea"tions and two are
delayed detonation. In the discussion that follows, a brief lescription of c. .'-,..tion is presented.
(More extensive descriptions are found in (7-9]).
Two different bum reactions, with the breakup elongation roughly serving as the boundary separating them, were identified in early tests of reduced signature, hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene/ammonium perchlorate (HTPB/AP) propellant. Both involve only Lubble material that has impacted
the second propellant layer and neither propagate back into bubble material t' ,., h not yet impacted the
second layer The first reaction, which occurs at air gaps less than the breaw... eclot a,,ion for the bubble (i.e.. where the bubble is unbroken at impact), is associated with fluid-like debris that flowed out-
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wards ang the impact surface (Fig. 10). The second, which occurs at air gaps greater than the
breakup clongation, is associated with crater debris traveling backwards through the interior of the
bubble. The first reaction appeared to be the more violent of the two based on light inntnsity and coverplate velocity measurements and degree-of-breakup estimates for the Plexiglas sidewalls [7-8].

_LL3

i±

Fig. 10. Photographic Sequence Showing Impact of Unbroken Debris Bubble and
Bum Reaction Involving Fluid-Like, Post-Impact Debris. (28 ps interframe time.)
Two additional bum reaction, involving bubble material that had not yet impacted the second layer,
were identified in later tests of aluminized HTPB/AP propellant [9). One reaction, initiating after bubble
impact, propagates rearwards (towards the first layer) along the outside surface of the advancing bubble. The second, observed in a nitramine-containing aluminized HTPB/AP propellant, occurs on the
inner surface of the bubble (Fig. 1I). Because of its location, direct visibility is only possible if the
bubble broke up prior to impact.

-a irrn1
Fig. II. Photographic Sequence Showing Breakup of Debris Bubble in Air Gap and
Exposed Bum Reaction on Inner Bubble Wall. (28 ps interframe tine.)
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The latter two reactions, which occur in addition to the ones involving post-impact debris (the first
two), are considered to be an indication of increasing reaction sensitivity and violence. A comparison of
reaction intensities for the different HTPB/AP propellants show a direct correspondence between the
number of reaction paths and the degree of reaciion violence.
Two different delayed detonation reactions have also been observed in tests involving minimum
signature propellants. Both initiate as a result of bubble impact and occur in the air-gap regime where
the bubble is unbroken at impact. One, normally found at larger air gaps (> 1.0 in.). initiates almost
immediately after bubble impact (within a few microseconds) and propagates rearward through the wall
of the bubble towards the first layer (Fig. 12). Detonation of the upstream layer occurs first, in this situation, while the second layer detonates sympathetically after the first, rather than by reaction propagation from the bubble into that layer. Only a live first layer is required for this reaction since initiation
occurs within the bubble itself. This was confirmed by experiments using inert simulant for the second
layer. Confinement is also apparently not a requirement as the reaction occurs in completely open target
systems. Recent experiments have shown that the bubble impact shock is responsible for reaction
initiation 191. This reaction has been observed for impact velocities as low as 1700 ft/s.
The second delayed detonation reaction, normally found at smaller air gaps (< 1.0 in.), is characterized by relatively long delay times (60-180 ps) after bubble impact. The minimum impact velocity
(-3800 ft/s for one propellant tested) for initiation of this reaction is also considerably higher than for
the other. Recent experiments show that confinement greatly enhances the probability of reaction and,
(like the other), only the first layer needs to be live for reaction to occur. Although the initiation mechanism for this reaction has not been definitely established, evidence suggests that interfacial shear along
the bubble-second layer contact surface, may be responsible.

LIL UL
Fig. 12. Photographic Sequence Showing Initiation of Detonation Reaction in Dcbris
Bubble Immediately After Bubble Impact. (28 gs inteframe time)
CONCLUSION
A methodology complete with modelling i(ols and expenmental tcchniques his been presentcd
which can be used to evaluate a munition's vulncrabihty to fragment or bullet impact. T"Tcc parts of
this methodology have been presented: 1. FRAGMAP. 11. Wedge testing for studying SIYI in propellants and and Ill. Planar Rocket Motor Test model. The first part of the pater outlined the FRAGMAI'
methodology, which couples hydrocodcs and wedge test data. developed to evaluate a muni':o:-'.
response to fragment impact. The munition response levels within th,'- r'- -ire divided i,, '. D r,
BVR and no response. The second section of the paper outlined the expeniictntal approach in wedge
testing to examine the shock sensitivity of propellants and explosives, The results of the experiments
show that the use of shock insensitive fillers (AN). and fine particle sizes of high explosives (HMX) to
increase the degree of homogeneity, minimize physical discontinuities and reduce shock sensitivity.
Lastly, a planar rocket motor test model was explored to evaluate delayed reaction phenomena in rocket
motors subjected to fragment and bullet impact. With the use of this model six difterent delayed reactions have been observed. These arc: (a) two burning reactions which involve bubble material that has
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not yet impacted the second layer, (b) two bum reactions which involve bubble material that has
impacted the second propellant layer. and (c) two different delayed detonation reactions involving debris
bubble impact.
In conclusion, this three part methodology enables the use of a coupled (experimentalmodeliing)
approach in assessing a munition's vulnerability to bullet and fragment impact. This methodology can
also be used in reverse in order to design munitions which are insensitive to projectile impacts.
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DELAYED INITIATION IN A MODEL ENERGETIC MATERIAL
D. H. ROBERTSON, D. W. BRENNER, AND C. T. WHITE
Chemistry Division, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5320

ABSTRACT
We present a simulation studying the initiation of a model energetic molecular solid.
For low-velocity, -,
. flyer-plate impact, the model detonation initiates behind a
compaction shock. I ,. detonation front subsequently overtakes the compaction shock
exhibiting a behavior qualitatively similar to that observed in experminental studies of
homogeneous initiation and delayed detonation from low velocity impact.
INTRODUCTION
Energetic materials contain potentially destructive forces in their stored energy. Once
initiated they can release energy at rates that can exceed 1011 W for a 10 cm2 detonation
front [1]. Unanticipated initiation of these energetic materials can result in the release
of this energy with disasterous results. Modification of the sensitivity of an energetic
material toward unanticipated initiation from environmental events is one of the goals of
energetic materials research. A better understanding of initiation in energetic materials
and the effect that molecular structure has on initiation characteristics should aid the
design of safer, high-energy explosives. However, to improve the theory of the atomicscale details of initiation, computational methods other than continuum calculations
(which are not intended for atomic-scale resolution) must be employed.
Over a decade ago, molecular dynamics (MD) was shown to be an ideal tool for
probing the atomic-scale details of shock waves in nonenergetic materials while also
giving macroscopic properties consistent with continuum calculations [2]. Very recently,
we have introduced a model energetic molecular solid that can be used in MD simulations
of shock-induced chemistry [3]. Simulations using this model showed that when initiated
by a flyer-plate impact of sufficient mass and vo-locity this model generates a chemicallysustained shock wave with a constant shock velocity and properties consistent with
that expected from a detonation [3]. In that work we also reported that as the mass
of the flyer-plate increases, the plate velocity required to initiate this model decreases
to a limiting value of •-3.9 km/s consistent with the known insensitivity of crystalline
explosives to high velocity impacts [4]. This paper presents a more detailed examination
of the initiation characteristics in this new model energetic material for a massive (on the
atomic scale) flyer plate impacting the molecular solid at ai impact velocity of 3.9 km/s.
MODEL AND METHODS
The potential used to introduce chemical reactivity into these MD) simulations describes
the interatomic interactions in this mr-.Al energeic . ',,;,,jlar solid using the empiricalbond-order (EBO) formalism [5,tjj. Tins EBO approach is sufficiently flexible to allow
the generation of a potential energy surface with distinct reactants and products and
well-defined reaction paths between them. In the current parameterization of the EBO
potential. the model energetic solid is composed of AB molecules which can potentially
undergo reaction to form A2 and B2 products with the rekase of 3 eV of energy per
Mae.Aes $ot. Symp. Proc. VL•I. 296. r1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 2. Positions of the compaction and detonation shock fronts plotted as a function
of simulation time, drawn as dashed and solid lines. respectively.,
of 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0 ps, from top to bottom. respectively. The two types of atoms, A

and B, are depicted as light and dark-reactants (as seen to the right) are light/dark
pairs and products are light/light and dark/dark pairs., In the 3.0 ps snapshot, products
from a series of local reactions can be seen in the region of 6 to 12 nm, approximately

7 nm behind the front of the compaction shock wave (19 nin). Although reactions have
been initiated in this region. there is not yet a well-defined shock front. However, by
"5.0 ps more reactions have occurred generating a shock front which has propagated to

approximately 32 nm by this time. The front compaction wave can still be seen at 33 nm,
preceeding this reaction front. Finaqly, as seen in the 7.0 ps snapshot. the shock front
associated with the chemical reactions has overtaken the compaction shock, leaving only
the chemicallv-sustained shock front visible in the simulation.
The formation of a detonation front associated with the onset of chenmical reactions and
its eventual overrun of the front compaction shock can be further clarified 1* Fignre 2
tilD,.
4,i
which plots the positions of these shock fronts as a function of the sitnlidt
at
a
velocity
of
t,.
kin/s.
Initially. the compaction shock propagates into the matwerial
shown as the dashed line in Fig. 2. Near 2 ps. chemical teactions have started occurring
and 1by : ps the leading edge of this reaction zone is definable. These reactions form into
a detonation front shown as the solid lin, ii. "ij. 2. This detonation front is propelled h%
the chemical reactioi,., aL : .:(ocityof 9.7 km/s. Because the chenmically-sustained shock
front is travelling at a faster velocity than the compaction shock. the detonation front
overtakes the compaction shock at :5.3 ps. The initial fluctuations in the position of the
detonation front in Fig. 2 before this front overtakes the compaction shock is indicative
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of initiation of reactions in several locations before forming into a sharper more welldefined shock front. Although the time and length scales differ, this simulation-showing
the generation of a detonation front behind a compaction shock which then overtakes
the front shock-predicts qualitative behavior consistent with the experimental studies
of homogeneous initiation [8] and delayed detonation from low velocity impact [9].
CONCLUSIONS
This model energetic material was used in a simulation of initiation by a flyer plate close
to the critical velocity for initiation. This simulation exhibited initiation of reactions
behind the leading compaction shock front resulting in the formation of a detonation
wave behind the front shock. Because the chemically-sustained shock front travels faster
than the compaction shock, the detonation front overtakes the compaction shock resulting in a single chemically-sustained shock front in the simulation. This simulation and
the associated plot of wave front positions shows behavior qualitatively similar to experimentally observed homogeneous initiation, and delayed detonation from low velocity
impact. These encouraging results suggest MD simulations of larger and more complex
systems, coupled with chemically convincing potentials, can provide an increasingly important tool for clarifying the interplay between shock waves and the chemistry they can
induce at the atomic scale.
This work was supported in part by the ONR through NRT,, the ONR Physics Division and a grant of computer resources from NRL. DHR acknowledges a NRC-NRL
Postdoctoral Research Associateship.
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ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS PRECEDING SHOCK INITIATION IN EXPLOSIVES

J. SHARMA AND B. C. BEARD

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahigren Division, White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 209035000
ABSTRACT
Electronic excitations which precede and can facilitate chemical reactivity of explosive
molecules during shock passage will be discussed. The structurally similar family of
explosives, TATB, DATB, Picramide and TNB were the focus of this work. It has been

found that the energy of shake-up transitions observed in x-ray photoelectron spectra of these
molecules shows a linear relation with the explosive sensitivity. To the contrary, optical
absorption maxima, dependant upon dipole selection rules display a trend opposite that

intuitively expected in relation to ease of initiation. The shake-up transitions are governed
by monopole selection rules, so that the transitions between initial and final states of the same
symmetry are allowed. The forbiddeness of the excited state may favor proton transfer, bond
breakage and free radical formation relative to de-excitation by returning to the ground state.
Electronic excitations of this type are believed to be important to multiphonon up pumping.
The Is core hole resulting from photoionization creates a central coulomb force that shrinks
the orbitals, simulating conditions similar to those of high pressure or shock passage. These

factors may be at the heart of the correlation between the shake-up promotion energy and
explosive sensitivity.

INTRODUCTION
Whether molecular deformations or electronic excitations make the first response to
shock passage leading to irreversible chemical reaction is an open question. The time taken
for the steady state detonation wave to traverse an explosive molecule is about 100
femtoseconds (10.13 seconds). In such a short time it is likely that the electronic levels,
because they are so agile, will be the first to respond. Dremin[l]. in his multiprocess
detonation model has proposed electronic excitation as the first step. Gilman[2] has suggested
that the pushing of atoms against each other during shock can cause the transfer of electrons
to the Fermi level by tunneling. In this paper we are trying to identify electronic excitations
that might be relevant to the start of chemistry in explosives. The relevance is based on the
relationship shown between some electronic spectra and the sensitivity scale.
The sensitivity of explosives is not understood in physical terms and its prediction ha%
been difficult and frustrating. Historically, many new explosives have been synthesized onl]
to be rejected because they were too sensitive for handling. There was no definitive way of
predicting their sensitivity, prior to their synthesis and use of the hammer. One rea-.,n
behind the failure is that the processes involved in the early stag," -f ... :;on are ultra,.st ,nd
could not be resolved out in time scale. Recent developments in ultrafast techniques. which
can resolve events of ten femitoseconds, may be able to answer the long standing fundamental
questions. For example, Schoenlein et al[3] have measured the time involved in the
photoisomerization of rhodopsin in the visual system, one of the most rapid events in nature.
They found it to be 200 femtoseconds. Similarly Elsaesser et al[4] have determined the time
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. •1993 Materitas Research Society
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taken for a proton transfer in an aromatic molecule (2-benzotriazole ) and found it to be 100
femtoseconds (170 femtoseconds for deuteron). It appears that a similar time scale study is
needed to reveal the early action in explosives. A sustained detonation wave travels in an
explosive at about ten kilometers per second. This means that the time taken to go over the
dimensions of a molecule is about 100 femtoseconds( 10r" sec). To provide the energy
required for a sustained detonation wave, some molecular process(s) must be capable of
releasing energy within the molecular transit time.
A simple minded approach would be to relate sensitivity with optical absorption
spectra and band gap measurements, but this does not work. As for example, TNB is
transparent to shorter wavelengths and has a large band gap, but contrary to expectations it
is far more sensitive than TATB. As mentioned earlier[5] and shown in Table 1, the lack of
correspondence indicates that these excitations, (dipole transitions from HOMO's (n,-r.u-!ike
states) to LUMO's (nrTaf-like states), although they show some photolysis, are not the
transitions crucial to the initiation of chemistry. It is necessary to look for other electronic
excitations and identify those which may be relevant.
TABLE I
Compilation of Optical Absorption Data on TATB Family of Compounds
NOLTR 62-76)
Explosive

Xmx Angstrom

eV

TNB

2240

5.5

Picramide

3180

3.9

DATB

3800

3.3

TATB

4000

3.1

(D. Glover,

We have found that x-ray photoelectron shake-up spectra match sensitivity behavior
of the above mentioned explosives. It has been found that the sensitivity threshold, whether
measured with shock, impact or heat follows shake-up separations. The shake-up structure
also agrees with the oxygen balance relation of Kamlet. The electronic excitations involved
in the shake-up spectra are optically forbidden, not allowed by the dipole selection rules. The
shake-up selection rules allow only transitions between initial and final states of the same
total symmetry (Aberg [6]). The forbiddeness of the excited state will open up the possibility
of proton transfer and non-radiative processes in competition with the direct return to the
ground state.
Molecular alterations observed in sub-ignited or thermally decomposed TATB,36]
involve shift of hydrogen to produce furoxans and furazans. Furoxans are produced by the
loss of two atoms of hydrogen while furazans are produced by the creation of a water
molecule. The former is quite an unstable molecule and its production will facilitate further
reac,;onflr.
Formation of water in the early stage is an important step. because it is
exo'U..:aLnic (59 kcal/mole) and would supply energy to sustain the reaction. In view, of t.'e
above, it can be imagined that shock promotes excitations of forbidden nature. providing the
time required for hydrogen reactions. As mentioned above the transfer of proton takes place
in roughly 100 femtoseconds. This overall picture supports the idea that the elcctronic
excitations that are most relevant to the initiation process of explosives may be of the class
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involved in the shake-up process.
As mentioned earlier, the investigation of the electronic steps should be done with the help
of ultrafast laser techniques, where it may be possible to time the electronic excitations and
molecular alterations that follow, as has been done by Yzn et al[8] on rhodopsin. This will
give time scale information on the electronic and atomic changes but of course following
vertical excitations. We have used x-ray photoelectron shake-up spectra to determine the
relevant electronic excitations. Although x-rays have kilovolt energies, the shake-up probes
transitions of optical energy associated with valence level electron promotions. The approach
is similar to that employed in the Raman effect where visible light is used to pick up
vibrational and rotational level information, which have energies of the infrared region. In
the shake-up process photons of 1486 eV are used to probe electronic transitions of the outer
orbitals involving only a few electron volts.
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Figure 1. A comparison of normal photoejection with the shake-up process, is shown, in
which the associated HOMO-LUMO promotions follow monopole selection rules
An= 1.2.3 ....,A1=0, As=0.

Normal X-ray photoelectron effect:
The conventional x-ray photoelectron effect is governed by Einstein's photoelectric
equation
1/2my2=hP,--

where E, is the binding energy of tL,.• Plectron in u_ ý-,°3ial from which it is ejected, and o
is the work function of the solid.
Shake-up Structure in Photoelectron Spectra:
l/2mvl = h•, -

-46
- EsHMM,1.1,
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The shake-up features in the photoelectron spectrum arise from energy losses by the
Is photoelectrons during emission from the atom,Figure 1. These loss events are due to
promotion of outer electrons from a HOMO to a LUMO by the photoelectron resulting in a
loss of kinetic energy (Svensson et al[9]). Therefore a shake-up satellites appear on the low
kinetic energy side of the Is core photoemission peak separated by the HOMO-LUMO
excitation energy. The ejection of the Is electron causes unequal shrinking of the electronic
levels, charge transfer and promotions from the HOMO to LUMO states. The escaping
photoelectron ( K.E approx. 1000 eV, velocity grater than I0, cm/s.) leaves the vicinity of
the molecule (10 A) in less than a femtosecond. As a consequence, the shake-up brings
information about the immediate response of the outer orbitals to the creation of the Is
vacancy in the nitro-nitrogen or nitro-oxygen of the molecule. Furthermore, the promotions
are to forbidden states.

Results:
Figure 2 shows the Is spectrum of nitrogen in TATB. The line at about 406 eV is
due to nitrogen in the nitro functionality and it is associated with a shake-up feature,
separated by 2.7 eV to the low kinetic energy side. The structure indicates that the ls
emission is associated with charge transfer from amine-N to the nitro-N and with a HOMOLUMO promotion [101. This causes the nitro-nitrogen line to lose intensity. Its height
should have been equal to that of the amine-nitrogen line at about 402 eV, which does not
have any shake-up. The decreased height of the shake-up satellite shows that during the
photo-ejection of an electron from the nitro-nitrogen, about one third of the electrons lose
energy by promoting the outer most electrons. The energy involved in this promotion is 2.7
eV and represents a crucial excitation. As we go from TATB to DATB, Picramide, this
separation becomes smaller (Figure 3). For TNB, the separation could not be resolved with
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Figure 2. The XPS spectrum of nitrogen in TATB showing the shake-up structure at 2.7 eV
to the left of the nitro-nitrogen peak. Note that the amine nitrogen does not show any such
structure.
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our instrument and is assumed to be zero. The line-width of the nitro-nitrogen in TNB is
larger than that of either the amine or nitro nitrogen of TATB, indicating that there may be
some structure. Figure 4 shows a relation between the shake-up separation and sensitivity
of these explosives as measured by the drop test metnod. A good relationship over a wide
range of impact sensitivity is thus exhibited. The numbers for sensitivity have been taken
from the paper of Storm et al[ 1I], in which he has refined them based on very sound
argumer~ts. A similar relationship is exhibited when the NSWC small scale gap test data is
considered, as shown in Figure 5, which measures the shock sensitivity. The results show
that as the barrier of shake-up separation increases the threshold energy to initiate the
explosives also increases.

0

r.1

I-.
0

Z6

DATO

420

410

BINJDING

400

ENI.RGY eV

Figure 3. The shake-up structure of nitro-nitrogen shown for TATB. DATB and picramidc.
The structure gets closer to the main line and the height decreases. TNB showed no
separable structure from the main peak, its separation has been be assumed to be zero.

TABLE II
Compilation of Drop Height, Oxygen balance, Shake-up Data on the TATB Familv of
Explosives.
Explosive

Drop Hgt. cm.

Oxygen
Balance

Shake-up
AE, N Is
eVV

TNB

72

-1.5

0.0

Shake-up
.11. Ols

0.n
T

o_

Picramide

121

-1.8

0.8

1.4

DATB

215

-2.1

2.1

3.0

TATB

345

-2.3

2.7

3.6
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Figure 4. A plot of nitro-nitrogen shake-up separation against 50% drop height. showing that
impact sensitivity bears a linear relationship with shake-up.
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by NSWC small gap test, showing a linear relationship.
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Not only the nitrogen of the nitro group but also the oxygen atom of the nitro group
shows shake-up in the compounds investigated. As in the case of nitro-nitrogen, the oxygen
Is shake-up separation in TATB, DATB, picramide and TNB decreases monotonically. The
values of the nitrogen and oxygen shake-up are all given in Table II. Figure 6 shows the
relation between the nitro-nitrogen shake-up and Storm's[10] comprehensive sensitive index.
Jianqi et al[ll] have estimated the intra-molecular charge transfer coefficient for these
compounds from their results on the relative intensities of the shake-up spectra. The shake-up
separation and coefficient are linearly related. Thus it can be stated that the shake-up spectra
for the nitro-nitrogen and for nitro-oxygen, both show a good relation with the over all
sensitivity of these explosives.
Discussion:
The fart that certain type of electronic excitations agree with the general sensitivity
scale of the above mentioned explosives is intriguing. One would not expect vertical
electronic excitations of as high magnitude as two or more electron volts from multiphonon
pumping from a 50 kbar shock wave, needed for initiation. However the following facts
taken into consideration might 1,;.ow some light on certain possibilities.
1. The shake-up spectra arise during the Is ionized state of the nitro-nitrogen or nitro-oxygen,
which causes shrinking of the outer orbitals and decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap. This
arises from the increase in the effective charge at the center of the atom from the nucleus and
the ionized state from the missing Is electron. The Is ionized state may be simulating
conditions of high pressure, which also changes orbital separation and promotes charge
transfer in some compounds. (Syassen et al [12], Drickamer [13]).
TATB
2.5
SDATB

2.0-

Z •,1.0-

W-

Picramide

0e.5

TýN
-2.4

-2.3

-2.2

-2.1

-2

-1.9

-1 8

-1.7

-1.6

STORM'S SENSITIVITY INDEX

Figure 6. A plot of nitro-nitrogen shake-up against Storm's sensitivity index, which considers
many factors.
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2. The optically forbidden nature of these excitations can prevent immediate return of the

excited electron and promote proton transfer, so that by the time the Is vacancy is
neutralized, the molecule has changed.
3. Most explosives (including those of the TATB family) exhibit strong primary kinetic
deuterium isotope effect in decomposition, as shown by Shackleford[14]. This means
molecular alterations arising from hydrogen movement are likely to be involved in the first
chemical steps. Such transitions take about 100 femtoseconds as discussed previously. The
transformation of TATB family of compounds by hydrogen transfer also agree with the
calculations of Murray,Lane and Politzer[15].
4. The results of MO calculations as given by Sharma et al [16] and by Bardo[17] show that

for TATB 48 molecular orbital cluster into five broad peaks in the range between 0-40 eV.
These molecular orbitals have not been resolved by XPS studies. However, some of the
orbitals are close to the Fermi level and are within one or fractional eV of separation amongst
themselves. An'examination of Von Niessen's[19] calculations on para nitroaniline leads us
to believe that the NH 2 HOMO orbital (4b0) is one of the likely orbitals that promotes
electron density to the (5b,) orbital of the NO 2 functional group. Such an event is quite likely
for TATB, which is structurally and electronically like para amino nitroaniline.
Based on the points mentioned above a story can be built up that shock causes
forbidden electronic excitations, from which the probability of returning to the ground state
is not as usual. Then processes such as proton transfer and bond disruptions can compete.
Furoxan is produced by the elimination of two hydrogen atoms. The molecule is more
sensitive than TATB[7] and provides an easy path for further alterations. From TATB,
furazan is produced by the elimination of a water molecule, which is an exothermic step and
has the potential of giving energy to sustain the reaction. Thus a basis for chain reaction is
started.
1e
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Figure 7. XPS spectrum of nitrogen in TATB obtained by using a PHI 5000 Series ESCA
instrument, with an x-ray monochromator giving higher resolution. A new shake-up peak at
a separation of 1.7 eV is detectable by using a curve fitting program.
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There are some misgivings about the above mentioned picture. The excitation energy
fir these compounds as obtained from shake-up spectra are 2.7, 2.1, 0.8 eV for TATB,
DATB and picramide, respectively. These are rather large vertical gaps of electronic levels
to be excited by shock. According to the literature (Drickamer and Frank [14]) a pressures
of 50 kbar can change electronic levels only by 0.6-0.75 eV. Even if it is assumed that
thermal excitations can be half in value compared to electronic ones due to dielectric
relaxation, all the same there is a large difference between threshold pressures and the
electronic levels envisaged. Some explanation to bridge the gap has to be given. The role
ef dislocations as proposed by Coffey[20] in his model may make local transitions possible
oy decreasing the promotion energies. Also one can fall back on the role of incipient defects
as points of minimal free energy where transitions could become possible. Another thing to
remember would be that sonic oscillations in very small bubbles are known to cause light
emission which involves the inergy of two eV[21]. Probably shock waves can stimulate
larger jumps at tiny bubbles and defects.

CONCLUSIONS
From the present work, one can conclude that electronic levels can play a role in the
initiation process, but the veiy levels we have measured need not be the ones that are
operative. There are closer levels which have recently been observed in TATB as shown
in Figures 7, resolved with a new instrument. Further work on them is in progress, which
may remove the controversy. The charge transfer excitations, controlled by monopole
selection rules, producing forbidden excited states may be critically important for initiation.
The forbidden nature of these electronic promotions may encourage atomic reorganization and
molecular disruptions rather than the, -mediate return of the molecule to the ground state.
This work has evolved from research supported by the Independent Research(IR)
program of Naval Surface Warfare Center.
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ABSTRACT
Pressure/temperature/reaction phase diagrams for several nitramine compounds,
including hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW), 1,3,5-trinitrohexahydro-l,3,5-triazine
(RDX), ammonium dinitramide (ADN), and p-nitroaniline (PNA) are presented. A diamond
anvil cell was used in conjunction with optical polarizing light microscopy (OPLM), Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXD), and
micro FT-Raman spectroscopy to determine these diagrams. A description is given of the
diamond anvil cell and the associated techniques employed.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, interest has been increasing in the chemistry and physics of materials under
extreme conditions. Recovery as well as insi u experiments (shock and static) have been
developed to probe extreme conditions of pressure and temperature [1]. However, to date,
little is known quantitatively about material properties at both high temperatures and high
pressures. In order to determine the chemical and physical properties of materials under
these conditions, the pressure and temperature must be controllably produced and maintained
and their effects on materials monitored in real time. One approach to studying thi physical
and chemical properties of materials under extreme conditions is the use of a high-pressure
diamond anvil cell (DAC). In recent years. the use of the DAC as a research tool has
greatly increased and new applications are being reported in the literature frequently. The
DAC can be used with a variety of characterization techniques to evaluate the chemical and
physical properties of materials. Use of the DAC permits the detection and measurement of
phase transitions as a function of temperature and pressure, which leads to the
characterization of thermodynamic stability fields of high-pressure high temperature
polymorphs (phase diagrams). Also, the identification of the crystallographic structures of
these polymorphs, in addition to the measurement of their compressibilities can be achieved
by x-ray diffraction methods with the use of a DAC [2-4]. Chemical kinetics and reaction
mechanisms can be determined by FTIR spectroscopy [4].
In this paper, we focus our discussion on the DAC and its applications to the study of
energetic materials, in particular to the structural dependency of nitramines with respect to
thermodynamic stability. The techniques employed to detect phase transitions. to delineate
pressure/temperature stability fields, and to measure compressibility of these nitramine
compounds under extreme conditions of pressure and moderate temperatures will be
discussed. Finally, the determination of decomposition parameters as a function of pressure
and temperature will also be presented.
EXPERIMENTAL
All of the expecimental techniques employed in the present work were reported in
detail earlier [5-11]. Thus, only a brief description is given here. More detailed information
can be obtained in the references cited.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. 01993 Materials Research Society
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Diamond Anvil Cell
The principle for pressure application in a diamond anvil cell is relatively simple. It
is based on the concept of Bridgman opposed anvils, where two miniature diamond anvils
are mounted in this configuration. The first diamond anvil high-pressure cell cf the opposed
anvil type designed for 1800 transmission use was developed in 1959 by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), formerly, the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) [121. A second DAC design also incorporating Bridgman opposed anvils, but not
with 1800 transmission capability, was developed independently and was reported later in
1959 [13]. Over tile years, several varying designs of the opposed diamond anvil cell have
been employed [14-18]. However, the underlying principle of the design of every DAC is
based on the Bridgman opposed-anvil configuration.
The pressure cell used in this work (Figure 1) is fabricated from a high-temperature,
high-strength superalloy, Inconcl" 718, and is designed for 1800 transmission and reflection
measurements with sustained static heating up to 600 °C [6].
Translating
Diamond
Mount Plate

Diamond Anvils
Anvile
Belleille
Washers

Till ing-.--

Diamond
Mount
Hemisphaee

Adjusting
Screws
-

Removable
Heater

Inconel Alloy 718

Extended
Piston

Pressure Plate Bearing

P•ato
Scale:

Figure 1. A cross-section diagram of the diamond anvil high pressure cell showing the
diamond anvils in relation to the cell body., Force, generated by the compression of
Belleville spring washers, is transmitted to the anvils via th. lever-arm assembly whi.-h
also multiplies the force by a factor of two.
Pressure is generated by a screw rotation which compresses Bellevillc spring washers that
apply a continuously varying load to the moving anvil via a spring loaded lever arm
assembly. Different degrees of sensitivity and load characteristics can be obtained by
stacking the Belleville spring washers in series, in parallel, or in combinations of both. The
applied load is transferred uniformly to the pressure plate which bears against the piston
assembly. One diamond anvil is fixed in a hemisphere in the piston assembly. This anvil is
driven towards a second diamond anvil which is in a fixed position in thc entablature. The
hemisphere can be tilted a maximum of about 50 to permit parl",' ignment of the two
anvil faces, while the entablature can be...•t:.
for axial aligincnt of the opposing anvils
faces.
A removable miniature resistance coil heater with high power output (=700
resistance) surrounds the diamond anvil piston-cylinder assembly and pcrmits routine heating
of the sample. The heater coil is bifilar and is sheathed in lnconecl 600 alloy packed with
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The ruby fluorescence technique, originally developed at NIST in 1972, was
calibrated against the compression of NaCl via the Decker equation of state in 1976 [6,7].
The pressure measurements by this method are accurate to ± 0.05 GPa when they are made
in a hydrostatic environment at room temperature. The uncertainty in the pressure is
greater at elevated temperatures because of line-broadening and decreasing fluorescent
intensity. These effects contribute to gietcr uncertainty in the measurement of X. the
wavelength of the R, line. Still another source of error lies in the temperature correction to
X, which shifts with temperature in the same direction as the pressure shift. The temperature
correction has been determined from ruby fluorescence measurements made at one
atmosphere in the DAC and are included in our overall uncertainty. To avoid heating
effects, a 20 mW He-Cd Laser is used to excite the ruby fluorescence R lines. The focused
laser beam is approximately 10 [am in diameter, which is roughly the same size as the ruby
sphere used as the pressure sensor.
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared absorption spectra are recorded on a Nicolct" FTIR spectrometer, employing
an MCT-A (narrow band) detector for improved sensitivity and a Nicolct" data acquisition
system. The FTIR technique provides spectroscopic evidence for solid/solid phase
transiticns, formation of a new polymorphic phase (structural confirmation), and the
determinition of decomposition parameters. Sample thicknesses of 0.01-0.05 mm are
necessary for infrared transmission experiments. It is difficult to prepare gaskets of this
thickness. Furthermore, even if gaskets of this thickness were used, the ruby spheres or
chips of requisite size would be pinched between the diamond anvil surfaces resulting in
large errors in the pressure measurement. For these infrared absorption measurements,
samples are prepared by two methods. In the first method [4], the sample is prepared in the
following way. A gasket is prepared with a thickness of z 200 ptm and a diameter of = 250
gm. The hole is packed with dry NaCI powder compacted to transparency by applying
about 0.05 GPa with the DAC. A 0.01-0.05 mm layer of compacted NaCI is physically
removed ".-'ith the fine point of a needle to form a cavity in the bulk of the compacted NaCI.
The sample to be investigated is in the form of a fine powder and is introduced along with a
10 pm diameter ruby sphere into this cavity, effectively replacing the removed NaCI layer.
In the second method, the gasket is not filled with NaCI. instead a thin film of sample is
pressed between ungasketed diamond anvils, the thin film usually adheres to one of the
anvil faces. The diameter of this film is altered to conform to the gasket hole diameter by
removal of excess material. The gasket and sample film along with a 10 pam diameter ruby
sphere are assembled in the DAC and liquid nitrogen is introduced as the pressure
transmitting medium (I). The use of liquid nitrogen provides a chemically inert, noninfrared active, hydrostatic pressure transmitting medium up to 30 GPa. The two methods
provide both a visible and an infrared window approximately 250 tim thick. The liquid
nitrogen procedure. although much more difficult to perform. is superior in most respects to
the NaCI method for MTIR measurements and is the favored technique.
Micro FT-Raman Spectroscopy
Re-,-w,., a micro FT-Raman -.pectroscopy technique for DAC application was
developeo L"9]. In this method the DAC is positioned or the Raman microscope using
massive micrometer translation stage (X.YZ). The X,Y parameters position the sample in
the DAC on the optic axis of the microscope. while the Z parameter is used for focusing the
sample. A SW CW NdYAG laser operating at 1.06 pm is used as the excitation
waveleng:h. The laser power is regulated by rotating a variable neutral density filter, giving
laser powers from 100 mW to 5.0 W. The laser beam is directed through a 4 mm hole in a
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gold coated planer mirror into the microscope. Gold coated reflecting optics are employed
throughout the microscope system for improved efficiency. The laser pulse is focused onto
the sample inside the DAC usinr a near-IR microscope objective. Scattered radiation is
collected by the microscope objective and is directed through the same optical path used for
the laser beam. The signal is then separated from the laser beam optical path by reflecting
the sample signal into the spectrometer off the gold coated planar mirror with the 4 mm
hole. Unwanted laser radiation is removed by a holographic filter placed in front of the
interferometer. The sample radiation is then passed through the interferometer and is
focused onto a germanium detector. The signal is processed using a Nicolct 680D computer
system. The sample may be prepared as a single crystal or powder sample in a hydrostatic
or non hydrostatic medium. Raman shifts are detected up to 30 GPa and between -150 *C
and 300 *C. The major advantages of FT-Raman using NdYAG excitation at 1.06 pim arec
(1) reduced sample decomposition because of short exposure times, and (2) reduced
fluorescence. In DAC applications, fluorescence from the diamonds and pressure
transmitting medium are reduced significantly. This technique does not require Type IIA
low luminescence diamond anvils.
Enerfy Dispersive X-ray Diffraction
In x-ray powder diffraction experiments the sample and/or detector usually are
rotated over a large angular range to bring the various crystallographic planes into the
Bragg condition for diffraction. Owing to the containment requirement of the sample in a
DAC for high pressure studies, this is no longer feasible. For insitu x-ray diffraction
measurements using a DAC, it is best to keep the sample in a fixed position and use the
energy dispersive x-ray diffraction technique [11,20-22]. The DAC can be mounted in a
fixed position and white radiation can be used in conjunction with a solid state detector (Si1 .,
GCL,, or intrinsic Ge) and a multichannel analyzer. All data are collected simultaneously.
The DAC is mounted in the x-ray beam at the center of the diffractometer by a micrometer
positioning device (X, Y, Z stage). The sample is aligned by altering the x- and zpositioners and measuring the difference in absorption or by using a microscope. The ypositioner places the sample center on the diffractometer axis. Any fluorescence,
characteristic tube X-ray lines or absorption edges arc at a fixed energy. The observed
intensities of the lines arc a function of- (1) the distribution of the white radiation from the
x-ray source (tube or synchrotron), (2) the absorption through the diamonds, (3) the
specimen transparency, and (4) the scattering power which decreases as I/E-2. Typically. for
energetic materials a limited number of diffraction lines are observed. Often these lines arc
a combination of multiple diffractions as represented in Figure 2. Structural change is often
identified by the appearance of new diffraction lines or dramatic changes in the EDXD
pattern. If the different crystallographic forms are similar, then identification of a high
pressure phase may not be possible because dramatic changes in X-ray diffraction lines or
appearances of new diffraction lines may not occur (Figure 2). However, if no apparent
changes are observed. it may be possible to detect phase transitions by a discontinuity in the
measured linear compression of diffraction peaks or calculated unit cell volume associated
with the high and low pressure phases as shown in Figures 3. In addition, by measuring the
linear compression of the material an estimate of the change in volume (AV) can be made
by assuming that the volume dc:'rease is proportional to the measured linear distance
decrease (3X) I'herefore. a first approximation of the AV (volume) and Ap (density) of a
material are possible during compression. If a transition has occurred this estimate in
volume and density change corresponds to the compression of the original state, the AV due
to the transition, and the compression of the high pressure state.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pressure, temperature, reaction phase diagrams for HNIW, RDX, ADN and pnitroaniline which follow were determined earlier by one or more of the measurement
techniques described above [2,9,23,24]. The details of those experiments and the
associated results can be found in the references indicated. In the PT diagrams that
follow, the equilibrium phase transformation boundaries are designated by solid lines,
while the nonreversible polymorphic transitions are represented by dashed lines. Although
some of the transitions were found to be irreversible probably for kinetic reasons, from the
overall experimental evidence, the reported stability fields indicate thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions for the pure crystalline material.

Hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane
Our reaction phase diagram for I-INIW as a function of pressure and temperature
is shown in Figures 4A and 4B. The determined polymorph stability fields are as follows:
(1) the stable ambient monoclinic phase, y (stable between ambient pressure and 0.7 GPa
from -125 °C to decomposition), (2) the high-pressure monoclinic phase, ý (stable between
0.7 to 14.0 GPa from -125 °C to decomposition temperatures), (3) a high-temperaturehigh-pressure orthorhombic phase, P, (stable between 0.5-0.6 GPa and between 140-200
C), (4) a high-temperature-high pressure monoclinic phase, c, (stable between 0.65-2.5
GPa and between 110-240 QC), and (5) the high-temperature-high-pressure orthorhombic
phase, a, (stable above 0.4 GPa and approximately 220 'C).
FTIR spectroscopy was used to identify high pressure and/or high temperature
phase transitions and new polymorphic (structural conformation) phases. Figure 5A shows
three spectra which were collected at different pressures which bracketed the -Y+-*
transition in HNIW at 0.7 GPa identified by OPLM experiments. Spectrum A shows the
initial sample, y -INIW at 0.16 ± 0.05 GPa. Spectrum B taken at 0.9 ± 0.05 GPa, which
is 0.2 GPa higher than the measured transition pressure. shows a definite change in the
infrared absorption spectrum. Significant differences in absorption bands are observed
between spectra A and B, in the ranges of 3100-3000 cin' (CI I, symmetric/asymmetric
stretching) and 1800-700 cm" (finger print stretching/bending region). To confirm the
formation of a new polymorph of HNIW. Spectrum B was then compared with the known
infrared adsorption spectra for t, P. and c IINIW polymorphs at 0.9 ± 0.05 GPa at room
temperature (Figure 513). No agreement between any of the known polymorphs (x, P. and
c) and the high pressure C IINIW phase was found in the infrared spectra. Spectrum C
(Figure 5A) was obtained after the sample pressure wva, lowered from 0.9 ± 0.05 GPa to
0.4 ± 0.05 GPa, and the resulting spectrum (spectrum (C agreed with thiat obtained for the
original y HINIW sample (renctrum A). This indicates that a reversible solid/solid phase
transition occurred at 0.7 GPa between 7!and C IINI\: polymorphs and that the r IINIW
phase is, indeed, a new structural conformation of I1N]MW.
Five solid polymorphs, identified as a. , 7. 1%:.
and .. were found. Each of the
four I-INIW polymorphs. which are all retricv''
ambient pressure and temperature. (a.
P3.y, and c) were initially uscd as the starting material at the beginning of this
investigation. Transitions were observed in y IINIW to fbrm all other HN1W polymorphs.
However, the only transitions determined when starting with the other recovered I-HNI\N
polymorphs, corresponded to the their phase boundaries when y I-INIW was used as the
starting material. Nine solid-solid phase transitions wvere observed lor I INIW (Table 1).
The reversibility, pressure/temperaturc conditions, techniques employed
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Table I. The solid/solid phase transitions among the known polymorphs of HNIW
determined as a function of temperature and pressure.

Reversibility

Press.
Region (GPa)

Techniques
Temp.
Region (*C)

Employed for
Identification

Transition
Boundary

Y1U

REV.

0A0.0.55

>180

FTIR

NEG.

Y/IP

REV.

0.55-0.62

160-180

MrlR

NEG.

WE

REV.

0.62-0.70

120-160

TI'R,OPLM

NEG.

y/4

REV.

0.70

-125-120

'TIR,OPLM,EDXD

NO

[pa

NONREV.

0.4-0.55

190

F1R

POS.

P/c

NONREV.

-0.6

140-170

FTIR

UND MTER.

C/a

NONREV.

0.60-2.8

190-220

MTIR

POS.

Pr

NONREV.

0.70-2.1

130-180

FM1R

POS.

•a

NONREV.

2.8-10

190-230

FTIR

POS.

Transition

Slope of

for detection, and slope of the transition boundary are listed. The reversible transitions
observed included (1) y ++ a, (2) y - 1, (3) y +- E and (4) y ++ ". The nonreversible
transitions observed included (1) 03-- a (2) P -+ c, (3) F -+ a. (4) 1"-+ c and (5) ý -+
a. The pressure and temperature thermal decomposition parameters have also been
determined and reflect rapid decomposition (<1 minutes). The observed
pressure/temperature decomposition parameters are provided in Table 2. which also
indicates the HNIW phase and temperature/pressure conditions for decomposition at a
moderate rate (1-2 min). Slow decomposition is known to occur at significantly lower
temperatures at ambient pressure [25-27]. This trend is also observed at elevated
pressures.

Table 11. The observed temperature/pressure parameters for HNIW thermal
decomposition at a moderate rate (1-2 min), indicating the decomposing H NIW phase
Dccomposition
Polvmorph

"remperatnre(C)

I'rcwire ((;lP:)

y

260

0.0-0.1

at

260-280

040-100

280-340

10.0-14.0
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Figures 4A and 4B. The reaction/phase diagram tor -y HNIW is shown in Figures 4A
and 4B. Figure 4A gives the results of the overall study for "YHNIW indicating the
measured stability fields for the five solid phase polymorphs ja. . -y, c. and r) from
- 150C to 320°C and up to 14.0 GPa. Figure 4B is an enlarged view of the region
from 509C to 3200C and up to 4.0 GPa.
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MgO powder for electrical isolation. The power input to the heater is controlled by a
thyristor controller and a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) which permits automatic control
of heating with proportional, integral and derivative features for the heating rate. Other
features which are available include time-proportional heating, temperature overshoot
inhibition and direct temperature readout. Temperatures as low as -190 0C can be attained
by replacing the removable resistance coil heater with a miniature coiled tube for passage of
liquid N2 . Temperature is measured by a chromel-alumel thermocouple with its bead in
contact with an Inconel" X750 alloy gasket which confines the sample under pressure. With
this system, temperature can be set and automatically maintained to ±1 °C with an estimated
accuracy of ±3 0C at 300 0C. A fixed-point calibration method based on the melting point
of several pure materials was used to determine this uncertainty [8].
The high-pressure-high-temperature diamond anvil cell can be mounted on a
micrometer positioning device for optical polarizing light microscopy. ruby fluorescence
pressure measurements. Fourier transform infrared (ETIR) spectroscopy, micro FT-Raman.
and energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXD) measurements as described below.
Optical Microscopy and Ruby Fluorescence Measurements
Optical polarizing light microscopy (OPLM) studies are made with an instrument also
used for our ruby fluorescence pressure measurements. This system has been described
earlier [5]. A massive micrometer x,y,z positioning device provides the mount for the
pressure cell and permits horizontal positioning (x,y) of the sample (or ruby) in the DAC
onto the optic axis of the microscope, while permitting vertical motion (z) to focus the
sample (or ruby). A tungsten light source is positioned at the bottom of the microscope
providing transmission illumination of the sample. This allows visual evaluation of the
sample under polarizing light. Structural phase transitions are detected in samples under
investigation using OPLM primarily by birefringence changes on single crystals using
various pressure transmitting media. e. g.. liquid N,. n-pentane:isopentane (1:1 by volume).
and Fluorinert). The use of Fluorinert is limited to samples which are insoluble only in this
liquid because its own strong bircfringence does not nromote sharp visual images of the
crystals when viewed under polarized light. N-pentane:tsopentanc (1:1 by vol) and liquid N.
both permit sharp images of single crystals under poiarized light withl pronounced
birefringence effects such as an extreme change in color moving as a wave across the crystal
face when a sample undergocs a phase transformation. In some instances, by fine
adjustment of the pressure, the transitions can be halted so that both phases arc present
simultaneously in the same specimen separated by a sharp demarcation line. The
birefringence change and demarcation boundary provide distinct markers for detecting a
transition as a function of pressure and temperature. Similarly. ielting (free/ing) as a
function of pressure and temperature may be accomplished bw adiusting these parameters sot
that both solid and liquid phases are present simultaneousl'
A 20 mW CNV He-Cd laser is positioned where the light source ior HII (rellection
illumination would normally be located. The I-Ic-Cd laser beam provides the excitation
energy for ruby fluorescence. The light image may be transmitted to a television camera I,
inserting a movable mirror which contains a very smali circular nonrnated area. Tinoncoated area permits transmission of the fluorescence radiatio to :ý.x monochromator.
Therefore. visual observation of the sample and pressure measurement may be accomplished
simultaneously. The fluorescence signal is recorded digitally by a diode array detector anti
is processed by an IBM" AT computer. Pressure is evaluated by a peak shift calculation or a
line-shape modul. Pressure measurements by this technique may be repeated routinely cver.%
3 sec.
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Figures 5A and 5B. Figure 5A shows the infrared absorption spectra of HNIW (A, B,
and C) at room temperature and the following pressures: Spectrum A at 0. 16 GPa:
Spectrum B at 0.9 GPa: and Spectrum C after lowering the pressure from 0.9 to
0.4 GPa. Figure 5B shows the infrared absorption spectra for ot. 6. f. and P HNIW
polymorphs at room temperature and 0.9 GPa showing the differences in the absorption
bands among the various phases.
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1.3.-Trinitrohexahvdro-1.3.5-triazine
Three solid polymorphs, identified as a, 03, and I were found for RDX.
The equilibrium/reaction phase diagram is presented in Figure 6. The determined
polymorph stability fields for the three RDX phases are as follows: (I) the stable
ambient orthorhombic phase, a, (2) the high pressure phase, y, stable above 3.8
GPa, and (3) the high-temperature and high-pressure phase, P, stable above 2.7
GPa and 225 °C. Between atmospheric pressure and 2.5 GPa, no solid/solid phase
transitions are observed for a RDX. a phase melt/decomposition is detected
between 215-225 0C up to 2.5 GPa. Between 2.5 and 3.8 GPa at 225 °C, a
reversible a-P solid/solid phase transition is detected. a RDX is observed to
change to another orthorhombic phase, y, at about 3.8 GPa at room temperature.
The a/y phase boundary was found to be essentially temperature independent at 3.8
GPa to 225 *C. Above 225 °C, a unidirectional solid/solid phase transition is
observed between y and P RDX up to 7.0 GPa. 03RDX melt/decomposition is
detected between 225-275 °C and 2.5-7.0 GPa. The 0 and y RDX phases may be
retrieved to ambient temperature at elevated pressures above 3.8 GPa. At room
temperature 0 and y RDX transform to a RDX when the pressure is decreased.
The y phase reverts to the a polymorph near 3.5 GPa, while the 3polymorph
reverts to the a phase as the pressure nears one atmosphere. The thermal
decomposition parameters for the a and P polymorphs are as follows: (I) below
2.5 GPa melt/decomposition of a RDX is observed and (2) above 2.5 GPa P RDX
melt/decomposition is detected. Furthermore, decomposition of a and P3
phases is
observed at temperatures below the melting curve. The rate of thermal
decomposition of a RDX increases with increasing pressure between 1.4-2.1 GPa.
The AH" for a RDX is equal to 51 Kcal/mol with an AV* of -5.6 cc/mol within the
same pressure region [4).
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Figure 6. Equilibrium phase diagram for RDX showing the stability fields for three
solid phases, ce, P and y'and the liquidus or melting point.
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Ammonium Dinitramide.
A preliminary equilibrium phase diagram for ADN is shown in Figure 7. Two

solid ADN phases, a and 03, have been found in the pressure regime up to 10 GPa. The
pressure dependence of the melting temperature has been measured. Between atmospheric
pressure and 0.9 GPa, melt/decomposition is observed above 95 °C. At room temperature
and approximately 2.5 GPa, a solid/solid reversible phase transition between a and 13
ADN polymorphs was detected by OPLM, EDXD and Raman spectroscopy. Identification
ADN phase by FTIR spectroscopy was not possible because severe
of the high pressure 1P
pressure broadening in the infrared absorption spectrum greatly reduced resolution. The
temperature dependency of the transition has not been determined. Above 1.0 GPa and 95
*C,melt/decomposition was no longer observed. A solid phase decomposition reaction
was detected by a significant change in birefringence in OPLM studies and a
corresponding change in the infrared absorption spectra. The solid rearrangement
observed at elevated temperatures and pressures has been identified as the conversion of
ADN to ammonium nitrate (AN, phase I) and NMO. Confirmation of the high temperature
AN phase was done by OPLM studies. Upon formation of AN at high pressure and high
temperature, the pressure was then decreased to atmospheric. Then, as the temperature was
decreased on the sample, all the known temperature dependent phase transitions between
phase I and phase IV of AN were observed at their reported transition temperatures [28].
The decomposition parameters for ADN are as follows: (1) a-ADN melts/decomposes
between atm and 0.9 GPa forming AN and N20 and (2) 13-ADN decomposes via a
solid/solid rearrangement to AN (phase I) and N20 above 0.9 GPa and 140 *C. These
decomposition parameters represent a moderate decomposition rate, i.e., < 5 min. Low
temperature, very slow ADN decomposition is also detected at 60 0C at atmospheric
pressure [29].
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Figure 7. Preliminary Equilibrium/reaction phase diagram for ADN. indicating the
reversible &-ft ADN transition at room temperature. the liquidus or melting point, and
the solid state conversion to AN (1)and NO.
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g.Nitromnitine
The equilibrium/reaction phase diagram for p-nitroaniline is shown in Figure 8.
Three solid phases for PNA (I, II, and Ill) have been identified. The liquidus of Phase I
has been measured from atmospheric pressure to 1.0 GPa and 150-240 *C. During
melting the PNA undergoes a chemical reaction, becoming dark and leaving a reddishbrown residue. Between 1.0-4.0 GPa and above 140 °C, a reversible phase transition, I
-+II, is detected. Above 245 *C,melting is not observed for phase II. Phase II
decomposes above 245 °C between 1.0 and 4.0 GPa. Between 0.0-25 °C at 4.0 GPa,
another reversible solid/solid phase transition, I ++I1, has been identified. Thus, in the P,
T domain studied, there appears to be three solid forms of p-nitroaniline, I, II, and 1M1.
Phases II and 111, upon release of pressure revert to form 1,which is the stable form at
ambient conditions of pressure and temperature. The decomposition parameters for PNA
are as follows: (1) below 1.0 GPa, I melts and decomposes between 140 and 245 °C, (2)
between 1.04.0 GPa and above 245 OC, II decomposes, and (3) above 4.0 GPa and 245
'C, a black amorphous material is formed during decomposition. However, at this time it
is not known whether phase II or phase III is decomposing.
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Figure 8. Equilibrium phase diagram for PNA, indicating the stability fields for the
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THE GROWTH AND PERFECTION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS
OF TRINITROTOLUENE C(NT)
HUGH G. GALLAGHER AND JOHN N. SHERWOOD
University of Strathclyde, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry, 295

Cathedral Street, Glasgow GII XL, Scotland, UK.
ABSTRACT
A study has been made of the crystal growth behaviour and perfection of TNT.
Depending on the purity and the solvent used, crystallisation from solution yields
material of monoclinic, twinned monoclinic or orthorhombic forms. Of these only
the monoclinic form was suitable for detailed study by X-ray topographic
techniques. The crystals of the orthorhombic form were too small and imperfect for
examination.

Seeded growth from ethyl acetate solution yielded lamellar twinned crystals in

which the twin density was low. Under ideal conditions, relatively perfect samples
could be obtained in which the dominant residual growth defects were stacking

faults of Burgers vector b */2 [001] and dislocations.
INTRODUCTION

In common with other molecular solids, the physical, chemical and mechanical
properties of solid explosives are influenced by lattice defects.
It is hardly
surprising, therefore, that crystal imperfections are believed to play a role in the

initiation and subsequent decomposition of energetic materials [1]. The impact
initiation of crystalline explosives is generally accepted to occur by conversion of
the mechanical energy of impact into heat within small volumes of the solid known
as hot spots. Several mechanisms involving dislocation slip which occurs during
the plastic deformation which accompanies impact have been proposed to explain
the formation of these " hot-spots" [2]. Little is known however about the nature
of defects in these materials on which to base reasonable theoretical models. In
order to redress this situation, a detailed study of the properties of growth and
mechanically induced defects in a number of organic energetic materials has been
undertaken [3,4]. The work reported here is an abbreviated description of the
initial stages in the assessment of one of these materials trinitrotoluene (TNT) [5].
CRYSTALLISATION OF TNT
TNT is known to crystallise in two basic polymorphic forms [6]
orthorhombic Pb2 1 a a= 15.005 A, b= 20.024 A. c= 6.107 A
monoclinic

P2 1 /c

a= 21.275 A, b= 6.093 A, c= 15.025 A.

,

=

110.230

Depending on the conditions imposed, it is reported -.: a, these may crystallise
separately or even simultaneously ab ::on7plex mixed pnase crystals.
Despite
intensive investigations, however, the conditions for the crystallisation of the various
structural modifications have not yet been clearly defined. In order to prepare
crystals suitable for examination by X-ray topography, it was necessary first of all
to define the nature of polymorphism in TNT crystallised from solution.
Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 296. P19S3 Materials Research Society
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Crystals of high optical quality were grown from a wide range of organic solvents
by the slow evaporation of saturated solutions.
The structural nature and
perfection of these crystals were systematically determined using various x-ray
diffraction techniques.
The crystals were found to exist in three basic forms: monoclinic, orthorhombic
and twinned monoclinic depending on the crystallising solvent. The crystallisation
results are summarised in table 1.
Subsequent examination revealed that the
orthorhombic polymorph is metastable under ambient conditions and transforms to
the monoclinic form over a period of time.
On raising the temperature the
transformation is instantaneous at 344 K. The monoclinic form was found to be
stable up to the melting point, 354 K.
The synchrotron radiation source proved to be extremely useful for the
characterisation of the twinned and untwinned monoclinic crystals.
TABLE I
The Influence of Crystallization Solvent on the Morphology of TNT Crystals
Solvent
Ethylacetate
Methanol
Toluene
Acetone
Ethanol
Cyclohexanol

Habit*
L.
N.
P.
N.
N.
N.

R. P.
R. P.
R. P.
R. P.

Colour
Faint Yellow
Dark Amber
Yellow
Amber
Amber
Amber

Polymorph

Twinned

Monoclinic
Monoclinic
Monoclinic
Monoclinic
Orthorhombic
Orthorhombic

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes

-

* L. = Lozenge; N. = Needles; R. = Rods; P. = Plates,
SYNCHROTRON X-RADIATION STUDIES OF TWINNING
The broad spectral range and low beam divergence available at the UK
Synchrotron Radiation Source. Daresbury Laboratory is ideal for the study of
twinned structures such as those found in TNT. Due to the large diameter of the
beam (2 cm) full crystal Laue diffraction patterns can be taken in which each spot
is a full topographic image of the crystal [7]. Since a twinned crystal consists of
regions of identical crystallographic structure arranged in different symmetrical l
related orientations, then the diffraction pattern record,, simultaneously the
diffraction pattern of each twin. Where the degree of twinning is low this enables
the positions of each twin in the crystal to be identified and at the same time it
allows an assessment to be made of the overall defect conce,'.:'ion and
configurautm
The diffraction patterns of both a twinned and untwinned crystal of the
monoclinic phase taken with the synchrotron beam normal to the basal (100) plane
are shown in Figure 1. From the symmetry of the pattern for the twinned crystal.
the twin law can be defined as 1800 rotation about an axis normal to the (100)
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Figure I

S

"a

(a)
(a)

(b)

.a

Full Crystal Laue Diffraction Patterns of TNT crystals
taken using Synchrotron Radiation
(a) Untwinned Crystal; (b) Singly twinned Crystal
Figure 2

Enlargements of the two twin images circled on Figure I
showing the different defect structures in the two lamellae:
I. strain due to impurity incorporation; D. dislocations: and S. stacking fault.
The upper surface is a fracture surface and not a habit face.
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plane. To illustrate the detail in the diffraction images, an enlarged pair of twin
reflections are shown in Figure 2. These clearly show the differences in the defect
structure of the separate twin lamellae.
Similar diffraction p,-terns taken of sections of the crystals cut perpendicular to
the (100) plane and with the synchrotron beam normal to the (010) plane, provide
information on the distribution of the twin layers in depth and thus allow the full
characterisation of the specimen.
In this way, by study of the varying twin
structure of crystals grown under a range of growth conditions, the conditions for
the preparation of untwinned crystals can be defined.
SINGLE CRYSTAL GROWTH AND PERFECTION
Large crystals of the stable monoclinic form of TNT were grown from ethyl
acetate solutions by the slow cooling of seeded saturated solutions. Temperature
lowering rates lay in the range 0.003 - 0.01 K/hr- 1 over the temperature range
302-309 K.
X-ray transmission topography [8] of the crystals showed them to have a
characteristic growth induced defect structure in which the overall perfection is
determined by the incorporation of residual impurities into the lattice. Regions of
high impurity concentration are strained and appear as a dark contrast on the
topographs.
This is well exemplified by the topographs shown in Figure 2.
Several points should be noted
-

the lateral growth sectors are highly strained due to the preferential
incorporation of the impurities into these sectors compared with the
extended growth sectors.

-

the deviations in the trajectory of the boundary between the lateral and
the extended growth sectors reflect changes in the relative growth rates
of the faces associated with these sectors. One explanation of this is
that impurities absorbed onto one of the growing faces inhibits its
growth rate.
The observation that these changes are frequently
accompanied by grov. th banding in the sectors supports this view.

-

linear (dislocations) and planar (stacking faults and twins) defects are
generated at solvent inclusions which are trapped in the vicinity of the
seed.

The dominant growth defects in high quality crystals of TNT are stacking faults
dislocations and twins. In Figure 2. the stacking fault is visible as a wedge shaped
area of uniformly dark contrast bordered by well-defined lines of even greater
contrast. This type of defect contrast is characteristic of stacking faults bounded
by partial dislocations. Occasionally dislocations are observed but they are usually
fewer in number than the other defects.
Characterisation of the topographic images using the techniques of extinction
contrast [81 showed that the predominant strain vector associated with the stacking
faults was b [001].
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ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY OF AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE
MINSUN YOO, SEOKWON YOON, AND ALEX DE LOZANNE
Department of Physics, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712-1081, USA
ABSTRACT

We have studied the (210) surface of ammonium perchlorate (NH 4 CIO4 ) with an
atomic force microscope (AFM) in air. Large scale images show monomolecular steps that
are often aligned with major crystalline directions. Surface modification is clearly observed
with forces as low as 30 nN, but is usually limited to the bottom and the sides of the field
of view, where the tip scans for a long time and where it turns around, respectively. At the
molecular scale we have observed structures with substantial order, with minimum lateral
sizes of 3 A. The identification of these features is difficult due to the large unit cell of this
compound (40 atoms per unit cell), and the lack of perfect order in the images. We use the
SARCH/LATUSE program developed by Van Hove and Hermann to analyze this structure.
Ammonium perchlorate is hygroscopic; it is therefore possible that surface modification is
enhanced by the moisture present in air. Experiments in a dry atmosphere have confirmed
this explanation. We have therefore designed and built a UHV (ultra-high vacuum) AFM
for these studies. The first images from this instrument are presented here.
INTRODUCTION
Energetic crystals have been used in many applications for decades, some even have
been utilized for centuries. Yet the basic mechanisms for the initiation of the exothermic
reaction in these materials is not known. A large amount of empirical data exists, but a
detailed understanding of what happens at the molecular level is lacking. Our long term
goal is to contribute to this understanding by probing the structure of these materials down
to the molecular level, and by attempting to initiate and study reactions within a
microscopic volume.
Most energetic crystals are insulating; it is therefore not possible to study them with the
electron-based microscopies that yield the highest resolution, namely Transmission Electron
Microscopy and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy. The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
invented by Binnig, Quate and Gerber[ 1], is the only instrument that can image insulators
with high resolution, in some cases even atomic resolution. We have used the AFM to
study crystals of ammonium perchlorate. RDX, and TATB. Thus far the most interesting
results have been obtained with ammonium perchlorate, which we present here.
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
Ammonium perchlorate (NH 4 CIO 4 . denote~d as AF hereafter) is an insulator with an
orthorhombic unit cell of dimensions a=9.202A, b=5.816A, and c=7.449A, and Pnma
space group.[2] Each unit cell contains four ammonium ions and four perchlorate ions, as
illustrated in fig. 1, for a total of 40 atoms per unit cell. At room temperature the
ammonium ions rotate as a single unit about their location in the unit cell.[31 We have used
the SARCH/LATUSE program developed by Van Hove and Hermann[4] to analyze this
crystal structure. In all our crystal diagrams the ammonium ions are drawn as the largest
spheres, followed by medium spheres for the chlorine atoms and small spheres for oxygen

Figure 1. A perspective view of the atoms in a
unit cell of NH 4 CIO 4 . The largest spheres
,epresent the rotating ammonium ions, the next
largest are chlorine atoms, and the smallest are
oxygen atoms. The unit cell dimensions are
a=9.202A (to the right), b=5 816A (up). and
Four NH 4 C10 4
c=7.449A (out of paper).
molecules are contained in the unit cell, for a total
of 40 atoms. Figures 1-3 were generated with the
SARCH/LATUSE programl4j.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 29. K,1993 Materials Research Society
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atoms. Our results for the (100), (010) and (001) projections agree with the diagrams
published by Williams et al.[5]. For the sake of brevity we show only the (001) projection
in figure 2, since it will be helpful in visualizing the AFM data that follows.
We have studied the (210) surface of AP, since it is a natural cleavage plane. It is not
known, however, which of the many parallel (210) planes is actually exposed during
cleaving. We now discuss which plane is most likely to be exposed.
The (210) planes are perpendicular to the plane of figure 2 and they intersect it along
the diagonal lines shown. A crystal may cleave along these lines or along any other parallel
plane. This structure has ten inequivalent (210) planes (going through the nuclei), with a d
spacing of 3.608A. It is difficult to predict which of these planes will be exposed when the
crystal is cleaved. A reasonable possibility is that the cleave occurs between planes that
have the largest spacing between them and the least number of molecular bonds crossing the
plane. The distance between ineq.uivalent (210) planes is, in decreasing order, 0.801A,
0.793A, 0.638A, 0.328A, 0.028A, and 0.010A (the last four spacings occur twice). The
diagonal lines in figure 2 are midplanes between planes separated by the largest distance,
0.801A. This is also a good choice for a cleavage plane because there are no strong bonds
crossing these planes: all perchlorate ions and all ammonium ions are comp'etely on one
side or the other. This is therefore likely to be a weakly bonded plane, which would be
most likely to cleave. Taking this plane to be the cleaved surface, we make a (210)
projection showing only the atoms within the slab bound by the two equivalent (210)
midplanes in figure 2. The thickness of this slab is 3.608A (same as the d-spacing). This
slab shows a good symmetry, which we have not observed in any other parallel slabs that
we have studied. The depth of the slab is about the deepest that one would expect to see
with the AFM, taking into account that the typical lateral spacing of the structure is also
about 3 A. For simplicity, a possible surface reconstruction will not be considered here.
We note that our result for the (210) projection is different from the one published in
ref. 6. The main difference is that they obtained a (210) surface unit cell that is 7.42A
along the <001 > direction, as one would expect from the crossing of a (210)2 plane
2
through a single bulk unit cell (this gives a length along <120> of (b2+(a/2) )11 =
7.416A). A careful analysis of this geometry, however, shows that the (210) surface unit
cell should cross two bulk unit cells along the < 120> direction, thus giving a cell length
of 2 x 7.416A = 14.832A. The (210) surface unit cell should therefore be 14.832A along
< 120> by 7.449A along <001 >, which agrees with the result of the SARCH/LATUSE
program.

Figure 2. Projection of the AP crystal
along (001). Three unit cells are drawn in
each direction. The a-axis (a=9.202A) is
horizontal and the b-axis (b=5.816A) is
vertical. The two diagonal liner ii-ica,the intersection of two (210) planes (which
are perpendicular to the paper) with the
p!ane of the figure. The atoms contained
between these two planes are projected onto
the (210) surface in figure 3. The different
atoms are identified as in fig. 1.

iigure 3. Projection of the AP
crystal along (210). The <120>
axis is horizontal and the c-axis is
vertical. The boxes mark two unit
cells (14.832A x 7.449A each).
The different atoms are identified as
in fig. 1.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN AIR
The sample was cleaved to expose a fresh (210) face and was immediately imaged in
air with a Park Scientific Instruments AFM (SFM-BD2) using a cantilever with dimensions
L=1OOpm, w=10tm, and t=0.6,um, and a spring constant of approximately 0.08N/m.
Images were obtained in the repulsive mode with a constant lever deflection of 0.52sm,
thus yielding profiles with an equal force of approximately 42nN. There may be additional
forces between the tip and the sample (e.g. electrostatic, or surface tension of the adsorbed
water layer on the tip and the sample); we plan to measure these possible additional forces
in the future. Figure 4 shows a representative image of the (210) surface on a scale of 5nm
on a side. The usual precautions were taken to ensure the validity of the data, namely
changing the image size, the scanning frequency and scanning rotation. The interpretation
of these images is complicated by the large size of the unit cell and the possibility of
cleaving through various parallel planes. The image in figure 4 has a scale and symmetry
similar to the (210) projection in figure 3. Unfortunately, irregularities in the data and the

complexity of the surface unit cell prevent us from making a definite assignment of each

feature in the image at this time.
Figure 5 shows very interesting patterns formed by the scanning tip. Trenches are dug
around the side edges, where the tip turns around as it scans back and forth, or the top and
bottom edges, where the tip scans repeatedly while waiting to take a new image. As larger
images are taken in the same area, the trenches created by the previous image are clearly
seen. The delpth of the trenches is usually a multiple of the d spacing for (210) planes,
namely Nx3.6A. Other natural steps with similar heights are observed to run along nearly
straight lines at various angles. The deviations from linearity are probably due to scanner
distortion, which is common in images of this size. The angles are likely to be major
crystalline directions. Indeed, a comparison with figure 4 shows that the step in the upper
right corner runs exactly along one of the atomic (or molecular) rows. Another example is
the straight step in the lower half (running 20 degrees counterclockwise from horizontal).
The height of all these steps is the same. Finally, the holes in the upper right comer grew
as the image was taken, while most of the other features remained unchanged, indicating
I
that certain regions are more susceptible to mechanical damage.
An important parameter in the deformation of the surface is the pressure exerted.
Taking the force estimated above (42nN), and estimating the contact area to be the square
of the width of the trenches observed (38 rnn), a lower limit for the pressure is about 29
MPa. If the contact area is taken to be nmm2 (assuming contact over one molecule), then
the upper limit is about 40 GPa, which is clearly an overestimate (the ultimate strength of
steel is 0.4 GPa).
Given that the tip modifies the surface, it is difficult to understand how an image with
molecular resolution, like Fig. 4, can be obtained. We can only emphasize that such
images are obtained immediately after cleaving, and that the surface modification is due to
softening caused by adsorbed water, as is discussed in the next section. Furthermore, the
understanding of atomic resolution in the AFM, given the large pressures exerted, is still in
its infancy.

Figure 4. AFM image taken at constant
force of approx. 42nN, with a lateral size
of approx. 5 rim.

Figure 5. AFM image taken at constant
force of approx. 42nN, with a lateral size
of approx. 2prm. Clear evidence of surface
modification is observed, as well as natural
steps.
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EFFECTS OF MOISTURE

Now we turn to recent measurements on the effects of ambient moisture on the surface
modification of AP. Moisture was controlled by putting silica gel desiccant inside the AFM
head before loading the sample. The sample was cleaved with a blade and immediately
imaged using a cantilever with dimensions L=100um, w=10am, and t=0.6pm, and a
spring constant of approximately 0.08N/m. Images were obtained in the repulsive mode
with a constant lever deflection of 0.521tm , thus yielding profiles with an equal force of
approximately 42nN. We observed no evidence of surface modification. We then removed
the desiccant and continued taking data. Still, there was no surface modification:
apparently it takes some time for the surface to absorb water and become soft. We
increased the probing force to 0.5,uN by using a lever with k=.21N/m at a deflection of
2.5pum. Eventually we observed surface modification, as shown in the sample image of
figure 4. The modification seemed to be a function of the total time that the surface was
exposed to moisture, and not related to the increase in force. To confirm this conjecture,
we put the desiccant back into the AFM head. Again, no immediate change was seen, as
we were still able to modify the surface. Over the period of one hour the ability to modify
the surface was lost, indicating that moisture was removed.
To further study the effects of moisture we built a simple chamber for the air AFM.
The chamber is pumped by a mechanical pump and backfilled with dry nitrogen. The

Figure 6. All three images arc 1.2 jrm on a side and were taken after scanning images of
1/2, 1/4. and 1/8 of this size. Surface modification is observed clearly in the center image.
which was taken after exposure to ambient moisture. The centcr of the image shows the
areas scanned before this image was taken. The left image was taken with desiccant in the
AFM head and a fresh cleave, while the image on the right was taken after the exposure to
moisture b,!t with desiccant again present.

Figure 7: AFM images of AP obtained in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The image on the
lelt. which is 1.3 um on a side. shows very interesting steps. while the one on the right v,
13 nm in size and shows molecular resolution.
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sample was cleaved immediately before mounting in the AFM and pumping down. The
surface degradation is no longer observed in dry nitrogen, even two weeks after cleaving
the sample. Clear steps are observed on this surface, as shown in Fig. 7a, while molecular
resolution is not as clear as before, as shown in Fig. 7b.
We have observed other interesting effects on AP surfaces. For example, on a few
images there is a popping noise that we have not observed with any other samples. An
exciting possible explanation is that the tip causes local decomposition of AP, causing a
localized exothermic reaction which kicks the AFM tip off the surface. Further study of
these effects will be done in a more controlled environment, namely ultra high vacuum.
ULTRA HIGH VACUUM ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE
The deleterious effects of water on the surface of AP, as shown above, and the desire
to study surface decomposition have motivated us to design and build a UHV AFM. since
Furthermore, even if the surface of the
commercial instruments are not yet available.
sample is not soluble in water (like RDX and TATB), the capillary forces caused by layers
of water adsorbed on the tip and sample reduce the force resolution and therefore degrade
the spatial resolution of the AFM. We discuss briefly the design philosophy of our UHV
A full description will be published
AFM and demonstrate that it operates well.
elsewhere.
The force between the tip and the sample is measured by monitoring the deflection of a
microfabricated cantilever that holds the tip, a standard technique in AFM. The deflection
is measured by bouncing a laser beam on the cantilever and onto a position sensitive
detector.. We use a He-Ne laser outside the UHV chamber, coupled to a single mode
optical fiber that goes through a homemade UHV feedthrough into the chamber. The fiber
ends with a sharpened cone within 20 pm of the cantilever. We have developed an accurate
and very compact positioning device to align the fiber with the cantilever. The sample is
scanned in three axes with a standard piezoelectric tube scanner[7]. The coarse approach
between the tip and sample is accomplished with a standard tripod of fine-threaded screws.
The AFM body hangs inside the UHV chamber from soft springs. A custom window on
the side of the chamber allows viewing of the tip and sample area from a distance of only 8
mm, which allows the use of an optical microscope with a high magnification of 400x.
The first test and calibration of this instrument was done in air. More recently we have
demonstrated operation in vacuum. Figure 8 shows an AFM image obtained in vacuum of
a test grating with a period of 1.9 pm. In addition to the clear ripples of the grating. the
image has details of imperfections on some ripples, indicating high resolution. Graphite
samples will be used in the near future to test for atomic resolution.
CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained AFM images of the
(210) surface of ammonium perchlorate
(NH 4 CIOa) ranging from 5 nm to 12 pm in
size. We'have observed surface features with
a resolution of 3 A. which is the first time for
this material. While the size and overall
structure is similar to what is expected, based
on previous information about the bulk lattice.
a definite assignment of features to atoms is
not yet possible. Monomolecular steps are
Surface
observed for the first time.
modification is clearly observed, which is
almost certainly due to softening of the surface
as it absorbs moisture from the air. Tests with
desiccant and in a dry nitrogen atmosphere
A novel
have confirmed this hypothesis.
design for a UItV AFM was implemented.
This UItV AFM should
built and tested
achieve higher resolution on ammonium
pcrchlorate. TATB. RDX and CI-20.

Figure 8. AFM image obtained with a
new UIlV AFM operating in vacuum.
The image is 12pm on a side; the grating
has a period of 1.9pm and a vertical
modulation of 0.5pm.
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ENERGETIC CRYSTAL-LATTICE-DEPENDENT RESPONSES
R.W. ARMSTRONG*, H.L. AMMON+, Z.Y. DU+, W.L. Elban#, X.J. ZHANG*
*Department of Mechanical Engineering or +Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
#Dept. Engineering Science, Loyola College, Baltimore, MD 21210.
ABSTRACT
The occurrence )f [100] direction slip on the (021) slip plane
of orthorhombic hDX (cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine,
(CH2oN.NO 2 ]) is shown to favor the formation of 1,3-dinitroso-5nitro-1,3,5-triazacyclohexane, as detected in drop-weight impact
tests at sensitiv.ty height levels near to those measured for
Also, the reported observation of deformation
initiation.
twinning in the chemically-related monoclinic HMX (cyclotetra[CHrN- NO2], ) crystal lattice is
methylenetetranitramine,
explained on the basis of the greater flexibility of the larger
HMX molecule allowing a number of bond rotations that are
required to produce a relatively unusual Type II deformation
These examples give support to the
twinuing structure.
consideration that on the molecular level involved in
deformation-induced decompositions there may be a direct
mechanical force aspect that is additional to the established
importance of "hot spot" heating, say, as described for
dislocation pile-up avalanches in RDX.
RDX HOT SPOT AND "BOND-BREAKING"
Armstrong,

DEFORMATIONS

Coffey, DeVost ana Elban [1] have given a detailed

description of the generation of hot spots in RDX at the slip
band level in individual crystal particles of powder samples
subjected to drop-weight impact testing. Hot spots were proposed
to occur at dislocation pile-up avalanches that are produced when
microslip bands break through blocking obstacles between, or
possibly within, the crystals. The hottest spots occur when an

avalanche is released after the microstructural stress intensity
Alternatively, RDX and
for brittle fracturing is achieved.
related energetic crystals are observed experimentally to be
plastic flow normally
relatively hard and brittle so that little
occurs on a macroscopic scale before considerable shattering of

crystals is produced under the action of impact forces leading to

the initiation of fast decomposition.
those of a number
The strength properties of RDX, relative to
of other materials, are illustrated in the microindentation
elastic/plastic/cracking results [2] shown in Figure 1 on a
An increasing
continuous indentation stress/strain basis (33.
elastic stiffness for the labelled materials is indicated by the
higher ordinate (hardness) stress values of the initial linear
Hertzian lines shown at each value of the effective strain
defined by the contact-diameter-to-ball-diameter ratio on the
Thus RDX is seen to be elastically more
abscissa scale.
compliant than NaCl. However, tne plastic hardness of RDX, shown
in Figure 1 L-*Ii for a nlumber of points on a continuous
indentation deformation basis or for the Vickers diamond pyramid

hardness (VHN) value shown at an effective strain of 0.375 for
the same range of materials, reveals that RDX is more than twice
In addition, the hardness of RDX is shown in
as hard as NaCl.

Figure 1 to be relatively high compared to a theoretical cracking
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296.-1993
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stress that is put at the terminal points for different indenting
ball diameters on the RDX and other material elastic loading
lines, as evaluated on an indentation fracture mechanics basis.
The comparison of properties shows that RDX, though elastically
compliant is relatively hard and brittle.
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Fig. 1. Comparison for elastic/plastic/cracking behavior of RDX.
Armstrong and Elban
[2,4] have proposed that the RDX
deformation and fracturing properties are explained on the
crystal lattice scale by the difficulty of moving individual
dislocations in the molecularly confgt'rac' arthorhombic Pbca
structure.
Figure 2 sho--.. amaticaliy a (100](040) edge
dislocation within a half unit cell depth of the RDX lattice [4);
see the projected cell dimensions at the upper left corner of the
Figure.
Significant displacements of the individual molecules
are necessarily shown to occur near to the dislocation core, as
marked for the interchanged H4-02 positions between adjacent
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Fig. 2. Molecular displacements for an edge dislocation in RDX.
molecules both near to the dislocation and in the referenc) cell.
The (100)(040) dislocation was constructed to explain the first
reported observation of (010) slip by Connick and May [5]. Slip
for the smaller dislocation Burgers vector along [001) was
discounted (4] on the basis of intermolecular blockages occurring
in this direction across (OkO).
Elban, Armstrong and colleagues (6-9] reported also the
prominent occurrence of slip on (021) and (02'1) systems at
microindentations in RDX.
Figure 3 indicates the intermolecular
interactions occurring across the (021)
plane spanning two
neighboring unit cells.
As indicated, 04-02 blockages are
produced in this instance for the same favored (1003 slip
direction as described for tne (040) slip plane.
Here we note
that the loss of these particular outcropping atoms will produce
the specific dinitroso compound 1,3-dinitroso-5-nitro-l,3,5triazacyclohexane (RO) that has been detected h
Hoffsommer,
Glover and Elban (103 in drop-weight impact tests at preinitiation drop heights.
The RO compound was found to occur in
greater amounts than the trinitioso (R) compound. Hoffsommer and
Glover (11) also measured the thermal decomposition of liquid RDX
to nitroso compounds that were proposed to follow the sequence
R03 -• R02 -• RO - R. Behrens and Bulusu [12) have reported the
formation of the nitroso R02
compound in condensed phase
pyrolysis experiments by removing an NO2 group fro;
)X and
reacting this with pre-generated NO.
I1
;reviously suggested
t*(4] that the [100](040) dislocation shown in Figure 2, involving
single H-0 interactions for the (010) slip process, could
possibly relate to the formation of ROz.
This is now seen
clearly to be a weaker interaction than is pointed out here for
the dinitroso (RO) case possibly relating to the (100)(021) slip
process.
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Dinitroso-related interactions from (100] (02i)

slip.

FLEXING FOR HMX DEFORMATION TWINS

Cady f[13) has observed that the p-polyorph of HNX (cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine) shows growh twinning on (101 of its
P2 1 /n monoclinic structure and also exhibits defrmgation twinning
on this same plane. At low stresses, the deformation twinning is
reversible.
The system presented itself as an interesting case
for explaining on the crystal lattice scale why defrmgation
twinning should occur for HMX as compared with slip occurring,
and then only with difficulty, in the related compound RDX.
Even
so, Figure 1 shows that the hardness of HMX is about twice as
great as that of RDX.
Figure 4 shows a stereographic projection plus intermediate and
final steps for the defromation twinning process that we propose.
As
by the
twin system
specification:
K1 , rl, has
K1 , been
rz=
(101)indicated
,(0l, (101)
,[101,
respectively,
the twinning
reasoned to be of relatively unusual type II in which the
twinning orientation relationship may be visualized to occur by
a rotation of 1800 about the twinning •! direction, followed by
a parallel translation. Such twinning has been repnrteud recently
in haematite [14).
The two-step t%.
process ±s indicated
1 n1 :i•c
here for the reverse sequence of first a translation paralle] to
Fg 3followed by a rotation, as shown in Figure 4 so as to
correspond to the physical interactions of
HMX
molecules traced
in the seqence of modeled strctures that are shown for the
actual twinning mechanism.
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(101)[i101] twinning in HMX.

The Table
D •'igure 4 gives the estimated potential energy
values for th_..central molecule of the unit cell in the
structure, in either the unrotated or 1800 rotated about (101]
positions, when subjected to a numer of incremental translations
of the upper lattice (15].
Computations were carried out with a
potential function extending to 2661 surrounding molecules in
accordance with an established program (16].
In the unrotated
initial position before displacement, a reference value of -41.97
kcal/mole
is
obtained for the stable
3-HMX structure,
significantly less than the same molecule when rotated.
The
,]rotated molecule maintains its relatively lower energ,' until a
displacement
equivalent
to
half
of the
total
twinning
displacement is achieved, as marked by the bold-print numbers in
the Table.
Further displacement is shown in the last column of
the Table to occur at a lower energy for the molecule in the
rotated position.
Figure 4 shows in turn that the 1800 rotation
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for the molecule is achieved by incremental flexing of the
Thus, the proposed
intramolecular bonds within the molecule.
explanation for twinning in HMX, albeit at a greater (hardness)
strength level than for RDX is traced to the greater proposed
flexibility of the larger HMX molecule.
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THE MOLECULAR & CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF POLYCYCLIC
ENERGETIC MATERIALS
RICHARD GILARDI
Laboratory for the Structure of Matter (6030) , The Naval Research Laboratory. Washington,
D.C. 20375-5320 USA
ABSTRACT
Even before the 'Buckey-ball' (or fullerene) era, organic chemists were interested in, and
attracted to, the synthesis of compounds containing many rings fused together - especially the
symmetric ones. By virtue of their balanced linkages, such compounds may be kinetically
stable despite inclusion of massive deviations from normal bond distances and angles. These
distortions, in compounds such as cubanes, tetrahedranes, dodecahedranes and prismanes,
comprise a storehouse of chemical potential energy known to the chemist as 'strain energy'
(unrelated to overall crytal strain discussed in many materials studies).
Besides the obvious benefit of including more potential energy in an energetic material, the
arrangement of atoms in ring assemblies (rather than chains) leads to a material with a high
intrinsic crystal density - a sine qua non for an explosive or propellant. It has long been
recognized that the next generation of energetics - better in performance and/or safety - will
contain many polycyclic compounds. Hundreds of model compounds were synthesized in the
last decade, and their molecular structures identified or verified at the Naval Research Lab.
Some of the most promising, beautiful, and unusual ones, including many energetic cubanes,
will be discussed.
ENERGY-DENSE MATERIALS
In 1990, the Department of Defense identified the production of new 'high energy density
materials' as one of the 20 technologies 'most critical to our long-term defense' [ 1]. Better
materials in this area would enable improvements in performance coupled with increased safety
in the next generation of explosives and propellants. To meet these requirements. the Office of
Naval Research launched a number of research initiatives which engaged the expertise of
researchers from many scientific disciplines, from quantum chemistry to synthetic organic
chemistry to rocket engineering.
The sudden production of hundreds of new energetic compounds and precursors to
energetic compounds by this ONR program provided an opportunity to demonstrate the
utility of rapid structural analysis to a s'nthesis program. Each new material in the
program was submitted to the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). There, X-ray analyses
quickly corroborated the expected structural formula for most syntheses, but sometimes
revealed completely unexpected products. The analyses also indicated the nature and
quantity of solvent incorporation (if any) in solid samples, and provided accurate densities
of these new materials. In the longer run, the details of the molecular structures furnished
by these analyses provide a firm basis for mathematical relations between structure and
properties in this class of compounds.
DENSITY
The explosive power of an explosive, as measured by its detonation pressure. and the
utility of a propellant are both greatly enhanced by any increase in the mass density of the
compound. Simple algorithms have been developed [21 which statistically relate the densit%
of all the known energetic compounds to their structural formulae, and they seem to predict
densities of most compounds to within about 3%. It is possible to conceive of many target
molecules that are compl-tely. or aln'os: -; -. ,.,teiy. substituted with nitro groups and then
s,.h an algorithm. Two of the highest densities predicted so far
predict their densit.v WILv,
are for the hypothetical target molecules shown in Fig. 1.
Both of these molecules are called cage compounds, because the center of the molecule
is surrounded by a linked network of rings, like a spherical cage. The molecule on the lcft
is called an adamantane. and the one on the right a cubane, after the names of the
unsubstituted parent compounds. The nitro-substituted adamantane is made up of module,,
which resemble the successful explosive RDX. The cubane nucleus has. in addition to
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. '1993 Materials Research Society
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high energy through density and massive nitro substitution, a large inherent strain energy.

Hexanitrohexa-aza-adamantane
0 2N

~

0N/N
O2N/

NNN
NO2

0 2N

2

N
N

Octanitrocubane
No 2

0 2N

NO2

NO2

N02
NO2

0 2N

0 2N

NO,

NO2

Predicted Density = 2.0-2.1 g/cc

Predicted Density = 2.0.2.2 g/cc

Figure 1. Two examples of polycyclic target compounds that have yet to be synthesized.
STRAIN ENERGY
What is strain energy? Molecules generally behave as if their atoms are connected by a
flexible sat of connections (called bonds). These bonds can be extended or compressed by

external forces, but tend to assume certain values for their distances and for their inter-bond
angles. However, it is impossible to connect some of the more complex ring systems
found in these molecules except by forcing some of the bond angles (or, more rarely,
distances) to remain at values far from their ideal. Cubanes are close to the top of the list in
overall strain energy, for all the carbon bond angles are forced to remain near 90P to
maintain closure of its rings, but the preferred bond angle values in this type of compound
are 109.50.
ENERGETIC CUBANES
Three nitro-substituted cubanes, a di-, a tri-, and a tetranitrocubane, have been
synthesized at the Univ. of Chicago [3]. All are quite stable. Their crystals were studied at
NRL, and their densities were found to be proportional to the number of nitro substituents,
namely, 1.66, 1.74 and 1.814 g/cc respectively. The tetranitrocubane is shown in Fig. 2.

"".

Figure 2. A drawing of the molecular
structure of 1,3,5,7-tetranitrocubane
as it occurs in the crystalline state.
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The discovery of cubane was first reported [4] and its structure confirmed [5] in 1964.
Though it attracted immediate and lasting attention, only a few new cubane compounds
were made in the next 20 years. Once a cubane compound was made, it was difficult to
transform it without "zipping open" the strained cage. In the 1980's, new reactions were
found which could be used to add new substituents to the cubane cage without destroying
it, and a large number of new compounds have since been reported. Figure 3 shows a
cubanourea [61 where the cube is fused to an energetic five-membered ring. Figure 4
portrays some novel polycubane compounds analyzed at NRL [7] which may be precursors
leading to future energetic materials.
0900

C6

Figure 3. The N,N'-dinitrocubanourea molecule.
The crystal density is 1.69 g/cc, and the compound
has ample room for further energetic substitution.
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N

•fN11ola

.-

Figure 4. The structures of two polycubyl compounds: phenyltercubyl (top) and
cubylcubane (bottom).
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NEW DIRECTIONS
A recent article calculated the properties of the 22 possible cubanes made up of carbon

and nitrogen atoms [8]. If existing prediction schemes can be extended to this novel class
of molecules, the computations indicate that substitution of four or more of the CH comers
by nitrogen atoms leads to compounds denser, and more energetic, than all existing
materials. One particularly promising candidate is shown in Figure 5. A search of the
crystal structure literature reveals only one example where a nitrogen atom is shared by
more than one four-membered (C,N) ring [9], shown in Figure 6. The fact that such a
highly strained asymmetric azaprismane is stable enough to undergo an X-ray analysis
indicates that the azacubane family may be a powerful source of new energetic materials.

0,

Modelof

S+

12D~~rec

Figure 5. A drawing of a tetraazacubane,
where four alternate corners of the cube
are replaced by unsubstituted nitrogen
atoms; the other four are nitro-substituted.

2 0'

"

Figure 6. A prismane. a cage compound
comprised of just 3- and 4-membered
rings, with one azasubstituted corner.
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NTO POLYMORPHS
Kien-yin Lee* and Richard Gilardi**
* Los Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM 87545
** Laboratory for the Structure of Matter, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C. 20375
ABSTRACT
NTO is an explosive of current interest. It has been evaluated as an insensitive
component to replace RDX in the bomb fill, and as a major ingredient for the auto air bag
system. The crystal structure of the 0 form of NTO has been determined by single-crystal X-ray
methods. The unit cell is monoclinic, space group P21/c, with a = 9.326, b = 5.515, c = 9.107
A, 3= 100.77'. There are four molecules in the cell, density 1.878 g/cm 3. Infinite extension of
H-bonding in two-dimensional sheets occurs in the monoclinic form. Bond lengths and angles
all have normal values.
Efforts have been made to determine the crystal structure of a-NTO. However, a
structure refined only to R = 17% was obtained, probably due to some kind of twinning about
the crystal needle axis. The unit cell is triclinic, space group PL, with a = 5.12, b = 10.30, c =
17.9 A, (x = 106.7", 0 = 97.70, y = 90.20. There are eight molecules in the cell, density 1.92
g/cm 3. Ribbons of NTO molecules formed by a relatively strong network of hydrogen bonds are
observed. It was found that a-NTO is the stable, dominating form. A variety of techniques
have been chosen to identify the two polymorphs.
BACKGROUND
5-Nitro-2,4-dihydro-3H-1,2,4-triazol-3- one, commonly known as NTO is an explosive
that was developed at Los Alamos in 1983 as a result of an on-going explosives synthesis
program.( 1) It continues to receive attention from both defense and civilian sectors in the United
States and abroad as a potential new-generation insensitive high explosive (IHE).(2 ) It has been
studied by the Navy as an insensitive component to replace RDX in the bomb fill (3). and as a
major ingredient by Morton International, Inc. to replace sodium azide for the auto air bag
system.( 4 ) Crystals of NTO were grown to determine the crystal density for performance
calculations and for structure confirmation.
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF P3-NTO
CaSt£alli~lfion D-NTO
of

form of NTO was obtained by cooling
The crystal i"sed to determine the structure of the P3
not aqueous N"It, .;olution. This crystalline form, while maintaining its habit and clarity, does
not remain as a single crystal. A re-examination of the crystal after six months period gave no
diffrmcon.
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Summar of xnerimen Conditions:
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of 5-nitro-2,4-dihydro-3H- 1,2,4-triazol-3-one.
C2H2N40 3 , F.W. = 130.1, monocinic space group P21/c, a = 9.326 (2), b = 5.515(2).
c= 9.107(2)MA, 03= 100.77(2)0, V = 460.2(2) A3. Z = 4, pcalc = 1.878 g/cm 3 , ).(MoKo) =
0.7107 A, ig = 0.174 mm-I, F(000) = 264, T= 294*K.
A clear colorless 0.08 x 0.2 x 0.32 mm crystal, in the shape of a thick plate, was used for
data collection on an automated Siemens R3m/V diffractometer equipped with an incident beam
monochromator. Lattice parameters were determined from 25 centered reflections within 30 _ 20
<37*. The data collection range of hkl was: 0Sh< 14, -8 Ak <6, -13 Al< 13, with
[(sin 0)/XJmax = 0.756. Three standards, monitored after every 97 reflections, exhibited
random variations with devs. up to ± 2.5% during the data collection. A set of 3437 reflections
was collected in the 0/2e scan mode, with scan width [20(Kal) - 0.65] to (20(KYa) + 0.65]0 and
(oscan rate (a function of count rate) from 3.97/r/min. to 23.44*/min. There were 1673 unique
reflections, and 1193 were observed with Fo>3o(Fo). The structure was solved and refined with
the SHELXTL system of programs.(5 ) The full-matrix least-squares refinement varied 86
parameters: atom coordinates for all atoms. anisotropic thermal parameters for all non-H atoms,
and isotropic thermal parameters for the hydrogen atoms. Final residuals were R = 0.049 and
wR = 0.050 with final difference Fourier excursions of 0.54 and -0.29 eA"3 .
Shucre
L of I.
The thermal ellipsoid drawing specifying the atom numbering scheme of NTO is shown
in Figure 1. The N-H pretons of NTO were also confirmed to be in the 2,4 position in both the
solid state and in solution by observing IH- 15 N coupling in the nmr spectra of 5-nitro-2,4dihydro-3H-1,2A4-triazol-3-one-4-1 5 N.( 6 ) Infinite extension of H-bonding in two-dimensional
sheets occurs in the crystal form. The H-bonding is best seen in an c-axis projection. Figure 2.
The four outer molecules are at the same x level (-0.7). and the central one is slightly above
(0.8). These sheets are interleaved with inversion related sheets generated by tr center at 1/2,
1/2. 1/2. The bond angles and bond lengths of P-NTO are listed in Table 1.
H2
Ni

050
C0

Figure 1. A Thermal ellipsoid drawing of NTO calculated from the X-ray analysis of its beta
polymorph. Bonds which are formally double bonds are darkened.
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Figure 2.

A view of a portion of a H-bonded sheet of •-NTO molecules viewed down the c
axis.
Table I. Bond Angles
(0) and Lengths (A)
of ý-NTO

N(1)-N(2)
N(2)-C(3)
C(3)-N(4)
C(5)-N(5)
N(5)-O(5B)

1.369
1.367
1.378
1.447
1.218

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

N(1).C(5)
C(3)-0(3)
N(4)-C(5)
N(5)-O(5A)

1.290
1.226
1.349
1.217

N(2)-N(1)-C(5)
N(2)-C(3)-0(3)
0(3)-C(3)-N(4)
N(1)-C(5)-N(4)
N(4)-C(5)-N(5)

102 4(1)
126 9(1)
129.3(1)
115 2(1)
122.2(1)

N(1)-N(2)-C(3)
N(2)-C(3)-N(4)
C(3)-N(4)-C(5)
:(1)-C(5)-N(5)
C(5)-N(5)-O(5A)

C(5)-N(5)-0(5B)

116.2(1)

0(5A)-N(5?-0(5B)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
112.8(1)
103.8(1)
105.8(1)
121.6(1)
4(1)
126.4(2)
'11

STRUCTURE OF a -NTO
Characteristics of a-NTO CryOsWls
NTO is soluble in water (49g/1l) and most organic solvents. Sizable NTO crystals suitable
for X-ray crystallography can be obtained by recrystallization from water. However, if one tries
to cut a needle NTO crystal perpendicular to the long axis, the crystal shatters parallel to this axis:
or the ends of the crystals fray much like the end of a rope. Indeed the crystals can be
permanently bent rather sharply without breaking. These properties are unusual for an organic
compound except, perhaps, for crystals of poiymers. The chains of NTO molecules are in a
sense polymers.
Sructure of a- NTO
The unit cell is triclinic. space group P1, with a = 5.1• , 10.30. c =17.90 A. a=
106.70. 0 = 97.7c, y = 90.20 and there are egn, .z,.ecules in the unit cell or four molecules tn the
asymmetric unit. The density is 1.92 g/cm3. The needle axis is parallel to the a axis of this
triclinic cell. There is much pseudosymmeu-y in the diffraction pattern. A structure was found in
the triclinic space group. This structure, however. refinea only to R = 17%, whereas we expect
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a correct structure of a small organic molecule to refine to below R = 5%. This poor fit could be
due to the poor quality of the crystals or because of some kind of twinning about the needle axis
although the agreement between equivalent reflection was normal. Nevertheless the gross
features of the structure are believed to be correct NTO molecules are joined by hydrogen bonds
to form ribbons of NTO molecules. This ribbon of NTO molecules is duplicated by the center of
symmetry at the origin to give a parallel ribbon. The horizontal direction is the a axis of the
crystal and this repeat distance, 5.12 A, is the width of the molecule, Figure 3. The ribbons are
joined to each other by relatively weak Van der Waal's forces.

Figure 3. View of a ribbon of NTO molecules lying in the 011 plane. The X direction is
horizontal.
IDENTIFICATION OF NTO POLYMORPHS
Since the P-NTO is not stable, the presence of this form in the production lot of NTO
could become a concern from a safety point of view. We are interested in finding techniques
other than X-ray crystallography methods to identify NTO polymorphs. However, we have
encountered many difficulties in obtaining a reliable solvent system that will produce enough
amount of 3-NTO for preliminary sensitivity test. Up to now, f-NTO has only been found in the
recrystallization product of NTO from a methanol or ethanol /methylene chloride mixture.
A variety of techniques have been used to identify the two polymorphs of NTO. By
using infrared spectroscopy, the two forms can be distinguised by the two different absorption
spectra over the range of 500 to 1800 cm-I (Fig. 4). Based on a calculated powder pattern of ýNTO, it was shown that the x-ray diffraction patterns of the two NTO forms are different
(Figure 5 and 6). Furthermore, the two forms can be identified by the differences in habit of the
multi-crystal agglomerates as shown by SEM photographs. Figure 7 and 8 are SEM pictures of
a and 3-NTO spherulites, respectively.
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Figure 4. hffrard Absorpton Spectra of a- (solid) and •.(das) NTO

Figure 5. X-ray Diffraction Pattern
of a-NTO

Figure 6. X-ray Diffraction Pattern
of ý-NTO
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Figure 7. SEM photograph of
ct-NTO Spherulite

Figure 8. SEM photograph of
P3-NTO spherulite
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GROWTH AND DEFECTS OF EXPLOSIVES CRYSTALS
HOWARD H. CADY
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Group M-1, MS C920, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Large single crystals of PETN, RDX, and TNT can be grown easily from evaporating ethyl
acetate solutions. The crystals all share a similar type of defect that may not be commonly recognized. The defect generates conical faces, ideally mosaic crystals, and may account for the
"polymorphs" of TNT and detonator grades of PETN.
TATB crystals manufactured by the amination of trichlorotrinitrobenzene in dry toluene
entrain two forms of ammonium chloride. One of these forms causes "worm holes" in the TATB
crystals that may be the reason for its unusually low failure diameter.
Strained HMX crystals form mechanical twins that can spontaneously revert back to the
untwinned form when the straining force is removed. Large strains or temperatures above 10OC
lock in the mechanical twins.
CRYSTAL GROWING AND SINGLE CRYSTAL DEFECTS
I hav,"recently retired. This talk is a show-and-tell on three available, unfinished materials

problems that some of you might find interesting.
It has been possible to grow large transparent single crystals of nearly all explosives that are
modestly soluble in ethyl acetate. The primary requirement is to keep the growing crystal and the
slowly evaporating solution above it warm enough to cause ethyl acetate to reflux on the cooler
portions of the apparatus thus preventing the formation of spurious seeds I will use PETN as the

example material, but TNT and RDX also exhibit the same types of crystal faces Figure I shows
a primitive apparatus that works satisfactorily for growing PETN crystals A water bath heat
source works better for more soluble materials.
I was requested to cut some large, transparent, apparently perfect PETN crystals to prepare
slabs for measuring sound speeds in various crystallographic directions Laue x-ray back reflection orientation techniques failed (no back reflections), so the two-circle optical goniometer and
alignment laser light source shown in Figure 2 were used as an orientation tool The returned reflected laser light beam was a surprise as it indicated a nearly flat, but conical reflecting surface
Figure 3 shows the pattern of light from a cone on the (110) face of PETN that is centered in the
laser beam spot with its axis aimed at the laser source. A cone angle of 179 80 is determined from
the geometry of the apparatus
Cone angles come in quantum steps with 179.80 common, 179 60 occasional, 179 4' rare,

and finally a unique most acute cone angle This unique cone angle found on only one single
crystal of PETN was 178.50 This crystal cracked spontaneously as it grew and the conical
surface was rough, but its cone angle was steep enough to provide for normal epi-illumination
micrographs. Figure 4 shows the image obtained when one side of the cone was positioned for
maximum reflection using a prismatic light source. Irregularly spaced growth spirals and a I0-.t
diameter central crater were easily observed. Figure 5 shows th., s
,ater at higher
magnification What cannot be seen in Figure 5 isa spiral st,,dm of small bubbles that form in the
bottom of the crater and lead into the interior of the crystal
There are other useful observations concerning these defects: each crystal face has only one
of these defects; the angle between the cone axes normal to (110) and the cone axes normal to
(101) agrees with the x-ray unit cell a/c ratio, but actual face normals do not give the proper ratio,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. "' 1993 Materials Research Society

Fig I Primitive apparatus
for growing crystals
by solvent evaporation

Fi1g 2 Laser soul-cc,
Optical goirree

with crvstal. and relcteUd
11101t (hean) i irge
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Fig 3 Light reflected by laser beam centered on cone (PETN 1 10 face)with axis aimed at laser

Im4 Photo micrograph of PETN (110) conical defect, epi-illummation. crater diani 10 pi
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Fig 5. Same defect as Fig. 4, except at higher magnification. Long dimension of crater is 10 11
the defects can be virtual, that is, the center of the cones can be off in space, and the spiral steps
are both periodic and irregular in spacing It follows that this defect cannot be a classical screw
dislocation and that the crystal cannot be constructed using only the x-ray unit cell as a building
block. The rapid growth of these PETN crystals seems to be caused by a precessing crystal axis
that forms the rim of the crater and throws off a stream of repeating vertical steps that spread
across the crystal face.
Figure 6 shows a series of SEM photos of detonator grade PETN where only the rim of the
crater provides a region of low enough strain to grow into a crystal
Unresolved questions: What is the defect" How does it propagate when the center of the
cone is virtual? Is the defect relatively common in other materials 9 What other crystal defects are
implied where the cone axis corresponds to the x-ray axis, but the face normal does not" Is the
defect necessary for rapid growth' Does the defect imply or explain the formation of polytypic
twins"

AMMONIUM CHLORIDE IN "DRY AMINATED" TATB
TATB. sym-triaminotrinitrobenzene, is manufactured by the amination of trichlorotrintrobenzene in dry toluenc By-product. ammonium chloride, is removed by washing with water
Compared with its other properties, TATB hs- an unusually small failure diameter The production of hot spots by the collapse of %... ; . n,'e :v
ýKý
crystals could provide the mechanism
The SEN. p,:...:, Figure 7, sh,:.'., ,!:e tyljk-a' Swiss cheese appearance of dry aminated
TATB Internally these holes must '- ',,.
z.z;ause it can take helium over 40 minutes to
pressure equilibrate with these TAT3 f:-'stais in a gas pycnometer. In an attempt to understand
the nature of the holes, an unwashed lot of TATB was requested for stud.
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Fig- 6 SEM photos of det. grade PETN at 300, 1000, and 3 000x Crater hole is about 10 x 14p

Fig 7 Dry aminated "SA iss cheese" TAT13 Bar length is 10
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Figure 8 is a picture showing an unwashed TATB crystal. The rounded blobs are ammonium chloride. It is proposed that these blobs are covered with a thin aqueous solution when they
form. At higher magnification, in Figure 9, it can be seen that the blobs extend from relatively
large holes leading into the interior of the crystal. At this magnification there are still many
smaller defects in the surface of the TATB that cannot be resolved
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Fig 8 TATB crystal with coproduced ammonium chloride. Bar is 10 P
Another region of the crystal is shown, at the same magnification, in Figure 10 It shows that
the blob shaped ammonium chloride has changed shape since the crystal was formed, and that the
surface of the TATB is relatively perfect near the blobs. Square defects in the TATB surface are
apparent where blobs are few in number.
At yet higher magnification, it can be seen in Figure 11 that the square holes are filled with
bipyramids of ammonium chloride Thus there are two types of ammonium chloride precipitating
concurrently with TATB. It is proposed that these are a fast growing blob form that is covered
with a thin film of water saturated with ammonium chloride, and a slow growing anhydrous
bipyramidal habit ammonium chloride Precipitating TATB can over grow the bipvramidal form.
but the solution covered blobs grow faster than TATB and do not provide a sticky surfacc The
blobs grow as extended channels inside the TATB crystals. They are eventually dissolved out by
wash water Bipyramids that are overgrown will be inaccessible to wash water and will lead to an
entrained ammonium chloride impurity. Figure 12 shows the interior of a cleaved TATB crystal
The ratio between the two forms of ammonium chloride is critically determined by traces of water
in the initial toluene Addition of small amounts of water to the toluene signi• -reduces the
final ammonium chloride impurity, but this same water al, L.hvi,,.:.s the internal hoie structure left
by the blob form. Other forms of TATB are produced with varing amounts of water added to the
toluene Water has been added up to that sufficient to dissolve all of the by-product ammonium
chloride as it is produced The hole structure in the TATB crystals changes with the amount of
added water
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Figt 9 TATB with NH 4 CI Left hand part of Fig 8 at higher magnification Bar is 10

20KV

Figz 10 TATB with NH 4 CI
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Central part of Fim 8 at same magnification as Fig 9 B~ar is 10
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Unresolved questions: Do these holes explain the unusually small failure diameter of TATB7
Is there a significant lot-to-lot variation in the hole structure? Can TATB be produced without
holes" What volume of the crystal is occupied by holes 9 Do the different types of hoi.-z in the
water added TATB production also provide a similarly small failure diameter?
MECHANICAL TWINS IN P-HMX
HFMX (cyclotetrainethylenetetranitramine) often grows as crystals twinned on the 101 plane
X-ray precession photographs were used to prove that the same twin plane is the one that exhibits
an elastic mode of deformation in which bands of a crystal change from one twin orientation to
another and back as stress is applied and removed.
Figure 13 is a micrograph of a crystal of 03-HMX in immersion oil between nearly crossed
polars. This crystal is stressed by pressing on the cover slip with a needle, and strain is evidenced
by mechanical twinning. The crystal is lying on its ((011) face.

Fig 13. 3-HIMX crystal, lying on its (011) fac stressed to show mechanical twinnngz
Figure 14 shows the same crystal after the needle is removed from the cover slip There is no
evidence of residual mechanical twinning, and the crystal looks exactly as it did before applying
any stresr Therefore, the strain shown in Fig. 13 is all elastic
Figure 15 shows the crystal stressed to a higher level than previously Many twin bands and
.ther change in the polarization are apparent. At least two regions of this crystal have
exceeded its first elastic limit
Figure 16 shows the crystal after the stress is again removed. Nearly all of the mechanically
twinned regions have reverted back to their original configuration, but a few twin bands remain
With high enough stress, about a quarter of the crystal can be locked into its mechanically twinned
form Such a stress is likely to fracture part of the crystal
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Fig 14. Same crystal after stress of Fig 13 is removed. Mechanical twinning is elastic

Fig 15 Same crystal, cycled to a higher stress, showing additional mechanical twinning
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Fig 16 P-HMX crystal of Fig 15. after stress removal showing small region of
permanent mechanical twinning
Figure 17 is an SEM photo of a stress twinned HMX crystal The permanently twinned
regions are apparent. but the change in shape of the crystal where twinning has occurred is small
Temperature affects the elastic nature of these mechanical twins Figure 18 shows a crystal
down the 2-fold monoclinic axis, and between nearly crossed polars. that was stressed when the
temperature was slightly over 100°C The twin bands are apparent, but they no longer have anN
elastic property. It can also be observed that they taper to a point at the leading edge
Unresolved questions What is the restoring ibrce tnat removes the mechanical twins' \\ ha,
happens when the first elastic limit is exceeded' Why don't the twin bands in a heated crystal
extend through the crystal)
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Fig 18 f3-HMX stressed to mechanically twin at 10O2T(

PART V

Statics, Kinematics, and Dynamics
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SURFACE CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION METHODS
APPLIED TO ENERGETIC MATERIALS
B.C. BEARD AND j. SHARMA
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division, '".,ite Oak, Silver Spring. MD 20903
ABSTRACT
The reaction chemistry of energetic materials is often considered only with respect to
the types and quantities of gaseous products formed. For a thorough understanding of the
jnja reaction steps, that largely detrrmine the sensitivity of the material, both gaseous and
solid products must be determined. In addition, it is the solid state partial decomposition
intermediates remaining in a damaged material that can lead to increased sensitivity. The
preference for the initial reactions to take place at the surface of particles and the low
concentrations of intermediates formed demands the use of highly sensitive surface specific
checmical probe techniques. State of the art surface chemical techniques will be discussed,
focusing on x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and surface mass spectrometry. Principles of
operation and performance will be highlighted, comparisons will be made to bulk chemical
analysis, and examples of applications will be presented.
INTRODUCTION
The opportunity provided by this special symposium on Energet" .daterials at the
Materials Research Society meeting iý. uniqtL: by the fact that traditiona'ik s-eparate research
communities are in direct contact. Energetic materials research has become increasingly multidisciplinary due to the complexity of the ohenomena. Similarly for the materials scientist, as
technology demands more and more novel materials. researchers are forced to take a broad
view. The object of this paper is to bridge the gap between these communities. by discussing
some of the concerrs of the energetic matenals community in relation to analysis techniques
more familiar to the materials scientist.
The sensitivity of an energetic material is a complex issue depending upon, among others,
the physical form, purity or composition of the material, and the nature of the stimulus, whether
slow heating, crushing or shock. To unravel this intervoven collection of dependencies, wc
have undertaken the investigation of the ini:ial reaction. in pure energetic materials in response
to varying level and type of stimuli.
Su, ..ce chemical characterization techniques have been employed in this efiort due to the
fact that as solids, energetic materials interact with any form of stimulus through their surface.
Therefore, reaction leading to the formation of intermediate products will occur preterentially
on the surface when the material is stimulated close to the reaction tnreshold level. In general
the amount of reaction suffered by an explosive prior to self sustaining consumption is very
small, roughly 1 part in 10'. As a result sensitivity for dctecting these products in an
overwhelming matrix of the parent compound is critical. Bulk a.,,tJ
techniques while in
terms of shear sensitivity are better than surtace analysis techniques. (.e. HPLC - PPb. and
NMR - PPb) suffer a dilution effect of at least ten orders of magnitude on going from surface
munolayers (101 molecules) to bulk (102' molecules). As an illustration, Hoffsommer ct.al.'
observed concentrations of 1-100xlO(% nitroso derivatives of RDX formed in response to
impact. Careful collection and preparation of the samples was required for these determinations.
Mat. Res. Soc. bymp Proc Vol. 296.
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The sample limitations of AES are severe owing to the utilization of the high energy
electron excitation beam. Surface charging readily accumulates on insulators that cannot be
compensated by means of a simple low energy electron flood source as employed in XPS. Due
to the high current density within the excitation volume, sample degradation is common for
organic materials. Samples are therefore limited to conducting, damage insensitive materials.
The major fields of application of AES have been in semiconductor and metals related research,
it is inappropriate for energetic materials.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, XPS
The photoemission process involves photon absorption into the atom followed by emission
of an electron with a kinetic energy (KE) equal to that of the exciting photon (hv) minus the
binding energy (BE) of the electron in the atom.
KE = hv-BE

(2)

Binding energies measured from the spectrum provide rapid identification of the elemental
composition of the surface. The precise energy of the detected photoelectrons is very sensitive
to the chemical state and/or bonding environment of the atom. Therefore, the observed binding
energy for a specific element indicate the chemical state(s) of that element present on the
surface. Some elements, most notably nitrogen, show a 10-12 eV chemical shift range in their
spectra on going from the most reduced to oxidized chemical state. Nitrogen has been the focus
of most of the XPS studirs on energetics, since the nitro or nitrate ester groupings are the source
of oxygen that accommodates the energetic reactions. Early reaction of these groups is obse-ved
by the formation of new chemical states in the N(ls) spectrum. A compilation of N(ls) binding
energies for a wide variety of nitrogen containing functionalities relative to the nitrate ester
binding energy has been established to aid in chemical state identification.6
XPS employs characteristic x-ray lines from Mg or t 1 x-ray sources (1253.6 eV or
1486.6 eV respectively) for excitation of the sample. These are the sources of choice due to
their intensity and narrow energy distribution (Mg Ket width = 0.7 eV, Al Ka width = 0.85
eV) producing sharp photoelectron peaks. Monochromatic radiation is also routinely used to
produce spectra with enhanced resolution. The x-ray monochromator Bragg reflects a narrow
region of the characteristic Al radiation from specially prepared quartz crystals, reducing the
energy distribution (width -0.25 eV) of the source radiation. This process provides the
advantage of narrower photoelectron peaks, thereby increasing resolution and the ability to
identify differing chemical states. The most recent advances in XPS resolution has been through
the utilization of synchrotron radiation passed through a high performance double focusing
monochrornator. Photoelectron linewidths have been obtained below 0.2 eV in this work.
Since x-ray focusing is not as highly advanced as for charged particles, the current spatial
resolution of XPS is on the order of tens of microns. Spatial resolution is primarily achieved
by passing the photoelectrons emitted from the surface through apertures in the imaging electron
lens. This approach results in decreased count rates, necessitating longer collection times, and
as a result increased radiation damage to the sample.
Radiation induced damage of sensitive materials occurs in XPS but at a much :" 'r rate
than for AES. Modern XPS instruments, particularly those incorporating monochromators, have
damage rates up to 100 times less than XPS instruments from a decade ago. Improvements in
the efficiency of electron optics and multiple or position sensitive detectors have made it possible
to collect good quality spectra before any indication of damage is observed. A N(ls) high
resolution spectrum from a sample of an energetic molecule can be collected in under three
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XPS analysis of pieces of the heat sensitive films, from-which the impacted RDX was taken for
chemical analysis, displayed up to 10% formation of nitroso derivatives. 2 Techniques that are
highly surface specific, therefore, are at a strong advantage to chemically ide.itify the early
reaction products preferentially formed on the surface.
Surface chemicat characterization techniques will be discussed with regard to theory of
operation, sensitivity, specificity, information content and sample limitations. Examples of the
application of these techniques will be given, focusing on x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
SURFACE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Theory of Operation. Electron S=pectroscopies
The essential feature of all electron spectroscopies is the creation, collection and energy
analysis of characteristic electrons emitted from the sample.3 4 The limited path length for
transmission of low energy electrons (0-2000 eV) through the sample is the source of the surface
specific nature of these electron spectroscopics. Electron mean free paths are on the order of
1 nm, limiting the analysis depth to -5 niw. Once emitted from the sample the electrons must
travel to the detector without loss of energy to maintain their analytical information. This places
a severe constraint upon the design of electron spectrometers, that being the necessity for ultrahigh vacuum. All of the necessary components for the spectrometer are therefore placed within
an ultrahigh vacuum chamber fabricated of stainless steel and pumped by special technology
pumps to attain operating pressures of 10. torr. At such vacuum levels, electron transmission
proceeds through the energy analyzer to the detector without appreciable loss of intensity.'
Electron spectroscopies are sensitive to all elements but H and He. Most elements. offer
numerous electron energy levels for analysis and elemental identification. The sensitivity limit
of these tech~niques is on the order of 0.1 At%, of the volume sampled. Given in terms of
number of molecules, this corresponds to 10l" moleules/monolayer x 5 monolayers analysis
depth x 10 3 = 5 x 10" molecules, or - 10 11mole. Quantification of (he electron spectroscopic
data to +5% can be achieved with careful attention to detail in the data analysis. Difficulties
with determining accurate signal background removal, electron attenuation lengths and
contamination overlayer thickness contribute to the quantitative uncertaintv.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy, AES
AES is an electron excited technique that possesses the advantages of focused probe
techniques, with the added feature of being truly surface specific. An electron beam accelerated
up to 10 keV i- focused onto the sample surface defining the analysis area. State of the art
instruments have beam currents that -, , be as low as ,everal ranoamps with beanm sizes o1 tens
of nanometers. Imaging and surface elemental mapping oii a scale of tens of nanometers can
therefore be accomplished.,
Auger electron emission results from a three electron process initiated by the developmei't
of a core hole (i.e. K level) produced bv collision of a high energy electron with a surface atom.
Relaxation of an electron from an outer orbital (i.e. L level) into the core hole produces another
excited state (due to the energy difference between the core and outer orbital energy) that is
comrPc:4,;i,,tu for by the emission of a third electron (i.e. another L level), the Auger electron.
Shorthand notation for the Auger transition lists the levels involved. i.e. KLL as indicatu. 1.. .::c
preceding example. The Auger electron energy can be expressed as given in eqn. (1) using the
energies of the individual electron levels involved in tne process. The Auger elec.tron energy
is independent of the excitation beam energy and is characteristic of the element and in some
cases the chemical state of the element.
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minutes. Damage rates routinely observed on the modem instrument in this laboratory are such
that greater than 30 minutes monochromatic x-ray exposure are required before damage is
observed on materials such as ammonium perchlorate. Damage of organic molecules is typically
manifested by the chemical reduction of highly oxidized organic functionalities (i.e. nitro groups)
or the loss of a pendant group or hetero atom from the molecule (i.e. F from teflon).
Sample limitations are very modest in XPS. Insulators pose little charging problem in
general, typically charging only 2-5 eV. X-ray sources produce a high background of low
energy electrons that substantially reduces the surface charging. Difficulties arise when
differential charging occurs, for example on the surface of a powdered insulating sample.
Cha,'ge compensation by a low energy (2-10 eV) electron flood source in most cases is an
adequate solution. Monochromatic sources create more severe charging problems due to the
isolat~on of the source generated electrons by the monochromator housing. Alternative schemes
can be employed in difficult charging cases to obtain useful data?.
Theory of Operation. Ion Spectrosopl'es
Ion techniques determine the atomic and molecular nature of a materials surface by the
mass of the fragments released from the surface in response to excitation! The techniques,
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), Secondary Neutral Mass Spectrometry (SNMS) and
Surface Analysis by Laser Ionization (SALI) can be viewed as taking place in three steps,
surface desorption, ionization and detection.
The first step is surface desorption, most commonly accomplished by ion sputtering with
a high energy (2 - 10 KeV) ion beam directed at the surface. The desorbed fragments may be
atomic or molecular, charged or un.charged. Ion sputtering employs a wide variety of ion
sources, noble ,,as (Ar, Ne, Xe), reactive gas (0) or liquid metal (Cs, Ga) to attain the desired
sputtering conditions from tne surface. Sputtering rates are a critical parameter since sputtering
is actually sample consumption or destruction. "Static" rates remove less than one monolayer
in the time required to collect useful data to investigate the surface chemistry. "Dynamic" rates
rapidly erode the upper layers of the sample to measure the depth dependence of sample
composition. Removal dimensions can vary from millimeters to submicron depending greatly
on the type of ion source used.
The second step in the process is ionization of the removed material prior to introduction
into the mass spectrometer. At this point the three techniques listed above diverge from one
another in operation. SIMS utilizes the ionized fraction of particles created during the sputtering
of the surface. Due to the low ionization efficiency, < 10% for most maLcrials, and dramatic
substrate ('matrix') effect upon this process, SIMS suffers from severe quantification problems.
SNMS avoids the ionization probability problems associated with the sputtering process by postionizing the sputtered neutrals (> 90% of sputtered material) by means of electron bombardment
ionization. The most important advantage of SNMS is the decoupling of the ionization event
from the surface, eliminating the substrate effects on quantification. SALI is a further
refinement on SNMS, employing a laser as the post-ionization method. Selection of laser
wavelength provides aJv,..itages for specific types of analysis. 9 "' A 10% ionization yield of
the sputtered neutrals can be attained, enhancing the overall ionizatior' efficiency by at least ten
times. The sensitivity of SALI has been estimated in one case at the ppm level with only 101"g
of sample utilized for the analysis," another example estimated the amount of material needed
to definitively identiry :'.arple at 3 x 10-16 mole"2 .
i'Ix final phase of surface ion spectroscopy is mass to charge analysis and detection.
Three types of mass spectrometers can be employed, a magnetic sector, a quadrupol- or a timeof-flight (TOF). Each type of instrument has advantages relative to the others, dynamiz SIMS
instruments typically employ a quadrupole analyzer, whereas, TOF is used for static analyses
primarily due to its high ion transmission efficiency.
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Figure 1. SEM micrugraph of underwater-shocked TATB showing reaction sites as ragged holes
on the edges and on the surface of TATB layers

Application of Surface Chemical Analysis to Energetic Materials
The majority of the data collected over the past ten years has been with XPS. Several
examples of the application of XPS will be given. Studies where mass spectrometry has been
greatly important to the elucidation of the molecular form of the intermediates are also included.
Triamino-Trinitrobenzene
One of the most striking results to come from the application of surface analysis
techniques to energetic materials research was the first actual observation of hot spot remnants
and associated chemical decomposition products in impacted or shocked TATB. Figure I". Tilis
work established a chemical basis of hot spot reactions and sensitization of damaged energetic
materials. XPS of damaged TATB found a significant alteration in the N(ls) spectrum consistent
with the formation of new nitrogen chemistries. The compounds identified were furoxan and
furazan derivatives of TATB resulting from the loss of molecular hydrogen or a water molecule
respectively from the parent TATB."4 The identification of these intermediate producls was
through the use of both XPS and mass spectrometry, specifically, chemical ionization thermal
desorption mass spectrometry. XPS has outstanding sensitivity for identifv;nc, 'he chemical state
of atoms present on the surface, however, when wishin- to, :identify a spe,., - .itolccular product,
mass spectrometry is far superior. In reference 14 a discussion of the analysis of TATB
recovered from the verge of ignition is described in full.
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Once the nature of the intermediate decomposition products of TATB were known, the
relative sensitivity of these molecules to TATB could be assessed. The furoxan compounds were
found to be significantly more sensitive than TATB, while the furazan compounds were
equivalent to TATBE5 . The presence of intermediate decomposition products adjacent to the
extinguished hot spot sites gave clear indication of the sensitizing effect created in damaged
material.
Ammonium Perchlorate
Ammonium perchlorate (AP) is a powerful oxidizer commonly found in energetic
compositions. The decomposition mechanism of this material in its pure state has been the
subject of many publications, particularly in the early days of solid propellant development. The
studies presented here have focused on the early reactions of AP as a means of gaining insight
into potential safety problems associated with AP containing compositions. This type of study
is fundamental with regard to new insensitive munitions performance sought by the military.
(Important to the development of insensitive compositions is the minimization of response by the
material to unintentional impact, electrostatic discharge, thermal and shock stimuli.)
Powdered AP was subjected to impact by a 10 Kg weight, dropped from a range of
heights. The sample was sandwiched between heat sensitive film to aid in the identification of
areas that experienced exothermic reaction. Of particular interest in this case was the
intermediate reaction chemistry of the perchlorate anion that supplies the oxygen for continued
oxidation reactions. XPS spectra of control AP show a single chemical state for the chlorine,
that is Cl(+7), with the CI(2p,3/2) photoelectron line appearing at 208.5 eV. The CI(2p)
photoelectron spectrum is comprised of a spin split pair of peaks, separated by - 1.6 eV, and
of 1:2 area ratio. Impacted material can show as many as three additional chemical states.
Figure 2 is a CI(2p) spectrum from impacted AP (10 Kg, 135 cm). The chemical states
observed arise from C1(+5), CI(-I), and CI(+I). The C1(-1) state is assigned to chloride
formation resulting from the liberation of two moles of 02 from the original perchlorate anion.
C1(+5) is attributed to partial reduction of the perchlorate to CIO,, chlorate, a species
previously observed in gas phase decomposition and radiolysis studies."6 The other product
is identified as CI(+ 1)based on the peak position in the spectrum. The known stability of the
oxy-chloride anions, however, suggests that CI(+ 1) as hypochlorite would not be stable under
ambient conditions.'
Impacting the sample from greater drop heights results in little change in the type of
products formed. The trend observed is for ever increasing chloride concentration with an
associated decrease in perchlorate concentration. A small amount of chlorate is often observed
as well as the CI(+ 1) species. These species are apparently true intermediates, since there
concentration does not increase over a few percent regardless of the extent of conversion of
perchlorate to chloride.
In some cases, nitrogen in a more oxidized state has been observed, suggesting the
formation of oxidized nitrogen.
The formation of reaction products on the surface and in the solid structure of an
energetic material can have dramatic effects on the stability and reaction threshold of the
remaining material. Chloride has been found to strongly affect the melting point of metal
perchlorates, reducing the melting point by as much as 120'C for RbCIO4 mixed with 30%
RbCI'5 . Immediately at the onset of melting the material exothermically decomposes. Similar

catalytic effects of chloride in AP have been observed resulting in itreased favorbih.v

t.:

reaction or auto-dissociation. Chlorates have been found to accelerate tile decomposition of
AP'. The identification of these two intermediate products provides clear evidence for the
existence of chemical sensitization in damaged materials containing Al'.
Surface mass spectrometry by SALI has been employed to aid in the identification of the
molecular nature of the CI(+ 1) product observed in damaged AP. In this case the damage to
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Figure 2. CI(2p) XPS spectrum of impacted (10 Kg, 135 cnm) AP.
the crystalline AP was imparted by prolonged x-ray irradiation causing photo-degradation of the

surface. SALI analysis was performed at Physical Electronics Laboratories, Eden Prairie, MN
on a prototype instrument. The SALI results indicated an increase relative to the control sample
in the concentration of NO. H1,NCl and HCIO• after irradiation. New species assigned to HNCI:
and H1C1O3 were observed in the damaged sample. These new spectral features were attributed
to the formation chlorate and chloramines. The observation of chioramines is consistent with
earlier work where NH 2CI was observed as a product of condensed-phase decompositon by mass
spectrometry2 °. Significant to the stability of damaged AP is the fact that the chioramines
HNCI or HNCI: in either the liquid or solid state has been found to be quite unstable"1 .
Chloramine can be chemically prepared by the action of CIO on NHI. both of which are present
in the decomposition of AP. Stabilization of the chloramine by or in the solid lattce may

therefore be occurring to make it visible to surface analysis techniques long after creation.
Analysis of impact damaged AP by SIMS has not been able to reproduce the results obtained
by SALI on the irradiated sample. The difference in the results may reflect the differences in
the location of the damaged material (soft x-ray irradiated samples have the majority of the
decomposition occurrng on the surface), the techniqucs themselves and the greater sensitivit\
of SALt. While the evidence is not overwhelming for the chloramine, the consequences of the
presence of all the intermediates observed in damaged Al' can significantly aggravate the
sensitivity of damaged AP containing compositons.
Another aspect affecting the inital reaction chemistry of an energetic material are
physical structures that concentrate or localize the stimulus energy. XPS has played a major part
in an investigation that clearly demonstrated the efiect of localized defect concentrations on the
onset of chemical reaction::. An AP single crystal with defects induced in localhr" " as 0?
the surface was subjected to sub-threshold shock. ('leavingi " .,,..:h .h~e crystal ait,.. iecover\
at the surface location of an induced defect provided a surface for investigation by XPS.
Chemical decomposition was observed only in the area directlx adjacent to the defect
concentration, Figure 3. The exceptional surface and chemical sensitivity of XPS was able to
identify the low levels of reaction products and map out their distribution across the cleaved
surface. This result is a highly significant demonstration of the role of defects as energyx
concentrators leading to the localized onset of early reaction chemistry.
-
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Surface analysis of adhesion at the propellant-linerinterface
Surface analysis is often called upon to assist in the resolution of real world problems
associated with energetic materials. One example of this type of practical application was the
investigation into the failure of a new lot of small propellant units23. Upon acceptance testing
of this new lot of propellant units, failures were occurring at a high rate. Studies of the
recovered fragments by SEM and IR were unable to isolate the reason for the failures. XPS
analysis of casing fragments from a failed test unit indicated the presence of Si as a contaminant
on the interior casing surface. High resolution analysis of the Si(2p) photoelectron line found
the chemical state of this silicon to be intermediate between zero valent silicon and silicon
dioxide. By comparison to a series of reference samples, the chemical state was found to
correspond to a silicone oil. Film thickness determinations indicated the contamination to be on
the order of 1.1 nm thick, about 2 molecular layers. Control samples from various steps along
the process route were supplied by the contractor resulting in the identification of the process
step that introduced the contamination. With this information the process could be controlled
to eliminate this problem in the future. The surface specificity, ability to identify elements and
the chemical sensitivity of XPS came together in this study to provide a clear understanding of
the nature and source of the failures.
v,, tamine Decomposition by slow radiation degradation
One potential pit-fall that must be carefully avoided in the XPS analysis of organic
materials is the chemical changes induced by extended irradiation of the sample. as previouslI
discussed. However, by using x-rays as a controllable damage method. investugations of thc
early reaction chemistry in a material can be performed in a controlled manner
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In an interesting study of the early reaction chemistry of the nitramine RDX, x-ray
damage was used to create reaction intermediates with simultaneous evaluation by XPS.24 The
powder sample was freshly ground, mounted on double-sided tape and cooled to -500C. By
continuously shining the x-ray beam on the sample and collecting repeated XPS spectra, the
changes in the surface chemistry as a function of irradiation time were observed Figure 4
shows the original N(Is) spectrum from RDX and the accumulation of damage products as a
function of extended irradiation time. The products that developed were a nitroso derivative,
a triazine product and a newly discovered unstable intermediate, nitrite ester. The nitroso and
triazine products have been observed before', 2 in room temperature studies of damaged RDX.
At the lower temperature, however, intermediates that would otherwise spontaaeously dissociate
were stabilized for clear identification. Warming of the damaged material to room temperature.
(figure 5) demonstrates the temperature sensitivity of the nitrite ester, as well as some of the
forms of nitroso and triazine produced during the irradiation. The similarity of these results to
those obtained by thermal decomposition2", suggest that the same mechanism is active for both
photolysis and thermolysis. The exciting results obtained in this short term study suggest this
as a general method for the elucidation of early reaction products under "pseudo-thermal
decomposition" conditions. This experimental arrangement provides several advantages, access
to low temperature, control of the environment and real time characterization of product
formation. With the addition of a residual gas analysis mass spectrometer it would also be
possible to follow the gaseous products formed both during irradiation and subsequent warming
to room temperature.
SUMMARY
This paper has focused on the basic background and application of surface analytical
techniques to the study of energetic materials. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has been
highlighted as it is particularly suited to this specific application due to the chemical state
information obtained, the range of spatial analysis areas obtainable and the limited sample
damage rate compared to AES or SIMS. Illustrations have been provided of a small collection
of the work performed in this laboratory over the past ten years. These provide a demonstration
of the capability of these powerful materials research tools when applied to the demanding field
of energetic materials research.
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SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS
AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
THOMAS B. BRILL
University of Delaware, Department of Chemistry, Newark, DE 19716
ABSTRACT
The chemistry at the surface of a burning propellant plays a major role in the burnrate, the stability of the flame, and the potential for a run-away hazardous event.
Chemical details can be determined experimentally by simulating the burning surface
with a thin film of material heated rapidly to the surface temperature. T-Jump/FTIR
spectroscopy is designed to create these conditions. The dominant, initial, heat-produ ýing
reactions in the surface zone of NH 4CIO 4, NH 4NO 3, NH4[N(NO 2) 2], HMX, RDX, and
DNNC are elucidated at high temperatures representative of the burning surface.
THE BURNING SURFACE
On. of the challenges that remains in the field of propellant combustion is to obtain
a sufficiently detailed description of the heterogeneous gas-condensed phase zone at the
burning surface. A generalized one-dimensional picture of this zone is shown in Fig. 1.
Conceptual models of combustion that include this zone have been formulated in many
works with Rice and Ginell [I], Williams,
et al. [2,3], Ben-Reuven and Caveny [4],
Cohen, et at. [5], and Kubota and
DIFFUSION FLAME
Sakamoto [6) being several examples.
However, the description of the burning
DARK ZONE surface that is based in experiment is
Fr"LAME
PRIMARY
vitally important because entirely
PRIMARYFLAME
. -"...:";
unanticipated pathways sometimes arise.
For example, diaminofurazan
and
diaminoglyoxime are found to retard the
A ecomposite
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rate of ammonium perchloratc
propellants [7].
The
in
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thermal decomposition studies to be
retardation of heat and mass transfer at
the burning surface due to formation of

highly thermally stable azine polymers.

including melem and melon [8]. This
mechanism would not have been
Fig. 1. Generalized Surface
considered without experimental evidence.
Reaction Zone of a
Of special interest in the surface
Burning Propellant.
reaction zone of propellants are the early
highly exothermic reactions because they
play a disproportionally large role in the combutcior, characteristics. For instance, the
burn-rate is strongly influercrd'cy "he amount -rd",a,. of heat released at the surface.
Instability of combustion in the diffusion flame causes pressure and temperature
oscillation at the surface. Highly exothermic reactions in the surface reaction zone
provide the cheinical connection of these oscillations to the surface. Also, controlling the

early highly exothermic reactions is a central scientific issue in reducing the sensitiveness
of an energetic material.
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The complexity of the chemical and physical details of the burning surface is so great
as to defy direct study with the flame present. The reaction zone is physically thin (1-100
pm depending on the pressure), spacially transient, a mixture of solid, liquid and gas, and
not in chemical equilibrium, all as a result of the steep temperature gradient. Based on
these characteristics, a "snap shot" simulation of a burning surface would be a film of
material heated at a high rate to a temperature typical of the surface during steady
combustion [9]. The advantage of this simulation is that various spectroscopic diagnostics
can be used to resolve chemical events in time. Therefore, the sequential chemistry of
energetic materials under relevant pressure and temperature conditions can be
determined for the first time.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
T-Jump/FTIR spectroscopy has been described elsewhere [9]. In a typical
experiment approximately 200 14g of polycrystalline sample is spread on a Pt ribbon
filament that is housed in a gas-tight IR cell having about 1.5 in' internal volume. The
cell is flushed with Ar and pressurized as desired. The filament is heated by a power
control unit at about 2000"C/s to a constant temperature in the 240-500"C range
depending on the sample. Control is achieved by rapidly sensing the Pt resistance.
Endothermicity and exothermicity of the sample is detected by monitoring the control
voltage required to maintain constant resistance. The difference control voltage is
obtained by subtracting the voltage of the filament without sample from the voltage when
the sample is present. A negative excursion represents an exotherm of the sample.
Because of the small mass, the sample temperature is relatively uniform. However,
the interfacial heat transfer is complex. The sample and the filament form a reaction
zone that contains the gas and condensed phase in close contact with the heat source.
From the point of view of the chemistry of the heterophase surface, Zhis condition
qualitatively resembles a surface during combustion. Instead of forming a flame, the
decomposition products rise into and are quenched by the cool Ar atmosphere. The
beam of a rapid-scan FTIR spectrometer is positioned about 3 mm above the sample
surface. Collection of complete IR spectra every 100 msec gives the identity, sequence
of formation, and relative concentrations of the products.
The IR absorbances for each product are converted to concentrations by multiplying
the absorbance of a characteristic vibrational mode by a factor derived from the absolute
absorbance [10]. In this way the rate of evolution of the product is ascertained. IR
inactive products are not detected. H20 is detected but was not quantified.
The SMATCH/IFTIR technique and data reduction methods have been described
elsewhere [11-14]. Briefly, a film of sample of known mass is coated onto the stainless
steel end-tip of the quartz vibration element. The rate of weight loss during heating at
250"C/s is determined by the change of the vibrational frequency of the tube. A
thermocouple spot-welded to the metal end-tip provides a real-time temperature
measurement. The initial 50% of weight loss is fit by the polynomial equation (El).
1

-

a

=

3

(E-l)

at

I10

This polynomial and its first derivative yield 1-a, and da/dt, respc2',v;;J%, for use in E2
where a is the fraction of the sample decomposed IxZ 14]. E2 was found to be linear by
the appropriate choice of n. The resulting activation energy and prefactor apply only at
In (i-(,)"RT
•-1
1da

=

1nA--_E

(32)
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the pressure and temperature conditions of the experiment. The regression rate of the
film, i, is calculated by a modified version of the pyrolysis law, E , where h is the film
(M3)

r = Ahe'/RT

thickness. E3 is valid if h is approximately the thickness of the surface reaction zone
during combustion at I atm.
REGRESSION RATE OF A BULK MATERIAL VS. A THIN FILM
The burn rate of bulk monopropellants and oxidizers extrapolate reasonably well to
the regression rate computed from the Arrhcnius data determined by SMATCH-/FTIR
spectroscopy [12-16].
Table 1 shows
selected data that are evidence of the
Table 1. Bur rate corisons
connection. The good correlation gives
i. rmm/sec (I atm)
confidence in the use of decomposition
SMATCH
S
Strand burner
data obtained from rapidly heated thin

to characterize

the

dominant

AP

0.16

0.25

films

HMX

0.37

0.5

chemistry at a burning surface.

RDX

0.38

0.38

DNNC

0.27

G3AN
NC

0.35

GAP

1.35

0.27
3

0.4

The

identity of dominant exothermic reactions
of important energetic materials emerges
Selected
from T-jump/FTIR studies.
studies arc given below on compounds of
practical use as explosivcs and propellants.

1.7

THE HC0O4 - HNO REACTION OF N1 4C(0 4
In excess of 1000 reactions may be involved in the decomposition and combustion
of ammonium perchlorate (AP). NH 4CIO 4, [17] because of the presence of four elements
and the full range of oxidation states utilized 1y nitrogen and chlorine. A limited chain
reaction scheme of 10 reactions employed by Cuirao and Williams [2] to model AP
combustion was expanded to 80 reactions by En,-olin. et al.. [17] to simulate the gas
products in the flame zone measured by microprobe-mass spectrometry [18], Of the
many reactions, Guirao and Williams and Ermolin, et al.. both emphasize the important
role that RI plays in controlling the rate of the gas phase sc ,..nc.
HCIO 4 + HNO-

NO + CIO,

11,20

(RI)

T-Jump/FTIR spectroscopy [9] has the potential to provide evidcnce of R I as well
as other aspects of the rapid decomposition mechanism of AP. For example. during the
rapid decomposition of bulk AP. a drop in the ICIO4(.0 production accompanied by a
sharp rise in the NO and 1120 concentrations during the stage ot rapid heat release
would be good evidence for R I in the heterogeneous gas-condenscd phase.
Figure 2 shows the change of concentration of the gas products from AP measured
from the absorbances by rapid-scan FTIR spectroscopy. along with the heat balanc,
sensed by the Pt control voltage [16]. Before the exotherm IR act.., :.., rodlicts are
first detected at about 5 s and consist of HNO.,, NO2,. N20, H,O, HCIO 4 , and HCIO4aqt.
The rise in gas product concentrations over the next few seconds indicates that tbc
amount of sample decomposing gradually increases. The overall process is exothermic
because the control voltage acquires a slight negative slope during this timc.
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The initial decomposition reaction of AP is widely regarded to be dissociative
evaporation R2. Evidence of this reaction exists below 3 atm where recombination
NH4CIO{,) -- NH 3(absd) + HCIO4.b~d) -" NH 3(S)-" + HCIO4)

(R2)

of NH 3(,) and HClO4) to form NH 4CIO 4 ,,.,) is observed in the IR spectrum. Below
13 atm Ar, no NH 4 C0O4(.o,o) and NH 3 are detected, but HCIO 4 is present, mostly in the

hydrated form. The fact that some HCIO 4 survives to i.-tach the cool atmosphere,
whereas NH 3 does not, may simply rcsult from the fact that AP is over oxidized. Not all
of the HCIO 4 is needed to oxidize NH 3. Hydrated HCIO 4 from AP was confirmed by the
match of the CIO4 asymmetric stretching mode with that of the gas phase above a
rapidly heated 70% HCIO 4 solution [16].
The NH 3 from R2 is oxidized very rapidly in the heterogeneous gas-condensed phase
zone by HCIO 4. No NH 3 survives to reach the IR beam because the inversion doublet
at 968 and 932 cm4 is absent. The reduction product of HCIO 4 is Cl2 because no HCI,),
hydrated HCN,or NH 4CI(M.,) are observed in this stage of decomposition. NO 2, N 20,
HNO3 and H 20 are products of ammonia oxidation. HNO 3 may simply result from
hydrolysis of NO 2 and, as such, would not be an important product were a flame present.
N 20 can form by R3. Preventing the build-up of HNO (vide infra) by R3 would be
one of the chemical ways that AP is able to decompose slowly at lower temperature
without developing a runaway release of heat.
2HNO

-

N20 + H 20

(R3)

The development and growth of the exotherm of AP in Fig. 2 is a sharp event. The
gas product concentrations during the exotherm are unusual in the occurrence of the
large pulse of NO, HCI and H:O. The HCIO, concentration remains at or below the
pre-exotherm level. The behavior of HCIO 4, NO and H20 are fully consistent with a
major role of RI in the acceleratory exothermic phase of AP decomposition. RI
increases in importance and ultimately controls the overall rate because HNO
accumulates with time [17). At the time when RI dominates the rate, R3 is largcly
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Fig. 2. Gas Products and the Heat Change of NHCIO 4 at 440" C
under 13 atm Ar.
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shunted as evidenced by the fact that the final concentration of N20 is only
approximately double the pre-exotherm value. Because of their reactivity and short-life
time at the temperature of the experiment, HNO and C10 3 are not detected. In fact, for
the same reason, no chlorine oxides or HCIO are observed, but they are by mass
spectrometry [17,18]. HNO has also been detected by mass spectrometry in the
decomposition of AP in other work [19].
The importance of C.-O homolysis of HCIO 4 in initiating and perhaps controlling
rapid decomposition of AP has been repeatedly emphasized in many studies. It is highly
likely that a fundamental role exists for HNO in the sense that products of both the early
stage and exothermic stage are consistent with reactions of involving HNO. P.1 plays a
major role in the regression rate of AP.
THE NH3 - NO 2 REACTION IN AMMONIUM NITRATE-UKE SALTS
Interest is growing in oxidizers that might replace ammonium perchlorate (AP) in
solid propellants. Upon combustion, AP liberates HCi and H20 that form an
environmentally undesirable plume of HCI(,.). Nucleation of H20 into droplets by HCI
contributes to a prominently visible signature. These detracting features have rekindled
interest in ammonium nitrate (AN). Unfortunately, AN has a low surface temperature
and a low burn rate. The decomposition chemistry of AN is largely responsi-,e for the
low energy release. For example, two major decomposition reactions of AN, R4 and R5,
arc endothermic and mildly exothermic, respectively.

NH 4 NO3 -. NH 3(g) + HNO 3(g)

(R4)

NH 4NO 3 -. N20 + 2H 20

(R5)

The decomposition of AN is compared to that of ammonium dinitramide (ADN),
NH4[N(NO 2)2] [20]. Unlike AN, ADN decomposes very rapidly. Part of the additional
energy release is attributable to the higher heat of formation -fADN (-35 kcal/mol [21])
compared to AN(-78 kcal/mol). Beyond this difference, the chemical reactions that
cause ADN to decompose very exothermically are not obvious because the gas products
from rapid thermolysis of ADN arc similar to those of AN. Both compounds liberate
HNO 3, NH., N20, NO 2, NO, H20 and N2, although the mole fractions differ somewhat.
By T-jump/FTIR spectroscopy it seems likely that the reaction of NH 3 and NO, near the
surface plays a major role in driving the regression of the surface [20].
Although pure AN will not burn at I atm, a sample can be driven by the T-jump
method to a temperature that is at or above the measured surface temperature of AN
burning at 25 atm or above (300-350'C[22]). Figure 3 shows tnc gas products and
thernal response of a 200/g film of AN heated at 2000"C,. to 383"C and held at
383"C. The concentration data in this plot are based on the scaled growth of the IR
absorbance values for each product. The superposition of several stoichiometric
reactions is indicated. Of course, many elementary steps are imbedded in each of these
stoichiometric reactions, but they are not determinable by T-jump/FTIR spectroscopy.
The first event is rapid endothermic melting of AN as indicated by the upward
deflection in the difference control voltage trace. The control voltage decreases upon
completion of melting from 0.5 - I s. The process turns markedly endothermic again at
about I s. This second endothern;, , .t corresponds to the appearance and growth of
AN aerosol. I.* 4;ý,rosl forms frorn ne endothermic dissociation of AN and desorption
to HNO 3(g) + NH 3(g), followed by recombination of NH 3 and HNO 3 in the gas phase
(Scheme I, reaction A). Only the endothermic first step of reaction A is ircluded in AH
given for reaction A because the second step occurs in the cooler region of the cell away
from the filament. Hence, the exothermic second step is not sensed by the filament
However, a white smoke of AN aerosol is visually observed.
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SCHEME I. PROPOSED REACIFIONS THAT ACCOUNT FOR THE PROiDUCIS
OF HIGH TEMPERATURE DECOMPOSITION OF AN (see Figure 3).

A.
B.
C.
D.
A-D2.

4[NH 4NO 3 (l) --* HNO 3 (g) + NH 3 (g) --* NH 4 NO 3(solid aerosol)]
315NH 4tNO3 (I) '-- 2HNO3 + 4N2 + 9H 20]
5[NH 4NO 3(i)-- N2 0 + 2H 20]
4NH 4 NO,(I) -- 2NHN+ 3N0, +
N+ + 5H.O
28NH 4NO3(<) 6HN0 3 + 3NO2 + NO + 2NH 3 +
5N 2 0 + 13N 2 + 42H 2 0 + 4NH 4 N8 3 (aerosol)

4(44)'
3(-35)
5(-13)
81
87

'aH for the desorption step only (see text).

Gives
F the approximate sR active gas product ratios at 2 s for AN at 383"C (Fig. 3).

Despite the continuation of reaction A throughout the decomposition process as
evidenced by the growth of the AN aerosol concentration, the decomposition process
beomes less endtothermic again at about 2 s. H20 (not quantified) and excess HNO3
form at this time which is consistent with the occurrence reaction B. This reaction is
known and its entlialpy has been deduced [23]. It is exothermic and would rcducc the
overall endothermicity of the decomposition process, as is found.
The process becomes still less endother20ic fr ":" 2-4 s as the amount of HNO3

diminishes. However, N20 gro42H r2pidy in concer,,kdtion through this time suggesting
that the exothermie
reaction C plays aoincreasingly important role. 3iowever, there is
evidence of yet anotier reaction that occurs in parallel as indicated by the appearance
of NO 2 and the eventual decrease in exothermicity again between 4-6 s. Also, NO,
whose JR absorbanee is very small, probably forms earlier than is indicated in Fig. 3.
.c eaction D [24b
accounts for these observations. Its endothermicity is superimposed on
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the exothermicity of reaction C and results in a leveling of the control voltage trace (heat
flow is balanced) at 4-7 s. Reaction D is also a source of NH 3, which appears as a
product for a much longer time than HNO 3.
The multiplicative factors of the reactions in Scheme I were determined by the need
to match the approximate relative concentrations of the gas products at a time when all
of the reactions contribute. The concentrations at 2 s were chosen. The stoichiometry
of the net reaction in Scheme I approximates that found at 2 s in Fig. 3. Although the
enthalpy of the net reaction is slightly exothermic as written, the relative contribution of
reaction A need only be increased somewhat to produce a net endothermic process.
The formation of NH 3 and NO 2 by reaction D raises the possibility that the process
could become exothermic when confined by pressure. The reaction of NH 3 and NO 2
becomes rapid and exothermic in the 330-530"Crange [25,26]. However, significant
generation of heat requires confinement to enhance the concentration of NH 3 and NO 2
in the hot zone around the condensed phase.
Figure 4 shows the decomposition process of a 200%g film of AN heated at 2000* C/s
to 415'C under 33 atm of Ar. The concentrations are shown as relative percents
throughout so that the behavior early in the decomposition process can be clearly seen.
The melting endotherm initially dominates. The heat of reactions A-D leading to the
formation of AN aerosol, N20, HNO 3, NH 3, and NO, are overall endothcrmic until 1.5
s. At this time the concentrations of NH 3 and NO 2 formed by reaction D drop markedly
and are accompanied by an exotherm which suggests that R6 occurs. AH is about -148
kcal for this reaction as written. Under pressure, this nominally gas phase reaction could
2NH 3 + 2NO, -- N20 + N, + 3H 20

(R6)

occur in the heterogeneous gas-condensed phase (eg. bubbles and voids) and contribute
to the condensed phase heat balance uidcr combustion conditions.
The thermal decomposition behavior of bulk ADN is very different from that of AN
despite the fact that similar gas products are formed upon rapid decomposition. Figure
5 shows T-jup/IFTIR data for a 200gg film of ADN heated at 2000 *C/s to 260"C. This
temperature compares with a preliminary surface temperature measurement of burning
100
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SCHEME II: PROPOSED REACTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE GASES
RELEASED BY ADN DURING HIGH RATE PYROLYSIS
-. NH 3B+ HNO 3 + N20]
3[ADN Branch

a
k2

NH 3 + HN(NOZ) 2]
9[HN(NO 2)2 - NO 2 + HNNO 2]

d

6[HNNO 2 -- N 20 + OH]
2[HNNO 2 + OH -. 2NO + H 20]

f
&

h
f2
i3

3(+11.5)

9[ADN -.

HNNO 2 + NO-- NO 2 + HNNO
HNNO+ OH-. N20.+ H20
3[NH 3 + OH- H 20+ NH 2]
3[NH 2 + NO-. N2 + H20]

9ADN -- 6NH 3 + 7N 20

+ 10N0 2

12ADN -. 9NH 3 + 10N 20

+ 10NON

+

9H 20 + 3N2
+ 9H20 +

3N 2 + 3HN0 3

-49
-14

4NH 3 + 4NO 2 -- 3N 2 + 2NO + 6H20

-309

5NH 3 + 10N 20 + 6NO 2 + 15H20 + 2NO + 6N, + 3HN0 3
2NH 3 + 2HN0 3 - 2NH 4NO 3 (aerosol)

-323

mn

n•

12ADN - 3NH 3 + 10NO + 6NO 2 + 15H20 + 2NO + 6N2

-323

k

12ADN
14

+ HNO 3
AI-If (ADN)
2 Assumes
Sum of a-b.

+

2NH 4NO3

= -35 kcai/mol, and AH [HNO 3(g)J is -33 kcal/mol.

3 Sum of Branches A &
4 Sum of reactions j+k.
5 Occurs in gas phase away from surface so reaction m is not included in AH.
SSum
gas phase stoichiomctry at the end of the
of I and m gives the approximate
exotherm (Fig. 5).
.
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ADN of about 300* C [27], which is surprisingly similar to that of AN. At the onset of
decomposition, gas products and, in contrast to AN, sharp exothermicity occur instantly.
The first detected products are mostly HNO 3, NH 3 and N20 in roughly similar amounts.
Minor quantities of NO 2, AN and H20 are also present in the initial spectrum.
The formation of HNO 3, NH 3 and N2 0 in comparable amounts at the beginning
suggests the presence of Branch A in Scheme II. This mildly endothermic reaction may
have a role during slow decomposition at lower temperatures. It appears to be a minor
branch during rapid heating, especially because it does not account for the major heat
release that is experimentally observed.
Branch B of Scheme II is proposed to dominate under rapid thermolysis conditions.
Reaction a of Branch B is dissociation of ADN to produce NIH3 and HN(N0 2) 2.
HN(NO 2) 2 is not detected and probably homolyzes in the condensed phase at high
temperature by reaction b to NO 2 and HNNO 2. Reactions a and b are endothermic.
Becajse relatively large quantities of NH 3 and NO 2 occur early in Branch B, much heat
can be generated by reaction k in the gas phase near the surface or even as part of the
heterogeneous gas-liquid zone at the surface. The high exothermicity is evident in the
large control voltage deflection at 2.3 s, and provides the energy to complete the
decomposition process very rapidly. Some of the NH 3 and NO 2 remains unreacted
because it escapes to the cooler region of the atmosphere. Reactions g-h are plausible
subsequent steps for decomposition of HNNO 2, but they are not determined by Tjump/FlR spectroscopy. They are simply proposed as reasonable sources of stable
products in the quantities detected. The net reaction j of Branch B is mildly exothermic.
Combining Branches A and B yields the exothermic reaction j. Adding some gas phase
recombination of NHi and HNO 3 (reaction m) to account for the observed AN solid
aerosol yields reaction n, whose stoichiometry approximates the experimentally observed
gas product ratios observed at 2.5 s in Fig. 5. Reaction p is strongly exothermic largely
because of reaction k, which is the reaction of NH 3 with NO 2.
For both AN and ADN, the exothermic NH 3 + NO 2 reaction appears to dominate
the heat release stage. In the case of AN the exotherm occurs only under a large applied
pressure is accompanied by a drop in the amount of NH 3 and NO, that appear in the gas
phase. Although the reaction of NH 3 and NO 2 appears to be responsible for this
cxotherm. the amount of NH 3 and NO 2 is smaller for AN than for ADN and, therefore
much less heat is generated.
The rapid decomposition process of ADN is strongly exothermic early in the reaction
scheme. This behavior is consistent with the ease of formation of a large amount of NH 3
and NO 2 in the early dccompL sition steps. Because the reaction of NI 13 and NO 2 can
dominate early and produces a large amount of heat, the overall decomposition and
gasification process is driven at a much high rate for ADN than AN. Therefore, for both
AN and ADN the reaction of Nil 3 with NO 2 is implicated as the main source of heat
when the pure material is deco~mposcd at high temperature. For AN this reaction only
occomes important under confinement, such as by the application of pressure.
THE CH 2O-NO 2 REACTION OF NITRAM1NES
Natramines, such as HMX and RDX, are especially important as minimum smoke,
high energy explosive and propellant ingredients. DNNC is an alternative oxidizer to
HMX and RDX. The rapid decomposition mechanism of HMX. RIv•. and I)NNC,ý
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interesting to compare. The decomposition of HMX [28] and RDX [29] is similar and
so only HMX will be described. DNNC behaves somewhat differently [15] and will be
discussed later. Despite the different decomposition mechanisms, the dominant initial
exothermic reaction appears to be the same for all three compou.-ds.
Figure 6 shows T-jump/FTIR data for a thin film of HMX heated at 2000"C/s to
298 C and then held isothermally while IR spectra of the near-surface gas products are
recorded. The global decomposition branches (R7) and (R8) occur for bulk RDX and
HMX. (R7) and (R8) imply that N 20 and NO 2 should form simultaneously with CH 20
and HCN. This is not found at any temperature studied. Rather, N20 and NO 2 appear
HMX -. 4 (NO + HCN + H)
HMX -. 4 (N 20

(R7)

CH 20)

+

(R8)

before CH 20 and HCN, which form from the residue left by elimination of N20 and
NO 2. This residue is a mixture of products like hydroxymethylfonnamide and acetamide
[30-33], which decompose and delay the release of CH 20, HCN and HNCO [33,34].
The total IR absorbance of the products accelerates between 4.0 and 5.5 s despite the
constant heat flow from the filament, which implies that autocatalysis occurs in this
stage of decomposition of HMX and RDX. Moreover, the control voltage trace in Fig.
6 reveals only mild exothermicity between 4 and 5.5 s when (R7) and (R8) dominate.
Thus, these reactions release little energy in the condensed phase.
A runaway exotherm develops at 5.5 s. The secondary reaction (R9) appears to be
responsible because CH 20 and NO 2 are consumed as NO, CO, and H 20 appear. Figure
5CH 20

7NO + 3CO + 2C0

+ 7NO 2 -.

5H20

2+

(R9)

6 shows that more NO than CO forms in accordance with (R9). (R9) is highly
exothermic as written (AH = -320 kcal) and, by the large exotherm in Fig. 6, it is the
main source of heat in the heterogeneous condensed phase. These conclusions also
apply at 392 C (Fig. 6) except that the time-scale is compressed. Hence, this description
of the decomposition of HMX at 298"Capplies as well at the surface reaction zone
temperature (350 - 400 C) during combustion. However, the branching ratio of (R7)
and (R8) depends on temperature and favors (R7) at higher temperature [28].
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As is the case for RDX and HMX, the decomposition process of DNNC (Fig. 7)
becomes strongly exothermic at the time that NO and CO become major products [15].
This suggests that the highly exothermic R9 is occurring. However, the fact that' much
more NO than CO is liberated by DNNC implies that sources of NO exist other than R9.
It is also noteworthy that, in contrast to RDX and HMX, CH20 and NO 2 continue to be
generated in the exotherm and remain in high concentration in the cool Ar atmosphere
after the decomposition is complete. This observation has implications for the flame
structure of DNNC. The primary flame of DNNC is expected to be dominated by R9,
which releases a large amount of heat close to the surface and influences the surface
regression rate. The primary flame zone of RDX and HMX also appears to be
dominated by the heat of R9. Therefore, it is not surprising that the bum rates of RDX
and DNNC are quite similar [15].
FINAL COMMENiS
Our original papers from which the reactions discussed above are abstracted contain
many more details about processes that occur in the surface reaction zone of a burning
energetic material. As this work develops, numerous connections are apparent with
actual propellant combustion studies of Korobeinichev in Novosibirsk, Litzinger at Penn
State, and Brewster at Illinois. Connections with theoretical and computational models
of propellant combustion by Melius at Sandia National Laboratory Livermorc, and
Williams at UCSD are quite evident. Consequently, there appears to be great promise
in using T-jump/FTIR to validate theoretical work and develop more detailed chemical
pathways at the surface than is pns;ible by direct co.,liustion measurements.
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QUANTUM DYNAMICAL STUDIES OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF
ENERGETIC MATERIALS
HERSCHEL RABITZ and EDUARDO VILALLONGA "
"Department of Chemistry, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544.
ABSTRACT
We present a theoretical approach aimed at elucidating the microscopic dynamics of energetic materials fragmentation. Two interdependent components are combined to bridge
the atomic and bulk realms. A hierarchy of quantal multiple-scattering expansions is first
introduced to decompcme the complex reaction dynamics into coupled sequences of fewatom interactions, each of which is more amenable to calculation. This microscopic component is complemented by a continuum-mechanical process to account for energy flow into
the as yet unreacted bulk material. Such a dual approach allows for quantum-mechanical
treatment of coupled atomic-bulk dynamics in a self-consistent way that incorporates large
thermal gradients. The analysis, in terms of coupled few-atom interactions, also yields
additional insight into the various pathways for reactivity and energy transfer.
INTRODUCTION
A variety of atomic- and molecular-scale events occur in the decomposition of energetic
solids, and perhaps one of the most vexing matters is the lack of detailed understanding of
the physical and chemical events occurring at the reactive front [1!. The role of quantum
dynamical phenomena at these atomic scales remains to be fully assessed. A fundamental
treatment of the basic physics underlying decomposition calls for the introduction of a
proper quantum dynamical description. The complexity of the problem also brings into
question the utility of tie conventional fully-continuum approaches !2'. The power of
continuum models resides in their ability to handle macroscopic phenomena, including
shock structure, on laboratory scale dimensions. liowever, continuum models are limit.,'
by their lack of detail at the atomic and molecular level wnere the basic physical and
chemical processes are initiated. This has motivated molecular-dynamics simulations ;1
which the classical equations of motion are solved for a large ensemble of atoms or molecules
representing a physically meaningful segment of the material ;1, 31. The latter approach
is clearly more suitable to molecular-scale events, but it neglects quantum effects and
becomes impractical for describing a macroscopic piece of material. Nevertheless, the
degree of success demonstrated by massive classical simulations and by continuum theor.
suggests that a judicious combination of discrete (atomic-scale) dvnamics and ( ontinuuiu
mechanics could prove to be more physically accurate I herefore. %%e are developing t ',,
new treatments, which exploit the best aspects of the molecular-dynatnics and 'ontiituumn
pictures.

The first aspect of the research is concerned with a fuiiy quantal theory of energetic
v•, terials fragmentation. l)rawing on analogous nrocedures from nuciear-fr. ementatio
physics [41. this new multiple-fragmentation (MFl theory aims to re-expre". the many
atom dynamics into a rigorous hierarchy of fewer-atom interactions, each of which is computationally manageable. Such a discrete, i.e. atomic-scale, treatment is essential for de
scribing high frequency. short wavelength motion of molecules undergoing dissociation. Un
the other han(. collective moiecular motion, can be accurately determined from continuum
mechanics for thie unreacted region 15A6.
lherefore. the second aspect of the research takes
Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296.
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a discrete-continuum hybrid (DCH) approach whereby the region undergoing decomposition is treated at the atomic level while coupled to a continuous medium representing the
collective bulk dynamics, as is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Due to its dual atomisticcontinuum nature, the overall approach can bridge the disparate length scales of molecular
and bulk regimes in a self-consistent fashion. Thus far, the research has developed (a)
the multiple fragmentation theory without coupling to the underlying bulk, and (b) the
discrete-continuum theory of energy transfer into the bulk without reactivity. A summary
of this work is given below. Future work will combine these two avenues of study.
/ý7

Moving decomposition front

T

Q

O -'

....

..

molecular dynamics
coupled to
continuum dynamics

unreacted bulk

Figure 1: Conceptual essence of the discrete-continuum approach to energetic solid decomposition. Working in the moving reference defined by the decomposition front, molecular
dissociation is treated at the atomic level while coupled to a continuum-mechanical process
to account for energy propagation (wavy lines) into the yet unreacted bulk material.

DETAILED METHODOLOGY
The Multiple.Fragmentation Theory for Energetic Solid Deqoxoosition
The first component of the research is operative at the leading edge of the decomposition front, and it specifically addresses the quantum mechanics of molecular dissociation. A
conventional q-iantum treatment of these reactive processes, based on eigenfunction expansions, would be prohibitively costly. Therefore. we are pursuing a fully-quantal multiplefragmentation (MF) treatment which bypasses eigenstate expansions, and instead, decomposes the many-atom solid dynam'cs into sets of partially coupled few-body problems that
are more amenable to calculations (4]. The essence of the MF theory can be visualized
from the diagram
Decomposing solid

fewer-body events

two-atom events

(1)

Thus, the - ..,ex decomposition dynamics is first re-expressed in terms of fewer-body
interactions, e.g. between pairs of fragments each of which is composed of several atc..ý
The fragment-fragment dynamics are then described in terms of more elementary atom-pair
events, whicii can be calculated by standard quantum-mechanical methods.
In accord with these concepts, we work with operators TV1N that describe the transition
between initial (t) and final (f) fragmentation channels. We illustrate the MF treatment
with a prototypical three-body system. Let I, S and F respectively denote an impacting
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body, the solid and one ejected fragment; I and/or F may be composed of several atoms,
F is initially included in S, and either or all of I, F and S may initially be in a highly
energetic internal state. The ISF interaction can be described by the potential V =
VIs + Vrs + VIF + V', where the Vik represent the forces between pairs of bodies and V'

contains all three and higher body forces. Typically, IV'I < IVk, and the dynamical role
of V' can be minimized further for high-energy fragmentation by making judicious choices
of the Vik. Accordingly, we take V - Vis + VFs + VIF, which naturally leads to a fewbody decomposition of the T( 1') by methods analogous to those originated in the physics
of nuclear fragmentation [4]. Using the process I -4-FS --+ I + F + S as an example, the
first step of Diagram (1) decomposes the TV) in terms of the operators Tik that describe
interactions between pairs of bodies:
7(P'

-1 + T,; + Tir + TFsGoTIs + TFSGUTIF + TISGOTIF + TIPGOTIS +'",

where T,-

(2)

V- k + VjkG,,T~k and Go corresponds to non-interacting propagation; the re-

maining terms in the sum include three and more successive pair interactions Expansions
similar to Eq. (2) are straightforwardly formulated for other rearrangements [4]. As x
result, the MF theory yields energy-angular probability distributions for all possible fragments. For example, Fig. 2a shows the angular distribution of fragments F ejected from
a prototypical solid upon impact; an alternative process I + FS --+ IF + S leading to
formation of the composite fragment IF is illustrated in Fig. 2b.
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Figure 2: Angular distribution (dP) of fragments ejected in two fragmentation processes:

I + FS -.-, I + F + S (a) and -, IF -i S (b), where local excitation is generated by impacts
of I with high kinetic energy (0.5 eV) onto the surface of the solid. In (a), I leaves to the
left of the surface normal and F is ejected mostly in the, -). :.,o-ite direction, but there is
significant probability for Fto be ejec.ca . cr,-Jassically, i.e. tLiong 101 < 30° and 0 _<
-60'.
In (b), the distribution for the composite fragment IF is calculated with a different TV'1
potential favoring formation of the I - F bond.
An especially important aspect of the MF the.3)ry is the straightforward physical picture
given by each term of the few-body expansions. For example, the fifth term of Eq. (2),
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TrsGUTIF corresponds to a direct interaction in the fragmentation region (TIF), followed
by free evolution for a brief time (Go), after which the fragment is ejected from the solid
(TFS). An alternate mechanism is indicated by the fourth term of Eq. (2), TFSGoTIS,
whereby momentum and energy are first exchanged with the bulk solid (TIs). Quantal
MF theory is thus capable of analyzing the relative importance of the various pathways
leading to fragmentation, and to relate them to basic physical concepts such as kinematic
and geometrical effects, and to the strength of intra- and intermolecular forces.
At this point, the basic foundations of the MF theory have been developed and its
feasibility shown for prototypical three-fragment systems. Additional work is underway to
extend the treatment to more complex processes by further decomposing the two-fragment
interactions into elementary events, each of which involves only two atoms. A deeper level of
MF theory, i.e. the second step of Diagram 1 above, is being implemented by expressing each
Vk in terms of interatomic pot'e,:ials v=,, such that V - E. E vOg, where atoms a and 0
belong to bodies j and k, respectively. Consequently, each of the two-fragment Tik may be
expanded in a series analogous to Eq. (2) but presently involvin. two-atom operators t.0 =
v,,a + v,,IgIt 0~3 where g, describes free-atom propagation. Thus, multi-particle effects can
be handled and the overall fragmentation dynamics may be systematically analyzed at the
atomic level. For example, Fig. 3 displays preliminary results for the multi-fragmentation
process I + FS --# I + f, + f2 + f3 + f1 + S, where the composite fragment F further
decom'iposes into four atomic fragments f0.
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Figure 3: Angular distribution (dP) of fragments ejected in the multi-fragmentation process
I + FS - I + f, + f2 + fl, + f4 + S where the composite fragment F further decomposes
into four atoms f,.
Discrete-Continuum Hybrid Theory of Molecular-Bulk Dynamics
The second component of the research is aimed -I' '1]--gig the regh.. -. molecular
decomposition together with the dynamics of the yet unreacted bulk material. For this
purpose, we are developing a discrete-continuum hybrid (DCH) theory, whereby the discrete, i.e. atomic dynamics, of the decomposing region is coupled to a continuous medium
accounting for energy exchange with the bulk [5,6]. The mathematical tools needed for the
extreme continuum picture are well-known. The key aspect of the DCH approach is the
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joining together of the two schemes into a self-consistent hybrid framework. This requires
satisfyig matching conditions that are rigorously prescribed by the continuity of the vibrational displacements and of their derivatives at the interface between the continuous
and the discrete regions. We have carried out this basic theoretical formulation and applied
it to several models of polyatomic systems, e.g. chains, rings, lattice inclusions and solid
surfaces [5-7]. Present research is carrying this work further along the following lines.
The DCH theory is being used to investigate the cases of energy transfer and propagation alone, in order to more fully understand the role of these processes as precursors
to decomposition. Since the simplest form of the continuum is that of an elastic medium,
this is the natural first approach. Reactivity, especially involving dissociation, may then
be incorporated via the above MF treatment aiming towards a comprehensive theory of
energetic materials decomposition. Our previous research on the DCH picture has mostly
involved classical mechanics in either its discrete or continuum forms. However, we have
found that quantum effects can be important under certain circumstances, due to the
atomic nature of the discrete component. Therefore, we have recently enhanced the DCH
treatment by extending it into the quanta] regime [5].
The DCH approach enables a further analysis of the dynamics in terms of the energies
going into the various vibrational modes of the bulk, e.g. Rayleigh-type waves, which
convey energy along directions parallel to the front, as well as pressure and shear waves
that penetrate into the bulk. The particular dispersal of the bulk energy is expected to
have important consequences for the rate of propagation of the decomposition front. As an
example of bulk mode dispersals, Fig. 4 compares the probabilities for transferring energy
between an impinging hot gas atom and the various bulk modes. The rich structure of the
results would not be possible to predict from intuition, since it arises from multi-quantum
excitations of high order, and it would have been missed by classical mechanics. We are
employing this unique capability of the quantized DCH treatment for investigating the role
of mode-specific excitation as a precursor to reactive molecular decomposition.
15
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Figure 4: Quantal discrete-continuum hybrid calculation. The energy exchanged between
an impinging hot gas atom (TG = 6000K) and a colder solid material (Ts = 300K) is analyzed in terms of the energies going into/out of the various continuum modes: Rayleigh-type
). and shear-pressure waves
waves which propagate aloi " e surface of the solid (that p•-ae~rtc into the buifL. The latter are further decomposed into: shear displacements
parallel to the surface ( ------ ), and pressure plus perpendicular shear (............ ), which are
coupled at the surface. Positive and negative energies correspond to transfers into and out
of the solid, respectively; both processes can be readily treated by the DCH theory.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, this research is concerned with elucidating the various physical/chemical
mechanisms that determine the decomposition dynamics of energetic solid materials. A balanced combination of theoretical tools is being employed to span molecular-scale through
bulk dynamical phenomena. The fully quantal MF treatment of molecular decomposition can provide much needed insight into the fundamental chemical processes responsible
for solid decomposition. This microscopic approach is being complemented by the DCH
treatment, in order to bridge the disparate length scales of molecular reactivity and bulk
physics. A most significant ultimate development will be the merging of the MF theory
with the quantized version of the DCH treatment thus yielding a comprehensive quantum
theory of energetic materials decomposition. It is worth noting that these developments are
expected to have applications in a variety of materials problems besides that of energetic
materials dynamics.
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CORRELATION TIME FOR POLYMER CHAIN MOTION
NEAR THE GLASS TRANSITION IN NITROCELLULOSE.
J. R. P. JAY.AKODY1 , S. BULUSU2 and R. A. MARINO'
(1)Dept of Physics, Hunter College and the Graduate Center of CUNY, New York, NY
10021
(1)US Army ARDEC, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ 07806
ABSTRACT
The NMR chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) has a temperature dependence as a result
of thermal motions of the NMR site. For slow motions of a polymer chain at or near thre
glass transition, T., the CSA begins to decrease, with the characteristic powder pattern
features, shoulders and divergence, approaching one another. This motionai narrowing can
be interpreted to yield the correlation time of the thermal motions. If A is the rigid-lattice
shoulder to shoulder chemical shift anisotropy and r is the correlation time of the slowmotion of the polymer chains, the total fractional shift, 6/A, for the general asymmetric case
is found to be
2
5/A =(1/10)[ 651" + 200"1' ] (rA)l
derived using Lee's theory. In this work, Nitrocellulose isotopically highly enriched with
IsN was studied at four temperatures between 270 and 1200 Celsius. To circumvent signalto-noise problems in obtaining CSA data from a polycrystalline/amorphous sample, we used
the Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) technique of Herzfeld and Berger. The principal values
of the chemical shift tensor were then obtained from the relative intensities of the spinning
sidebands in the MAS NMR spectrum. Correlation times were found to be of the order of
400 ms at 70 0 C, and 17 ms at 120 0 C.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique
i.t :e.veral
novel features, which can be used as a general method to obtain the correlaL - ime T of
the random thermal motions of polymers at temperatures near the glass-to-rubber transition.
The correlation time is interesting since it is the parameter that describes the time scale of
the motion. Measurements of 7 in nitrocellulose (NC) were undertaken as part of a project
to understand the mechanical properties of this material at the microscopic level.
The method begins with Sook Lee's analytical theory' 2.3 of anisotropic paramagnetic
centers undergoing slow orientational diffusion. The NMR chemical shift anisotropy (CSA)
has the required orientational dependence with respect to the externally applied magnetic
field, and the theory can readily be expressed in terms of the CSA's natural variables from
Lee's examples of dipole-dipole and quadrupole interactions. For this work, the choice of
CSA interaction was dictated by the fact that it could be measured with considernbly higher
precision in nitrocellulose and other polymers than for either dipole-dipole or quadrupole
parameters.
THEORY
Anisotropic nuclear magnetic resonance centers, such as those invo"l:ing nucleur
quadrupole, dipole-dipole or the chemical shift interaction, undergo random tul t1iling motion
due to thermal orientational diffusion processes in many polycrystalline-amorphous
substances (e.g., polymers and glasses) over the temperature ranges of greatest interest, as
a resul u&he tumbling motion nuclear-spin energy levels are modulated in such a way that
the rec ' . NMR lines become broadened or narrowed, and their NMR frequencies shift
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. %1993Materials Research Society
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from the rigd-limit values.
A few years ago a comprehensive analytical-theoretical treatment' 2.3 was performed
for the dynamic behavior of anisotropic nuclear or electron paramagnetic centers for sloworientational motion in polycrystalline-amorphous condensed matter. Simple analytical
expressions were derived for slow-motional line broadening and spectral line shifts for the
important orientations of the NMR symmetry axes with respect to the external magnetic
field Ho. The theory develops expressions which can be used to obtain the correlation time
from experimental values of NMR frequency shifts.
In this work, the specific NMR fine-structure investigated is the first-order chemical
shift anisotropy in nitrocellulose polymers. The first-order NMR CSA Hamiltonian in a
coordinate system with the z axis parallel to the external field H0 is given' by

where a. is the component of the CSA shift tensor along the direction of HI. It can be
expressed in terms of the diagonal components a,, 02, and v3 of the shift tensor in its
principal axis system. The unshifted NMR frequency for a nucleus of gyromagnetic ratio
,y is w. = yH.. Then the first-order NMR chemical shifted frequency can be written as
= WO - j[q,.(3os20-l)+Oa.,o sin 20 cos24' + oj

C40,40)

- woa.cj(3cosFO-l)+ psin20 cos2O]

= w. - waoh

where,o.

= (1/3)(as +

v2

us,

= (116)(203 - 01

a,,•

= (1/2)(al -

p

=

+

o3)

- 02)

02)

3(o, - q2)/(2v3 - a, - o2).

0 and 0 are the spherical angles between the external magnetic field H. and the principal

axes of the CSA tensor. The dynamic first-order chemical shifted NMR frequency under
orientational diffusion motion can then be written as',
c,)
00,0= [/IT
2][l-exp.(-T2Ir)]
where 7 is the orientational correlation time and T2 is the spin-spin relaxation time. At the
slow tumbling limit, T2/t < < 1, valid for temperatures not too far above the glass-torubber transition, the above equation reduces to
(0,0;,') = w(0,4)[1-T2/2?].
Therefore, the slow motional NMR CSA frequency shift is
AW•

A I

=

-w(0,-O)[12/27].

The expression for the NMR spin-spin relaxation time T2 along the three principal
directions after inclusion of the tumbling motion can also be readily obtained. They are
found to be
l/T 2 (x,,)

= 72"1r(109)"M A1/2

f"l2
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Tmpasnre: 27 C

Tempeture: 120.3 C
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Figure 1. 'sN MAS/NMR spectrum of solid nitrocellulose at two different temperatures.
Note the spinning sidebands, whose equal spacing is given by the spinning frequency, and
whose relative intensities carry the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) information.
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Rg~ure 2. Experimental Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) parameters vs. temperature in
nitrocellulose. At right is shown a schematic of the broadband NMR line shape for
polycrystalline/amorphous samples with asymmetric CSA.
Note the definition of the
frequency positions aj,q2, and a3. the principal values of the shielding tensor.
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2
1/TAY,T) = 72"f(62.5)"' A1 f"l2

I/TAzr)

72.11(201)1"

A112

f112

where A is the rigid-lattice chemical shift anisotropy.
Then, the frequency shifts of the principal features of the CSA spectrum obtained from
the above equations, are,
Acl,7) = 0.284 (A7)"2 A

(la)

A2,r) = 0.176 (A.).y'

(lb)

b4,(3,r)

A

= -0.376 (Ar)-1 2 A

(0c)

where the indices 1, 2 and 3 denote, respectively, the principal directions x, y, and z.
EXPEPRIENTAL DETAILS
The experimental design was determined by the necessity to obtain spectra of
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio at all temperatures before appreciable sample decomposition.
For nitrocellulose, this ferced timescales of minutes rather than hours or days.
Nitrocellulose samples were prepared with 100% Nitrogen-15 isotopic enrichment by
nitration of high quality cellulose fibers. At room temperature, Nitrogen-15 broadband
NMR spectra of 0.5 gram samples yielded typical CSA powder patters, with discernible
shoulders and divergences. At higher temperatures, sufficient signal-to-noise could only be
obtained in a timely fashion by using Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) techniques5 . At first
this may appear contradictory since MAS NMR techniques were developed, in part, to
average out CSA broadening. However, by spinning at relatively slow speeds, spectra could
be obtained, as shown in Figure 1, which were of sufficient signal-to-noise and with
sufficiently intact CSA details. The CSA information is contained in the intensity of the
spinning sidebands, and was extracted by the numerical methods of Herzfeld and Berger'.
The final values of the CSA parameters at each temperature were refined by matching
simulated and experimental spectra. The results are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Temperature dependence of the 'IN chemical shift anisotropy A3,, A3, frequency
shift 161, 632, and the values of orientational correlation time 7 3,, r,, for NC.

T (C)

A31(ppm)

An(ppm)

27.0

215.3

174.2

70.3

211.4

171.8

0.079

0.049

305

450

377±19%

100.6

209.5

170.5

0.118

0., 7.

138

189

163±16%

120.3

199.0

162.2

0.330

0.243

17

18

17.5±3%

310(kHz)

5nf(kHz)

73 A(ms)

T32(ms)

7.,(ms)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
500o

At each temperature,
three
independent CSA parameters could be
extracted from the experimental data, as
shown in Fig. 2. Since the absolute
chemical shifts were not measured, only
two independent parameters are available
for analysis, namely (a3 - a,) and (a3 - ar2).
The discarded parameter, (q 2 - a,, also has
the highest percent experimental
uncertainty. The NMR results obtained at
270C are taken to be the *rigid lattice"
values, since the glass-to-rubber transition
is reported' to be above 400C. The data at

*

*
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131
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TEMPERATURE (C)

the three higher temperatures were then Figure 3. Correlation times for nitrocellulose
used, with the aid of Eqs. (1), to calculate polymer chain motion vs. temperature.
the corresponding correlation times,
denoted r•, and v3, respectively for the shoulder-to-shoulder parameter (v 3 - a,), and the
divergence-to-shoulder parameter (v3 - a2). The results are collected in Table 1. The last
column in the Table lists the arithmetic average of 73, and r32, and their percent difference
shown as the uncertainty. Note that as the CSA shifts become larger, as the temperature
increases, the agreement between the two independently calculated values, 73, and T73,
becomes substantial'y better. It is then presumed that their lack of complete agreement at
the lower temperatures is a measure of our experimental uncertainty.
The final results obtained by this NMR technique are listed in the last column of
Table 1. They show that even at 100°C the correlation time for thermal orientational
diffusion in nitrocellulose is an appreciable fraction of a second. These results are
consistent with the inelastic behavior of stretched 200 14m nitrocellulose films conducted in
our laboratory (JRPJ and RAM). It is interesting to compare the results of Table I with the
results obtained by Owens7 using ESR techniques in the same temperature region. Owens
reports correlation times two orders of magnitude smaller, but they reflect the motion of
small paramagnetic ions dissolved in nitrocellulose, not chemically bonded to the polymer
chains. It is not surprising that the smallest ions are considerably more mobile.
The experimental method described in this paper differs substantially from traditional
NMR methods relying on measurements of relaxation times vs. temperature, which for
fixed-frequency NMR spectrometers are often inconclusive. It can easily be extended to
other nuclei, like Carbon-13 or Fluorine-19. However, it is limited to slow motion, i.e.,
to temperatures below those where appreciable motional narrowing occurs.
Acknowledgments This work was supported, in part, by the U.S. ARDEC under the
auspices of the U.S. Army Research Office Scientific Services Program.
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ABSTRACT
Interest in the mechanisms by which hot spots either grow to sustained reaction or are
quenched reaults from the observation that the energy required to ignite a propellant or
explosive can be significantly less than that needed to bulk heat a test specimen uniformly
to its ignition temperature. This result is independent of the original form of non-thermal
energy and has been used to interpret data for shock, impact, friction and electrostatic
discharge (ESD) stimuli. We present new flowcharts which include 1) events resulting in
hot spot formation and 2) subsequent pathways which lead to sustained reaction or
quenching. The mechanism appears capable of categorizing and demonstrating the
similarities and differences between hot spot growth or quenching, for impact and ESD
stimuli. Sample confinement and temperature and stimulus duration are the independent
variables whose roles are particularly clarified in the mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Current understanding of the events leading to hot spot formation was the focus of a
recent Army-supported Workshop. Discussion also included factors contributing to
growth and coalescence or quenching of such reactive centers. As the proceedings [1) and a
summary of the Workshop [2] are available, here we focus on a mechanism suggested by
study of papers given and comments made at the Workshop that clarifies phenomena
common to low-velocity impact and electrostatic discharge ignition of energetic materials.
Effects of duration of the input energy, sample temperature, and sample confinement are
given particular attention. By confinement we mean not only the presence of a case
surrounding the energetic material, but also the inertial effects of large specimen volume
and/or high ambient gas pressure. In other words, confinement by definition inhibits the
release of high pressure, gaseous products of combustion formed by chemically reacting hot
spots within an energetic material specimen.
ESD INITIATION
At the Workshop, Baker et al. [31 reviewed ESD ignition mechanisms proposed in the
literature, and here we focus on work at Hercules, where a detailed sequential pathway is
proposed from initial stimulus to combustion or quench, based on tests with both bulk and
thin, two-dimensional, encased inndwich propellant specimens [4]. Continuous path
dielectric breakdown through the ;omposite propellant sample in formulations containing
At particles results in some chemical decomposition of the binder. If the oxidizer, for
example, ammonium perchlorate (AP), is sufficiently close to the source(s) of these
decomposition products, then chemical reactions between the oxidizer and binder can
occur. The path from this point depends on whether cracks are present or form near the
chemically reacting hot spot so that the high pressure products of reaction can escape and
'Support was provided by the Army Research Office and Army Missile Command under
Grants No. DAAL03-91-G-4135 and DAAL03-92-G--0386, Contract No.
DAAL03-89-K-0061, and MIPR No. W31P4Q-I-7R-3-125. AM"C:- trre~ses
appreciation to D.M. Mann of the Army Research Office and D.R. Dreitzler of the Army
Missile Command for their technical assistance.
2The views, opinions and/or findings contained in this paper are those of the authors and
should not be construed as an official Department of the Army position, policy, or decision,
unless so designated by other documentation.
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quench the reaction. Although some small cracks may have formed during the original
electrical discharge, Isom and Speed [4, 5] attribute cracks capable of providing venting to
the pressure buildup due to reaction. Gibson's [6] results in tests with inert propellants
also support this conclusion, and Covino and Hudson [7] note that fracture or
decomposition of propellant is observed only upon occasion after breakdown. Finally, if
venting from the hot spot is inadequate, then ignition and combustion of the entire
specimen are more likely through either flame spreading from the original hot spot or
coalescence of multiple hot spots formed in the initial arc, followed by flame spreading.
Earlier work by Larson and Beale [81 and Isom [5] suggested microarcs between At
particles within the propellant rather than continuous path breakdown as precursors of
local chemical reaction; continuous path breakdown refers to a visibly evident path. One
difficulty with the microarc postulate is that energy deposition is very small compared to
that in a continuous breakdown (see, e.g., J. Smith's comments in [21). However, as will be
discussed below, large confinement will suppress mechanical fracture of the propellant; if
continuous path breakdown and any cracks which result are affected similarly by
confinement, then the microarc route may become more important as sample size or
ambient pressure is increased.
Thus, in the flowchart shown in Fig. 1, the main effect of high confinement (the right in
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Figure I. Pathways for absorption of electrostatic-discharge electrical energy by a solid
energetic material. Probability of ignition depends on degree of confinement; if chemical
reaction extinguishes, then quenching mechanism depends on duration of stimulus (see
text).
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the figure) is less likelihood of quenching, due to the difficulty of forming large cracks as
shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. Following Baker et al. [3], two quenching mechanisms in
addition to venting through cracks are listed. In tests at Hercules propellant ignition delay
times are long, on the order of ms. Thus the fracture-hot spot venting quench mechanism
also occurs at time scales of this order, and other modes of energy loss from the spark
channel must be responsible for dissipating spark and any chemical energy release at
shorter times. If spark duration is short, as in the breakdown or fast arc regime (Maly and
Vogel [9] suggest durations here of 0.1 and less for gases), then the initia high rate of
the discharge will create a blast wave (Bradley and Lung 10] and Kono et al. [11] show
blast wave and flame kernel computations for spark discharges in gaseous media). The
shock travels away and removes energy from the arc channel. Heat loss by conduction can
also quench the hot ;pot. Ko et al. [12) estimate for gaseous mixtures the blast wave
mechanism dominates for approximately 5 to 10 ps, at which point conduction becomes
more important.
The confinement-dependent portion of the mechanism shown at the bottom of Fig. I is
consistent with some observations reported by Speed and Berger [13]. These workers
varied specimen thickness between electrodes in dielectric breakdown studies at
atmospheric pressure. Larger samples suffered more damage during the breakdown process
and exhibited higher probability of ignition. Also, for premixed combustible gases it is well
known that energy required for spark ignition decreases with increasing pressure [14].
Hodges et al. [15] have demnczstrated that at constant electrode spacing spark ignition
energy also decreases signiaicantly as ambient pressure is increased, and Magann [16]
observed similar trends in an experiment designed to simulate the core-pulling process
during motor manufacture.
To summarize, the postulated ESD mechanism shown in Fig. 1 differs from that of Isom
and Speed [4] primarily in terms of possible quench mechanisms, following the suggestions
of Baker et al. [3]. Also, the role of confinement in inhibiting damage, fracture, and cracking from gaseous products of combustion at high pressure is identified. Mechanical failure
mechanisms, the subject of the following section, can strongly depend on confinement.
IMPACT INITIATION
Wiegand [17] notes that for brittle materials low confinement favors fracture of the
energetic material, while high confinement generally leads to yield and plastic flow. Here,
fracture implies one picks up pieces of the specimen after the test. Either fracture or
plastic flow creates localized thermal energy, as shown in Fig. 2, through friction in cracks
in compression [18], the generation of reactive species on freshly exposed surfaces [191 or in
tensile cracks at the propagating crack tip in the case of fracture (which Wiegand [17J
considers unlikely). Viscoplastic heating is the mechanism at high confinement, where
ignition is more likely given a particular level of stimulus.
Following Isom and Speed's mechanism for ESD reviewed in the previous section,
transformation of the thermal hot spot into a chemically reacting hot spot in composite
energetic materials requires that both fuel and oxidizer be available or nearby. For rocket
propellants, for example, if the more brittle oxidizer (AP) particles are the preferred
location for mechanical stress concentration, then heating by fracture or plastic flow in
these crystals initiates chemical decomposition. If binder is available in the vicinity, then
hot spot growth and ignition can result.
Ar suggested by Wiegand [17], combustion is favored by larger samples or at higher
ambient pressures, whereas quenching is more likely at low confinement. Unlike the case of
ESD initiation, at low confinement cracks pre-exist so that pressure relief of chemically
reacting hot spots occurs at lower hot spot pressures in mechanical initiation. The shock
dissipation mechanism for quenching is omitted from the impact initiation pathway in Fig.
2 1,or,,se high rate, localized subsurface mechanical energy input is difficult to envision.
':-;gand and associates [20, 21, 17] have also observed brittle behavior in ductil"
materials, such as gun propellants at low temperatures. Under such conditiono thli;:.
materials exhibit glassy mechanical behavior and will also follow the pathways shown in
Fig. 2. So too may solid rocket propellants at high impact rates, which are of particular
relevance in incidents involving bullet, fragment, or shaped charge jet impact [22].
Although Ho and Fong [23, 241report modified Hopkinson bar impact results on a number
of composite rocket propellants and attribute failure to fracture with some ductile
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Figure 2. Pathways for absorption of low-velocity-impact mechanical energy by a solid
energetic material. Failure mechanism and probability of ignition depend on degree of
confinement (see text).
behavior, in later work including microflash photography Ho [25] indicates that HTPB
(hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene)/AP propellants ignite via ductile and/or shear
ailure. Coffey et al. [26, 27J, and Baker et al. [28] use propellant or propellant-like
weight tests in a similar impact velocity range and
in instrumented
energetic
material
also conclude
initiation
results fromdrop
viscoplastic
heating, specifically in oxidizer crystals.
Thus in the strain rate ranges associated with these two test methods, ignition follows the
high confinement (and high temperature) path.
The mechanism for initiation presented in Fig. 2 is based largely on Wiegand [17] except
that in composite energetic materials the need for both fuel and oxidizer to participate in
the formation of chemically reacting hot spots is explicitly stated, following Isom and
Speed [4] in their ESD mechanism. In addition, potential quenching processes are identified, in accordanco - "I .he work of Baker et al. [3]. Wiegand 1171 notes that, in incidents
.,,oll:ng initially hitvily cc.afined propellants or explosives, the confinement may fail due
to penetration of the projectile through the casing before ignition occurs, thus allowing the
hot spots to quench. In terms of Fig. 2, this suggestion corresponds to describing an
incident which follows the right portion of the mechanism, but terminates at the lower left
when the confinement is released. In other words, if times characteristic of the various
processes in the mechanism could be estimated, as well as a time associated with failure of
the casing in an incident, then the response severity for that incident could be assessed.
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CONCLUSIONS
Literature mechanisms for ESD and low-velocity impact initiation of energetic
materials have been reviewed and combined into the flowcharts of Fig. I and 2,
respectively, which summarize the requirements for and constraints on formation of
thermal and chemically reacting hot spots after the stimulus has occurred Macroscopic
damage and quenching of the hot spot are more likely as confinement and temperature are
reduced.
Input energy is focused locally and creates a region of thermal excitation that starts
binder or oxidizer decomposition and gasification. Energy is dissipated from the hot spot
by conduction heat transfer and for ESD by blast waves associated with the breakdown
portion of the microarcs. If the hot decomposition products encounter the other reactant in
the vicinity of the hot spot, then chemical reactions wil initiate, providing further heat
generation and pressurization as combustion products form in the gas phase. For situations
where confinement and temperature are low, the material is more likely to fracture and
release these high pressure gases, probably quenching the hot spot.
Characteristic times for the processes identified in Fig. 1 and 2 when compared with
stimulus duration would allow identification of the appropriate response pathway for a
given incident. Confinement must be quantified in terms of the appropriate energetic
material dynamic mechanical/electrical properties before quantitative use of the
mechanisms can be made. Nondimensionalization of the stimulus energy level is also
required, perhaps in terms of an overall activation energy for the pre-ignition reaction.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND MODEL CALCULATIONS OF METAL
COMBUSTION IN AI/AP UNDERWATER EXPLOSIVES
Philip J. Miller and Raafat H. Guirguis
Detonation Physics Branch, NAVSWC, White Oak Laboratory,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000
ABSTRACT
A small-scale laboratory experiment in which the detonation products are confined was
designed such as to yield for small charges (as little as 1/2 gram) gas expansion rates
comparable to those due to the underwater detonation of large-scale charges. The resulting slow
expansion allows the aluminum and the other non-ideal components typically used in
underwater explosives to react to completion within the time frame of the experiment. Both
ideal and non-ideal aluminized explosives were tested. The traditional Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL)
equation of state reproduced the measurements in the case of the ideal explosives. An extended
JWL equation of state in which the time-dependent late energy release is introduced was
adjusted until it reproduced the measurements of the non-ideal explosive tested. This derived
time-dependent equation of state also reproduced the data of large-scale cylinder tests and
underwater detonations using the same non-ideal explosive.
INTRODUCTION
Composite explosives containing significant amounts of aluminum (Al) and ammonium
perchlorate (AP) often release a substantial amount of their energy late in the explosion
process'. The detonation velocity and pressure are substantially lower than in ideal explosives.
But delaying the energy release enhances the damage in underwater applications. Energy
release persists in the Taylor rarefaction region, and sometimes even after the bubble has
expanded a few times the initial charge size. This late energy release introduces a timedependency into the problem of determining the equation of state (EOS)2 ". As a result, the
EOS appears to depend on the size of the charge and the degree of confinement, making it
difficult to characterize these explosives using traditional small-scale experiments, such as the
cylinder test, the wedge test, etc. In this paper, a small-scale laboratory experiment, called the
Moby-Dick test, that can be used to characterize these types of explosives easily and
inexpensively, is described. An extended JWL EOS, containing an energy release rate term,
was introduced in the DYNA2D hydrocodes, and calibrated by fitting the experimental data of
the Moby-Dick test. The resulting EOS reproduced the experimental data of large-scale
cylinder tests and underwater explosions.
1,',

EXPERIMENT
The Moby-Dick test was designed such that small amounts of explosives, as small as 112
gr-; ,c u yield expansion rates comparable to those of large-scale underwater explosions
involving tens of kgms. of explosives. This was done in order to insure that the m-sur."'vtts
reflect most, if not all, of the late energy released due to the reaction of the non-ideal
components in typical underwater explosives. In the test (see Figure 1), the explosive sample
is confined in a block of steel, except in one direction, where the detonation products are
allowed to expand by pushing water along a thick lexan transparent tube of a small diameter
attached to the confining steel base. Motion of the interface between the gas and the water was
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. 1 1993 Materials Research Society
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tracked using an electronic framing and streak camera. Observations in the combined range
V=2-20 t=10-500 jis, are possible in this arrangement. V is the relative volume of the
products and t is the time after the Chapman-Jouguet conditions.

"ater

exan tube
O.D. = 2.5 cm
I.D. = 0.625 cm
L=lm
steel block
8 cm cube

explosive sample
D = 0.625 cm
H = 0.625 cm

detonator (ebw)
50 mg PETN
Fig. 1 Moby-Dick test setup.

RESULTS
Results of these tests, using three different explosives, are presented in this paper. These
include Pentolite (50%RDX.50%TNT). PETN and a typical Al/AI' underwater explosive
containing significant amounts of Al and AP, in addition to other components. The first two
are ideal explosives and were used in order to define a base line to which we can compare the
behavior of the non-ideal third explosive. In Figure 2. the experimental measurements are
compared to the results of the numerical simulations using DYNA2D code with the appropriate
EOS. In the case of tb. - explosives Pentolite and PETN. known JWL EOS (Table I),
dewrian,,'.P by traditionai i" and 2" cylinder tests', successfully reproduced the experimental
data. For the non-ideal AI/AP explosive, the time-dependency (discussed in the next section)
had to be introduced in the JWL EOS in order to simultaneously fit both early and late time
regimes and yield unique values for the adjustable parameters in the EOS. As explained later,
the derived time-dependent EOS also reproduced the data of both large-scale cylinder tests and
underwater explosions.
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Fig.2 Results from the Moby-Dick test. The upper curve is the AI/AP explosive where the
solid line are results from the time-dependent JWL Equation (1) and the dashed line the
traditional JWL EOS. The lower curve is for Pentolite with the traditional JWL EOS
calculated solid curve.
MODEL
Previous experiments of aluminum combustion were usually conducted at atmospheric
pressure'. Some observed aluminum particles burning in a flame. Others measured the
oxidation rate of thin sheets of aluminum in an oxidizer gas. Both types of studies have shown
that the aluminum reaction is diffusion limited. As the thickness of the A120 3 layer formed on
the surface gets thicker, the rate of diffusion of the oxidizer gas through the barrier layer
decreases, causing a decrease in the reaction rate. During the oxidation of the metal sheet, the
surface area is constant. As a result, the oxidation is described by the simple kinetic law,
)X=(kt)"2 , where X is the mass fraction of Alt0 3 and k is a constant that depends on the
temperature and the pressure of the oxidizer gas. In the combustion of aluminum particles,
burning progresses from the surface towards the center, leaving an increasingly thicker layer
of A120 3. In addition to the reduction in the rate of diffusion, the area of the interface at which
the reaction occurs gets smaller, yielding [l-(l-X)13j2 =kt/r2, where r denotes the particle
radius. A number of these expressions exist for various reaction conditions and geometric
configurations, but the correct one, that is obeyed when an irregularly shaped aluminum
particle burns in the high-pressure and temperature environment of the detonation products.is
unknown. Here, the rate expression dX dt=a(l-,)l"p"6 was chosen, where the constant a
includes the dependency on the particle size, (l-X)'r is for the geometrically decreasing
reaction surface area, and the pressure dependence p'16 i- based on toth ,lieorttical analysis and
experimental measurements'. The temperature oepeuucnc,. usually in the form e7"'T, is
assumed included in the constant a, because the aluminum combustion in the detonation
products environment occurs within a narrow range of relatively high flame temperatures.
In a previous study' involving the development of an EOS for underwater explosives, the
pressure traces due to a large-scale underwater explosion were used to derive an extended yet
time-independent JWL EOS. An equilibrium JWL EOS for reacting products of similar
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Table I. JWL Equation of State

EM
A

t

Pentolite

EMN

rame

,AJ

Mbar

5.3177

6.17

18.83

6.9513+

B Mbar

0.0893

0.169

1.375

0.0313

R,

4.6

4.4

8.0

5.4

R2

1.05

1.2

4.0

1.4

0.25

0.40

0.40

0.101

0.095

0.070

S0.33
E. Mbar cc/cc

a

0.08
-

Q Mbar cc/cc
Pq Mbar

-

-

0.0065

-

-

0.110

0.235

0.335

0.150

0.150

Dq mm/l&s

7.36

8.30

5.9

5.9

p. g/cc

1.65

1.77

1.88

1.88

+time-dependent JWL parameters.
explosives was proposed in reference [4]. In this paper, the JWL EOS was modified to the
form
P = A(I-w/R3V)exp(-RV) + B(I-co/R 2V)exp(-R 2V) + w(E+XQ)/V,
where

(I)

d)ldt = a(l-X)156.

The late energy release term XQ was added to the traditional JWL EOS, yielding ci(E+XQ)/V.
The new parameters a and Q were added to the list of adjustable parameters A,B,R1 ,R2,a, and
E, in the traditional JWL EOS. These are usually determined by fitting the results of
hydrocodes to the cylinder test data, and to measured detonation pressures and velocities. Here,
E, is the energy content of the explosive that sustains the detonation C1 conditions. Q is the
additional energy release after the CJ plane. The adjustable parameters are first evaluated using
the TIGER chemical equilibrium code8 , then fine tuned by fitting the early and late time
regimes of the Moby-Dick test. The resulting time-dependent EOS reproduced as well the
experimental data of large-scale cylinder tests (Figure 3), the pressure-time history of the pulse
induced in water due to the underwater explosion of large explosive charges (Figure 4).
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, both the small-scale Moby-Dick test and the time-dependent JWL EOS were
validated. The EOS of new non-ideal underwater explosives in which late energy release occurs
can be now easily and inexpensively derived.
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DETONATION STUDIES IN DISPERSED SOLID PARTICULATE EXPLOSIVES
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Introduction

Clouds of dispersed explosive or combustible solid particles are detonable and such
systems may exhibit self-su --tined detonation [1-8]. However, the method by which
individual particles in the ,,xplosive cloud interact to sustain detonation is not wel!
understood. The similar case of liquid fuel/air explosives was investigated in detail during
the 1960's and 1970's. For these systems, it was established that incident shock waves serve
to shatter large liquid droplets into a mist of micro-droplets. These microdroplets are
almost instantaneously accelerated to the convective flow velocity behind the shock wave.
The energy released upon ignition of the micromist supports the shock wave and selfsustained detonation results [9-11].
Dispersed solid particles, investigated more recently, are not fiagmented by the shock
wave and are therefore not accelerated as rapidly as the micromist mentioned above [2,12].
For instance, dense 100Mm diameter particles were found to be accelerated by a shock wave
to speeds of only 150-250 m/s [13]. In addition, large particles exhibit relatively slow
heating and reaction rates. For these reasons, the detonation of solid fuels such as
aluminum requires particles of very small size [2]. In the detonation of dispersed explosive
particles such as PETN or RDX, which are self-sufficient with regard to oxygen, particle size
does not appear to be a critical factor governing detonability, but somewhat longer induction
times have been observed for powders consisting of relatively large particles [1].
Most detonation studies of dispersed systems have made use of detonation tubes
which permit the determination of detonation velocities, pressures, and the arrival times of
shock and reaction fronts [1,2,8] Such studies provide insight into the macroscopic
detonation characteristics of dispersed powder systems. The goal of the work discussed in
this paper is to study these systems on a microscopic scale - to study the detonation of
individual particles, as well as the interaction between neighboring particles which sustains
detonation. Toward this end, the detonation of single 125Am diameter lead azide particles
was investigated with a novel high speed time-resolved holographic system [14]. The system
is capable of recording a series of nine holographic exposures in rapid succession; the time
interval between exposures is discretely variable from 28ns to 170ns. With this system it was
possible to record nine sequential images of a detonation event, clearly showing the shock
front and reaction volume extents. The majority of the experiments were performed with
single particles, the aim being to characterize shock front propagation arising from single
particle detonation. In acdition, preliminary results for two-particle interaction studies will
be presented.
Time-resolved Holography Experiments

The time-resolved holography system, described in .ietnil elsewhei- ;-,j. utilizes a
phase-front preserving optical delay line coupled with a specially graded beamsplitter to
generate ten sequential, spatially separated output light pulses. A schematic of the system
is given in Figure 1. The holographic system was developed to overcome the problems
associated with conventional single or double pulse holographic techr, .ues, namely that of
obtaining only one or two data points per event. If the event of interest is not exactly
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. 1993 Materials Research Society
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reproducible, it becomes difficult to correlate data obtained from separate experiments. For
the case of the single particle detonation experiments reported here, two main factors made
quantitative correlations of different experiments difficult. First, particle size and density
variations affect the total energy released during detonation. Although the lead azide was
sieved to yield nominally 125am diameter particles, the particles were generally oblong in
shape and non-uniform in volume. The second factor was an observed variation in the
initiation time exhibited by individual particles following deposition of the laser energy.
Detonation of the lead azide particles was initiated by focusing a low energy Nd:YAG laser
pulse on the particle. Once the laser energy had been deposited there appeared to be a
400ns window of uncertainty during which detonation would begin. Accordingly, the data
for the single particle experiments reported here suffered from a ±200ns timing uncertainty.
Each sequence of holograms recorded was reconstructed using an argon ion
continuous wave laser. Each hologram was imaged using a long working distance
microscope to provide a field of view approximately 5mm wide. Each holographic image
was digitized to an 8-bit 512x480 pixel format, yielding resolution on the order of 10Am per
piel.
Results and Discussion
Measurements of the shock front extent were made by moving a crosshair cursor over
each digitized image. The crosshair was 2 pixels wide, limiting spatial resolution to ±20 j&m.
Figure 2a shows an ensemble of the data collected from all experiments. Two of the data
sets have been given triangular symbols on this plot to differentiate them from the other
data. It can be seen that these two data sets lie relatively far away from all others. It is
believed that the single particles used for these two experiments were of vastly different
volume than the majority.
To obtain a working relationship between shock front extent and time, a -curve was
fit to all data shown in Figure 2a, excluding the two data sets denoted by triangle symbols.
The form of the curve used to fit the data included two terms as shown in Eq.(l) below.
The first term took the form of the classical point-source solution for a strong shock
designed to model the shock early in its lifetime. The second term was linear with time,
where the slope coefficient was equal to acoustic velocity in air. Clearly, at very long times
the shock will have decayed to an ordinary acoustic wave, and as such will propagate at
acoustic velocity. The total form for the curve is given by
R -a(t-7)bO.343(t-7).

(1)

In the preceding equation, R is the shock radius in micrometers, t is the time in
nanoseconds, a is a factor incorporating the energy and density dependence for the strong
shock relation, b is the exponent describing the early behavior of the shock front, and T is
a time offset which allows all data to shift as one unit along the abscissa to compensate for
uncertainty in the initiation time.
Using a least squared error criterion, the parameters calculated to yield the best fit
to the experimental data for the expression given above were a = 51.45, b =0.387, T= 25.5 ns.
The best fit curve corresponding to the values above is plotted as a solid line in Figure 2a.
The fit of the curve to the data seems good, and excluding the triangle data sets, gives an
RMS error of 100.O0m.
As stated previously, the actual twlae •.,i•.an for each data set is uncertain, however

it is believed to exist within a 400ns period for all particles. Taking this into account, the
dotted lines in Figure 2a represent the best-fit curve shifted in time by ±200ns. Assuming
uniform particle size, all data should fall within these limits.
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Having obtained the experimental relationship between shock front extent and time,

it is possible to shift individually each data set, along the time axis, until it best coincides
with the fit curve. This approximates what the data should resemble provided the time
origin of each data set could be determined. The allowed shift for any single data set was
limited to ±200ns. Figure 2b shows the time-shifted data, and the best-fit curve obtained

earlier. The magnitude of the average shift was 63ns. The calculated RMS error for all
data, including the triangle sets, was 52Mm.
The analytical solution for shock radius as a function of time and explosion energy
using a strong shock approximation takes the form [15]
(2)

1.1_

R =C

In this expression, E is the energy of the explosion, po is the ambient atmospheric density

(p0 = 1.25x10"3g/cm3 for normal air), and to is a proportionality constant incorporating the

ratio of specific heats of the gas in which the shock propagates. For normal air to= 1.014.
The analytical solution for shock extent as a function of time given in Eq.(2) shows
that the radius should increases as t° 4. The curve obtained experimentally shows the shock
radius increasing as t'", in excellent agreement with the analytical solution.
To determine how close the experimental value of a=51.45 comes to the predicted
value of
-

=J_
[(3)
-PO)

actual values can be substituted into Eq.(3). For normal air, po= 1.25x10"3 gm/cm 3 and
(o= 1.014. A handbook value for the explosive strength of lead azide (1.9x1010 ergs/gm) was
obtained [16] and used to calculate the explosion energy for a 125Mm diameter particle as
9.2x10°' ergs. Using this value for E

SPO]

3 = 1.01

9.2xlO&~
1.25x10"3)

37.98.

(4)

It is seen that the anticipated value calculated above differs from the experimentally
determined value a=51.45 by approximately 35%. If the calculation is reversed, and the
explosion energy E is calculated on the basis of the experimentally determined value of
a=51.45, it is found that
Ix5

E~~]p

=4xlOepigs,()

a value 4 times larger than that given by the explosive strength. Since particle energy goes
as the cube of the radius, a four-fold increase in energy would correspond to a 58% radius
increase. This corresponds to a particle diameter of 2 00Mm. Although the particles were
sieved to be 1251m. the particles were generally not spherical, but rather oblong in shape.
Considering this, it is plausible that the average particle volume was in fact greater than
125am diameter sphere. Act. °-•" gly, the above results appear to be in reasonable
agreement
t-.- predicted ,.,,es.
Multiple Particle Experiments
A final experiment was performed to demonstrate feasibility for using the timeresolved holographic system to investigate multiple particle interactions. Two single PbNr,
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particles were suspended from individual electronic probe needles. These were manipulated
to bring the particles within 300Mm of each other. Detonation of one particle was initiated
using an infrared laser pulse. A series of holographic exposures were recorded at intervals
of 113.2ns. Figure 3 is a composite photograph of the nine recorded images. Starting with
image (a), it can be seen that detonation has not yet been initiated in e~ther particle. Image
(b) shows a faint hint of detonation, and 113.2ns later (c), the left particle has clearly
detonated. The reaction volume is readily apparent, as is the shock front. Images (d)
through (f) detail the propagation of the shock front and growth of the reaction volume.
By the time image (g) was exposed, approximately 566ns after initiation, the first particle
reaction volume had vanished. Initial stages of detonation for the second particle were
recorded in image (h), and image (i) shows the second particle in a stage of detonation
nearly identical to that exhibited by the first particle nearly 680ns earlier in image (c). In
fact, the last image shows a second shock front contained within the first, generated by
detonation of the second particle.
Conclusions
A novel time-resolved holographic system was used to image transient shock waves
as a first step toward investigating the interaction mechanisms in dispersed solid particulate
explosives. For the investigation, single energetic particles of lead azide nominally 125gm
in diameter were detonated to generate the shock wave. Measurements of shock front
extent as a function of time were made, and used to calculate parameters which characterize
the shock front propagation. Experimentally determined values that describe the rate of
decay for the shock front and the explosive energy released during detonation were found
to be in agreement with theoretically predicted values.
Successful application of the time-resolved holographic system for the study of
multiple-particle interactions has been demonstrated. The high speed imaging capabilities
permit critical stages in the interaction process to be recorded and studied. With proper
event timing, it should be possible to determine the critical spacing between particles and
the critical particle size necessary to sustain detonation in dispersed particle explosives.
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Figure 3. Composite photograph of two-particle interaction study.
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REACTION KINETICS OF METALLZED EXPLOSIVES

HERMF14ZO D. JONES AND FRANK J. ZERILLI
Naval Surface Warfare Center, White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000.

ABSTRACT
Time dependence of the energy release of metallized explosives has been
observed and must be accounted for in predicting their performance,
However, there is no complete theoretical description of this phenomenon. A
preliminary investigation of the combustion of aluminum indicates that it
probably takes place behind the reaction zone. A flexible time depenL-....
model for the reaction of Al in explosive mixtures has been implemented in
EPIC2, a Lagrangian material dynamics computer program. Exploratory
calculations for nitromethane/PMMA/Al mixtures indicate that -lose in
pressure measurements could reveal the presence of Al reaction behind the
detonation front.
INTRODUCTION
The chemistry of metallized explosives is not well understood. Metal
oxidation is an important factor in the partition of energy between the
shock wave and the bubble in under water applications. Chemical equilibrium
calculations are used to predict the performance of new explosive compounds
and to explain the behavior of existing explosives in under water
applications.
For computer calculations of the hydrodynamics of shock wave phenomena,
the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL)l equation of state,
p = Ae"Rv + Be"V + GcE/V,

(1)

with parameters determined by observing the expansion of copper cylinders
produced by the explosive, is the most widely used description of the
reaction products of explosives. In Eq. (1), p is pressure, E is internal
energy, and V is the relative volume, while A, B, R1 , R2 , and w are
constants. However, the JWL equation of state is an empirical formulation
which combines a solid-like Gruneisen part and a gas-like contribution. In
this approach, it is usually assumed that the Gruneisen parameter is a
constant, but calculations for N2 at pressures and temperatures
characteristic of the release isentrope for the reaction products shows this
to be erroneous. The resulting isentropic exponent, -(Bin p/ain V)s,
exhibits a double hump which cannot be explained on physical grounds.
The lack of scaling between small and large scale test results has caused
much confusion. However, if the time-dependence of the energy release is
accounted for correctly, small scale test results can be used to predict
results of large scale tests.
EQUATION OF STATE
In this work, an equation of state for the reaction products is
formulated from basic physics. The formalism of Weeks, Chandler, and
Anderson2 is employed to describe fluids whose molecules interact via a
spherically symmetric, modified Buckingham potential. A chemical
equilibrium computer program was written to calculate the thermodynamic
Mal. Res. Soc. Svmp. Proc. Vol. 296. "1993 Materials Research Society
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properties of a multiphase system as a function of pressure and temperature
by minimizing the Gibbs potential.
This equation of state for a mixture of
nitromethane (NM), polymethylmethacrylate (PMKA), and aluminum (Al) is
described in more detail in previous work 3.
From the calculations
presented in the previous work, comparing calculated detonation state
temperatures with reported brightness temperatures, it was concluded that
the reaction of Al is delayed.
Figure 1 illustrates the isentropes passing
throught the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation state for the NM/PMMA and
NM/PMMA/A1 mixtures as calculated with this equation of state.
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The equation was fit to a polynomial representation,
p =

tAh(•E'V,

(2)

and incorporated into the EPIC material dynamics computer program'.

The

tame dependence of the aluminum reaction was accounted for with a time
lependent pressure given by
p

Wt = [I-)L(.)]p,(E,V)+k(t.)p2(E,V)

(3)

where

I(t) = a

d'•

I + tarnh
(2

(4)

and where p, is the equilibrium pressure for the case in which the aluminum
is unreacted and P2 is the pressure for the case in which the aluminum has
totally reacted to form A1203 . The parameters td (delay time of reaction),
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b (rise time of reaction), and a (extent of reaction) are temperature,
pressure, and particle size dependent.
In principle, the temperature and
pressure dependence can be obtained by varying the aluminum concentration.

COMPUTER SIMULATION
In order to determine whether the effect of delayed aluminum reaction is
experimentally observable, a one dimensional simulation of the detonation of
a 6.0 mm length of 4M/PMMA/Al next to an 8.0 mm length of water was
performed with the modified EPIC code using several reasonable values of
time delay and rise time. From the time evolution of measured brightness
temperatures reported by Teychenne de Blazi, Malaval, and Lombard 5 it can
be inferred that the delay times are of the order of 0.5 ps.
The pressure vs, time profiles for several delay and rise times are
shown for 3.0 mm into the NM/PMMA/AI mixture in Fig, 2 and for 4.0 mm into
the water in Fig. 3. The effects shown in Fig, 3 indicate that close-in
pressure vs. time measurements could allow the determination of delay and
rise times for the aluminum reaction. The solid curve is the calculated
pressure-time profile for the case in which the aluminum is not allowed to
react. The dash-dotted curve is the profile when the aluminum is allowed to
react with a delay time of 0.2 As and a rise time of 0.04 As. Although a
separate peak is distinguishable in the detonation wave pressure profile
(Fig. 2),
the pressure profile in the water is indistinguishable from one
in which the aluminum reacts immediately. With a delay time of 0.5 As
(dotted curve), a distinguishable secondary peak is observable in the water.
A distinguishable secondary peak is observed also for a delay time of 0.2 As
when the rise time is increased to 0.1 As (dashed curve).
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SUMMARY
The EOS for the reaction products of aluminized nitromethane has been
calculated using liquid state perturbation theory for the fluid constituents
and several semi-empirical descriptions for the solid constituents including
the aluminized products.
A technique has been developed to fit the
theoretical p(V,E) surface for the reaction products of explosives to an
analytical form to replace the JWL EOS for use in hydrocodes.
A preliminary investigation of the delayed reaction of Al in
nitromethane/PMMA/Al mixtures was undertaken.
The p(V,E) surfaces were
constructed for two extreme cases:
the first in which the Al was assumed to
be inert, the second in which the Al was allowed to react completely. The
time dependence of the Al reaction was introduced by joining these two
surfaces with a simple time dependent function including a delay time and
rise time.
CONCLUSION
Previous work indicates that the reaction of aluminum in aluminized
nitromethane is delayed.
Exploratory calculations of shock propagation in
water from a detonation NM/PMMA/A1 (80/20) mixture indicate that
measurements of close by pressure vs. time profiles in water would enable
the measir-o-!,t of the delay time.
However, the authors are unaware of the
existence o: such measurements at the present time.
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COMBUSTION SYNTHESIS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

J.i. MOORE
Department of Metalluri,;aI, and Materials Engineering. Colorado School of Mines,
Golden. CO 80401

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the of application of combustion synthesis of ceramic- and
ceramic-metal composite.%. Several model exothermic combustion synthesis reactions are
being used to inVeStigL'te thle effect of reaction parameters. eiz. %toichiorifetry. Lireen
density. combustion environment and mode. particle size. physical properties o1 reaetant%
an roducts. on thle stability and control of the synthesis reaction, product miorphologx
and properties and performance.

INTRODUCTION
Combustion synthesis or self-propagating high tempei atut e s%
nthe-sis (Sf-S )' is effected
by heating an exothermic reactant mixture. normailly in the form o1 a compressed pellet.
to above thle ignittion temperature (T .The ignition ot the co mbustion reaction can he
performed iii two modes: thle propagmanim mode in~ olves hecating thle pellet locall%.
intatla the exothermic reaction whlich~ thlen propagates as a combustion \%aw through
the pellei. The simiultaneouj> combustion mode occuts \%henl the whole 1'etle is allowed
to reach I, at which point thle exothermic reaction is initiated toroughou10Lt the pellet. A
maiqor limitationl Ot comb~ustion s; 'hlesis is th.it relatickI highu let e 1%
of poi osit. C'-. 50,'
remain in thle product. SunultaneoLt. or neat sinitflaneous hot pressing. li lPing. and the
application of shock waves and cxplosi~ c compaction' lim\e beenl used ito impi on thle
density of the products.
Figui I provides a scheinatii repi esentat ion ol the exothlermic coinbust ion reactioni
which is initiated at 1*,. and reaches i imixiniuml comlbust ion teolperat ui c. I1,. It no heat
is lost to thle sur oundings. 'I \%ill te thev adiabatic. tenlplW.tilt'i e.1..I
call be
calculated using! the Kit choll eqtiatioi, ill which ( p)1 fic
the hat C~ip'l(it\ Of the' pioduct. 1.,
thle initiai temiperatuit of thle pellet. 1I is the- tiansioi llitliol poinit of .1 iect.i0.ii I&!
pnthLict0 -4--Al 1(1 tý
1 and Al 1(l1% fic
h cot iespondinL, he.1i of It'insfornill ltoll

AH-(T, )l

.1

1H(:i:-

AH

CL,;TA i'.fct

-1)

also be determinedCL graphically IFigut e ap)] ti11 a)it
an intt lai~p (I I f-temperaitutre
(T) plot oit thle coni es;oildtitll- reactantl and pi oduct ( p.d'l cuirs e
"T.,,,can
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Figure 1. Schematic representation ot the
combustion process.

Several ceramic-metal
composite reaction systems are
being investigated in which an
excess amount of A] is used as a
reductant in the SHS reaction
and also to generate an excess
amount of metal which provides
the metal component of the
ceramic-metal
composite."'
These reaction systems are given
below:

3TiO, + 3C + (4 +x)AI = 3TiC + 2A1,0, + xAl

(2)

where x was varied between 0 to 9.3
3TiO, + 3B
30
1 3 + (10 + x)AI = 3TiB, + SA,_0 3 + xAl
where x was varied between 0 to 17.V

(3)

ZrO, + 3B,0, + (10 + x)AI = 3ZrB, + 5AW,0
1 + xAl
where x was varied between 0 to 13.

(4)

2B + C + (4 + x)Al = BC + 2Al,0 + xAl
where x was varied between 0 to 3*'

(5)

A variation of reaction (2) is given in reaction (6) in which Al is used to reduce TiO,
and also generate an exces:; of Ti.
(3 + x)TiO. + 3C + (4 + 4/3x)AI = 3TiC + (2 + 2/3x)AI,O, + xTi

(6)

The excess amount ot liquid Al or Ti. intiltrates the porous ceramic composite, eg.
3TiC + 2AI0, in reaction (2). thereby increasing the relative density. Incorporating a
ductile metal into a brittle ceramic matrix has potential tor substantial improvements in
fracture toughness. Hl-T plots for these five reaction systems are given in Figure 2 in
which X, (reactant) and X,, (product) reter to the corizsponding excess moles ot Al or
Ti. Increasing X decreases T.,,. Conducting these combustion synthesis reactions under
adiabatic conditions will exceed the melting and boiling points ot several reactants and
products as indicated in Figure 2 and Table 1. Such phase changes have been shown to
aftect the stabilitv of the combustion tront.- Since heat is lost from the reaction front.
SHS reactions are conducted under non-adiabatic conditions, and T, is usually less than
T.,aas indicated in Figure 2.
Increasing tile excess Al in reactions (2) to (5) does not affect the overall heat ot
reaction (Figure 3(a)]. Howeve- the gleneration of a liquid or gaseous phase at the
reaction tr,,-' , ;1!temporarily , "..,ve heat trom the system and result in wave front
inst:,bilities. On tile other hand. increasing xli in reaction (0) increases its exothermicity
[Figure 3(b)].
The generation of gaseous species at tile combustion reaction front can be ,sed to
provide a vapor transport medium and hence Improved reaction kinetics. The ettect ot
a reactive gas on the combustion synthesis reaction IScurrently being Investi•ated
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Figure 3. The effect of temperature and excess A] or Ti (x) on the heat of reaction for
(a) Reaction (2) and (b) Reaction (6).
using two approaches.The first is presented in reactions (3)-(5) in which reactive gases
eg. B,0•, Al, are generated from within the SHS reaction itself. The second approach
deliberately engineers the production of volatile intermediate chlorides by conducting the
SHS reactions in a reactive HCI gas environment." 9 The gaseous chloride intermediates
subsequently dissociate to produce the required product(s) and regenerate the reactive
gas as indicated in reaction systems (7) and (8), with their corrresponding H-T plots given
in Figure 4 and Figure 2(h) (X, = 0, X,, = 0) respectively.
Ti + 2B (in Ha Pas),TiB,

(7)

3TiO, + 3BO, + IOAl (in HO as),3TiC + 5A1,0 1

(8)

A thermodynamic analysis of gaseous species expected to be present in reactions (7)
and (8) was conducted using free energy minimization criteria using the SOLGASMIX
PV algorithms package."' These data are presented in Figure 5. Previous analysis" of
this topic has indicated that gaseous transport becomes significant when the vapor
transport species are present to approximately 10" atmosphere' .iich is readily achieved.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The reactant powders (Table I) were thoroughly mixed using porcelain ball milling
and pressed to various green densities, with varying values of X, into cylindrical
pellts of 0.5 inches (12.7mm) in diameter and I inch (25.4mm) in length, dried for 1
hour at 120°C, and ignited in the propagating mode using a heated tungsten wire in an
argon atmosphere (Figure 6). Tit and T, were determined using a Pt-Pt/1O%Rh
thermocouple and an Ircon Mirage Two Wavelength Infrared Pyrometer respectively.
A video camera was used to record the propagation rate and stability of the combustion
front along the length of the pellet.
The pellets reacted in a HCI gas environment were prepared in a similar manner to
that discussed for reactions (2)-(6) and compared with a controlled experiment
conducted in argon. However, these pellets were ignited using the simultaneous
combustion mode in that they were placed in a tube furnace containing HCI gas (0.2
atmospheres) controlled at a temperature above T,, (Figure 7). The ceramic-metal
composites produced from both modes of combustion were examined using optical and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) interfaced with an energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) facility and also by x-ray diffraction (XRD). The density of the products was
determined using an immersion in water technique.
Tungten Coil
Themocouple
Wire

/Pellet
Sample Table

/I

Copper electrode

-

-

la recactionchambe

- -

Aluminum plate

Op- to vacuum line and veil
-I,- to argon line

Figure 0. Schematic representation of reaction chamber.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effects of green density and excess A] on the stability of the cumbustion front for
reactions (2)-(6) were evaluated using the video recordings of the p--)pagation of the
reaction front. A steady state rate of propagation was defined as "stable combustion":
a "semi-stable combustion front" was defined as one in which the front slowed 0-,
An "unstauie
almost extinguished and subsequently increased and slowed duvwn .,i.
along the
position
combustion front" was defined as that which quenched out at some
length of the pellet. Using these definitions, a SHS reaction stability diagram [Figures
8 (a), (b), (c) and (d)] was constructed for each of the reactions. A stable combustion
front was observed for each level of excess Al used in reaction (5), i.e. x = 0,1. 2 and
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Table 1. Physical Properties of Reactants and Products in Reactions (2) - (8)
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of reaction tube for slmutane.us combustion
of reactions (7) and (8).
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I.
Al anid green densitv in reaction. (2) to (i) cventIIall\
i.sulted in decreased stabilit\ of the combustion front and poSSillic quctinchine Oth. ThiS
i, almost certainly the result of increasCd heat losses from the SI IS i,![ClI ontit account
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The calculated vapor pressures of the reactant and product species in reactions (2) to
(6) are presented in Figure 10 together with their corresponding combustion
temperatures. The combustion temperatures produced in reaction (4) produced
considerable vapor pressures of both B2 0 3 and Al gases which resulted in A120 3 whiskers
produced from a vapor-liquid-solid (V-L-S) mode of synthesis (Figure 11). At the lower
combustion temperatures produced in reaction (5) gaseous B20 3 was present to a large
extent with only a small amount of Al vapor. This largely single, high volume gaseous
specie reulted in pushing or expanding the materials ahead of the combustion front in the
vertical direction only, with minimum gas phase reactions, thereby producing an
expanded, eg. 400% or foamed ceramic-metal composite which exhibited 265% porosity
(Figure 12).
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(b) Reaction (3)
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The TiB, produced in the HCI gas was formed as hollow shells, whereas, that produced
in argon was in the form of angular solid particles. Ball milling the TiB 2 synthesized in
these different atmoshperes gave strikingly different products. (Figure 13) The smaller
particle size and the hollow shells of TiB2 formed in the HCI gas suggest that both
titanium and boron are being transported in the vapor phase, and react at the outer
surface of the Ti and B reactant particles. The result is a small particle size, porous TiB2
layer through which one of the gas species diffuses allowing further reaction. The size
of these crystals of TiB2 can be controlled by heating rate.8
...

.

•....•'iTOP
1

-

>50% Pores

Long Radial
Pore

<I10% Pores
BOTTOM
Figure 9. Optical photomicrograph of TiC-AI,O-9AI composite.
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Simultaneous combustion of reaction (8) in H-CI gas produced a large volume of A1 20 3
blade-like whiskers (Figure 14), indicating a vapor-solid (V-S) mechanism of formation.
This in-situ synthesis of ALO, reintforcing whiskers in a fine TiB, particle matrix, avoids
the hazardous materials handling problem associated with whiskers. Conducting these
SHAS reactions in HCI gas resulted in a lower T,, and a higher T, in each case compared
with argon.

Figure I1I. A120, whisker phase produced during, reaction (3).
CONCLUSIONS

Fig~ure 12
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Ball milled TiB, produced by SHS in (a) argon and (b) HCI gas.

Figure 14. A1,O, whiskers produced by reaction (8).
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INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
AND MATERIALS BEHAVIOR
KENNETH K. KUO, THOMAS A. LITZINGER AND WEN H. HSIEH
Department of Mechanical Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania 16802, USA
ABSTRACT
Thermochemical and physical processes which occur in various aspects of solid-propellant
combustion including steady-state burning, ignition, transient burning, cook-off and crack
propagation are presented in this paper. For each case, the various thermochemical and
physical properties involved are summarized. In addition, the current direction of solidpropellant research is highlighted. The intent of this paper is to stimulate the interest of
materials scientists and engineers in the field of solid propellants so that they will contribute
their unique expertise to the advancement of current research. It is also the hope of the
authors that the paper will serve as a useful summary of important relationships and
parameters for scientists and engineers currently involved in solid-propellant research.
INTRODUCTION
A solid propellant is a substance in the solid state which contains both oxidizer and fuel
ingredients: it can burn in the absence of air or other oxidizers. When burned, solid
propellants produce high-temperature combustion products which can be used for propulsion
or other applications. Solid prnpellants can be burned to produce propulsive thrusts for a
broad range of applications including rockets, guns and air-breathing propulsion systems.
In addition to their use in propulsion systems, solid propellants are used in air bags wl:ere
a high rate of gas generation is critical and in the joining of heavy duty electrical cables.
They also are found in the ejection systems of military aircrafts. It is evident that solid
propellants have significant commercial and military applications.
Based upon differences in physical structure, solid propellants are classified into two
general categories: homogeneous and heterogeneous. In homogeneous propellants the
physical structure and properties are uniform throughout and the fuel and oxidizer are
chemically bonded together. Homogeneous propellants are often referred to as double-base
propellants because tht, j, , generally composed of two major ingredients, nitrocellulose and
nitroglycerin. In hete .- ,c,-.eous propellants the oxidizer is usually crystalline and the fuel
polymeric. The fuel a, I oxidizer must be mixed together to torm a propellant with a
heterogeneous physical structure. Heterogeneous propellants. arc often reterred to as
composite propellants.
Because homogeneous and heterogeneous protlellants have ver\ complex compositions.
some of their physical and thermochemical properties cannot rle cnaracterized easil%. One
of the major motivations of this paper is to intorm material research scientists and engineers
of the importance ot and need Ior propellant characterization. 1 tic primary ingredients ot
a homogeneous propellant may include fuel. oxidizer, plasticizer and high-energvw additives.
Combustion modifvni, af4 ,'
may be used to catalyze the hurning rate. I o modify the'
produ : t,-ilrt1rature or to suppress combustion instabihty, coolants and metal powders have
been utilized. Other ingredients such as a stabilizer and an opaciticr may he added to
improve propellant storage duration and prevent sub-surface radiation absorption.
respectively. However, not all of these ingredients are necessary in a given homogenous
propellant. In heterogeneous propellants the ingredients may include oxidizer crystals. fuel
binders, curing and bonding compounds and plasticizers. In addition, metal powders ma%
Mal. Res Soc Symo Proc Vol 296
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be added to raise the flame temperature, or a catalyst may be used to modify the burning
rate. Again, a given heterogeneous propellant need not contain all of these ingredients.
Clearly, both types of propellants may have complex compositions and physical structures
so that thermochemical and physical characteristics are not readily available. (For additional
introductory information on the combustion characteristics of solid propellants, readers are
referred to Ref. 1.)
To illustrate the need for improved knowledge of the thermochemical and physical
characteristics of solid propellants, this paper summarizes the key thermochemical and
physical properties of various aspects of solid-propellant combustion, including steady-state
burning, igiition, cook-off, transient burning, and crack propagation. For researchers in the
solid-propellant field, the paper can provide a useful summary of the key properties involved
in their research. In addition, it highlights current research directions and the related
materials research required. The hope of the authors is to stimulate the interest of the
materials community in contributing their expertise to the advancement of solid-propellant
research and development. Beyond the characterization of the materials thermochemical
and physical properties, the materials community may contribute new experimental methods
for probing key processes that are not accessible to study through current methods.
IMPORTANCE OF THERMOCHEMICAL, THERMOPHYSICAL AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID PROPELLANTS
Steady-State Burning Aspect
For a solid propellant with a given chemical composition, one of the most important and
basic performance parameters is its burning ra:e as a function of operating condition. The
burning rate of a solid propellant is also referred to as the regression rate of the burning
surface. In assessing the thrust and operation duration of a solid-propellant rocket motor,
the burning-rate behavior and associated gas-generation rate must be known. In general,
the burning rate of a solid propellant is affected by, among other parameters, the operating
pressure and initial temperature of the propellant. According to Saint Robert's burning-rate
law, the burning rate is related to the pressure and initial temperature as shown in the
following equation.
rb

= a(T,)P

(1)

where the coefficient a(Ti) can be written as an exponential function of propellant initial
temperature Ti
a (Ti)

= aoexp [,o (T, - T,)]

(2)

where the temperature sensitivity of the propellant up, which describes the percentage of
change of burning rate with respect to change of initial temperature of the propellant under
constant pressure situations, is defined as
o0

(3)

In addition to the operation pressure and initial temperature of the propellant, the burning
rate can also be written as a function of the a' erage surface temperature of the propellant
according to the Arrhenius law.
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- Aep [ -EJRs TJ

(4)

where A is the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, E5 the activation energy, Ru the universal

gas constant, and T. the average burning surface temperature. The bur ting surface
temperature is affected by the energy balance at the burning surface, i.e.,

L

PP rbQs

a

(5)

where pp is the density of the solid propellant, 0s the net heat release due to chemical
reactions on the burning surface, Ap and Ag thermal conductivities of the propellant and gas
immediately above the burning surface, respectively, and y the coordinate beginning at the

surface of the propellant.

Under steady-state burning conditions, the temperature

distribution inside the solid-propellant heated layer (thermal wave) can be shown to satisfy
the following expression for constant propellant thermal diffusivity ap.

T-

= exp

[rgOsP]

(6)

This equation is based upon the assumption that there is no subsurface chemical reaction.

The operating pressure can also affect the burning surface temperature by enhancing the
gas-phase chemical reaction near the burning surface and therefore increasing heat feedback
from the gas phase to the burning surface. This pressure, dependence of the burning surface
temperature can be described by the following equation.
1"-44') =(Tb (P - P4)" -

T(7)

(0

where Tsref and Pref are the reference burning surface temperature and pressure,
respectively. The values of coefficient b and m are exponent dependent on the type of the
solid propellant.
During the steady-state burning processes of nitramine crystal or nitramine-based solid
propellants, a liquid melt layer (or foam layer) exists above the solid-phase crystal and
binder (see Fig. 1). The foam layer may contain gaseous bubbles of various sizes (see Fig.
2). The liquid phase may consist of melted nitramine and binder as well as dissolved species
including the thermally decomposed radicals and fragmented molecules from the nitramine
particles and fuel binders. Vaporization of the liquid phase could occur at the gas/liquid
interface and within the foam layer. Dissolved species in the liquid phase can also desorb
either to form gas bubbles or to increase the mass of existing bubbles. The vaporized
nitramine and fuel binder may also undergo decomposition processes to form thermally
decomposed gaseous radicals and fragmented molecules. These decomposed chemical
species may attack the surface of the foam layer or react with each other exothermically to
form the first-stage reaction zone.
Depending upon the velocity of the bubble moving through the foam layer, the chemical
reactions inside the gas bubble could be very important to tb," ._erall heat release in the
foam layer. The lower the bubble speed, tLe MiihL.r the probaoility for chemical reactions
within bubbles. Also, more dissolved species can participate in gas-phase reactions in
bubbles. The amount of liquid converted to gas at the bubble surface is greater for bubbles
with longer transit times. It is quite obvious that bubble dynamics are very important in
consideration of the surface reaction region. The liquid-phase parameters which could
influence bubble formation and dynamics are density (pI), viscosity ("i), specific heat (CI),
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thermal conductivity (A,), surface tension (al.g). and liquefaction temperature or melting
temperature (Tmelt). The gas-phase parameters include chemical reaction parameters such
as activation energy (Eak), frequency factors (Bk), temperature exponents of the frequency
factor (ak) of the k th reaction in the gas phase, as well as specific heat CP, . In addition,
the heats of formation all chemical species in the gas and liquid phases should be
characterized.
The physical and chemical processes occurring in the melt or foam layer are believed to
have significant influence on the burning-rate behavior of the nitramine-based composite
propellants. It has been found experimentally that a large fraction of heat feedback to the
condensed solid propellant is contributed by the exothermic physicochemical processes in
the melt or foam layer and a small fraction of the overall heat feedback that comes from the
gas-phase region [2, 3]. In spite of the fact that the gas-phase feedback is less important
than that of the surface reaction layer. the gas-phase chemical reaction mechanisms and
transport processes are still important in the regres" ,, ,navior of the solid propellant.
Increase in heat feedback from the. gaz pnase can cause tne average temperatures in the gas
bubble and liquid phase of the foam layer to increase. Slight increases in these temperatures
can effectively increase the burning rate of the solid propellant. Therefore, the detailed
reaction pathways in the gas-phase region above the foam layer must be investigated.
In order to model the physicochemical processes in the foam layer, each of the gas- and
liquid-phase regions in the foam layer must be described by a set of governing equations,
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TABLE 1. Important Material Properties Associated with Solid Propellant and Its Burning
Rate Law
DESCRIPTION

SYMBOL

Pre-exponential factor of the Saint Robert's burning rate law for
propellant at an initial temperature of Ti

a (T1 )
n

Burning rate exponent

ao

Pre-exponential factor of the Saint-Robert's burning rate law for
propellant at an initial reference temperature, Ti,ref

Up

Temperature sensitivity

A

Arrhenius pre-exponential factor

Ea

Activation energy
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Net heat release from the burning surface reaction
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Thermal conductivity of the propellant
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including conservation equations of mass, momentum species and energy, equation of state,
flux balance equations at boundaries, and other necessary boundary conditions, as well as
source terms describing rates of chemical species formation, interfacial drag force, interfacial

heat-transfer rates, etc. The major unknowns in these governing equations are p, ,4, Ygi,
Y1 , Ug,. Up Tg, P, pl, melt layer thickness, gaseous bubble-size distributions, and rate of
conversion from liquid to gas.
TABLE 2.

Important Material Properties Related to the Foam Layer of Solid Propellants

Symbol

Description

PA

Density of the liquid

Al1

Viscosity of the liquid

C1

Specific heat of the liquid

A,

Thermal Conductivity of the Liquid

71.g

Surface tension of the liquid

Tmeit

Liquefaction or melting temperature

Fak

Activation energy of the kth gas-phase reaction

Bk

Frequency factor of the kth gas-phase reaction

ak

Temp. expon--nt of the frequency factor of the kth gas-phase reaction

Cpi

Constant-pressure specific heat of the ith gas-phase species

In the gas phase, before reacting in the final flame, the gaseous products from the firststage reaction zone pass a preparation zone where reaction kinetics are retarded. Existence
of the preparation zone depends upon pressure level as well as propellant type. The
average velocity of the gaseous products travelling through various flame zones is governed
by the regression rate of the propellant, the density gradients in and between the flame zone,
and the mass fractions and diffusivities of the gaseous products. The gaseous species
concentration distributions and temperature profile depend strongly on chemical reaction
processes, diffusion and mixing of chemical species, and flow and heat-transfer behavior in
the flame zones.
The final flame temperature and species concentrations significantly affect the
performance of the solid propellant and its environmental impact. A performance indicator,
the specific impulse (defined as thrust/unit weight flow rate of solid-propellant products) is
proportional to the square root of the ratio of flame temperature and the molecular weight
of combustion products. Governing equations for the gas-phase region consist of a set of
conservation equations for mass, momentum, species and energy, as well as various flux
balances at the boundaries. Major unknowns are T,, Y Pp and U
The material
properties required to complete the theoretical model are listed in Table 3.
In the presence of a crossflow of combustion gases flowing over the propellant surface
in part of a rocket motor or any propulsion sys'-,,, the burning rate of the propellant can
differ from that under :,);.Jdit,ons with no ifLasflow. Normally, the burning rate of the
propellant increases as the crossflow velocity increases. The velocity-dependent contribution
to the burning rate of a solid propellant is called "erosive burning." Knowledge about
erosive-burning behavior in a solid-propellant rocket motor with a low port-to-throat ratios
of prime importance because both thrust level and burning time depend on the erosiveburning rate.
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TABLE 3.

Important Material Properties Related to the Gas-Phase Flame Region of
Solid Propellants

Symbol
CPi (T)

Description
Specific heat of ith species as a function of temperature

Ea~n)

Activation energy of the nth reaction

Dim

Mass diffusivity of species i with respect to the mixture

A2 (T)

Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature

vS (T)

Viscosity of gaseous mixture as a function of temperature

Erosive burning of both homogeneous and composite propellants has been studied
extensively in the past. [4-6] The erosive-burning mechanism is believed to be caused by the
increase in gas-to-solid heat feedback introduced partly by the increase in turbulent transport
properties, and partly by the change of flame location due to turbulence-enhanced mixing.
For the case of a composite propellant, turbulence-enhanced mixing of the oxidizer- and
fuel-rich g •ses pryolyzed from the propellant surface can reduce the distance from the
propellant surface to the maximum heat release zone. For the case of homogeneous
propellants, the same effect can be achieved by turbulence-enhanced mixing of the reacted
and un-reacted gases to increase the temperature of the newly pyrolyzed gases from the
propellant surface.
To model the erosive-burning behavior, a set of conservation equations for shear flow
near the propellant surface must be used with a set of turbulence-transport equations and
proper flux-balance boundary conditions. Of the many different erosive-burning expressions
developed in the past, [4] one commonly used simple form of erosivity (eb) is written in
terms of pressure and freestream velocity as

S =-I +K1

.

-

(8)

r,,

where Uth is the threshold velocity below which the erosive-burning effect is negligible. K1,
K2 and K3 can be regarded as erosive-burning rate constants. The threshold velocity and
erosive burning rate constants listed in Table 4 can be regarded as part of propellant
material properties.
TABLE 4. Important Material Properties Related to the Erosive Burning of Solid
Propellants
Symbol

Description

K1

Pre-exponential factor used in erosive-burning rate law

K2

Pressure exponent used in erosive-burning rate law

K13

Velocity exponent used in ems,' e.b:rning rate i,.

Uth

Threshold velocity
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Conductive Ignition
In determining the vulnerability of propellants in contact with hot metallic spall fragments
generated through such weapons as shaped charges and kinetic energy penetrators, the hot
fragment conductive ignition (HFCI) test has been adopted as an effective and standard
practice. [7] With this method, a hot metallic element of well-defined geometry as the
source of energy is brought into contact with the propellant to determine the go/no-go
ignition boundary as a function of the initial temperature and mass of the hot metallic
element. On the other hand, in actual solid-propellant rocket motors or other propulsion
systems using pyrotechnic ignitors for ignition, the pyrotechnic ignitors usually generate
significant amounts of metal particles during the ignition time period. These metal particles
like the hot metallic element in HFCI tests, are in direct contact with the propellant and
thus initiate the conductive ignition processes.
In the early phase of the conductive ignition process (Time Period I), heat is conducted
from the hot particle to the propellant without any phase change or pyrolysis (see Fig. 3).
As time progresses, the temperature of the propellant increases and that of the particle
decreases. Following a period of inert heating, the propellant starts to decompose, melt,
and/or gasify (Time Period I1). Since the density of the metal particle is much higher than
the density of the decomposed propellant, it displaces the decomposed propellant and
becomes imbedded in (sinks into) the propellant, as shown in Fig. 3. The amount of
imbedding depends on the temperature and size of the hot particle and the composition of
the propellant. The decomposed species can further react exothermically in the gas and/or
condensed [solid or liquid (foam)] phase to cause ignition. Self-sustained ignition will occur
only if the heat generated by the exothermic reactions exceeds the heat losses. The entire
process is strongly dependent upon the energy content of the hot particle and the
physicochemical properties of the propellant.
In modeling the conductive ignition process, transient heat conduction equations should
be used to describe the initial inert heating process of the solid propellant. The major
material properties affecting the inert heating process are a and athot source " After the melt
layer starts to develop, a set of conservation equations and f9tx balance boundary conditions,
similar to those used to describe the physicochemical processes in the melt (foam) layer
during steady-state combustion, are required to simulate the liquefaction, de "omposition, and
gasification processes, as well as the bubble dynamics in the foam I cr. The major
unknowns and materials properties are quite similar to those under steady-state combustion
conditions, except that HFCI is a transient process. Therefore, all unknowns are functions
of time and spatial coordinates.
Convective Ignition
During convective ignition processes of solid propellants, the propellant is heated by a
crossflow of hot combustion products from igniters or solid propellants located upstream of
the propellant in question. To determine the convective ignition behavior of solid
propell,,nts, the ignition delay time, ignition site, and ignition mechanism have to be
characterized as functions of T. , YoW,, P, Y. , propellant surface roughness, propellant
formulation, propellant geometric configuration. and propellant initial temperature. Similar
to the case of conductive ignition, the nitramine-based propellant must first go thr, :
an
inert heating period when it is subjected to convective igniti-:- t,.niiions. Folkt,..ng the
inert heating period, the nitramine-based propellant starts to melt, decompose, and/or gasify
and form a foam layer on its surface. After an finite delay, the pyrolized gases from the
foam layer can react actively and release significant amounts of chemical energy to achieve
self-sustained combustion. Figure 4 describes the major physical and chemical processes
involved in convective ignition of a cylindrical solid-propellant grain. [8]
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Major Physical and Chemical Processes Involved in Convective Ignition of a
Cylindrical Solid Propellant Grain

In terms of crossflow environment, there is some similarity between the convecting
ignition process and the erosive-burning process. In the gas phase, the turbulence nature
of the flow must be considered in the theoretical formulation of the process. In addition,

the effect of friction force created by the crossflow on the motion of the melt (foam) laver
should also be included. The processes of bubble formation, propellant decomposition. and
easification oce'irring in the melt (or foam) layer are also of significant importance, In
general, the time to reach initial light emission (tLE) is inversely proportional to a power law
of the energy flux to propellant surface (f"), i.e.,
tLE -

C
[4 In

(9)

where both exponent (n). and coefficient (C) are functions of ambient gas temperature,
propellant initial temperature. ambient oxidizer mess fraction, type of oxidizers, propellant
surface roughness (SRh) flow Reynolds number and Prandtl number, i.e..
n = n(TU,,,Ab

T_,

Ym
... b.,6m, ReD, Pr)

(10)
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C = C(T, ,

(11)

Pr)

In addition to the above-mentioned material properties related to various aspects of
combustion of solid propellants, there are other properties of solid propellants commonly
used in the solid propellant community and they are listed in several tables given in later
sections.
Radiative Ignition
Radiative ignition of solid propellants was originally performed to improve understanding
of the processes involved in ignition because radiation allowed the incident heat flux to be
varied independent of other test parameters. Currently, however, laser ignition is being
investigated as a method to ignite propellants of rocket and gun systems as well as gas
generators. What was originally a laboratory tool is now rapidly progressing towards actual
applications. Current research and development in the area of radiative ignition uses the
coherent light from lasers, such as the infrared light from a CO 2 laser or the ultra-violet light
from an excimer laser. (e.g., Ref. 9-11) Earlier studies of radiative ignition utilized arc lamps
and arc furnaces which delivered a range of wavelengths (e.g., Ref. 12,13). An excellent
review of radiative ignition experiments and theories is presented by Hermance. [14] Many
physical and chemical processes occur during the radiative ignition of solid propellants, as
illustrated in Fig. 5 taken from Ref.15.
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Fig. 5 Physical Processes Involved in Solid-Propellant Ignition.
The experimental study of radiative ignition involves determination of the conditions
required for ignition of solid propellants as well as the ignition delay. i.e.. the time between
onset of radiation and time of ignition, The general relationship of the ignition delay time
to heat flux is
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tM= C/[41]

(12)

where c and n are functions of the composition, surface condition and initial temperature
of the propellant as well as ambient gas composition, temperature and pressure. [16] In
general, at a given heat flux, a range of heating times exists which result in sustained burning
after laser cut-off.
When a radiative source is used for ignition, it is apparent that the radiative properties
of the condensed phase and gas phase are important. The radiative properties of the liquid
layer and gas-phase species of the solid propellant which must be known as a function of
wavelength are listed in Table 5. Many other material properties of importance in the
radiative ignition of solid propellants are the same as those important to the steady-state
burning discussed above because convective and conductive heat transfer and chemical
reactions play dominant roles in both cases. However, differences often exist in the chemical
reactions leading to ignition and those important to steady-state combustion. Thus, the
chemical reactions leading to ignition must be established along with their rate parameters.
In addition, if the laser wavelength is short (as in the case of excimer lasers) such that
photolytic decomposition can occur, the chemical species produced and their rates of
production must be determined in order to appropriately model the chemistry.
Table 5: Radiative Properties Required for Each Species in Each Physical Region
Physical region

Radiative Properties Needed as
Function or Wavelength

Gas phase

absorptivity, transmissivity

Liquid layer

absorptivity, transmissivity. reflectivity. emissivity

Solid phase

absorptivity, transmissivity. reflectivity. emissivity

Cook-off Mechanism and thermal Stabilty of Solid Propellants
In recent years (1960s to 1981). several serious accidents have occurred as a result of
propellant cook-off on aircraft carrier decks. To reduce the possibility of hazards associated
with solid-propellant cook-off. both experimental and theoretical studies have been carried
out recently by numerous researchers. [17] Tests ranging from small-scale laboratory
simulation [18] to intermediate (few grams to 5 pounds) and full-scale cook-off tests [19]
have been conducted for both fast and slow cook-oft experiments. Various cook-off bombs
and test rigs have also been developed. The magnitude of heating rates was found to have
a definite effect on the reaction violence in subscaic cook-off bomb tests. Theoretical
modeling and numerical simulation of cook-off phenomena are still far from complete ii
part because of the lack of thermal kinetic data, specific heat as a tunction of temperature.
thermal diffusivity as a function of temperature. knowledge of products as a function of
pressure and temperature as well as failure criteria. Realistic simulation of phase changes,
foaming and propellant charge fracture are also essential in the theoretical model
formulation. Some of the propellant sensitivity properties and thermal properties which are
,'T:hlv relevant to the cook-oft mechanism and the thermal stabilitv of solid prtrellants are
listed in Table 6.
Transient Burning. Mechanical Deformation. and Crack Propagation
Since solid propellants are commonly used to generate thrusts in various propulsion
systems, the combustion chamber pressure could chance drastically with respect to time.
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TABLE 6.

Physical, Thermal, Optical and Sensitivity Properties of Solid Propellants
and Their Ingredients

Physical Properties
Molecular Weight
Melting Point
Boiling Point
Vapor Pressure as a Function of
Temperature
Solubility in Different Solvents
Volatility as a Function of Temperature
Hygroscopicity as a Function of
Temperature and Relative Humidity
Infrared Spectra
Hardness

,Thermal Properties
Heat of Formation
Heat of Combustion
Heat of Fusion
Heat of Phase Transition
Heat of Explosion
Heat of Vaporization
Heat of Detonation
Free Energy of Formation
Entropy at a Reference State
Thermal Stability
Coeffi. of Thermal Expansion

Crystal and Optical Properties
Crystalline Form (Crystal Structure)
Unit Cell Dimensions
Space Group
Lattice Energy
Refractive Index
Molar Refraction
Bi Refringence

Sensitivity Properties
Impace Sensitivity
Brisance (Sand Test)
Ballistic Mortar
Initiation Sensitivity
Electrostatic Sensitivity
Dielectric Constant as a Function of
Temperature
Shock Sensitivity
Friction Pendulum Tests
Confined "Cook-off' Temperature
Explosion Temperature

Hazards Classification
Transportation Classes
Toxicity

This rapid pressure variation can produce two major effects: 1. transient (dynamic) burning
effect; and 2. mechanical deformation of the propellant grain with or without crack
propagation. The transient burning effect is caused by the finite relaxation times required
for the solid phase, surface reaction zone, and gaseous flame zones to adjust their
temperature profiles to the changing environment. The instantaneous burning rate under
transient conditions may therefore differ significantly from the steady-state value
corresponding to the instantaneous pressure. A detailed discussion of transient burning
phenomena of solid propellants and a survey of previous work has been conducted by Kuo,
Gore and Summerfield. [201 Many material properties influential to the transient burning
behavior were listed in the section dealing with steady-state burning. Additional parameters
are given in Table 7.
The phenomena of mechanical deformation and crack propagation of solid-propellant
grains have been studied extensively by many researchers in recent years. A few
representative works are given in Refs. 21 through 27. Usually, mechanical detormations
of propellant are closely coupled to flame spreading and combustion processes in damaged
zones. This coupling effect is addressed by Kuo and Kooker in Ref. 22. Many mechanical
and thermal properties are required for the numerical simulation of the deformation, crack
propagation nnd combustion phenomena. A set of important parameters and solid
;ropellant p,,uperties not contained in other tables is given in Table 8.
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TABLE 7.

Additional Parameters and Solid Propellant Properties Important for
Transient Burning Behavior

Symbol
Ag
__

Description
Average thermal conductivity of gaseous product adjacent to the
propellant surface

Cg

Average constant - pressure specific heat of gaseous product adjacent to
the propellant surface

Qs

Net rate of heat release at the surface reaction region

O•c's

Solid-phase temperature gradient at the propellant surface as a function
of chamber pressure and mass burning rate (Zei'dovich map)

Yo,
TABLE 8

Oxidizer loading fraction in the composite propellant
Parameters and Solid-Propellant Properties which are Important for
Mechanical Deformation and Crack Propagation Processes

Symbol

Description

aT

Time-temperature shift factor

Ere!

Relaxation modulus of solid propellant under normal stresses

90

Equilibrium shear modulus, i.e., the asymptotic value of the relaxation
modulus for long periods of time

G

Relaxation modulus of solid propellant in shear

CVp

Crack propagation speed

K

Bulk modulus of elasticity

KI C

Fracture toughness of solid propellant

JIc

Cohesive fracture resistance of solid propellant

_1_...._gi

v

Coefficients of the Prony Series defined in Eq. (21)
Inverse relaxation times of the Prony Series defined in Eq. (21)
Poisson's ratio

The crack propagation speed can be expressed in several different forms. Lu [28] found
that
=

(a

+

(13)

where a, b and q are experimentally determined constants. In Eq. (13), aP/at
and J
represent the local pressurization rate and J-integral value crack tip. Schapery (29)
suggested that the crack propagation v,u.,,,, cn be expressuu as

VP-

A-1 (K,)ql

(14)
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where A1 , and q, are material constants. K, in Eq. (14) is the opening mode stress intensity
factor. Using the pseudo J-integral approach, Schapery [29, 30] also suggested that
Vq, = A2 (J/*

(15)

where Jv is the pseudo J-integral deduced from elastic J-integral value through the
correspondence principle. Based on the thermodynamic power balance approach, Hufferd
and Laheru [31] found the instantaneous crack-propagation speed to be
V, = a* C sih (CcP.

dP'1
dt

(6
().6)

where a. is the initial crack length and C a material constant. The crack growth potential
(Peg) can be determined from

[IA -t i

P-

(7)

where J~c is the plane strain cohesive fracture resistance of the solid propellant.
Since solid propellants usually behave as viscoelastic materials in shear, the shear
deviator stress tensor can be expressed as

SU --

C' - 1'T _eu (-r) ,-w

(18)

d'cr

0

where G is the relaxation modules in shear, and r is a "reduced time" due to a local
temperature above a reference state. eij represents the strain deviators and S. the stress
deviators; these two tensors are related to stain tensor (Eij) and stress tensor (ai,) by the
following relationship:.
e,

-e /3 6
y -

/1/3
s 6

(19)

(20)

For most viscoelastic materials, it is a common practice to consider a generalized
Maxwell model of M elements formed by a combination of damps and springs. Therefore,
G can be written as

G = go + E

g e -m?

(21)

where go is the equilibrium shear modules, g, through gm the coefficients of the Prony
Series, and P, through Am the inverse relaxation times of the Prony Series.
The solid propellants behave as elastic in bulk. The bulk behavior can be expressed by
oa = 3K c,

(22)

where K is the bulk modules. Finally, the overall constitutive equation /or a solid propellant
can be written as
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c, d- e, (r') dr'+ 6 YK %t

(23)

The shear relaxation modules [G(r) ] and bulk modules [K(T) ) are related to the tensile
relaxation modules Erel(t) and Poisson's ratio (y) by the following relationships:
G(r)-=

En•(')
2(1 +v)

and K(-)=

E'v(r)
3(1 -2v)

(24)

CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Based on observations and predictions of the authors, the major thrust areas for solid
propellant combustion include:
1) Development of high-energy, high-burning rate propellants for special applications;
2) Development of low vulnerability ammunition (LOVA) propellants in order to reduce
possibility for hazards;
3) Flame structure diagnostics by non-intrusive techniques;
4) Theoretical modeling and numerical solution of aerothermochemical processes of
propellant flames under various operating conditions;
5) Development of solid propellants for commercial use, e.g., for filling air bags in
extremely short time intervals, gas generation for operating certain actuation systems:
6) Application of fuel-rich solid propellants in air-breathing propulsion systems; and
7) Characterization of various properties of solid propellants.
POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MATERIAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
This paper has summarized the key thermochemical and physical properties required to
characterize various aspects of solid-propellant combustion in order to make clear the need
for contributions by members of the materials community. Such contributions would
improve the understanding of the important chemical and physical processes that occur
during propellant combustion. A few examples are given below.
A significant contribution could be made through research to characterize the
thermochemical and physical properties of the propellants. While some properties of
propellants are currently available, like density, specific heat. and heat of explosion, many
others are only partially known or entirely unknown. Essentially, all properties of the
material in the melt layers and of the solid phase after it has undergone partial
decomposition are unknown. Without more complete property characterization, accurate
predictions using detailed analysis and modeling of solid-propellant combustion will be
difficult to achieve.
In current research on propellant combustion, the study of the chemical reactions that
account for both the decomposition of the various ingredients in propellants and the
reactions of the decomposition products is an area of active research. Urd:o.:,:a Tding these
basic chemical processes is necessary for modeling th. ,,,."*.: -ombustion e.cnts described
in this paper. Even materials that have been used for decades, such as RDX and HMX, are
the subject of extensive research to determine their major decomposition pathways. Most
current work is limited to observing the gaseous products of decomposition; only now are
researchers beginning to probe the decomposition products generated in the liquid phase,
foam layer and solid phase. Probing this condensed-phase chemistry stands as a major
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challenge to the propellant community as a whole and represents an area where members
of the materials community may be able to make important contributions.
Besides the chemical processes, important physical processes that occur during propellant
combustion require further investigation. The processes of phase change, melt layer
formation and bubble dynamics in the foam layer all need additional study. Most past
studies of the surface of reacting propellants were restricted to observation of samples
recovered after the combustion event was rapidly quenched. However, direct observation
of the surface during pyrolysis or combustion would yield much more information about the
actual process. To obtain direct observations, materials researchers collaborating with
authors on a propellant combustion project at Penn State are using an environmental
scanning electron microscope to observe the surface dynamics of pyrolyzing solid propellant
samples. This study can be regarded as an example of the application of materials research
techniques to propellant research that has the potential to produce very important results.
SUMMARY
This paper summarizes various aspects of solid-propellant combustion processes in order
for material scientists to gain some basic background in this area. Many basic relationships
between material properties and propellant performance are provided to show various
interrelationships between solid-propellant combustion and the behavior of materials. To
facilitate identification of all important material properties, a set of tables was prepared to
indicate the names, physical meanings and mathematical symbols of these properties. This
paper emphasizes the importance of potential contributions of material scientists and
engineers for advancing the state-of-the-art in the solid-propellant combustion field. Their
participation is strongly encouraged.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the stress-deformation response of coal in the laboratory under threedimensional (3-D) loading conditions similar to those existing in an actual coal mine is
investigated, and a constitutive model, including the effects of anisotropy, is developed. The
coal samples were obtained from a mine in LeFlore County, Oklahoma, at a depth of
approximately 25-30 ft below the ground surface. A High Capacity Cubical Device with
servo-controlled independent loading along three axes of a cubical specimen and a
computerized data acquisition and monitoring system were used to conduct the tests. A total of
21 tests under 4 different confining pressures and 5 different stress paths were conducted. The
influence of the degree of anisotropy was investigated by comparing the transversely isotropic
and isotropic idealizations for diffeient stress paths (Triaxial Compression, Triaxial Extension
and Simple Shear) at different confining pressures (1,600, 3,200 and 5,600 psi). The
experimental results demonstrated that the coal exhibits inherent anisotropy and that it can be
treated approximately as a transversely isotropic material. Also, the Young's moduli were
found to be dependent on the confining pressure. The experimental data were used to evaluate
the material constants associated with the elasto-plastic constitutive model developed in the
study.
INTRODUCTION
As easily mineable reserves deplete, the coal industry must focus its attention on
developing innovative techniques to maximize extraction without detrimental effects, such as
instability and ground subsidence. To better understand and develop underground mining
techniques, it is imperative to study the deformation characteristics and the failure response of
coals under appropriate loading which simulate the field conditions. However, traditionally,
material properties are evaluated from either uniaxial or cylindrical triaxial tests under an
idealized two-dimensional loading (confining pressure and axial load) that does not reflect the
true loading conditions existing in the field. Also, coal being a highly anisotropic matenal
presents additional difficulties to the designer because its response not only varies with location
but also with respect to direction or onentation even in the same mining area. Under such a
situation, an analysis algorithm, which uses appropriate constitutive relationships and finite
element method to discretize the overlying and underlying strata as well as the mined zones,
can provide a tool to evaluate the ground control problems related to underground mining [1].
Application of an elastic-plastic constitutive model to analyze a boundary value problem
requires input of realistic values of the associated material constants. Thus, 3-D testing and
anisotropic modeling of coal are essential to evaluate realistically the material properties that
accurately describe the coal behavior in the field. With this in mind. a hligh Capacity Cubical
Device (HCCD) (30,0(00 psig) was designed and fabricated at the University of Oklahoma
The device has been successfully calibrated and used by Mishra [21 to study the behavior of
plain and fiber-reinforced concrete.
A combined experimental and analytical study was undertaken to investigate the
deformation behavior of coal specimens under simulated 3-D loading by using the IICCD.
The experimental data was used to develop the constitutive model. In this paper, the testing of
the cubical coal specimens. determination of associated model parametcrs. and the formulation
of the elasto-plastir constitutive. 1r- ,-:lr.a.t describes the strers-stramn and volumetric response
of the coal, itiuAuul,-L unloading and retoading sequence, are presented.
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND PREPARATION OF CUBICAL SPECIMENS
A cubical device is an apparatus that provides independent control for the application of
load and measurement of deformation along three mutually perpendicular directions at the same
Mat, Res, Soc. Symp. Proc Vol 296 , 1993 Materials Research Society
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time. The name cubical device stems from the fact that this apparatus has a cubical space
frame, with a central cubical cavity to accommodate the specimen as well as to act as a reaction
frame for the loading. The HCCD has five major components: (1) cubical space frame and six
side walls; (2) deformation measuring system; (3) hydraulic pressure system; (4) digital data
acquisition system; and (5) central monitoring unit. The test set-up and their inter-connections
for HCCD are described in detail by Mishra [2].
The device (I-ICCD) used in this study for 3-D testing requires cubical specimens that are
slightly less than 4 in. (approximately 3.94 in.) in size. The coal chunks were first broken into
smaller pieces, approximately 7 in. in dimension, using a hand saw and a ruler. These smaller
pieces were then used to prepare the desired cubical specimens using a high quality circular
saw of 18 in. diameter with clamps to tightly hold the coal sample in place while cutting. The
surfaces of coal were rough after cutting. To prevent uneven stress distribution, the
irregularities were filled by applying a thin coat of a resin based body filler compound
containing polyester styrene monomer, commercially called "Bondo". Then, the surfaces were
smoothed by using a sanding machine. These steps not only ascertained uniform distribution
of load on the specimen surface, but also helped to prevent moisture from escaping between
the time the specimens were prepared and the actual tests were conducted. Before coating the
specimen with Bondo, sketches showing the bedding planes, cleat cracks and crack
orientations on the specimen surfaces were drawn for all six faces. Those sketches were
essential for identification of bedding planes.
DESCRIIrION OF THE DEVELOPED CONSITrUTIVE MODEL
The most important feature of the constitutive model developed is that it accounts for
inherent anisotropy, which is an important property of materials such as coal. Because the
nature of deposition and presence of cracks and bedding planes, coals exhibit a high degree of
anisotropy. Another attractive feature of the model is that it accounts for anisotropy even in the
elastic range. Also, the model is capable of predicting volumetric response in the compressive
as well as in the dilative regions.
Loading Surface
The equation of the loading surface is proposed in the form
F=1•-[•CEjA-

J-

K

1g(8,J)

=

(1)

where cx, n and K are failure parameters and P3
is a hardening function. Also, 1, J1and K are
non-dimensional quantities given by : r = r/ Pa, Ji = J1 /Pa , and K = K / Pa, where Pa is the
atmospheric pressure and K is the cohesive strengtI,. In the~e relationships, the stress
invariants J1, J2) and J3D are given by
J 1 = 0 1 1 =Gl 1 +0

2 2 + 0 33

; J2D='SiJS'; J3D=j-SijSJkSk

(2)

in which
r= 2J2D, and 0=

cos1 13V3 J31)/2Q21)2]

(3)

The variable J1A in Eq. (1) is given by
JIA=I4iI O11 +a22022+a33'Y33)

(4)

where the coefficients a31 , a22 and a33 are anisotropic coefficients and are positive quantities
that can be determined from the stress-strain response under the hydrostatic compression
loading.
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Following the work of Faruque and Chang [3] the function g (0, J1 ), which accounts for the
shape of the yield surface and the failure surface, is defined as follows:

g(,I)I o (~os -(A cos 3

-0)

(5)

where
A =exp (-yJ)

(6)

The variable Y is another material constant that accounts for the variation of the shape of the
yield surface on the octahedral plane.
Anisotropic Elastic Behavior
Since coals are usually found in nature as a layered material it may be reasonable to treat such
materials as transversely isotropic. The linear elastic stress-strain relations for a transversely
isotropic material in the elastic range can be written in a matrix form in terms of five elastic
constants, as follows:
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(7)

The physical meaning of E, E ', V.v' G and G can be found elsewhere [4j. and it may noted
that the constant G is not independent and can oe aetermined from G = E 12 ( I+ ", ). The
material constants E, E '. v and v' can be determined from a combination of unloadingreloading curves for different loading paths tnamely. SS, TE, TC), at the same level of
confining pressure. To determine the shear modulus G' . one needs to have a uniform shear
stress state in the cubical specimen on the pnncipal axis of the material. Because this is verdifficult to achieve experimentally, Atkinson [5j proposed a procedure in which specimens are
prepared by cutting them at an angle of 45- to the bedding Wlane. Although the procedure
appears to be straightforward to prepare a specimen at the 45, angle with the beddinT plane, in
reality it is not an easv task. Sometimes bLldwng planes are not clearly visible in coal
specimens. Also, cutting coal specimens exacuy at 45' angle may be a difficult task. Thus, :
direct evaluation of G' from experimental data

i;

irequentlv avoided.

In tlis regard, an

assumption introduced by Leknitskfi [61 was used to relate G' to E, E ' and V as follows
C'= IEE'

/I1E((+

2 ')+

E",.

DETERMINATION OF THE MATERIAL CONSTANTS
The constitutive model outlined in the previous section requires determination of the
following fourteen material constants,: (1) tour elastic constants ( E. F '. v and v'). (2) two
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anisotropic constants associated with the plastic behavior (a22 and a33); (3) four constants
associated with the transition and the yield surface (a, n, k and 1) ; and (4) four constants
associated with hardening (01 , N , 1l1 and 112). These material parameters were determined by

conducting tests along various stress paths (namely, Hydrostatic Compression (HC),

Conventional Triaxial Compression (CTC), Simple Shear (SS), Triaxial Extension (TE), and
Triaxial Compression (TC) [4] ) under various confining pressures. It is important that the
constitutive law be valid for all the major stress paths that the material (coal) can experience.
So the experimental program was designed in such way that the test results can be used directly
to determine these material constants or parameters. The different stress paths and values of
confining pressures used in the test program are presented in Table 1.
The anisotropic constants (a22 and a33) and the hardening parameters (01,
, 111 and 112)
were determined from the HC tests. Also, the unloading-reloadk.g cycles at the same level of
confining pressures for different stress paths were utilized to evaluate the elastic constants (E,
E ', v and v'). The failure stresses (as given in last column of Table 1) for various shear tests
were used to compute the yield and/or failure parameters (cc, n , k and I ). The parameters
used in this study are presented in Table 2.
MODEL PREDICTIONS VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Although an anisotropic constitutive model may be more appropriate for coals because such
materials exhibit some degree of inherent anisotropy, it is desirable to investigate the degree of
anisotropy involved in such materials. If the degree of anisotropy is not very significant, then
the material can be modeled as isotropic for simplicity. With this objective in mind, an attempt
was made to compare the transversely isotropic and isotropic idealizations for the LeFlore coal
for TC, TE and SS tests at confining pressures of 1,600, 3,200 and 5,600 psi. The
parameters used for isotropic idealization are also presented in Table 2. It can be observed that
for isotropic behavior E = E', v = V, and a22 = a33 = I. The comparison between the
predicted stress-strain response for both idealizations, transversely isotropic and isotropic,
with the experimental data for TC tests at 5,600 psi confining pressure is shown in Fig. 1. An
unloading and reloading cycle was conducted in the deviatoric portion of the test. In this case,
the unloading-reloading sequence was performed prior to the specimen failure and after the
specimen showed a significant amount of non-linearity. The model predictions and the
experimental data are found to be in very good agreement for the entire loading history
including unloading and reloading. Particularly, for the transversely isotropic idealization the
predicted ultimate stress is only slightly different (less than 8%) from the experimental data.
Also, it is observed that both the models were able to predict the loading and unloading
behaviors quite accurately.
A comparison of the volumetric strain response is presented in Fig. 2. In this figure, the
volumetric strain is plotted against the major principal strain (ez for this case). Evidently, the
change in the volumetric response from compression to dilation is predicted well by the model.
The discontinuity in the experimental data induced by the unloading-reloading operation, as
shown in Fig. 2, is possibly caused by the internal cracks; also, it might be partly attributed to
the experimental enors. It may be noted that in the experiment, volumetric strains are obtained
by idding the normal components of the deviatoric strains along the x, y and z axes. Similar
comparisons with the observed volumetric behavior of SS test at confining pressure of 5,600
psi are compared with the model predictions in Fig. 3. It is observed that the model predicted
by the transversely isotropic idealization are in better agreement with the experimental values
than those predicted by the isotropic idealization.
A comparison of the predicted stress-strain response with experimental data for SS and TE
te-,s conducted at a confining pressure of 3,200 and 1,600 psi is presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
'imilar observations, as for the TC stress path test, can be made here. For all the coe•s tested,
it can be seen that the slopes of loading and unloading parts of the stress-strain response are
predicted quite accurately, indicating that the representation of the elastic constant (E, E' and
G') as a linear function of the initial confining pressure is a good approximation for the range
of confining pressure considered.
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CONC~LUSIONS
1. Elastic moduli of the LeFlore coal are pressure dependent. For the range of confining
pressure (ao) considered, the elastic moduli are linear functions of ao.
2. The elasto-plastic transversely isotropic constitutive model is found to satisfactorily
represent the stress-strain and the volumetric-axial strain behavior of LeFlore coal under
various stress paths and confining pressures.
3. The slopes of unloading-reloading stress-strain response are predicted quite accurately,
indicating that the representation of the elastic constants as a linear function of the initial
confining pressure is a good approximation.
4. The predictions of stress-strain and volumetric responses using the transversely isotropic
model are in better agreement with the experimental data than those predicted by the
isotropic model.
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ABSTRACT
In the ordinary application of the time-lag method to the measurement of the diffusion
coefficient of a gas passing through a plane sheet of an inert solid, the gas is pressurized on one
side of the sheet and evacuated on the other. After decay of transients, the cumulative amount,
Q(t), of gas diffused through the sheet in time, t, assumes the "time-lag" form, Q(t) = A(t - L).
Measurements of the slope, A, and the intercept, L, can be used to determine the diffusion
coefficient and the solubility of the gas in the solid. We have rederived this law for the case of a
solid which is actively evolving this same gas at an arbitrary rate and have used it to predict the
rate of outgasing of the solid upon standing. Practical applications of the theory include
radioactive decay of minerals, rejection of plasticizers by plastics, and the decomposition of solid
rocket propellants.
1.

Introduction

The diffusion coefficients of gases passing through inert solids are often measured by the
time-lag method.1 -3 In this well-established technique, the gas is pressurized to a concentration.
c2, on one side of a plane sheet of the solid, while the other side is evacuated. The build-up of
gas on the evacuated side is measured as a function of the time, t. After decay of transients, the
amount of gas accumulated, Q(t), per unit area of the solid follows the law,
Q(t) = A(t - L)()
where the intercept. L. on the t-axis is callec the time-laz and gives the method its name
The theory of Q(t), which is based upon solution of Fick's second iaw. provides expressions
for L and the slope. A.1 -3 When these are combined with experimental measurements of Q(t .s
t, the diffusion coefficient and other properties of tne gas-solid system can be evaluated
In some cases, the solids are not inert but instead actively evolve various gases. Example,
include radioactive decay of minerals to form a gaseous daughter teinanation). 4 rejection of
plasticizer from polymer films, 5 and the decomposition of solid rocket propellants in storage.
Solid propellants are especially interesting, because as complex mixtures, they are capable of
evolving more than one gas.
Below, we develop the tune-lag method for the diffusion o1 a gas through a planar sheet of
solid, which is simultaneously evolving the same gas We also give a fornula for the rate of
evolution of a gas from the sheet upon passive standin.. 'Ihe latter is useful in assessing, the,.
shelf life of the propellant
2.

Integration of Fick's Second Lau

2.1 Conversion to an Ordinary Differential Iquation
Consider a slab of thickness, h . in the x-direction. In O".)
wrnore ed-,,e effects. the slab
will be considered to be infinite in b:,- "irection,, pL.. . .icular to its thicknes. The
instantaneous concentration of gas at position x within the slab is c(x,t).
In the case of active gas evolution. Fick's second law takes the fbrm
c (xt) =D___
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where D is the coefficient of gas dlfcfusLon through the solid and f(t) is the volume rate of internal
gas production, which is assumed to be spati2lly uniform.
The gas just outside the face at x = 0 has the concentration, cl. The gas concentration
associated with the solid just inside this face is kcl, --here k is the thermodynamic distribution
th -c"at x = h, the analogous com', •itrations are C2 and kc2, respectively. At
coefficient. On &.z
t = 0, the bulk solid contains gas at concentration, cc which depending upon the immediate past
history of the solid, can be equal to or different from the thermodynamic solubility of the gas.
These statements are summarized by the equations,
(3)
c (x,O) = Co
(4)
c (0,t) = kc1
(5)
- (h,t) = kc2
Eqs. (2) - (5) define a boundary value problem for the function, c(x,t). The problem may
be solved by the method of Laplace Tr;,,sforms.2, 6 The result is
c (x,t)=kc, +k (C2 -C0)
4c

kc2(-1)'kCl sin( hn exp('nh-h2ý

-+2
sin

nx exp

(2m+l
1
si "r-

3.

dtf (t))
I
f,

h2

[

ItJ

+

(2m+l)2n2Dte
((2mhl)

Z_ I
ZM--0

[

2 D(t-t')]

exp r(2m+I

h!
h

L

h2

J

(6)

Rate of Outgasing

The flux of gas molecules in the x-direction at any 'noint within the slab is given by Fick's
first law,
J (x,t) = -Dac x,)(7)
The sum of the fluxes exiting both sides of we slab i.s

(8)

Jit. (t)= "J (Ot) + J (h,t)

where tý-t minus sign accounts for the fact that the positive x-axis runs from = 0 to x = h.
In .te case of a slab of solid propellant under shelf storage conditions, it is likely that the
steady state concentrations of gas on either face will be zero or close to it. The concentration of
ias anywhere within the slab is then given by setting c, = c, = 0 in Eq.(6). By combining
Eqs.(6) - (8), one obtains

8D( co i exp [-(2m+l 2)2 CIDt 1+ dt'f tW)Xexp
-

___t' h(9+-2te
(2m+1)2

(9)~)Zz

For times t >> h2 / Tv D, the terms proportional to c(, in 5'-q.(9) will be small, and Jtot takes on
the asymptotic form
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1 2D (t.A1

-,_L

j

[-(2m+l~t2D t-1(10)

d'p IF.-J
'

4. Time-Lag Method

4.1 Cumulative Mass Transported
If the gas concentration on the high pressure side at x=h is c2, while on the low pressure
side at x = 0 it is c1, then the cumulative amount of gas passed through the slab after a time, t, is

Q (t) = If dt"J (0,t")

(11)

After substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(7) and the resulting equation into Eq.(1 1), we obtain after

performing the integral,
Q(t) = Dk (ch2-c)t +2h
7C2 n1 k ((-1Pn2C2 -

) [l-exp(-n 2 jr2Dt/hh]

M
+ 4ch

1._ '[1-exp(_(2m+1)2 72 Dt/h0]

2 mO (2m+1)2

+ 4-1

0df(O)[1 -exp(-(2m+l)2

n2D(tO)/h 2 )]

(12)

The exponentials in Eq.(12) are the transient parts of Q(t) associated with the relaxation of the
diffusive flow towards a steady state. Inrthe limit, t >> h2/r'?D, the exponentials in the first two
lines of Eq.(12) can be dropped. Use of the sums 1

1

7z-

(13)

"-2r
12

(14)

n=1 n

nLT
n2
n

(14)
(15)

n- (2n+1)2
then allows us to compute the limiting form for the mass transported:

qt)Dk (c2 -

qt)-z--

+4hx"
2

•11 -

t

61)k h2
(c2 - cl)

(k (c2 + 2c)- 3co)-

I"'- . d0 f (0)[1 -exp{ - (2m+l1)2nt' D (t - 0) hh2)]
rO(2M+1)20

(16)•
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The first term in Eq.(16) has the standard form of tH time-lag law expressed by Eq.(1). The sum
of integrals involving f(e), however is more complex. Depending upon the form )f f(O), this sum
may contribute to either or both of the coefficients in Eq.(1); it may in addition introduce terms
which are neither cons: nt nor linear in t, so that Eq. (1) fails to apply at all.
4.2 Constant Rate of Gas Evolution
In the special case that the rate of gas evolution is independent of time,
f (t) = R

(17)

wP-re R is a constant. Substitution of Eq.(17) into Eq.(16) followed by use of the condition
t >> h2/ht2D and the sum 7

(18)

no (2M+1) 4 =
yields,

(DC
Q(t) =-

+(
+

t

c2 3Co)

-6 (h (kc 2 -3c )+

Ith3 R/
-)

(19)

where we have also set cI = 0 as is customary in the case of time-lag experiments.
Eq.(19) has the general time-lag form given by Eq.(1). By comparison of these two
equations, one may write
hA =Dkc2 + I h2R

(20)

2n
AL
-h
5.

kc 2

6

hh2 . c 0
24D 2-

(21)

Discussion

5.1 Analysis of Experimental Data
Eqs.(20) and (21) have been left in forms convenient for the analysis of experimental data
so as to obtain values for D, k, R and co. The Q(t) data should be fitted to Eq. (1) by treating A
ard AL as least squares adjustable parameters. If it is assumed that h is dire..tly measurable, then
a plot cof hA Ls. C2 according to Eq. (20) should form a stra.ght line with slope, Dk, and intercept,
h2R'2. From the value of h and the intercept, IPcan be obtained. By comparison, a plot of AL/h
vs c2 according to Eq. (21) should form a straight line with slope k,6 and intercept
(h2R/24D - cn2 I The slope of this line determines k directly, and when combined with the value
of Dk, the value of D can be ccompt, d. Once D and R are determined, the value of co can be
obtained from the value of(h2R/24D - cJ2 ).
The theory we have presented auove ignores the details of the chemical kinetics associated
with the solid and the dissolved gas by representing them by the general function f(t). This
would seem to be appropriate in the case of rocket propellants, for example, where the
mechanism of gas evo!ution is not yet understood.
5.2 Summary
Eqs. (10), (02),(16' and (M)) have been ,v-t:en with the case of a single diffusing gas in
mind. If more than one species is being considered, then subscripts, "i", running over the number
of species need to be appended to the symbols D, k, Cl, c2, cO, f(t), Jtot(t), and Q(t). When it is
then required to compute the total gas evolution by including the effects of all species involved,
the appropriate equation selected from Eqs. (10), (12), (16), and (19) need only be summed over
"i" to get the desired result.
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Eqs. (6) and (12) have appeared previously for the special case f(t) = 0.3 The present work
generalizes these equations to an outgasing solid (f(t)W0o). The specific new results are
summarized by Eqs.(6), (9), (10), (12), (16), and (19). Once D has been determined in a time-lag
experiment as described above, Eqs.(9) and (10) (as applicable) can be used to predict the rate of
gas evolution per unit area of an active solid. These formulae should have special utility in
predicting the shelf-life of solid rocket propellants.
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ENERGETIC MATERIALS IN CERAMICS SYNTHESIS
J. J. KINGSLEY AND L. R. PEDERSON
Pacific Northwest Laboratory*, Richland, WA 99352
ABSTRACT
Combustion of a proper combination of an oxidizer and a fuel can produce the
exothermicity required for the simultaneous synthesis of oxide ceramic powders. Oxidizers
include metal nitrates, ammonium nitrate, and ammonium perchlorate, while urea,
carbohydrazide, glycine and others have been used successfully as fuels. Combustion
methods are particularly well-suited to producing multicomponent metal oxides, yielding
compositionally homogeneous, fine particles with low impurity content. Organic fuels,
particularly those coutaining nitrogen, also serve as a complexant in the precursor, which
inhibits inhomogeneous precipitation from c -. rring prior to combustion. The exothermic
redox decomposition of these oxidizer-fuel mixtures is initiated at low temperatures, usually
<250*C. Properties of the products are influenced by the nature of the fuel and the
oxidizer/fuel ratio. Many technologically important oxide ceramics have been proouced by
these methods.
INTRODUCTION
Combustion methods to prepare ceramic oxide powders offer an attractive
alternative to tfaditional solid state reaction approaches. Combustion synthesized powders
typically are more homogeneous, contain fewer impurities, have higher surface areas and
smaller particle sizes, and are less labor-intensive than powders prepared by traditional
methods.
Ceramic oxides that require high temperatures for their formation can be produced
by combustion of a proper combination of an oxidizer and a fuel I1-131. Metals are often
incorporated into precursor mixtures as nitrates and serve as the oxidizer. Fuels. usually
organic compounds containing nitrogen such as amines, amides. and hydrazides. also sere
to complex metal ions, thereby maintaining a high degree of homogeneity in the precursor
[11,12]. In addition to complexation, desirable fuel characteristics include a relatively lo\%
ignition temperature, controlled (non-violent) combustion or deflagration with a moderate
gas volume, and complete conversion to non-toxic gases such as nitrogen, water, and carbon
dioxide. The basic principles underlying the formulation of propellants and other highenergy materials, such as oxidizer/fuel ratio and extra-oxidizer have been used to advantage
in this novel ceramics synthesis technique. in this paper. the svnthesi,, and properties of .
number of technologically important oxides using thewc high-energ. l)riiicil)lcs i,
demonstrated.
An important parameter used to describe propellant oxidizer/fuel mixture.s is the
elemental stoichiometric coefficient, 4lc. which represents ti, - 'io of th;- oxidizmig to
reducing (fuel) components of the mixtur : i (Cxidizer-fuei ..... tures with tlc equal to
are termed stoichiometric and are known to release maximum energy in condensed
oxidizer-fuel systems such as propellants.
Operated by Battelle Memorial Institute for thc U. S. l)cpartment of E:ncrgp
under contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830
Mat Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. '1993 Materials Research Society
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The concept of total oxidizing and reducing valences immensely helps to simplify the
procedure to calculate the stoichiometric compositions of oxidizer-fuel mixtures [151.
Presently, the compositions of the oxidizer-fuel mixtures used for the combustion synthesis
of oxide ceramics are calculated using this procedure. For example, the total oxidizing
valency of Al(N0 3 )3 using the individual components is 15 (Al:lx-3; N: lx0 and O:9x2) and
the total reducing valency of urea (CH 4N20) using the individual components is -6 (C. lx-4;
H:4x-1;N:2xOand O:lx2). Therefore, a stoichiometric (4,= 1) mixture of aluminum nitrate
and urea would contain one mole of aluminum nitrate to 2.5 moles of urea.
EXPERIMENTAL
Stoichiometric amounts of corresponding metal nitrates (oxidizers) and fuels were
mixed either into a slurry or an aqueous solution. Fuels used are urea, urea-nitrate,
carbohydrazide (CH), oxalic dihydrazide (ODH), tetraforma! trisazine (TFTA), maleic
hydrazide (MH), glycine, guanidine nitrate, glucose and sucrose. Slurry mixtures, usually
used when urea was the fuel, were decomposed at 500'C in a furnace (necessary because
gases escape when slowly heated, and combustion does not take place). Aqueous
precursors containing other fuels such as glycine, CH and others ignited following heating
Precursor mixtures underwent dehydration and partial
in the range 140-250°C.
This
decomposition, followed by rapid, exothermic and self-sustaining combustion.
incandescent comoustion generates in situ temperatures exceeding 1000°C as measured
using an optical pyrometer. This results in simultaneous production of fine and voluminous
ceramic oxide powders. The ceramic oxides were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD)
and by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Particle size distributions and BET
surface areas were additionally determined.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A large number of technologically important oxide ceramics have been prepared by
this novel combustion method and a partial list of the various oxides produced and their
particulate properties is given in Table I (where NM= transition or alkaline earth metals:
Ln = rare earths).
Table 1. Combustion Synthesizcd Oxide Ceramic,,
Oxide
Ceramic,

Fuel

Surface
Area (m:1g)

Aeelomeratel
Particle Size

Ref

cx-AlXO,
t-ZrOJ/AI.0,

Urt

S

4 pm

1.4

MAI.O'

Ure.a. CII

I-•

I-b
_M6

5

MCr,().

I
TF'l A. MIN

S'

0 S-I 3 pin

-,

MFc.e(),

TF1 A. ODII

I-o

LnAIO,

Urea. CHI

LnFeO,
LnCrO.

TF1 A, OWDI ,

LaM,CrO,
LaMIMnO,

Glycinc

3A-.b

1- Im
I-I0k
0.8-9 Ur1

9

10

MNti

15-4",

< IO nin

11-13

Combustion synthesis of ceramic oxides and their properties are influenced by the
nature of fuel, nature of metal precursor, oxidizer-fuel ratio and use of extra-oxidizer.
These factors are discussed with illustrative examples in this section.
Oxidizer-fuel mixtures containing urea undergo foaming during their decomposition
and result in combustion with a steady flame. The ceramic powders produced by this high
energy combustion (up to 1800"C) are partly sintered agglomerates with typical particle
sizes of 1-10 frm. This can be seen in the TEM micrograph of combustion synthesized ceA120 3 given in Fig. la. Mixtures with other fuels such as carbohydrazide and glycine
undergo a smooth deflagration with a propagating exothermic front. They produce fine and
weakly agglomerated ceramic powders. This can be seen in the TEM micrograph of
LaCrO 3 produced using glycine-metal nitrates mixture shown in Fig. lb. In this case,
particles are in the 10-100 nm size range.

OA5

l.=100

nm

Figure 1. TEM micrographs of a) ao-A]0, (from urea-nltrate) and
b) LaCrO, (from glycane-nitrate)

The temperature at which the precursor spontaneously ignited was affected by the
identity of the metal ions present as well as by the fuel to oxidant ratio. Metal ions such
as copper, iron, manganese, and chromium that form strong complexes with organic
nitrogen tended to decompose and combust at a lower temperature than ions that do not
form strong complexes such as strontium and calcium.
A comparison of the dehydration and combustion behavior of the tvMo types of
precursors is given in Fig. 2. Precursors containing either copper nitrate or strontium
nitrate, plus ammonium dichromate, glvcine and water were used to produce CuCr,0 or
SrCr2 0 4 . Both of these precursors were stoichiometric mixtures Ignition of the precursor
containing copper nitrate occurred at 143"C. where as the mixture containing strontium
nitrate ignited at 234°C. The formation of charge transfer complexes between transition
metal cations and fuel molecules containing organic nitrogen will result in waters of
hydration beinr, displaced [I," ..n;nplexant molecules, metal cations and nitrate will thus
be presei. i. .1ose proximity and can easily react. This could also lead to different
decomposition paths for the precursor complex and the mixture. L-or alkaline earth cations
such as strontium or calcium where charge transfer complexes were not formed, hydration
waters were retained to much higher temperatures and therefore their decomposition and
ignition occurs at a higher temperature.
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Figure 2. Effect of metal precursors on ignition temperatures

Temperatures of the flame produced during the exothermic combustion of the
precursors were influenced by the oxidizer-fuel ratio. Flame temperatures are given as a
function of the glycine/nitrate molar ratio in Fig. 3 for aqueous precursors containing
glycine, lanthanum nitrate and either chromium nitrate or ammonium dichromate.

1800,
160

chromium mruai
+ larthanum rmuae

1400

+ giycinc

s 1200
ammonium dichromate
+ lanthanum mitrate

1000

800

+ glycine

0

1

2 3 4
5
glycinc/nitrate ratio

6

7

Figure 3. Effect of oxidizer/fuel ratio on flame temperatures.

Flame temperatures were consistently highest for stoichiometric oxidizer/fuel
mixtures, as expected.
In glycine-nitrate mixtures, fuel-rich compositions required
additional oxygen from air for complete combustion, while fuel-lean compositions resulted
in either incomplete nitrate decomposition or the formation of amorphous ceramic oxides.
Ammonium dichromate-containing mixttre.
less glycine due to the self-redox
1,:iited
nature of dichromate during combustion. This results in lower yet sufficiently high flame
temperatures to produce crystalline ceramic oxides. Such lowering of flame temperature
assists in producing high surface area ceramics (e.g.,chromites) for catalytic applications.
In contrast, production of certain highly refractory materials such as mullite require higher
flame temperatures due to their slower and high-temperature crystallization. For this, the
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flame temperatures could be increased by adding ammonium nitrate or ammonium
perchlorate, as an extra-oxidizer, and corresponding quantities of fuel to the precursor
mixture. Flame temperatures of such mixtures are given in Table II.
Table 1I. Effect of Extra-Oxidizer in Ceramics Synthesis
Oxidizer-Fuel Mixture

Ceramic

Flame

Surface

Particle

Oxide

Temp.

Area

Size

C(C)

(m2/g)

(pm)

Ref.

Al nitrate-Urea (I : 2.5)

a-AI,0O

1350

8.3

4

1

Al nitrate-Urea-NH 4 NO,
(1 : 3.5 : 3)

a-Al,O

1520

3.2

5

2

Al nitrate-Urea-NH 4 NO,

ot-AIO

1800

2.5

6

Al nitrate-SiO,-Urea
(6 : 2 :, 15)

Mullite

1275

45.0

2.5

3

Al nitrate-SiC,,-Urea-Nltl CIO 4

Mullite

> 1400

12.6

8

3

(I : 4.5 ,: 6)

(6 : 2 : 9.6 : 23)

As flame temperatures increased with extra-oxidizer addition, the product ceramic
oxide had decreased surface area and increased particle size. This is due to sintering
assisted by the flames produced in these extra-oxidizer containing mixtures, which pcrsist
for longer durations (up to few minutes).
Ceramic composites can also be prepared by combustion methods. Second phase
crystallites were smaller and more evenly distributed in composites prepared by combustion
methods than by conventional techniques. This can be seen in the TEM micrograph of the
combustion synthesized 40 wt.% t-ZrO,/AlO, composite particle given in Fig. 4.
SUMMARY
A largze number of technologically important ceramics have been produced by the
use of oxidizer-fuel composition formulated using principles of high energy materials. The
oxidizer-fuel ratio, choice of fuel, and inclusion of extra-oxidizers govern both the
combustion and powder characteristics. Many propellant compositions with low thrust and
fast burning characteristics could be used in future.

e..-

,4 g.il

1-igure 4. TEM micrograph of t-Zr(O. Al), conimpomil
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INFRARED FIBER OPTIC DIAGNOSTIC FOR SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
J. WORMHOUDT AND P. L. KEBABIAN
Aerodyne Research, Inc.. 45 Manning Road, Billerica, MA 01821
ABSTRACT
We report on a program to develop and demonstrate a diagnostic technique using infrared
fiber optics to probe the decomposition processes in burning gun propellant strands. The
present experimental configuratio , involves measuring the absorption through a small gap
between two embedded fibers. The gap can be filled with propellant, or left open to fill with
gaseous decomposition products. Spectroscopic detection is presently achieved using pairs of
bandpass filters. The absorption record can be correlated with readings from an embedded
thermocouple and with a high resolution video recording of the bum. We also report on
preliminary experiments in which an electrically heated filament is used to melt the infrared
fiber as its transmission and physical appearance arm monitored.
The goal of this program is to develop a fast-response probe of solid phase processes which
Lan support the development of a predictive modeling capability for gun propellant combustion.
We present examples of data for the atmospheric pressure burning now under investigation. A
full assessment of the usefulness of this technique will require further observations and
analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, a study group sponsored by the Army Research Office developed and published
an overall basic research plan to guide advanced research on key nitramine propellant ignition
and combustion issues which must be addressed to allow the systematic exploitation of this
exciting class of energetic materials. I Subsequent workshops organized by the Office of Naval
Research and the JANNAF Combustion Subcommittee on Nitramine Propellants have further
refined the outstanding issues. Our program is a response to a need identified by all these
groups. the development of new diagnostic techniques to monitor the progress of
decomposition and ignition kinetics in the condensed phase.
There have been very few direct measurements of condensed phase decomposition in
burning gun propellants. A technique motivated by recent advances in electro-opocal material%
which has not been attempted until the present program is the use of embedded optical fibers.
We are beginning by investigating the use of infrared fibers in a direct absorption experiment.
in which a small gap between a pair of embedded fibers may allow spectroscopic detection of
decomposition products within a strand of solid propellant. The components of the
experimental apparatus include a chopper-modulated thermal radiation source. a strand burner
capable of high pressure operation, a beamsplitter, pairs of bandpass filters, lenses. and
intrared detectors. a data acquisition computer. and a synchronized video camera and recorder.
Although ours is the first spectroscopic investigation of the solid phase of burning
propellants. it has benefited from a number of related research programs. Infrared absorption
has been used to study the decomposition of propellant ingredients. including the nitramines
IMX and RDX-i- as %%ell as other materials -, These studies all used [-ourier transform
intrared spectrometers to measure the changing absorption of thin films of the materials as they
underwvent rapid heating 2 ý or photolvsis by an ultraviolet lamp.-4 In particular, the spectra
reported in Reference 2. :n which the absorption bands of N2 0 and Co, Lan be seen as these
oases accumulate in bubbles forming in confined thin films of HMX and RDX. did much to
encourage us in our approach Other program%providing useful intormaton have included the
work by Miller and co-workers on embedding fine-wire thermocouples in burning nr.'..ii-;nt
strand.\.,' that by Brewster and Lo-\workers in measuring radiL:... - ,;on in strand Iburning
using silica optical fibers and near-infrared diode detectors.9 and the ongoing s%\-k at Sandia
National Laboratories involving infrared spectra of heated RDX films.!" This last work

deserses particular mention, as \e have used their spectra of a 5 micron thiik RDX film. aged
ior INhours at 170' C. as a guide to which spectral regions might sno%% larger increases in
absorption upon thermal decomposition.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol 296. "1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The basic approach of the experiment as presently constituted is illustrated by the optical
layout shown in Figure 1. The chopping wheel modulates the source and so the transmitted
signal at approximately 2000 Hz. The data acquisition computer reads a signal point from each
infrared detector at each on and off point of the chopper. Computer data acquisition for each
chopper cycle is triggered by the synchronization signal from the commercial chopper
controller. The signals from the infrared detectors and pre-amplifiers are passed through buffer
amplifiers to minimize the effects of the analog to digital conversion. This also allows
optimizaton of the time response of the signal, so the single data point the computer reads is
representative of the entire half-cycle of the chopper. The beginning of data collection is
accompanied by a computer signal to the video recorder which starts its time clock.
The strand burner shown in Figure 2 is a copy of a device in use at the U. S. Army
Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, with some modifications to accommodate
fiber optic feedthroughs. At atmospheric pressure, we find that the strand has a roughly flat
burning surface and does not burn down the side with a gas flow through the central inlet
composed of 235 STP cm 3/s air and 40 STP cm 3/s N2 , for a gas velocity around the strand of
roughly 3.5 cm/s (the propellant regression rate above the fiber gap is around 180
Xm/s). The
only propellant observed to date has been M39, composed of 75% RDX and 25% binder.
The video system serves two purposes: it records each burn, and (with a different lens) is
used as a microscope during fiber insertion. The fiber insertion procedure we have developed
involves pressing a groove in one propellant piece using a warmed, stretched wire fixture,
positioning the fibers in the groove, inserting a thin slice of propellant in the gap between the
fibers if desired, pressing the fibers into the groove using the top propellant piece, and securing
the strand with glue across the edges. Figure 3 illustrates the technique.
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Pulsed Fiber Heating Tests
To help us understand our observations of infrared transmission through fibers embedded in
burning propellant strands, we set up a test apparatus which allowed us to measure infrared
fiber transmission during rapid contruoled pulsed heating. This apparatus included the same
modulated source, pair of fibers, and filters and infrared detectors used in the propellant
studies, and a small section of nichrome ribbon filament connected to a capacitor bank. Data
collection began (as in strand burning) with a command to the computer to start reading outputs
from the infrared detectors, synchronized with the start of the video clock. The third channel of
the computer records the emission of the heating filament as observed by a short-wavelength
infrared detector, thus providing a synchronous record of the heat output of the filament.
The major conclusions we have made from these tests to date is that the fibers will transmit
well even above their melting point, and that we do not expect heating or melting to affect the
relative transmission in different bandpasses. There may be even less effect on the absolute
transmission when the fiber is confined, as the strand-embedded fibers are. We expect to
continue these tests, including further checking for any effects on the spectral transmission of
the fibers due only to heating and melting processes
Initial Strand Burning Observation%
Figure 4 illustraie, the pair of filter bandpasses used in most of the observations t) date.
superimposed on an absorption spectrum of the bulk M39 propellant. The ab,,orption Npe)Ltrum
was obtained using a 20 jim slice from a strand, and a Fourier transform infrared spectrometet
with a resolution of 4 cm 1 . As mentioned above, the choice of filters sho%n here was based
on; the observations by the Sandia group of changes in infrared ahsorption of RDX 1t'iring
slow, low-temperature heating. "' The 4.6 pin bandpass filter correspond% to a specr.. iegion
in which the transmission of their film decreased least (a chane of about 0. 11 ab';orbance units
for their 5 pm thickness film). The 4.(0 pm filter lies in tlhe center of a broad peak i. the
spectrum of their aged film, which they speculate may be due to nitrile decomposition products.
Here, the change in absorbance is 0.15 for the same film, meaning that for a 20 unm slice of
RDX the ratio of the two bands would change by 0.85 for thg same amount ot decomposition
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Figure 4. Transmission Spectra of 20 jim Slice of M39 Propellant (Solid Line) and Pair of
Bandpass Filters Used in Solid Phase Decomposition Expenments (Dashed Lines).
Figure 5 presents an example of the observaions for a burn of a segment of an M39 strand
with a slice of propellant approximately 20 4m thick occupying the gap between the fibers.
The two filters used are those shown in Figure 4. and Figure 5 presents not only their ratio but
the transmitted intensity from one detector and the temperature measured by the embedded
thermocouple. Data recording was started when the flame was approximately I cm from the
fibers.
Up to almost the 25 second point, the temperature increases slowly, the transmitted intensity
also increases slowly, and the ratio of the two bandpass intensities remains essentially constant.
We interpret this to mean that the physical alignment of the two segments ot optical fiber is
improving, as the slow heating of the propellant softens it and allows the fibers to move.
When the ratio and the tranmitted intensity make a simultaneous sharp increase, we infer that at
least some of the slice of propellant which was inserted in the gap between the fibers has been
removed from the intrared beam, either because of relative moton between the fibers and the
solid slice of propellant, or because of melting or dissolution of the slice. As can be seen from
Figure 4. a fiber gap containing only air will have a higher 4. I pim to 4 0 4im ratio than w11 a
"gap with inserted propellant. The sudden plunge in intensity, even as the ratio remains in the
higher, less-propellant-in-the-gap range, can again he taken a%simple phvsiLal mnsalign~nent of

the fiber%.
lHow%ever. the next development, a return of transmitted intensity coupled
.,nstant value of a lower ratio, is surpri,,mn,. and less easy to interpret.
,,u~ggest ihemselves: mnore propellant has i t no ,ts ,•,, ,ito the gap (perhaps
the same time the pliys&,.k alignment has improved ,o ,:hat the transmitted

with a remarkably
1'%%o possibilities
by meiting), but at
intensity rises: or,

rouchly the same amount of propellant has in fact suttered the effects of thermal decomposition
and changed its spectral characteristics. As noted above, an extrapolation trom the Sandia
RDX observation would suggest a roughly 15 per cent change in ratio. coupled with a lactor of
two drop in absolute transmission. Finally. atter another loss in intensity. some transmission
returns tor a last time. with a ratio which is noisier but in the less-propellant-in-the-gap range.
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Figure 5. Record of Infrared Transmission in Burning M39 Strand. Solid line is ratio of
intensity in 4.1 g.tm band to intensity in 4.6 Jtm band, dotted line is absolute intensity in 4.6 4min
band. and dashed line is temperature reading of embedded thermocouple.
CONCLUSIONS
The steps in developing a new diagnostic tecl.nology include assembling and operating the
apparatus. verifying that the data obtained have ,n adequate signal to noise ratio and are
otherwise free from artifacts. and interpreting the otc,,rvations in terms of the basic physics and
chemistry of the materials studied. We are well int) the second of the three steps. To date, we
need more observations before we can show that infrared fiber optic measurements can
contribute to the understanding of solid phase decomposition proc'esses in burning propellants.
Among the directions we expect to pursue in further work in the near future are strand
burning observations using other filter bandpasses, comparison to simulations using electrical
heating at a variety of rates, and extensions to other propellants and higher pressures.
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ABSTRACT
The development of a novel technique for sensing trace vapors of -NO 2 containing
compounds is reported. This technique is based on the use of one laser operating at 226 nm
to both photofragment the target molecule and detect the characteristic NO fragment, formed
from a rapid predissociation of NO 2, by resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
via its A2•+ - X211 (0,0) band origin. The analytical utility of this technique is demonstrated
or. a number of compounds, including dimethylnitramine, nitromethane, nitrobenzer,, TNT,
and RDX, employing molecular beam sampling with time-of-flight mass spectrometric
analysis of the jet cooled analyte seeded in an atmosphere of buffer gas. For RDX and TNT,
a detection limit of 8 and 24 ppb, respectively, is demonstrated using a laser energy of 100
microjoules/pulse.
INTRODUCTION
The development of laser-based, analytical sensors for the rapid detection and monitoring
of trace atmospheric vapors in real-time has been of great interest in recent years."
Environmental issues pertaining to pollution prevention and compliance have been important
driving forces behind this development. Another important related issue deals with the
detection of trace atmospheric vapors of energetic materials such as explosives and propellants.
This is not surprising given the potential civilian and military applications for these developing
technologies in aviation security, and anti-terrorist and demili:irization actions.
Ultraviolet-visible (UV) spectroscopic techniques can at times provide very specific and
sensitive methods of detection. However. large molecules are in general more difficult to
detect spectroscopically due to the lack of distinguishing structure in their absorption or
emission spectra. In addition, large fragile molecules tend to predissociate when irradiated
with UV radiation as is the case for most energetic materials. An alternate approach to
detecting large fragile molecules is based on the use of UV laser radiation to photodissociate
the parent molecules into characteristic fragments for detection.
Characteristic of many energetic materials is the presence of ,ae or more -NO, functional
groups bonded to either a carbon or nitrogen atom. This functional group is weakly bound
to the main skeletal portion of the molecule by approximately 40-50 kcal/mle. depending on
the molecule, and is responsible for the weak and structureless absorption feature observed in
the UV near 230 nm."'5 A perusal of the literature reveals that the UV laser photodissociation
of energetic molecules, such as 1,3.5-trinitrohexahydro 1,3,5-triazine (RDX).& and model
compounds, 7' 8'9 under collision-free conditions, results in the production of NO, in the initial
step in the photolysis. Two common laser-based spectroscopic methods of detecting NO, are
by LIF and fror' ilt prompt emission. 67,9 However, both of these methods are very inefficient
since the ansorued radiation is radiated over a large spectral region, visible to near infrared.
The radiative lifetime for these transitions is also very large, typically - 50-120 psec,'° and
is indicative of a weak oscillator strength. Moreover, predissociation to NO + () predominates
over fluorescence at wavelengths less than 400 nm. The NO fragment is better suited for
detection since it is readily formed from the predissociation"" 2 of NO, and its radiative
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 296. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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lifetime"3 (- 200 nsec) is significantly shorter than the NO, states excited in the visible region.
The NO fragment can be detected with a high degree of sensitivity and selectivity by (1+1)
REMPI and/or LIF via Its A2IY- - X217transition near 226 nm. Thus. one laser can be used
for both parent photofragmentation through its structureless UV absorptioni feature and NO
detection.
In this paper, we report on a novel laser photodissociation/NO fragment detection
technique to monitor various nitrocompounds. This technique is coupled with pulsed molecular
beam (MB) sampling and time-cf-flight (TOF) mass spectrometric analysis for increased
sensitivity and ' lectivity. Limits of detection of the nitrocompounds studied are reported and
discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental apparatus employed in these studie. consists of a MB/TOF apparatus
constructed with two main chambers. The first chamber consists of an eight inch Tee pumped
out through the bottom of the Tee by a 1000 liter per second turho molecular pump (LeyboldHeraeus, TurboVac 1000). At the rear of the Tee is a pulsed supersonic valve (R.M. Jordan
Co., PSV). At the front of the Tee is mounted an eight inch 4-wav cross serving as the
second chamber. These two chambers are differentially pumped and are separated by a
skimmer with a 3 mm orifice (Beam Dynamics. Inc.. Model 2). Mounted on the top of the
cross chamber is a commercial time-of-flight mass spectrometer (R.M. Jordan Co.) with a one
meter reflectron.
The TOF mass spectrometer distinguishes ions of different masses by then, ditterent arrival
times to the detector located at the end of the flight tube. Although the time of arrival of the
ions depends on the sum of the transit tunes through various regions of the mass spectrometer.
it is proportional to the square root of the mass-to-charge ratio of each ion ' t Therefore.
the time of arrival. t,. of mass in,. is related to
time of arrival. r.. of mass. m,. bh,

The determination of any mnass. m,. may be made with an accurate measurement of t, for a
known mass, n,. In this study No was used ior the calibration ot the mass spectra. For .,
typical set of operating conditions, an acceleration voltage of approximatel\ 2000V (IeV =
1.60 x 10-': g.cm2/sec-) and a flight length of two meters., a complete mass spectrum up to a
mass of 500 AMU (lamu = 1.67 1024 g) could he recorded in approximately 72 Jpsec.
Samples of nitromcdhane (Alurich). mtrobenzene and TNT (Eastman-Kodak). and DMNA
and RDX (ARDEC) were selected for this study '-or salt'ly precaution,. samples ol
triniti toluene (TNT) and RDX were handled in aliquots otfcs th.an 10 mn in a static and
shock tree environmc..
All the samples .vere u!.,,d without lturthcr purilnlcdlion ant W.i,'
introduced into the analysis chamber in a pulsed molecular beam. "ii,' vapors ot the analvtie
were seeded in an atmosphe'ic pressure Oi air (Ilotent.A,:). nitoen (Mattheson) . or argcon (BRI4)
gas. and the mixture expanded into the analysis chamber usim, a pullsed vaihc (10 1li) wth
a 0.5 mm diameter nozzle. Although the valve has the capabilty otl hn, heated to
tempor.:.as high as ' ,C. it was operated at rooom temperature tor all tiwe samples
studied. e&cept RDX and TNT. In tt' case( of RDX and TNT'. the samples were heated :o
approximately 100 "C duraing analysis. A temperature ditlerence 11± 10 "(Cre'uIts ij, an
uncertainty in the vapor pressure determination which would effect the swnsitivit\
m, asuremenis by a factor of two. Standard mixtures used to determine the sensiiv!tv were
pr.,ared by serial dilution ol 0.1% NO/Ar (Matheson). 570 ppm Cl,,N(X/Ar. and 131 ppm
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near 226 nm. An excimer pumped dye laser Z
PaXkSOaATM No X2n O('D)
(Lumonics Hyper EX-400 and Hyper
2
DYE-300) with second harmonic generator
.
(Lumonics TRAK-1000) operated at 10 Hz
was used to generate the tunable UV radiation.
Pulsed energies of the order of 10-150 pJ with
0L
2
NO
duration of 15-20 nsec were employed for
2xn
detection. The linewidth of the tunable UV
radiation is approximately 0.16 cm-' (fwhm). Figure 1. Potential energy diagram of NO, and NO
Ion signals were directed into a gated showing the multipholon scheme
integrator (Stanford Rese.rch Systems) and
were displayed and monitored in real-time on a 125 MHz digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9400).
A PC-AT computer was employed for data acquisition and analysis.
RESULTS/DISCUSSION
A cursory inspection of most energetic materials reveals that these compounds contain one
or more weamly bound -NO, functional groups. The physical processes underlying our
approach to the detection of nitrocompounds may be understood b: referring to Figure 1
which shows potential level diagrams of NO, and NO. The target molecule (R-NO,) is first
photolyzed to NO,. along with its corresponding companion radical (R). via the process
hv
R-NO,

-

R + NO,.

(2)

226 nm
The NO, fragment is then detected by monitoring its predissociative product NO using (1+1)
REMPI employing its A2-+ - X21`l (0.0) band at 226 nrm. This mechanism is similar to that
described by Moss and coworkers' in a recent paper on the pht'vodissociation dynamics ol
nitroimethane using a two laser pump-and-probe technique. l!oever, in the present result\
the photolysis wavelength was chosen to coincide with the maximum signal associated with
the A-X (0.0) transition in NO. and is generalized to all -NO, containing, compounds.
Presented in Figure 2 is a typical mass spectrum obtained when photol>.zing DMNA
seeded in argon. DMNI A was studied since it is a simple analogue ol cyclic nitramines such
A This spectra'u is characteristic of all the compounds studied It reveals a prominent
" tDX.
peak whose arrival time to the detector is measured as 23.2 l1ScC. This time corresponds to a
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of 3U and is attributed to the NO" ion. Similar results were
obtained when using air or nitrogen as the carrier gas. No such peak was observed. however.
when the laser was tuned to an off-resonance transition. The observed peak is void of any
interference and is c!carly a result of a REMPI process.
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A plot of the NO REMPI signal intensity as a function of concentration of the precursor
molecule. DMNA, is shown in Figure 3. The plot is linear and has a slope of 1.34 ± 0.04
mV/ppm (2SD). A limit of detection of 450 ppb is obtained when using a background noise
value of 200 pIV. Detection limits are defined in this study as the concentration. C. (ppb), that
produces a signal, (mV), equal to three times the standard deviation, c (mV), of the
background divided by the sensitivity. S (mV/ppb), of the method to the compound. The
hnearity of the plot implies that the NO is formed in a collision-free environment, as expected
in a molecular beam, and that this technique is suit: ble for quantification purposes. The
dynamic range of measurements in these studies is limited to about two orders of magnitude
due to the limited accuracy of the flow meters used for dilution at low concentration and low
vapor pressures of the compounds at high concentrations. However, it is reasonable to
anticipate that the method is linear in its response all the way to the detection limit. Indeed.
similar studies of NO by REMPI methods have shown the capacity for single ion detection
in combination with a large dynamic range of sensitivities.ý
Presented in Table I are limits of detection for the compounds studied employing the
fraementation/REMPI technique using 226 nm radiation The limits of detection refer to the
Oas concentration of the analyte prior to introduction into the analysis chamber.
Vapot
pressures of the compounds were obtained from relerences 16 and 17 and used to esuimate the
initial concentrations. For one atmosphere of backing pressure. the calculated --as volume
throughput of the :upersonic nozzle (per pulse) is 6.8 torr-cmn This corres,-nd, to absolute
detectioi Ii. -,, i I and 3 pg for P.DX and TNT, respectively and compares favorably will'
absolute detection limits reported for TNT which are on the order of 200 pg."' For
nitroi.ethane, Schendel and ct''orkers2' reported a concentration detection limit of 4.2 x 10l
per cc by monitoring the prompt emission resulting from approximately 30 mJ/pulse of ArF
laser excitation. A detection limit of I ppm in this study corresponds to a concentration of
appioximately 6 x 100 per cc in the probe region of the laser.
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The limits of detection for the
precursors depend on a number of factors such
as the efficiency of sample introduction, the
laser pulse energy, the efficiency in the photodissociative pathways leading to the formation

of NO in its X2 f" (v"=O) vibronic state, and

the voltage settings of the ion optics and
detector. Although the experimental system
used for these studies was optimized with
respect to these factors in order to obtain the
maximum sensitivity possible, the current
design of the experimental system could be
improved for performing trace analysis.
Significant improvements in the sensitivity can
be expected with higher laser energies and
with a supersonic valve/sampling device whose
design increases the sample throughput into the
photolysis region. The ability to operate the
valve at a higher repetition rate (> 50 Hz) and

at elevated temperatures, in order to eliminate

Table 1. Limits of detection for compounds studied.

Compound

Umit of Detection
(ppb)

NO

a
240

.,
C-13NO 2

1000

DMNA
(2000)a
RDX

8

TNT

24

Nitrobenzeno

2400

condensation of the precursor, would also be

desirable.

Umit of detection

obtaineo by laser-induced

fluorescence of NO via its A 2 +- X 2

n

In the present studies, the experimental
(0,0) transUon.
conditions were identical for all of the
compounds. Thus, any differences shown in
Table I are indicative of different absorption cross sections that the target mol-cules have at
226 nm and the photodissociation efficiency. It is clear from Table I, that RDX, TNT, and
NO, are particularly efficient in generating REMPI signals. In the case of NO,. this was not
too surprising since Morrison and coworkers'" 2 observed that by far the most prominent ion
fragment generated by the multiphoton excitation of NO, at wavelengths in the region from
425 to 455 nm was the NO*. Their data suggest that the course of excitation in this system
is dominated by predissociation into NO( 211) + O(ID) at the level of the second photon within
the B ( 2B2) state. They contend that this high energy dissociation pathway becomes important
soon after this channel becomes energetically accessible. With 226 nm excitation, this pathway
is in fact available by a single photon absorption.
As noted earlier, the measured REMPI signals depend on several factors. One compound.
71MNA, was chosen to investigate the dependence of the signal on the laser pulse energy. The
dependence of ion signal intensity on laser energy was 'etermined using the equation.
S = C(126)n

(3)

where S is the ion signil intensity, 12,6 is the laser beam fluence. C is a system-dependeni
constant, and n the rumber of photons required to produce the NO' signal. The value of n
'.,s determined .. :- ,e slope of a log-log plot. A priori, one might expect the value of 11
to he as high as four, two phot'-s required to generate NO in its X2 II state and two photons
to ionize it. However, the slope of the plot yielded a value of n = 1.62 + .01 (2SD) indicating
that the formation of the ion requires at least two photons. This near quadratic dependence
suggests that one or more of the intermediate photochemical steps necess~ry to generate NO*
from R-NO, is saturated. It also suggests that a significant enhancement in the -ignal can be
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achieved at higher laser intensities.
SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
A novel technique for the detection of trace -NO 2 containing compounds has been
developed for the purpose of detecting energetic materials such as propellants and explosives.
It employs one laser operating at 226 nm and is based on the photofragmentation of the target
molecule with subsequent detection of NO by REMPI via its A2Z÷ - X2HI (0,0) band origin.
The analytical utility has been demonstrated on a number of compounds, including NO,,
DMNA, TNT, and RDX using a molecular beam, time-of-flight apparatus. Detection limits
in the ppb were shown for RDX and TNT with extremely low laser energies, - 100 PtJ/pulse.
Lower limits of detection are, however, projected by employing an improved system design
and higher laser energies.
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ABSTRACT
A theoretical model is developed to describe multiphonon up-pumping of internal
vibrations The dominant mechanism for up-pumping is anharmonic coupling of excited
phonon modes with low frequency molecular vibrations, termed doorway modes
Quantitative calculations were performed which show the extent and rate of multiphonon uppumping caused by shock excitation The time dependence of chemical reactivity behind the
front is calculated using reaction rate laws for the decomposition of nitramine explosives A
mechanism for hot spot formation, based on defect induced local increases in anharmonic
coupling, is discussed.
Shock-initiated molecular reactions require transfer of substantial amounts of
mechanical energy from the shock front to, the internal vibrational states of the molecules 1-6
This process is termed multiphonon up-pumriping The energy from the shock deposited in the
external phonon modes is transferred to he internal vibrational degrees of freedom of a
molecule, heating them to a temperature a* which a chemical bond can be broken The
dynamics in this type of system involve the -omplex interplay of phenomena operating on a
variety of time and distance scales
During the 1980's, several authors recognized the importance of multiphonon uppumping in energetic materials, and attempts were made to calculate the rate of vibrational
up-pumping in nitromethane and in nitrammes such as RDX 1,3.8 The time scales calculated
by these authors for the excitation of molecular vibrations by shock induced up-pumping
were surprisingly long. ranging from a few tens of ns 3 to hundreds of ns S The inefficiency
of up-pumping was attributed to the large gap between the highest phonon frequency and the
frequency of molecular vibrations This gap necessitated a high order multiphonon pump
mechanism These treatments gave rise to much speculation about the relationship between
proposed "vibration-starved" molecules behind the front and various experimental
observations, such as the rather slow reaction rate constant for the overall formation of the
dtonation products, 1 ,9 and the induction period which precedes detonation 8
In contrast, recent experimental studies of the fiowv of vibrational energy into or out
of large organic molecular solids showed that these processes were far more eflicient than
predicted previously In fact, they occur on the Io to IOu ps time scale 5.10-12 Studies on
molecular crystals have revealed the existence of a mechanism for up-pumping 5 which is
much more efficient than the high order processes constiered previously it was shown that
the ielatively low frequency, large amplitude vibrations in lareIf molecules can be excited
readily via a low order anharmonic coupling process. typically two-phonon absorption Once
these vibrat-ons, termed doorwa" modevs. ber ' .cited. a variet\ of efficient intramolecular
vibrational redistributiou (1.I()
processes come into play, redistributing energy from the
excited doorway modes to the other internal vibration, A fundamental conclusion of these
studies is that multiphonon iip-pumping oc-urs on a tens of picosecond time-scale.,
approximately at the rate of doorway mode excitatic
nt owing to efficient IVR processes,
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the internal vibrational states of up pumped molecules are unlikely to deviate much from a
thermal (Boltzmann) population distribution 5,10,12
The shock front has a finite rise time, in which the mechanical energy of the shock is
transferred to and equilibrates among the phonon modes Typically, the rise of the front
extends over a few nm, corresponding to a rise time of -1 ps 1,4 In this phonon-rich zone
the molecular vibrations have yet to be excited. Behind the shock front, in the up-pumping
zone, the energy in the phonon modes is transferred to the vibrations by multiphonon uppumping processes, and the two baths equilibrate within -10-10 s (10-7 m)
As the
vibrational modes are excited, reactivity is enhanced and bond breaking due to thermal
decomposition occurs in the molecules This is the ignition zone and extends to -10-9 s (10-6
m) behind the shock front In energetic materials, endothermic bond breaking reactions are
the precursors to detonation, a series of exothermic chain reactions occurring in a reaction
7
zone 10-8-10-6 s(10-5-10- 3 m) behind the front. ,13
The model5 describes the dynamics of the processes behind the shock front in terms
of quasitemperatures 0 A quasitemperature is used to characterize the state of a particular
collection of degrees of freedom in a situation in which the entire system is not in thermal
equilibrium Initially, the phonon and vibrational quasitemperatures are equilibrated at the
ambient temperature, 0 ph - 0 vib - To At t = 0 the shock is applied and the mechanical
energy is quickly deposited exclusively in the external modes. This corresponds to an initial
condition where the phonon quasitemperature 0 ph(0 ) >> T0 , but the vibrational
quasitemperature Ovib( 0 ) = T0 . In the up-pumping zone, 0vib increases while 0 ph decreases,
leading to an eventual equilibration of internal and external degrees of freedom at 0 ph = 0vib

=T1

Because of the rapid increase in Ovib in the up-pumping zone, the chemical reactivity
of the shocked solid increases dramatically Initial reactions will involve endothermic,
unimolecular bond cleavage to form a variety of reactive species Significant release of
chemical energy demands a large local concentration of fuel molecules With weak shocks,
the probability of a chemical reaction occurring in the bulk material is small, and reacted
molecules are isolated from each other Under these circumstances, ignition cannot occur
It has been suggested by many workers that sub-threshold ignition of energetic
materials involves the generation of hot spots. 1,14,15 Although the actual mechanism of hot
spot formation has not been experimentally determined, a variety of mechanisms have been
proposed for the formation of hot spots, including adiabatic compression of trapped gas in
vo;ds, friction involving sliding or impacting surfaces, shear band formation caused by
mechanical failure, sparks, triboluminescence, and heating at crack tips 21,16-18
The presence of conditions far from equilibrium in the up-pumping zone suggests a
fundamentally new mechanism for the formation of hot spots that does not require material
failure or plastic deformation The presence of defects in the up-pumping zone can lead to a
local increase in the anharmonic coupling between the hot phonon bath and the molecular
doorway modes 5 The increased anharmonic coupling enhances the effects of up-pumping in
a defect-perturbed domain (DPD), which may be larger than the defect itself 19.20 This
leads to the formation of a transient hot spot behind the front, by causing the DPD vibrational
quasitemperature, 0 d, to momentarily over shoot the final temperature, T1 Since the
likelihood of a bond-breaking reaction is highly sensitive to the vibrafir'-' quasitemperature,
a concentrated cluster of reacting and reacted rr'lecu.i'-s can be forn,.:. near the defect The
local high concentration of initial reactions and reaction products provides ideal conditions
for the onset of exothermic reactions Wh,' :a the reaction spreads or dies out depends on
the peak temperature and size of the hot pot.18 ,2 1,2 2 The DPDs. which have elevated
vibrational quasitemperatures, a high concentration of reacted molecules, and a volume
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greater than the defect itself, can form hot spots which lead to ignition. Individual molecules
outside a DPD may react; however, under relatively weak shock conditions, the presence of
these scattered reaction sites does not favor exothermic reactions, and they are too small to
ignite the surroundings
We have performed quantitative calculations based on a model of the processes
described briefly above The full description of these calculations is beyond the scope of this
paper They will be described in detail elsewhere 5a The results lead to straightforward
predictions regarding the structure of the nonequilibrium layers behind the front and the
conditions required for ignition The multiphonon up-pumping rate is calculated, and its
pressure dependence is obtained The time dependent molecular vibrational temperature is
used to calculate the time dependence of the chemical reaction probability and its pressure
dependence The mechanism for anharmonic defect hot spot formation is introduced, the
time dependence of up-pumping at DPDs is calculated, and the influence of hot spot
formation on chemical reactivity is demonstrated
The results of calculations for
shock compression of naphthalene are
Distance Behind Shock Front (nm)
shown in Figure I Naphthalene is used

as an example since the necessary
parameters involving both phonons and
internal molecular vibrations are known
The compression
for napththalene
ratio is VI/V 0 = 0 80, corresponding to
a shock pressure of 4 7 GPa In Figure
1, the phonons cool down from an
initial state 0oph( 0 ) l 2500K to a final
state 0ph = T! t 760K The vibrations
heat up from an initial state 0 ,ib( 0 ) = To
300K to a final state 0 vib = T1

760K One of the important features of
this model is the significant disparity in
cooling rates The rate constant for
phonon cooling. K/Cph is much larger

than the rate constant for vibrational
heating, rICv1b because Cvjb > Cph

where Cv.b and Cph are the vibrational
and phonon heat capacities respectively
The figure shows that the time scale for
multiphonon up-pumping is a few tens
of ps
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Figure 1 Time dependcnce ol the phonon
quasitcmperature. qph. the bulk %ibrational
quasitemperature, qvtb. and the defect perturbed

domain vibrational quasitcmperaturc. qd" for a shock
compression ratio VI/o = 0 80 (p = 4 7 GPa) and a
DPD anharmonic enhancement . = 2 The greater
anharmonic coupling in the DPD causes its
vibrations to come into cquilibrium %
ith the hot

phonons faster than the bulktibraiions. producing,a

temporary tempcrature onerhoot :ind a transicnt hol
vibrational quasitemperature is complete
spot
reached
has
system
the
by 30 ps, and
the thermal equilibrium temperature, T 1,
by approximately 70 ps A smaller compression ratio (stronger shock) results in a higher
initial phonon quasitemperature and a hiýher final vibrational temperaturc
I lowever.
independent of the strength of the shock, most of the rise of the \ ibiatiof!l quasiten-pe",c.
occurs in 30 ps. and thermal equilibrium is reached in approximatie tei ce this timnc lhe
details of the time dependencies calculated here depend on the naphthalene parameters used
in the calculations Howe\cr. for molecular solids as large or larger than naphthalene, such
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as HMX, the results should not vary by more than a factor of two from those presented in
Figures 1.5a
In a DPD the vibrations are pumped by the phonons faster than the bulk vibrations, so
the DPD vibrational quasitemperature, 0 d, will overshoot the bulk vibrational
quasitemperature 0 vib The rapid phonon equilibration will maintain the DPD phonon
quasitemperature at the bulk value although Gd exceeds 0 vib.
Two factors determine the peak DPD vibrational quasitemperature" the shock
compression ratio V1/Vo, and the defect enh2ncement factor ý,. ý, is the ratio of the DPD
anharmonic coupling to the bulk anharmonic coupling of phonons to the doorway modes. A
typical calculation of the three quasitemperatures is shown in Figure I for VI/V 0 = 0.8 (p
= 4.7 GPa), and ý = 2.0. Gd rises faster and peaks at a much higher temperature than 0vib
Therefore, a transient hot spot is created in the DPD due to enhanced anharmonic coupling
Because DPD vibrations equilibrate with the phonor.s so rapidly, hot spots are formed right
behind the shock front, typically within
Distance Behind Shock Front (nm)
50 nm of the front Phonons and bulk
8
402o
vibrations equilibrate in about 70 ps,
(a) o
while the hot spot, which heats up and
2.6
cools down, equilibrates with the bulk in
2.0
"5
Z
about 120 ps. If the hot spot reacts, it
1.6
9
will generate additional heat and will not
cool down as shown in Figure 1. Just
after the shock front passes, the
molecules in the DPD absorb phonons
faster than the bulk

If the Xd is small,

which is the ct.se being considered here,
it does not deplete the phonon bath, and
therefore has little effect on the uppumping of the bulk material But if Xd
is large, as when the DPD is present in a
small isolated grain of material, there
will not be enough excited phonons in
the grain to produce the large
temperature overshoot needed for
ignition This suggests a size effect in
hot spot initiated ';hock chemistry 5 The
prediction, that small grams should be
less reactive than large grains, has been
observed in some expenments 23,24 It
is important to distinguish the size effect
on reactivity predicted by our model
from the size effect observed in
Jetonation
studies
detonation
properties are not a simple function of
grain size since grain size changes the
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Figure 2 Computcd time dcpendent chemical
rcaction protabilitics for defect perturbed domains
and bulk material for shock compression values of
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lines refcr to anharnonic enhancements r of 2.6.
gi0. and 1 6. from lop to bottom The bulk reaction
probabililt (. I). given by the dashed curves.
remains small until the compression VI/V0 g 0 70

reac~iot. rrobability as well as the
porosity, which has a significant effect
on the likelihool' of detonation 24
Using pressure dependent reaction rates for HMX. for a given set of vibrational
quasitemperature profiles, as in Figure 1, the reaction probability N(p,t) can be calculated
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5a for bulk molecules or DPD molecules, using Ovib(t) or ed(t), respectively. Figure 2 shows
results for the bulk material (, = 1) and for DPDs with anharmonic enhancement (, > 1)
The different panels are for various compression ratios. It is evident from Figure 2 that a
small increase of , above unity enhances the defect reaction probability by many orders of
magnitude relative to the bulk. For example, at VINo = 0.80 (Figure 2a) and ý = 2, the
probability of a reaction in the DPD exceeds that in the bulk by about 108. For VINV
0 = 0.85
(Figure 2b) at 40 ps, the bulk reaction probability is -10-9 while for

,

= 2, the DPD reaction

probability is -10-1. The reaction probability for the bulk begins to approach unity for VI/Vo
= 0.75, so that a shock of about 10 GPa should be sufficient to reproducibly initiate ideal,
defect-free, crystalline HMX At high compressions, the enhancement of DPD reactivity ir
unimportant since both the bulk and the DPD react completely. The DPD reaches a reaction
probab;litv of unity faster znan the bulk and closer to the shock front, but since the bulk also
obt,
.' reaction probability, the few tens of ps difference in time will be insignificant
The net result is that the anharmonic enhancement of DPD reactivity takes on the greatest
significance for relatively weak shocks
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chemistry. 269

mass spectrometry, 257
modification, 221
synchrotron x-radiation, 215
TATB - see triamino-trinitrobenzene
TEM, 361
temperature-pressure phase diagrams, 199
3-D testing, 349
1,2.4.5-tetranitrobenzene. 25
tetryl, 3
thermal
decomposition, 13. 47. 26?
excitation, 293
gradient analysis (TGA), 41
thermochemical and mechanical properties,
331
thin films, 47
TiB 2. 319
time(-)
dependent energy release, 311
by Al reaction. 311
equation of state. 299
lag method, 355
resolved holography, 305
to-ignition. 167
TNB - see trinitrobenzene
TNT - see trinitrotoluene
transversely isotropic. 349
triamino-trinitrobenzene (TATB). 25, 35, 167.
189. 243. 257
1.3.5-triamino-2.4.6-trinitrobenzent.. 25
triaxial compression. 349
trinitrobenzene (TNB). 25. 189
trinitrotoluene (TNT). 3. 25. 81. 215. 373
twinning. 215. 227
two particle interaction. 305
TZX (diaminotetrazinedianoxide). 25
ultracentrifuge. 81
ultra-high vacuum. 221
underwater explosives. 299
unit cells. 227
unixial strain. 75
urea. 361
uv dissociation. 373
photolysis. 53
vacancies. 113
vapor deposition. 47
vibron frequencies. 35
Vickers hardness. 93
video imaging burn front. 319
weapon design. 173
wedge test. 173
win.m no;,: defects in TATB. 243
XPS - see photoelectron spectroscopy
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 189
diffraction (XRD). 361
irradiation. 41
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 41. 93.
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